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Preface

This reprint, titled “Advances in the Hydrodynamics of Water Pump Station Systems”,

represents a comprehensive exploration of the intricate dynamics within water pump station systems,

a critical infrastructure for water resource management and distribution. The subject of our study

is the hydrodynamic performance and stability of these systems, which are essential for ensuring

efficient water conveyance and energy conservation.

Scope and Aims: The scope of this work encompasses the latest advancements in the field, with

a particular focus on operational stability enhancement and the integration of energy conversion

technologies. Our aim is to synthesize the findings from a series of original research papers that

have been meticulously peer reviewed and accepted for publication, highlighting the contributions

of various scholars in this domain.

Purpose: The purpose of this scientific endeavor is twofold: firstly, to disseminate knowledge

that can inform the design, optimization, and management of water pump stations; secondly, to

contribute to the body of literature that supports the sustainable development of water resources

and the infrastructure that serves them.

Reasons and Motivations: The motivation for undertaking this work stems from the recognition

of the pivotal role that water pump stations play in modern society. As demands on water resources

grow with economic development and population increases, the need for efficient and reliable water

pump stations becomes ever more critical. We are driven by the desire to address the challenges

posed by climate change, energy crises, and the quest for sustainable solutions in water management.

Audience: This reprint is addressed to a diverse audience, including academic researchers,

engineers, policymakers, and students in the fields of hydraulic engineering, environmental science,

and water resource management. We also extend our reach to professionals and institutions involved

in the planning, construction, and maintenance of water infrastructure.

Involved Authors: The authors of this reprint are a collective of experts from various institutions,

each bringing their unique insights and expertise to the table. The lead authors, Changliang Ye, Yuan

Zheng, and Huixiang Chen, are joined by Kan Kan, the corresponding author, and Ran Tao, whose

contributions have been instrumental in shaping the content and direction of this work.

Acknowledgments: We extend our sincere gratitude to the National Natural Science Foundation

of China for their financial support, grant numbers 52209109, No. 52379086, and No. 52271275,

which have enabled this research. Our thanks go to the peer reviewers and editorial staff for their

meticulous reviews and valuable feedback. We also acknowledge the contributions of our colleagues
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research process.
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1. Introduction

As an indispensable part of water conservancy engineering construction, the impor-
tance of pumping stations is reflected in several aspects. First of all, pumping stations
undertake the important tasks of regional flood control, flood cleanup, irrigation, water
transfer, and water supply [1,2]. They can meet the needs of farmland irrigation, urban
water supply, etc., and also help to preserve the ecological environment and improve the
utilization rate of water resources. In particular, in modern society, the escalating demand
for water resources is a consequence of the burgeoning economy and the enhancement of
living standards. Consequently, pumping stations play a critical role in ensuring water
resource availability, fostering agricultural progress, and sustaining the regular operations
of entire cities. Secondly, the construction and management of pumping stations are also
of great significance. The backwardness of pumping station technology, the decline in
unit efficiency, the increase in energy consumption, and other problems not only affect
the normal operation and efficiency of pumping stations but also restrict the progress of
water conservation [3]. Therefore, the implementation of energy-saving measures for water
conservation and the upgrading of pumping stations is an important method for improving
the operational efficiency of pumping stations and reducing energy consumption. In addi-
tion, the construction and management of pumping stations also involve the maintenance
and renewal of electromechanical equipment. Much of the electromechanical equipment
that has run for long periods of time has already failed, but due to a shortage of funds
and other reasons, this equipment is still in use, which not only affects the functioning of
pumping stations but also increases the operational risks involved [4,5]. Consequently, it is
critical to enhance pumping stations’ construction and administration and ensure the timely
replacement and maintenance of station equipment in order to guarantee secure, stable,
and effective operations. Finally, from the point of view of economic and social benefits, the
construction and management of pumping stations also represent an important means of
achieving the efficient utilization of water resources and facilitating the sustainable growth
of water conservation. By improving the quality of pumping station construction and
management levels, water conservancy projects can effectively utilize their advantages and
contribute to the sustainable growth of the economy and society [6].

The aim of this Special Issue is to focus on the latest advances in pumping station
system research, with a particular focus on operational stability enhancement and the
potential applications of energy conversion technologies. Since the December 2022 call-
for-papers announcement, a total of 17 original papers have been accepted for publication
following a thorough peer-review process (Manuscripts 1–17); the contents thereof cover
strategies for the upgrade of pumping stations, the exploration of the water pumping
station phenomenon, the fine-grained study of pumping efficacy and stability, the safe
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and stable operation of pumps as turbines, the vibration characterization of pump turbine
units, and hydraulic transients in pipeline network systems. To enhance the comprehension
of this particular edition, we have succinctly outlined the key points of the published
articles below.

2. Overview of This Special Issue

In the field of pumping station research, scholars have endeavored to enhance system
performance and efficiency through a variety of research methods and technological ap-
proaches. These studies focus not only on the optimization of individual components but
also on the coordinated operation and long-term stability of the entire system.

In the study of pumping station buildings, in order to optimize the flow distribution in
the pumping station forebay, Contribution 1 conducted research using numerical simulation
methods to examine the impact of rectification facilities on the water flow in the pumping
station forebay. Two rectification methods were suggested: one includes a solitary bottom
sill and another involves a combination of a bottom sill and a diversion pier. These
methods were specifically created to enhance the flow conditions in the forebay; minimize
undesired flow structures, such as backflows and eddies; and ensure a more consistent flow
distribution in each part. The results show that the bottom sill controls the central beam
of water coming out of the water distribution pipe while the installation of the diversion
pier allows for the flow to be rectified twice, thus facilitating the dispersion of the incoming
water and making the flow distribution more uniform in each part.

In the study of pumping station water pipelines, Contribution 2 is the first systematic
study of the water-filling process of water–gas two-phase flow in right-angle elbow pressure
pipelines, especially under different water-filling velocity conditions. The integration of
numerical simulations with physical model tests offers a novel approach to comprehending
and forecasting water–gas two-phase flow. A staged water-filling method is proposed
according to the different stages of the process to efficiently decrease the pressure peak and
shorten the water-filling time. The comparative analysis of experimental and numerical
simulation results provides a theoretical and practical basis for controlling the water–
gas two-phase flow in actual engineering applications. Contribution 3 showed detailed
numerical simulations of gas–liquid two-phase flow in a high-elevation water pipe carried
out using the CLSVOF model and the RNG k-ε turbulence model, thereby providing a
new perspective for understanding and predicting the flow phenomena in the water pipe
system. The paper analyzes the effects of bubble size and distribution, flow velocity, and
air content on the evolution of flow patterns and pressure pulsations. The analysis reveals
the effects of random bubble distribution on flow patterns and pressure pulsations in
high-pressure water piping systems. The results help predict the rupture risk and water
hammer protection in stagnant gas pipeline systems, thereby providing theoretical support
and computational parameters for engineering safety.

In the pump unit study, Contribution 4 provides a detailed analysis of pumps’ internal
flow characteristics under different start-up combination scenarios, thereby uncovering
the impacts of varied start-up conditions on the internal hydrodynamic behavior of the
centrifugal pump. Combined with entropy generation and a vortex analysis, the paper
provides a new perspective for evaluating and optimizing the internal flow and energy
losses witnessed in pumping stations. The paper examines the performance of pumping
stations under various start-up combinations and suggests an optimal start-up combination
scheme. This scheme is crucial for enhancing the energy efficiency and stability of pumping
stations. The impeller blades of water pumps can usually be simplified to be studied as
hydrofoils; Contribution 5 proposes a bionic pumping device based on two oscillating hy-
drofoils, which aims to improve the fluidity of water bodies in the river network area. The
hydraulic performance in both in-phase and out-of-phase oscillation modes was analyzed
via numerical simulations and experimental validation. The finite volume method and
overlapping mesh technique were employed for this purpose. The findings of this study
indicate that the out-of-phase oscillation mode exhibits a superior hydraulic performance
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in comparison to the in-phase oscillation mode, particularly at a constant frequency. Fur-
thermore, the pump efficiency of out-of-phase oscillation is notably higher than that of
in-phase oscillation. Contribution 6 improves the hump characteristic at low flow rates
through adjustments to the shapes of the impeller inlet edge and the blade. It also optimizes
the matching relationship between the guide vanes and the impeller to improve pressure
pulsation characteristics and optimize the width of the leafless zone. At the same time,
the performance curves of the centrifugal pump at different speeds were studied, and the
maximum input shaft power curves under various working conditions were determined.
Based on this, an analysis was performed to identify the safe and efficient operating range
of the pump. The occurrence of pump stalling is a frequent issue that arises during the
real functioning of centrifugal pumps. Therefore, Contribution 7 used the scale-adaptive
simulation (SAS) model and found the existence of double-hump characteristics in the
head curve. Through the comparison of the flow field characteristics under various flow
conditions, it was determined that the peak region near the optimal operating condition is a
result of hydraulic losses, whereas the peak region further away from the optimal operating
condition is caused by the combined influence of Euler head and hydraulic losses. The
clock effect mechanism of the guiding vanes is examined by simplifying the model, thus
revealing that the disturbance caused by the wake of the upstream vane on the downstream
vane’s boundary layer influences the transition; this in turn affects the friction stress of
the vanes and leads to a change in the pressure amplitude. The results of this study are
important for understanding and controlling the performance of centrifugal pumps under
stall conditions, especially in the secure and dependable functioning of large pumping
stations. In terms of vibration characteristics, Contribution 8 details a comprehensive study
of the modal characteristics of the pump impeller, examining its behavior in both air and
water environments. Dynamic stress simulations demonstrate that the cyclic pattern of the
highest stress point is mostly influenced by the number of blades and the rotational speed of
the impeller during a single rotation cycle. Using this approach, the behavior of the pump
under different operating conditions can be better understood, thus improving its perfor-
mance and life. Centrifugal pumps are more suited for situations that require high pressure
and have low flow rates and high heads. On the other hand, axial-flow pumps are more
appropriate in situations with large flow rates and low-to-medium heads. Contribution 9
evaluates the structural strength and durability of the rotor system in a large-scale vertical
axial pump when operating in both pump mode and PAT (pump-as-turbine) mode, which
provides strong support for the optimal design and safe operation of centrifugal pumps.
An analysis was conducted to examine the deformation and distribution of equivalent
stress in the blades under various flow conditions. The results revealed that the greatest
deformation and concentration of stress primarily occurred near the root of the blades. The
fatigue life of the blades was evaluated, and it was found that the cycle times of the blades
exceeded 106 cycles under all operating conditions, which indicates that the blades have a
service life and cycle times that fall within the acceptable limit for safety. Comparisons of
blade safety factors in pump and PAT modes indicated that the blade root in PAT mode
necessitated a careful evaluation of its material strength and safety stability. Contribution
10 proposed a method for predicting the Q–H curve of PAT at different speeds, which was
validated via numerical simulations and new analytical expressions. The results show that
these methods provide satisfactory results when the operating point is in proximity to the
BEP (best efficiency point).

On some occasions, turbines serve as the power source of pumping stations, using the
kinetic energy of the water to drive the pumps to operate in service of water extraction and
transfer [7]. Contribution 11 details a systematic analysis of the flow-induced noise of the
Francis turbine under different operating conditions. The analysis was carried out through
the application of a combination of CFD simulations and sound power-level assessment
methods. Through a comparison of experimental and simulated values, three distinct
loading circumstances situated in the permissible, limited, and forbidden zones were
chosen for the investigation. This selection facilitated a more comprehensive understanding
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of the creation and distribution of flow-induced noise. The relationship between the flow-
induced noise and the internal flow characteristics of the turbine (e.g., vortex, guide vane
opening, etc.) is revealed, which provides a scientific basis for the low-noise design of
the turbine and the diagnosis of noise problems. By analyzing the flow characteristics
under different operating conditions, a design method to reduce the flow-induced noise
is proposed, which is of great significance for the design and optimization of hydraulic
turbines. In addition, Contribution 12 compares the pressure pulsation characteristics of
Francis turbines with varying draft tube arrangement directions. The VMD approach is
used here for the first time to analyze pressure pulsations in the Francis turbines, which
helps clearly extract the signal characteristics and obtain more explicit results. Based on a
real engineering case, the findings offer a hydrodynamic benchmark for the design of the
deflector casing of a Francis turbine. Meanwhile, in order to have a more comprehensive
understanding of the performance characteristics of the turbine, Contribution 13 conducted
a cavitation characterization study of the axial-flow paddle turbine for both the prototype
and the model in the surrounded vortex rope. It is suggested that the critical cavitation
coefficients between the prototype and the model remain similar under varied cavitation
coefficients. This similarity serves as a significant reference for the design and operation of
the prototype. The article also examines the alterations in the cavitation properties of the
runner chamber of both the model and the prototype when the model critical cavitation
coefficient is reduced below the prototype critical cavitation coefficient, which is of practical
significance for the understanding and prevention of cavitation damages in the operation
of hydraulic turbines.

With renewable energy receiving global emphasis and investment, the current base
of intermittent renewable energy sources like wind and solar will continue to increase.
The power generation of these energy sources is unstable and requires energy storage
technology to balance power supply and demand. Pumped storage power plants, as one of
the key technologies and economically feasible energy storage methods, have a significant
impact on the transition of energy structure [8,9]. In an in-depth study of pumped storage
unit performance optimization, Contribution 14 proposes the use of fractional-order PID
(FOPID) controllers to improve the control performance of pumped storage units. The
FOPID controller differs from standard PID controllers in its incorporation of two additional
adjustable parameters, namely differential order and integral order, thus providing higher
control freedom and better robustness; this provides a new solution to the control problem
of pumped storage units and helps improve the stability and regulation performance of
the system. In order to have a more comprehensive understanding of the pumped storage
unit’s performance in actual operation, Contribution 15 details a field study of the pressure
fluctuation and vibration stability characteristics of the prototype pump turbine under
multiple operating conditions. In turbine mode, the pressure variations exhibit distinct
characteristics; in pump mode, the pressure fluctuations at different measurement locations
exhibit changes in the low-frequency region. The vibration acceleration characteristics
are affected by the interaction between the rotor and stator and the frequencies of the
structural modes. These findings are crucial for guaranteeing the stability and dependability
of the unit. Contribution 16 describes an analysis of the energy loss mechanism in a
pump turbine equipped with diverter vanes at various characteristic heads. The study
employed the entropy generation theory in conjunction with the flow field distribution to
quantitatively evaluate the energy loss and internal flow state changes of the pump turbine
at various characteristic heads. The investigation aimed to uncover the underlying causes
and distinctive features of energy loss. Through the application of the entropy generation
theory, a new approach is provided to analyze and optimize the hydraulic design of pump
turbines, which helps improve their efficiency and operational performance. Contribution
17, in order to explore in depth the internal flow characteristics of a single-pier, front-loaded
pump turbine in a draft tube at partial load, investigates the interactions between vortex
ropes and return zones and their effects on the pressure fluctuation characteristics within
the tailrace. A preliminary explanation of the phenomenon of fluid kinematic progression
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based on vortex theory is presented, and a theoretical analysis of the distortion of vortex
tubes under the influence of geometric potential is presented. This study not only helps us
understand the operating characteristics of the pump turbine under partial load but also
provides an important reference for optimizing the design of the unit and improving the
operating stability.

3. Conclusions

This Special Issue not only presents the latest research results in the field of pumping
stations but also provides a wealth of practical experience and insights. The guest edi-
tors believe that the following concerns in the field of pumping stations need continued
attention:

(1) For the lack of applicable hydraulic pump models for water conservancy pumping sta-
tions, continued research and the development of high-performance hydraulic models
with excellent cavitation performance and little pressure pulsation are necessary in
order to effectively support the efficient operation of pumping stations.

(2) In light of the numerous space vortices and insufficient submergence depth of the
pump suction flapper in the front and intake pools of water conservancy pumping
stations, a flow control system must be implemented in order to enhance the pumping
stations’ intake conditions.

(3) Improving the control performance of water conservancy pumping stations by en-
hancing the performance of gate valves should receive additional prioritization.

We believe that through future research, pumping station technology will continue to
make new breakthroughs, thereby providing a strong guarantee for urban and rural water
supply security and sustainable development.
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Abstract: The flow pattern of the forebay of the pumping station has a considerable effect on the
operating efficiency and stability of the pump unit. A good forebay flow pattern can enable the pump
unit to improve efficiency and operating conditions. This study takes a large pumping station as the
research object and considers two rectification schemes, namely, a single bottom sill and a “bottom
sill + diversion pier”. Without rectification facilities under different start-up schemes, the forebay
flow pattern after the addition of rectification facilities is calculated, and the influence of single and
combined rectification facilities is analyzed. Results show large-scale undesirable flow structures
such as backflow and vortex in the forebay of the original design that without rectification facilities
and uneven flow distribution occurs in the operating unit. The addition of a bottom sill in the forebay
can control the central water beam from the water diversion pipe. The flow is divided to spread to
both sides of the forebay and can be rectified twice after installing the diversion piers. The combined
rectifier facility of “bottom sill + diversion pier” is beneficial to disperse incoming flow and make
the flow distribution of each unit more uniform. The backflow and vortex inside the forepond are
basically eliminated, and the flow state of the forepond is significantly improved.

Keywords: forebay; numerical simulation; rectification facilities; bottom sill; diversion pier

1. Introduction

The forebay of the pumping station is set up as a connection between the diversion
channel and the water inlet pool to enable a smooth and even flow and thus provide good
conditions for the pump unit. However, after the water flows into the forebay, adverse
phenomena such as backflow and vortex may occur due to the influence of various factors,
resulting in not only sedimentation in the forebay but also flow disorder in the water
inlet channel of the pump unit. Thus, the operating efficiency of the pump decreases and
severely affects the safe and stable operation of the unit [1–3].

For the study of the flow pattern of the forepool of the pumping station, in the past, the
direct experiment mainly relied on the physical model, and the velocity measurement at the
distribution point was mainly adopted by the current meter or particle image velocimetry
(PIV) and laser Doppler anemometry (LDA), which show flow fields at character level [4,5].
With the development of computer technology, numerical simulation using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) has become a common research method, which can improve the
efficiency of analysis and better study the flow field. Kim et al. [6] studied the flow
distribution in the intake channel of the pump based on experiments and CFD technology
to find out the cause of the eddy current in detail. At present, a large number of studies
have been carried out on the flow state of the forebay. Harding et al. [7] established a
mathematical model of the movement of the forebay in the velocity field and analyzed the
internal flow field of the forebay by using an acoustic Doppler current profiler to quantify
the errors caused by spatial changes in velocity. Amin et al. [8] believe that the efficiency of
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the pumping station depends to a large extent on the structural design of the inlet pool,
not only on the performance of the selected pump. Numerical and experimental studies
were conducted on a rectangular inlet pool to predict the swirl angle and the formation
of free-surface vortices, and the swirl angle and average tangential velocity estimated by
CFD simulation were consistent with the experimental results. In the hydraulic model of
seawater intake at the Aliveri power plant in Greece, Dimas and Vouros [9] studied the
influence of cross flow in the front pool on the eddy current angle in the suction pipe of
the pump and found that when the average cross flow velocity dropped below the critical
value, the eddy current angle only depended on the shape of the front pool. Based on the
above research, many scholars have carried out a great deal of analysis and research on
the flow pattern. Zhang et al. [10] carried out experimental research on a lateral inflow
pumping station at different water levels and found large-scale backflow areas in the
forebay at the surface or the layers. Ying et al. [11] used a two-phase flow scheme to study
the flow regime of a forward-influent forebay and found that the water flow separates at
the side wall and large-scale backflows occur on both sides. For these flow characteristics
of the forebay, domestic and foreign scholars have carried out research on improving the
flow pattern of the forebay and carried out a lot of rectification measures for the forebay.
Rtimi et al. [12] and Karami et al. [13] optimized the base splatter; Li et al. [14] and Luo
et al. [15] added columns to the front pool and designed the columns; Ahmed et al. [16] and
Zhou et al. [17] set different diversion pier layout methods; Xu et al. [18] used pressurized
water plates for rectification of the front pool. Mi et al. [19] set a bottom sill in the forebay
to eliminate the influence of eddy current and circulation generated by diffusion flow
on pump performance and sediment deposition, and the research results can provide a
theoretical basis for improving the flow pattern of the forebay and avoiding sediment
deposition. Zhou et al. [20] analyzed the adverse flow state in the forebay of a certain lateral
pumping station, such as large-scale backflow area and severe deflection of water inlet
angle, and used various rectification measures to carry out numerical simulations; their
results show that diversion piers can lead to a reasonable flow velocity area, the bottom sill
can change the flow structure, and diversion walls can weaken the interference of backflow
on the mainstream.

In addition, Nasr et al. [21] used various rectification measures to change the flow
pattern of the front pool of the pumping station and found that when the parabola wall
and part of the rectifier pier were well set, the flow pattern of the inlet pool was better
and the uniformity of velocity distribution was improved. Yang et al. [22] studied and
compared the rectifier flow pattern in the forepond, the uniformity of velocity distribution
in the measured section, and the reduction rate of the eddy current area, and found that the
combination scheme of the rectifier wall and the diversion wall had a good effect.

Existing literature has shown that adding bottom sills and diversion piers to the
forebay can effectively improve the flow state, but it mainly focuses on the influence
of a single rectification facility. Few studies examine the application of the combined
rectification facility of the bottom sill and diversion piers. Therefore, the present study
takes a large-scale pumping station as the research object and considers two rectification
facilities: A single bottom sill and a “bottom sill + diversion pier”. A three-dimensional
(3D) numerical analysis is carried out on the flow with different numbers of units opened
to examine the improvement effect of the bottom sill and the combination of the bottom
sill and diversion pier on the flow. The findings can provide a reference for the design and
renovation of rectification facilities for the same type of pumping stations.

2. Research Object

This study examines a large pumping station with five units, which are symmetrically
arranged (4 working and 1 standby). The design flow rate of a single machine is 3.75 m3/s.
The forebay of the pumping station is 38.38 m long and is diverted by two steel pipes with
a diameter of 2.6 m. The slope of the pool bottom is 0.049, the divergence angle of the
forebay is 39.02◦, and the inlet pool is 15 m long and 39.2 m wide. The center distance
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between two adjacent pumps is 8.5 m, and the design water level is 19.5 m. The diameter
of the trumpet tube is D = 2.6 m, the suspended height is 0.4 D, and the rear wall distance
is 0.08 D. From top to bottom, these are units 1–5. The 3D model of the pumping station is
shown in Figure 1.
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3. Numerical Simulation
3.1. Turbulence Model

According to the hydraulic characteristics of the pumping station, the water movement
in the forebay and the inlet pond of the pumping station is a turbulent flow with a large
Reynolds number and a wide range of backflow and shedding. The RNG k-ε turbulence
model can manage flows with swirling, high strain rates, and large streamline bending,
and thus this study adopts the RNG k-ε turbulence model [23].

In this study, the CFX software is used to numerically simulate the flow in the forebay
and inlet pond of the pumping station. The convection item of the turbulence model adopts
a high-order precision format, and the convergence precision of each monitoring parameter
is 10−4.

3.2. Calculation Region and Grid

Taking the water diversion pipe, forebay, water inlet pool, and water-absorbing trum-
pet for the calculation, the hexahedral structured grid is used to divide the different
components into meshes, as shown in Figure 2.
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Accurate numerical simulation results are obtained by verifying the calculation domain
for grid independence. A total of six sets of grid schemes with different densities are
generated, with the number of grids ranging from 1.76–3.05 million. The calculation results
are shown in Figure 3.
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The figure shows that when the number of grids increases from 1.76 to 2.24 million,
the hydraulic loss in the calculation domain changes significantly, but when the increase
is from 2.24 to 3.05 million, the hydraulic loss hardly changes, which meets the grid
independence verification requirements. Therefore, 2.49 million meshes are selected for
numerical simulation. The number of meshes for each flow-through component is shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Grid condition of each component.

Water Diversion Pipe + Forebay Inlet Pool Suction Trumpet Total

Number of grids (10,000) 165.14 34.48 249.55

3.3. Boundary Condition

Inlet and outlet conditions: This study defines the inlet boundary as the inlet of the
water diversion pipe, adopts the mass flow inlet boundary condition, and sets the design
flow rate of a single pump as 3.75 m3/s. The outlet is set at the outlet of the water-absorbing
horn tube, and the static pressure outlet is set to 0 atm.

Wall conditions: All solid walls are smooth and non-slip (including side walls, bottom
of the front pool, bottom of the water inlet pool, water diversion pipes, and water-absorbing
trumpet pipes).

The surfaces of the forebay and the inlet pool are free liquid surfaces, treated symmet-
rically, assuming the use of the steel cover. The shear stress and heat exchange generated
by air on the water surface are ignored.

4. Simulation Analysis of Forebay Flow in Original Scheme

The numerical calculation and analysis of the flow field of the research object is
carried out by taking the operating conditions of Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 5 units in operation and
No. 3 unit on standby as the calculation mode. Figure 4 shows the overall flow diagram of
the pumping station, and after the water flow enters from the diversion pipe, the main flow
is concentrated in the middle of the forebay. The flow velocity on both sides is relatively
small. A large-scale backflow, distributed on both sides, and a vortex near the side wall
are observed.
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For further analysis of the internal flow of the inflow field of the pumping station,
three sections were cut along the height direction of the forebay (the heights are: bottom
layer z = 13.5 m, middle layer z = 16.5 m, surface layer z = 19.5 m). The flow velocity vector
diagrams of the three sections are shown in Figure 5. As the position moves down, the
range of unfavorable flow patterns such as backflow and vortex expands and even goes
deep into the pier of the inlet pool.
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Figure 6 shows the vorticity diagram of the bottom surface of the water inlet pool of the
original scheme, and Figure 7 shows the vortex structure diagram under the water suction
horn tube of each operating unit. Vortices of different scales form near and below the water-
absorbing horns of each operating unit and at the head of the pier. The bottom vortex is
clearly shown in Figure 7. The pier is formed by the impact of water flow, and the attached
bottom vortices under the water-absorbing horns of units 1 and 5 are relatively strong.
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From the above analysis, the reasons for the adverse flow conditions such as backflow
and vortex in the forebay can be attributed to the following:

(1) The diffusion angle of the forebay is too large, close to the critical value of the pumping
station design specification [24] (the forebay diffusion angle of the forward water
pumping station is <40◦).

(2) The forebay of the pumping station uses pressurized steel pipes to divert water,
which causes high-speed water jets to form and impact the pier, thereby forming
reverse water flow. This occurrence causes large-scale backflow, vortexing, and other
undesirable flow patterns in the forebay.

5. Analysis of Influence of Rectification Facilities on Forebay Flow
5.1. Rectification Facilities and Operating Conditions

The principle of bottom sill rectification is to use appropriate engineering measures
to cause the façade behind the sill to swirl, disrupt the plane backflow, and then use the
diversion function of the diversion pier to homogenize the incoming flow. Thus, bad flow
patterns such as backflow and vortexing are effectively eliminated. Based on the original
design, this study proposes two rectification schemes, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 8.

Table 2. Rectification scheme.

Program Number Rectification Measures Scheme Description

Scheme 1 Bottom sill Located at 10 m in front of the forebay, across the bottom,
width × height: 1 × 1.5 m

Scheme 2 Bottom sill + diversion pier

Data The diversion pier is located 7 m behind the bottom sill,
and the distance between the heads of the two diversion piers
is 8.7 m. The length × width × height: 10 × 1 × 5 m, and the

included angle with the center line of the forebay is 18◦
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Given that the research object is the parallel operation of multiple units, this study
determines the influence of different numbers of units on the flow state of the forebay of
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the pumping station. The parallel operations of 3, 4, and 5 units are examined, and the
operating conditions and start-up combinations are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Operating conditions.

Operating Conditions Rectification Measures Flow m3/s Boot Group Number

1
Original design scheme

11.25 1#, 3#, 5#
2 15 1#, 2#, 4#, 5#
3 18.75 1#, 2#, 3#, 4#, 5#

4
Scheme 1

11.25 1#, 3#, 5#
5 15 1#, 2#, 4#, 5#
6 18.75 1#, 2#, 3#, 4#, 5#

7
Scheme 2

11.25 1#, 3#, 5#
8 15 1#, 2#, 4#, 5#
9 18.75 1#, 2#, 3#, 4#, 5#

5.2. Analysis of the Influence of Rectification Facilities on Forebay Flow
5.2.1. Comparative Analysis of Forebay Flow under Different Operating Conditions

Figure 9 is a vector diagram of the flow velocity in the forebay and inflow tank of the
pumping station under various operating conditions. The velocity vector of each point
in the flow field can be seen, so as to understand the velocity distribution of all parts in
the flow field. Figure 10 is a vorticity diagram of the flow velocity in the forebay and
inflow tank of the pumping station under various operating conditions, and the vorticity
distribution in each region can be obtained.
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According to the analysis of the original design scheme of the forebay (i.e., working
conditions 1–3 in Figure 9), when the pumping station starts 3, 4, and 5 units at the same
time, a large-scale backflow occurs and is symmetrical on both sides of the forebay, and the
scope of the spread goes deep to the pier of the inlet pool. Except for the No. 3 unit, the
water inlet channels of the other operating units have a lateral side flow.

In view of the problems of the original scheme, the bottom sill is added to the forebay,
and the water flow with large kinetic energy is intercepted by the bottom sill so that the
water flow in the forepond is evenly distributed. Figure 9 Working Cases 4–6 show the
vector diagram of flow velocity in the forebay section of Scheme 1. A bottom sill is added
to the forebay, and the water flow enters through the water diversion pipe. The bottom
sill diverts the central water beam from the water diversion pipe and diffuses it to both
sides of the forward pool, which improves the diffusion of the water flow on the plane
and disrupts the backflow. The improvement effect is mainly reflected in the water inlet
channels of Nos. 2 and 4, which have improved horizontal side flows. The lateral side flow
remains in the inlet channel of Nos. 1 and 3 units.

By comparing the original scheme with Scheme 1, it can be found that after adding
the bottom sill to the original scheme, the flow line in the middle area of the forebay
has tended to be stable, and the flow line in the inlet channel has also been improved,
but there are still transverse flow measurements on both sides, so the diversion pier
continues to be added to divert the incoming flow through the bottom sill and carry out
secondary rectification. Figure 9 Working cases 7–9 show the cross-sectional flow velocity
vector diagram of Scheme 2. Based on Scheme 1, diversion piers are added and carry out a
secondary rectification of the water flow, further enhancing the diffusion of turbulent kinetic
energy. The large-scale backflow areas on both sides of the forebay basically disappear,
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and the flow of the water before entering the inlet pool is relatively stable. On the bottom
section, the flow state of the water inlet pool is smooth, and the suction conditions of the
water pump considerably improve.

Figure 10 is the comparison diagram of vorticity between the front pool and the inlet
pool of the pumping station under different operating conditions. It can be seen from
the vortex intensity distribution diagram of working conditions 1, 2, and 3 that when 3,
4, and 5 units are opened at the same time in the pumping station, large-scale vortices
are generated at the inlet pool and the inlet channel of the unit. After adding the base
sill rectification, it can be seen from the vortex intensity distribution diagram of working
conditions 4, 5, and 6 that the scale of the vortices on both sides of the front pool is reduced,
and the vortices at the inlet pool and the unit inlet channel are greatly improved. The vortex
distribution diagram for working conditions 7, 8, and 9 is obtained after the diversion
pier is added. In the diagram, the large-scale vortices at the inlet pond and the inlet
channel of the unit basically disappear, and the flow pattern at the inlet of the unit is greatly
improved. It can be seen from Figures 9 and 10 that, compared with the original scheme,
the scale and quantity of adverse flow patterns such as backflow and vortex in the forebay
in each operating condition of the two rectification schemes have been reduced, and the
flow patterns have also been significantly improved. Therefore, the study shows that the
combined rectification method with base sill and diversion pier has the best rectification
effect in the scheme.

Figure 11 shows the vorticity diagram of the bottom surface of the inlet pool af-
ter the addition of rectification facilities when four units are turned on. By comparison
with Figure 6, after the addition of rectification facilities, the range of vortex attached to
the bottom of the operating unit decreases, but the single bottom sill increases the local
(Nos. 2, 4 units) water flow vortices; and the addition of “bottom sill + diversion pier” in
the forebay effectively improves the inflow conditions of the pump unit.
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5.2.2. Comparative Analysis of Unit Flow Distribution

This study further analyzes the flow distribution among the operating units after the
addition of rectification facilities. The flow distribution coefficient λ is introduced, defined
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as the ratio of the flow rate Qi of the suction horn tube corresponding to the operating
unit to the design flow rate of a single pump Q = 3.75 m3/s (i represents the number of
operating unit) and expressed as follows:

λ =
Qi
Q

(1)

The flow distribution coefficients of units under various operating conditions before
and after the addition of rectification facilities are shown in Figure 12. As the λ approaches
1, the flow distribution uniformity of the unit increases.
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Figure 12. Flow distribution coefficient of operating units before and after rectification: (a) 3 units
running in parallel; (b) 4 units running in parallel; (c) 5 units running in parallel.

The flow distribution coefficient curve shows that the original scheme has an uneven
flow distribution, and the working flow of the unit operating in the middle is greater than
that of units operating on both sides. In Scheme 1, a single bottom sill is set in the forebay,
and the uneven flow distribution of each operating unit improves, but the effect is not
apparent when four units are turned on at the same time. In Scheme 2, after the addition
of the combined rectification facility of “bottom sill + diversion pier”, the uneven flow
distribution of each operating unit almost disappears.

5.2.3. Comparative Analysis of Flow Velocity Distribution Uniformity and Average
Drift Angle

The flow velocity distribution uniformity and average drift angle at the inlet section
of the water pump suction trumpet are important indicators to test the effect of the forebay
renovation of the pumping station. This study introduces the velocity distribution unifor-
mity Va and the cross-sectional average drift angle θ [25] and uses them as indicators to
evaluate the actual effect of the rectification device.

The closer the cross-section flow velocity uniformity Va is to 100% and the average
drift angle θ is closer to 0◦, the more uniform is the axial flow velocity distribution of the
water pump impeller inlet section. Thus, the inflow conditions of the water flow introduced
into the pump unit improve, and the safe and stable pump operation and the operating
efficiency of the pump device are also enhanced. The expression is as follows:

Va =


1 − 1

ua

√
∑ (uai − ua)

2

m


× 100% (2)

θ =
∑ uai

[
arctan( uti

uai
)
]

∑ uai
(3)
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In the above formula, Va is the uniformity of flow velocity distribution; θ is the average
drift angle; m is the number of units; ua is the average axial velocity of the horn tube inlet;
uai is the axial velocity of each unit in section i; uti is the lateral velocity of the ith calculation
unit, and uti =

√
uwi

2 + uri
2 (uwi and uri are the tangential and radial velocities of the ith

calculation unit, respectively).
Table 4 shows the flow velocity distribution uniformity and average deflection angle at

the inlet section of the suction horn tube under various operating conditions before and after
the addition of rectification facilities. Compared with Table 3 with the original scheme, after
adding the rectification facilities, the uniformity of cross-sectional flow velocity distribution
and the average drift angle have improved. This result shows that both optimization
schemes can improve the unfavorable flow state in the forebay of the pumping station.
However, the improvement of the second scheme is better achieved by adding a “bottom
sill + diversion pier” combined rectification in the forebay, and the effect increases with the
increase in the number of start-up units. With the addition of “bottom sill + diversion pier”
combined rectification facilities, when Nos. 3, 4, and 5 units are turned on at the same time,
the flow velocity distribution uniformity increases by 3.8%, 5.51%, and 7.46%, respectively.

Table 4. The uniformity and average drift angle of the inlet flow velocity distribution of the suction
horn in various operating conditions.

Original Scheme Bottom Sill “Bottom Sill + Diversion Pier”

Three units run in
parallel

Velocity distribution
uniformity Va

73.58% 76.20% 77.38%

Mean drift angle θ 18.21◦ 16.89◦ 15.42◦

Four units run in
parallel

Velocity distribution
uniformity Va

73.37% 74.85% 78.88%

Mean drift angle θ 22.87◦ 19.88◦ 14.43◦

Five units run in
parallel

Velocity distribution
uniformity Va

70.52% 75.62% 77.98%

Mean drift angle θ 21.09◦ 20.33◦ 15.30◦

6. Conclusions

Based on numerical simulation technology, this study analyzes the water flow state of
the forebay of the original design scheme of the pumping station. According to the simula-
tion results of the forebay, we propose a combined rectification scheme of two rectification
schemes that influence the flow of the forebay of the pumping station under the condition
of parallel operation of different sets of pumping stations.

1. In the original scheme, the forebay of the research object has large-scale backflow,
vortex, and other adverse flow structures when the units are turned on and running
under the design working conditions. When multiple units run in parallel, uneven
flow distribution occurs and the pumps have poor water inlet conditions, and this
situation becomes more and more serious as the position moves down.

2. The bottom sill is set in the forebay and causes the following benefits: Improves
the centering of the mainstream, facilitates the diffusion of water flow on the plane,
reduces the range of the forebay recirculation zone, and improves the uniformity
of flow velocity distribution at the entrance of the suction horn pipe and the flow
distribution uniformity of each operating unit. However, there are still backflow and
vortices on both sides of the front pool, which need to be further improved.

3. The combined facility of “bottom sill + diversion pier” is added to the forebay. The
bottom sill diverts the central water beam from the water diversion pipe to spread to
both sides of the forebay. The diversion pier then performs secondary rectification on
the diverted forebay flow, which effectively improves the centering of the mainstream.

At present, the rectification effect of the combined rectifier facility on the forebay of
the pump station is only the model stage, which proves that the technology is feasible,
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and more experimental verification should be conducted in the future. At the same time,
different factors, such as incoming flow speed and flow rate, will also have an impact.
Finally, the size and location of the rectifier facility need to be specifically designed.
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Abstract: As an important working condition in water conveyance projects, the water filling process
of pipelines is a complex hydraulic transition process involving water–air two-phase flow with
sharp pressure changes that can easily cause pipeline damage. In light of the complex water–air
two-phase flow during pipeline water filling, this study explores the water filling process of right-
angle elbow pressure pipelines using CFD numerical simulations and physical model experiments,
analyzing changes in water phase volume fraction, water-gas two-phase flow patterns, and hydraulic
parameters in the pipeline under low flow rate conditions of 0.6 m/s and high flow rate conditions
of 1.5 m/s. Results show that under low flow rate conditions, there is more local trapped gas at
the top of the pipeline, causing negative pressure at local high points in the pipeline and forming
a vacuum. Under high velocity conditions, water-gas two-phase flow changes more frequently in
the pipeline, with a large number of bubbles collapsing at the top, resulting in large fluctuations in
pipeline pressure. Finally, through physical experiments, the main flow patterns during water filling
in right-angle elbows are verified and analyzed. These results have certain reference significance for
formulating safe and efficient water filling velocity schemes for pressurized pipelines.

Keywords: right-angle elbow; water filling process; water–air two-phase flow; numerical simulation;
physical model experiment

1. Introduction

Water filling of pressurized water pipelines is an important part of long-distance water
transmission projects. It occurs when water pipelines are first put into operation, when
empty pipes are filled with water, when water supply is restored after maintenance, and
when water supply is restored after troubleshooting. The pipelines reach stable operation
through water filling [1–3]. The water filling process is a complex and dynamic hydraulic
process that involves the interaction of water, air, and pressure. The pressure in the pipeline
fluctuates greatly, resulting in a complex and changeable water-gas two-phase flow pattern.
This directly affects the safe operation of the water supply system [4]. Many water supply
projects to be built have the characteristics of long pipelines, large flows, and great elevation
fluctuations [5]. In order to ensure the safe and efficient operation of water supply projects,
many scholars have conducted numerical simulations and experimental research on the
water filling process of pressurized water pipelines.

In a numerical simulation of the water filling process, both one-dimensional Method
of Characteristics (MOC) models and three-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics
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(CFD) models are commonly used to calculate unsteady flow. Within the one-dimensional
calculation model, the rigid water column model and weak water column model are
frequently employed [6], and many researchers have improved and optimized these models.
Liu et al. [7,8] proposed a complete rigid model that incorporates local head loss, valve
opening, and pipeline elevation changes, taking into account pipeline characteristics and
establishing a mathematical model with variable characteristics suitable for long pipelines.
Zhou et al. [9] introduced two variables, air release rate and water column length change,
to perform numerical simulations and experimental verification of rapid water filling
in horizontal pipelines. The theoretical value of pressure oscillation agrees well with
experimental data when there is no hole or a small hole. Jin et al. [10] treated the water
column as elastic in the elastic water column model, incorporating the propagation process
of pressure waves in the water flow, resulting in more accurate numerical simulations
of velocity and pressure in the pipeline. Zhou et al. [11] added water elasticity and gas
compressibility characteristics to derive and establish a mathematical model of the pipeline
water filling process containing stagnant air mass, which can accurately simulate the
transient pressure of air mass in the pipeline. Wang [12] used the interface tracing method
to verify that the elastic water column model is more applicable than the rigid water
column model, with more practical simulation results for the pipeline water filling process.
Compared to one-dimensional models, three-dimensional models can intuitively display
the flow state of gas and water phases. Currently, the Volume of Fluid (VOF) model is
the most commonly used multiphase flow model in pipeline water filling processes [13].
Feng et al. [14] used a VOF model to simulate water-gas two-phase flow in a pressurized
pipeline of a pumping station, with simulation results showing an obvious transition
phenomenon between flow patterns during the water filling process. Zhou et al. [15] used
a VOF method to simulate the water filling process of a pipeline containing an air mass
without deflation, with results showing that bottom flow first caused a sudden change in
pressure, confirming the limitations of one-dimensional models and the advanced nature
of VOF models. Bai et al. [16] used a VOF model to perform three-dimensional numerical
simulations of concave pipelines, with result analysis showing that gas-liquid velocity
differences in pipeline sections caused water-gas mixing. Warda et al. [17] used three-
dimensional numerical calculations based on a VOF model to visually study phenomena
such as column separation and reconnection in pipelines.

In terms of physical model experiments of the water filling process, Ciro et al. con-
ducted a water filling experiment using a pipeline with a 30◦ inclination and proposed
a standard for predicting maximum pressure fluctuations during rapid water filling [18].
Balacco et al. studied the dynamic characteristics of air valves during water filling under
different boundary conditions for various pipeline layouts with pipeline inclination angles
of 11◦, 22◦, and 30◦, respectively [19]. Vasconcelos and Wright found that intercepted air
directly impacts the shape of the leading edge of the water filling column after conducting
water filling tests on pipes with different diameters, and that hydraulic jumps may occur
during water filling [20]. Hou et al. performed an experimental study on two-phase pres-
surization moving characteristics during the rapid water filling process of large pipelines
and found that the front edge of the flowing water phase did not completely fill the pipeline
cross-section, with water flow being stratified and mixed [21]. Patrick et al. [22] conducted
an experimental study on the influence of entrained air on pressure wave velocity in
pipelines during rapid water filling using transparent closed PVC pipes with three different
diameters and three different flow rates. Chen et al. [23] established a pipeline water filling
simulation test system with an adjustable pipeline inclination range (0~30◦) to address
the air plug problem in undulating pipelines, with results showing that pipelines exhibit
different flow patterns and hydraulic characteristics under different pipeline inclination
angles. Guo et al. [24] performed a water-filling model test on a pipe section of approxi-
mately 5 km, with results showing that under existing vent design conditions, the influence
of trapped bubbles on water delivery capacity could be ignored.
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In summary, although some progress has been made in research on the water filling
process of pressurized water pipelines, related research is not sufficient. In terms of
numerical simulation, research on one-dimensional models is relatively mature, while
research on three-dimensional numerical simulations mainly targets specific working
conditions, with less research on unsteady flow characteristics of pipeline water filling
processes [25]. In physical model tests, most tests are conducted under conditions of small
diameter and low inclination, but there is no in-depth study on water filling tests of large
diameter and high inclination. In terms of water filling velocity, it is generally believed that
the water filling velocity should be between 0.3~0.6 m/s in engineering [26]. Currently,
only the water filling velocity is about 0.3 m/s [27], but this water filling velocity is too
small, greatly slowing down project completion progress. In this study, we provide insights
into the water filling process of right-angle elbow pressurized pipelines using numerical
simulations and physical model experiments. The characteristics of water–air two-phase
transient flow are analyzed under two working conditions, with inlet water velocities of
0.6 m/s and 1.5 m/s, respectively.

2. Numerical Simulation of the Water Filling Process of Pressurized Pipeline
2.1. Model Development

As shown in Figure 1, we develop a geometric model of a pipeline which consists of
a horizontal section at the left side of the pipeline, L1 = 2.2 m, a vertical upward section,
L2 = 0.2 m, an upper horizontal section, L3 = 1.5 m, a vertical downward section, L4 = 0.2 m,
and a horizontal section at the right side of the pipeline, L5 = 2.2 m, in which the left end of
the pipeline is the water inlet, the upper horizontal section is an air inlet, the right end of
the pipe is the outlet, and the rest are solid walls. The diameter of the pipeline is d = 0.2 m.
As shown in Figure 2, our monitoring points P1, P2, P3, and P4 are selected to analyze the
time evolution of the pressure in the pipeline.
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In this study, ICEM software is used to divide the grids. Since the model in the present
study is a simple and regular three-dimensional cylindrical pipeline, the grid division is
conducted using the O-shaped subdivision in ICEM and the grid’s right-angle turning
area is densified. The meshes of the numerical model is shown in Figure 3. In order to
ensure the high accuracy of numerical simulation, the grid independence is verified by
the pressure of P1 monitoring point under the steady condition of water inlet velocity of
0.6 m/s. The verification results of grid independence are shown in Figure 4. When the
number of grids reaches 130,000, the data accuracy tends to be stable and the final number
of grids is 137,802. The minimum value of grid orthogonal quality is 0.55.
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For the water filling process, the inlet of the pipeline is the velocity inlet, the inlet
velocity is constant and independent with time, and the velocity value is set according to
the needs of different working conditions. The outlet of the pipeline is connected to the
atmosphere, the outlet boundary condition is set as the pressure outlet, and the pressure
is the atmospheric pressure p = 1.01 × 105 pa. In the process of pipeline filling water, the
inlet of air is not considered; we thus assume that the boundary of the air inlet is same as
the side wall. The standard wall function method is adopted to calculate the side wall of
the pipe and no slip boundary conditions are adopted. The pipe system is insulated and
has no heat exchange with the fluid. At the beginning of water filling process, the water
volume fraction in the calculation area is set to 0, the relative humidity of air is 50%. The
volume fraction at the boundary of the inlet is set to 1, indicating that the fluid at the inlet
is the physical parameters of the water and air phases under the temperature of 20 ◦C. The
standard atmospheric pressure is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical parameters of water and air.

Fluid Density
(kg/m3)

Dynamic Viscosity
(pa·s)

Surface Tension
(N/m)

Water 998.2 1.003 × 10−3 0.072

Air 1.2 1.79 × 10−5 0.072
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2.2. Mathmatical Details of the Numerical Simulation

For the water–air two-phase transient flow in a pressurized pipeline, the proportions
of air in the pipeline affect the flow characteristics. At present, the water–air two-phase
flow in pipelines mainly include horizontal pipe flow and vertical pipe flow.

The flow patterns in horizontal pipes are generally asymmetric due to the influence of
gravity of fluids with different densities. This leads to a vertical stratification, which means
that the water tends to occupy the lower part of the pipe and force the air to flow upward.
Specifically, it can be divided into seven types: bubble flow, plug flow, stratified smooth
flow, stratified undulate flow, slug flow, annular flow, and spray flow. Compared with the
two-phase flow pattern in a horizontal pipeline, the flow pattern of the two-phase flow in a
vertical pipe is more symmetrical. It can be divided into six types: bubble flow, plug flow,
slug flow, agitation flow, annular flow, and spray flow.

We use the standard k–ε turbulence model to establish a mathematical model for
solving the water filling problem of the water–air two-phase flow in a pressurized pipeline.
The control equations are as follows:

1. Continuity equation

∂ρ

∂t
+∇(ρu) = 0 (1)

Since the water–air two-phase fluid exist simultaneously in each grid, the continuity
equation can be expanded as:

∂

∂t
(
αgρg

)
+∇·

(
αgρgug

)
= 0 (2)

∂

∂t
(αlρl) +∇·(αlρlul) = 0 (3)

αg + αl = 1 (4)

2. Momentum equation

∂(ρu)
∂t

+∇(ρuu) = −∇p +∇
[
µ
(
∇u +∇uT

)]
+ ρg + F (5)

3. Energy equation

∂
(
αpT

)

∂t
+∇·

(
αpUT

)
= ∇·(λ∇T) + ST (6)

where αl,αg are the volume fractions of the liquid (water) and gas (air) phases; ul , ug are
the velocities of the liquid phase (water) and gas phase (air), m/s; ρl , ρg are the densities
of the liquid phase (water) and the gas phase (air), kg/m3; t is time, s; µ is the dynamic
viscosity coefficient; g is the gravitational acceleration, m/s2; F is the volumetric force, N;
p is the pressure, Pa; T is the temperature, °C; ST is the source term.

By solving the continuity equation, the position of the interface of two phases and
the proportions of water and gas in each grid can be obtained. The hydraulic parameters
including the pressure and velocity of water and gas can be obtained by solving the
momentum equation and energy equation.

4. Turbulence equation

Turbulent kinetic energy k equation:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+
∂(ρkui)

∂xi
=

∂

∂xj

((
µ +

µt

σk

)
∂k
∂xj

)
+ Gk + Gb − αε−Ym + Sk (7)
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where σk is the turbulent Ludwig Prandtl number corresponding to turbulent kinetic energy
k, which is taken by default as σk = 1.0; µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient; Gk represents
the generation term of turbulent kinetic energy k caused by the average velocity gradi-
ent; Gb represents the generation term of turbulent kinetic energy k caused by buoyancy;
Ym represents the effect of compressible turbulent pulsation expansion on the total dissipa-
tion rate; g is the gravitational acceleration, m/s2; Sk is the source term.

The finite volume method, which has been commonly used to solve the governing
equations of two-phase flow, is selected to simulate the water filling process of the pres-
surized pipeline. The transient hydraulic calculation is carried out based on the pressure
transient solver. In order to ensure the accuracy of the calculation, the three-dimensional
and double precision calculation mode is selected. The most widely used standard k-1 ε
turbulence model is selected as the turbulence model. For the pressure velocity coupling
method, we adopt the pressure implicit with splitting of operators (PISO) algorithm, which
is proficient at solving transient problems. The gradient term is given based on the element
volume least square method. The volume force weighting format is selected as the pressure
interpolation format. The geo reconstruct format is selected for volume fraction interpo-
lation, which can accurately track the calculation format of the interface of the water–air
two-phase flow. The second-order upwind scheme is selected for the interpolation schemes
of the continuity equation, momentum equation, turbulence equation, and energy equation.
By verifying the grid-independent solution, we finally select 130,000 grids.

2.3. Results of the Numerical Simulation

Based on the three-dimensional numerical model that has been proposed in the above
section, we select two working conditions with the inlet water flow velocity set to 0.6 m/s
(named as case 1) and 1.5 m/s (named as case 2), respectively. The characteristics of
the water–air two-phase transient flow in the pipeline are observed under these two
working conditions.

We first determine the water–air two-phase transient flow state in the pipeline at
varying time. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the time variation of the water–air interaction under
the working condition of case 1 and case 2, respectively. The red parts represent the water
flow, the blue parts denote the air bag, and the green parts represent large air bubbles.
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Figure 6. Time variation of the water–air interaction under the working condition of case 2 obtained
from numerical simulation.

By comparing the water filling process under two different working conditions, it
can be seen that the time required for water filling process decreases with the increase
of water filling velocity. From the perspective of gas stagnation in the pipeline, with the
increase of flow rate, the air retained in the pipeline decreases. When the speed reaches
1.5 m/s, except for the horizontal pipe section L5, all other sections of the pipelines are filled
with water.

Water filling is a process in which the volume fraction of the water phase changes with
time. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the volume fraction of the water phase under
case 1 and case 2. Equations (8) and (9) are fitting functions for the curve of water phase
volume fraction with time.

y =





0.089t 0 ≤ t < 5.7
6× 10−5t3 + 0.0034t2 + 0.0661t + 0.2398 5.7 ≤ t < 18.6

0.69 t ≥ 18.6
(8)

y =





0.149t 0 ≤ t < 4.1
6× 10−5t3 + 0.0028t2 + 0.0491t + 0.4656 4.1 ≤ t < 16.7

0.69 t ≥ 16.7
(9)
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In order to facilitate the observation of the flow pattern changes of water and gas at
different times during the water filling process, the central sectional views of the pipeline
with the same flow direction are shown in Figure 8, where the red parts denote the water
phase and the blue parts represent the air phase. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the
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flow patterns in the pipeline water filling process under case 1 include stratified flow, plug
flow, bubble flow, slug flow, and wavy flow. Due to the slow water filling flow rate, the
mutual conversion of different flow patterns is also slow. The flow patterns in the process
of pipeline water filling under case 2 include stratified flow, plug flow, bubble flow, slug
flow, and wavy flow. In this case, the conversion of different flow patterns is very frequent.
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Figure 8. Water–air two-phase flow pattern of the pipeline.

According to the flow patterns of the water–air two-phase flow observed in the
pipeline, we select the flow state of case 1 as an example and analyze the velocity field dur-
ing the water filling process. Figure 9 is a velocity vector diagram of the two-dimensional
plane flow field along the flow direction of the pipeline, and Figure 10 is a partial image
of the flow field. The difference of the velocity vector arrow size in the velocity vector
diagram shows the difference of its velocity. The larger the arrow, the greater the flow
velocity. The dense arrows and the twisted streamline direction indicate that the area is
chaotic. It is noted that the velocity field and streamline distribution of the stratified flow
and wavy flow are uniform and close to linearity. As the sizes of bubbles in the bubble flow
are relatively small, the motion of the air bubbles has a very small effect on the streamline
and flow direction of the flow pattern. For plug flow, the oscillation of large air bubbles
carried in the aqueous phase makes the streamline of the flow pattern wavy and distorted,
and the velocity direction changes significantly. In the slug flow, as the air bag with a large
volume fraction is retained in the flow pattern and the water phase overflow area is greatly
reduced, the distribution of the streamline of the water phase is relatively dense. The gas
phase in the air bag moves, driven by the water phase, and its streamline generates vortices.
In addition, an obvious velocity gradient is observed at the intersection of water and air on
the flow field vector diagram of the pipeline.
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Figure 10. Local velocity vector diagram and streamline diagram. (a) a horizontal section at the left
side, (b) a vertical upward section, (c) an upper horizontal section, (d) a vertical downward section,
(e) a horizontal section at the right side.

Figure 11 illustrates the time evolution of the relative pressure at the indicated four
monitoring points. At the beginning of water filling process, the air that remains in
horizontal pipe (i.e., section L1 in Figure 1) affects the variation of pressure in the pipeline.
The greater the amount of air, the more intense the pressure variation in the vertical upward
pipe (i.e., section L2), and the greater the fluctuation range. In addition, the water filling
velocity is an important factor affecting the pressure in the pipeline. By comparing the
pressure under these two working conditions, it can be seen that a small water filling
velocity causes negative pressure at the high points of the pipeline. The greater the water
filling velocity, the higher the maximum pressure in the pipeline, and the greater the stable
pressure when the water flow is relatively stable. However, the maximum and minimum
pressure in the pipeline under the water filling flow rate conditions are within the pressure
bearing range of the pipeline. Therefore, for the water transmission pipeline like the right-
angle elbow model, in order to shorten the water filling cycle and reduce the retention of
air at local high points after water filling, the water filling velocity can be increased under
the condition of ensuring the safety of the pipeline.
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3. Physical Model Experiments
3.1. Experimental Method

The water–air two-phase transient flow test system mainly includes a water supply
module, air supply module, and data acquisition module. The experimental facilities are
shown in Figure 12. The facilities are established to study complex two-phase flow in the
pressurized pipeline in water supply systems. The water supply module is established to
control the water filling velocity in the pipeline, where the water pump used in experiments
is a horizontal pipeline centrifugal pump with variable frequency. For the air supply
module, to provide different flow streams and ensure the control accuracy of the gas flow,
three parallel pipelines are designed to connect gas flow meters with different ranges.
One gas pipeline can be selected, the other two pipelines are closed, and the gas flow can
be finely adjusted through the cooperation of the valve and flow meter. Pipelines with
multi-inclination and multiple diameters are established. The water and air are mixed and
transported into different types of two-phase flow by connecting the water supply and gas
supply modules through multi-line pipelines.
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Figure 12. Experimental facilities: (a) pipeline, (b) the reassure measurement system, (c) the water
flow measurement system, (d) the air flow measurement system, (e) high speed camera.

The data acquisition module consists of three parts: the reassure measurement system,
flow measurement system, and image acquisition system. The reassure measurement
system is shown in Figure 12b. Multiple sets of pressure measurement components are used
to monitor the pressure in the pipeline in real time. Among them, the intelligent pressure
transmitter with the model of hr3202 is used, with a range of 0~1.6 Mpa, accuracy of 0.5% FS,
output of a 4~20 mA current signal, a power supply of 12–24 VCD, and a pressure sensor
customized by Shaanxi Hengrui Measurement and Control System Company. For the
water flow measurement system, the MGG / KL electromagnetic flowmeter is adopted. Its
main parameters are accuracy ±0.3% R, velocity measurement range 0.1~15 m/s, velocity
resolution 0.5 mm/s, which is customized by Jiangsu Chuanghui Braking Instrument
Company. Its layout is shown in Figure 12c. For the air flow measurement system, the
CH-LU20F vortex flowmeter is adopted. Its measuring range is 8~800 L/min, the accuracy
is 1.5%, the output model is 4–20 mA, and the power supply is 24 V, which is customized
by Jiangsu Chuanghui Braking Instrument Company. Its layout is shown in Figure 12d. For
the image acquisition system, the high-speed high-definition camera FASTEC IL5 is used,
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and the electronic shutter speed of high-speed high-definition camera is 3 microseconds to
41.667 milliseconds, which can track the operation state of the gas–liquid two-phase flow
test through image acquisition at a high acquisition frequency. The image acquisition is
shown in Figure 12e.

3.2. Experimental Results

The experiments mimic the water filling process of a pressurized pipeline with a
right-angle elbow with a diameter of DN200 and a water filling flow rate of 0.6 m/s and
1.5 m/s. When the water filling velocity at the inlet of the pipeline is 0.6 m/s, the water–gas
two-phase flow pattern image of each part in the two-phase flow observation section is as
shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Two-phase flow pattern distribution of each pipe section (flow rate 0.6 m/s).

When the water filling velocity at the inlet of the pipeline is 1.5 m/s, the water–gas
two-phase flow pattern image of each part in the two-phase flow observation section is as
shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Two-phase flow pattern distribution of each pipe section (flow rate 1.5 m/s).

Figure 15 indicates the time variation of the pressure at the four indicated monitoring
points with the water filling velocity at the inlet of the pipeline is 0.6 m/s and 1.5 m/s,
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respectively. It can be seen that the largest pressure fluctuation in the two working con-
ditions appears at the monitoring point P1. When the flow rate is 0.6 m/s, the pressure
fluctuation at P1 is significantly greater than that under the flow rate of 1.5 m/s. The
overall pressure at P1 is significantly greater than the former. With a flow rate of 0.6 m/s,
the time evolution curves of the pressure at monitoring points P2 and P3 fluctuate and
rise at the very beginning, and then slowly decline. The varying tendencies of pressure
are basically the same with different flow rates, and finally the pressure is basically stable
in the state of negative pressure. Under the water filling condition with the flow rate of
1.5 m/s, the pressure curves at monitoring points P2 and P3 vary obviously, and there is no
negative pressure.
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3.3. Comparison of Experimental Results and Numerical Simulation Results

As shown in Table 2, for the two working conditions with flow rates of 0.6 m/s and
1.5 m/s, the water–air two-phase flow patterns obtained from physical model experiments
are compared with numerical simulation results. By comparing the two-phase flow patterns,
we observed stratified flow, wavy flow, plug flow, bubble flow, and slug flow both in
numerical simulation and experiments, the appearance time and structure distribution of
each flow pattern are very consistent. For the pressure change of each monitoring point
during water filling, it can be seen that the experimental results obviously lag behind the
numerical simulation, which is caused by ignoring the friction resistance of the pipeline
in the numerical simulation process. The overall pressure change law is very similar, and
the pressure value of the experimental results is slightly higher than that of the numerical
simulation. Additionally, with the increase in the water filling velocity, the interaction
between the water and gas is more intense and the flow pattern changes more frequently.
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Table 2. Comparison of numerical and experimental results under different working conditions.

Condition Inlet Velocity
(m/s)

Calculated
Pressure (kPa)

Measured
Pressure (kPa)

Error
(%)

Water filling Velocity 0.6 m/s 8.60 8.48 1.39

Water filling Velocity 1.5 m/s 15.37 14.86 3.32

4. Conclusions

This study provides insights into the water filling process of right-angle elbow pres-
surized pipelines using numerical simulations and physical model experiments. The
characteristics of water–air two-phase transient flow are analyzed under two working
conditions with inlet water velocities of 0.6 m/s and 1.5 m/s, respectively. The main
conclusions and prospects are as follows:

(1) Under low flow rate conditions, there is more local trapped gas at the top of the
pipeline, causing negative pressure at local high points in the pipeline. Under high
velocity conditions, there is no gas stagnation at local high points in the pipeline,
with a large number of bubbles collapsing at the top of the pipeline, causing large
fluctuations in pipeline pressure. Therefore, in practical engineering, air valves should
be installed at local high points in water pipelines to not only discharge trapped gas
but also allow gas to enter when there is negative pressure in the pipeline.

(2) The main flow patterns during the water filling process of right-angle elbow pipelines
include stratified flow, slug flow, bubble flow, plug flow, and wavy flow. The larger
the water filling velocity, the more frequent the conversion of water–air two-phase
flow patterns in the pipeline. Pipeline pressure changes violently due to slug flow.

(3) The pipeline water filling process can be divided into two stages. In the first stage,
flow patterns and pressure in the pipeline change dramatically, while in the second
stage, flow patterns and pressure in the pipeline gradually stabilize. Based on this
principle, a phased water filling method can be adopted in practical engineering to
effectively reduce pressure peaks and shorten water filling time.
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Abstract: Aiming at establishing the transient flow characteristics of gas–liquid two-phase flow in
high-undulation water pipelines, based on the bubble distribution law measured using physical tests,
the bubble distribution law function was input into the hump-pipe fluid domain model, and CFD
numerical simulation was carried out for different flow rates and different air contents. The CLSVOF
two-phase flow model and the RNG k-ε turbulence model were used to analyze the flow pattern
evolution and pressure pulsation propagation in the process of gas–liquid two-phase flow through
a hump pipe. The results show that the bubble size has a lognormal distribution, the equivalent
diameter is between 3 mm and 10 mm, and the evolution of the flow pattern in the hump pipe is
complex and violent. In the horizontal pipe section, there are three main flow patterns: bubble flow,
wavy flow and segment plug flow. In the vertical pipe, there are two main flow patterns, slug flow
and churning flow, and the flow pattern is affected by the flow rate and the air content rate. When air
bubbles or air pockets in the pipeline flow through a certain area, this leads to a steep increase and
decrease in the pressure pulsation amplitude in the region, and the pressure fluctuation is extremely
frequent. Compared with the water flow rate, the air content is the main factor affecting the relative
pressure pulsation amplitude under the condition of a 0.15-air content operating mode, which is
generally approximately two to six times that of the 0-air content operating mode. The results of the
research should facilitate the prediction of stagnant gas pipeline system bursts and water hammer
protection, providing a theoretical basis and calculation parameters.

Keywords: high-undulation water pipeline; gas–liquid two-phase flow; random distribution of
bubbles; flow pattern evolution; pressure pulsation

1. Introduction

Large-scale water-resource allocation projects often have the characteristics of large
fluctuations and many operating conditions, their operating safety requirements are ex-
tremely high, and stagnant gas poses a threat to the safe operation of the project, represent-
ing one of the major potential risks [1]. In pressurized water pipelines, pumps and other
mechanical equipment, bubbles can reach 5–10% of the volume of water, and undulating
sections of pipelines usually have a higher air content, which accumulates to form stagnant
air pockets [2,3]. Stagnant air pockets not only reduce the effective water cross-section, but
also reduce the system’s water transfer capacity, while at the end of the pipeline, if a valve
closes quickly when stagnant gas is present, the pipe may burst, leading to water supply
interruption and other serious accidents [4].
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The motion characteristics of bubbles with water flow are key to studying the mech-
anism of stagnant gas in complex water-resource pressurized pipeline transportation
systems [5]. In order to reduce the risk of pipe bursts in pipeline stagnation, many scholars
have conducted a lot of research based on the bubble distribution model. In the bubble
distribution model, using the gas–liquid two-phase transient flow in pressurized pipelines
from the 1960s, there are two main computational models: the bubble uniform distribution
model and the bubble discrete model [6]. Kranenburg et al. [7] proposed a bubble uniform
distribution model in which bubbles are uniformly distributed throughout the entire region
and the pressure pipeline liquid flow is divided into three regions. In the transient flow
calculation process, the water-hammer wave velocity should be calculated according to
the change in pressure and cavitation rate. Brown et al. [8] proposed a discrete model
which considers that the bubbles are centrally distributed in each calculation section of
the pipeline, the expansion law of each bubble with the change in pressure conforms to
the perfect gas equation of state, there is no gas in the pipeline liquid between the two
bubble cross-sections and the water-hammer wave velocity is constant. However, in reality,
the distribution of bubbles in the pipeline is based on random distribution, so the use of
discrete and uniform distribution models based on centralized distribution for calculation
is bound to cause large errors in the calculation results [9,10]. Yang et al. [11,12] concluded
that air is non-uniformly distributed in the pipeline, the position of bubbles is a variable
that changes with time, only a portion of the pipeline has bubbles at any instant, and the
pipeline with bubbles has a larger cavitation rate. In the physical test of bubble distribution,
Tokuhiro [13] and others obtained the required flow field parameters using a CCD camera
and workstation processing under laser irradiation and measured the trajectory and mor-
phology change rule of bubbles. SRA et al. [14] photographed and processed the stagnant
gas phenomenon in the pipeline and established the generation law and movement state
of stagnant gas in the pressurized pipeline. Wan et al. [15] designed a physical test model
with several consecutive bends and concluded through a large number of tests that an
appropriate reduction in the inclination angle of the pipeline and an increase in the flow
rate can effectively discharge the stagnant gas mass in the pipeline. Jansson et al. [16]
studied a pipeline water hammer with column separation in a flow range through physical
tests. The results showed that there was no obvious separation interface; the boundary was
composed of dispersed small bubbles mixed with a larger steam structure, in which the
bubbles seemed to become smaller after each rupture. Urbanowicz et al. [17] modified the
discrete bubble cavity model (DBCM); the comparisons between computed and measured
results showed that the influence of delayed strain is far greater than unsteady friction
on pressure wave damping. Based on physical tests, He et al. [18] discussed the related
changes in metal surface morphology through weightlessness and the cavitation erosion
rate; the results showed that a reasonable surface morphology can inhibit cavitation erosion.
Veisi et al. [19] designed a metering system for measuring liquid voidage and verified
the accuracy of the system through the physical test of water–air two-phase annular flow.
By analyzing the probability density function of dynamic pressure and the results of fast
Fourier transform analysis, Khan et al. [20] proposed a new method to identify the flow
pattern in horizontal pipes.

Combinations of CFD numerical simulation and physical tests are often used to study
water–gas two-phase flow patterns [21]. According to the appearance of the shape of
the fluid and the distribution characteristics of the gas phase, the horizontal pipeline
gas–liquid two-phase flow pattern can be divided into six kinds: bubble flow, plug flow,
laminar flow, wavy flow, slug flow and annular flow. The vertical pipeline gas–liquid
two-phase flow pattern can be divided into five kinds: bubble flow, slug flow, churning
flow, annular flow and thin-beam annular flow. A flow category schematic diagram is
shown in Figure 1 [22,23].
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The water–gas two-phase flow pattern in the pipeline is mainly affected by the water–
gas-phase flow rate, fluid physical parameters, pipe diameter and inclination and other
factors, and for undulating pipelines, common stagnant parts mainly include the raised
point in the pipeline, the horizontal pipe section and the downward inclined pipe sec-
tion [24,25]. Based on the experimental test and numerical analysis, considering the basic
dynamics of air–water interaction in unventilated pipes, Ramos, H.M. et al. [26] predicted
air exchange through any installed valve and their roles in changing the system behavior
during unsteady flow. Feng et al. [27] used the VOF two-phase flow model to conduct
transient simulations of gas–liquid flow in a pipeline, explored the changes between flow
patterns, and found that the water-phase integral number of the pipeline undergoes three
periods of linear growth, irregular growth and no further growth due to the water-phase
integral number of the pipeline. Wang et al. [28] performed numerical simulations and
physical tests on a 90-degree gas–liquid elbow based on the VOF model and explored
the effects of the flow pattern evolution on the pressure distribution, velocity distribution
and air content of the cross-section. Compared with the VOF model alone, Yu et al. [29]
used the VOSET method to simulate the characteristics of the gas–liquid flow pattern in
a vertically ascending circular pipe, and the results show that the VOSET method not
only maintains the conservation of the mass of the gas–liquid flow, but also discretizes the
surface tension more efficiently, and the simulation results are more accurate and effective.
Bourlioux et al. [30] proposed a CLSVOF (Coupled Level Set and Volume of Fluid) method,
which solved the problems of mass non-conservation in the transport process of the Level
Set method and discontinuity at the phase interface of the VOF model. Yang [31] used
the CLSVOF method to study the effects of different flow rates, inclination angles, pipe
diameters and other comprehensive factors on the critical flow rate of bubble initiation in
gas–liquid two-phase flow, and the empirical formulas for the calculation of the critical flow
rate of bubble initiation in three kinds of pipes, namely, horizontal, inclined and vertical
pipes, were obtained after computational analysis and were completely matched with the
physical experiments. Shang et al. [32] used a CLSVOF model to calculate the critical flow
rate for gas–liquid two-phase flow in a vertical pipe. A numerical simulation of gas–liquid
two-phase flow was carried out, and more accurate data than the VOF model were ob-
tained by comparing them with physical tests. Tang et al. [33] studied the cavitation flow
in the pipeline based on the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method of Fluent 2020R2
software and successfully captured the formation, development and collapse process of
cavitation bubbles.

In summary, the distribution of bubbles in pressurized water pipelines, the bubble
morphology and pipeline layout, the water flow rate and other dynamic and static multipa-
rameter coupling relationships reflecting the complexity of the pipeline system containing
gas flow lead to bubble aggregation, airbag retention and air mass generation. The lack
of fine experimental observations of the risk of stagnant gas in different sections of pipes
demonstrates that the dynamic identification of these risks is difficult.

The current research on water–liquid two-phase flow in pipelines is mainly carried
out under the assumption that bubbles are discretely and uniformly distributed, while in
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fact bubbles are randomly distributed in the pipeline, and such assumptions will inevitably
lead to large errors in the calculation results. In addition, the gas–liquid flow through a
highly undulating pipe is a complex transient process, and so it is necessary to consider
a larger range of water–gas two-phase volume fractions so as to explore the flow pattern
evolution and pressure pulsation propagation law in the pipe.

Therefore, a vertically undulating hump pipe is taken as the research object in this pa-
per; firstly, the bubble random distribution model of the pressurized pipeline is established
through physical tests, and then, based on the CLSVOF model and the RNG k-ε turbulence
model, the typical flow rate and air content as physical variables are used for physical
tests and numerical simulations so as to reveal the effect of bubble random distribution
on the flow pattern and the pressure pulsation in the long pressurized pipeline system.
The research results can provide theoretical support for the risk analysis of stagnant gas
bursting in pressurized pipeline systems, improve the theory of the two-phase transient
flow of water and gas in pressurized pipelines, and provide computational parameters for
the safe and stable operation of the project.

2. Physical Tests of Gas–Liquid Two-Phase Pipe Flow
2.1. Test Platform

Figure 2 shows the system layout of the water–air flow test platform. The test system
is mainly composed of a water supply system, a gas supply system and a data acquisi-
tion system.
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Figure 2. Layout of the water–air transient flow test system.

The water supply module mainly consisted of a low-level water tank, a horizontal
centrifugal pump, pressurized pipelines and an electric control valve. The test selected
the pressurized flow water supply mode by adjusting the centrifugal pump frequency to
realize different flow rate operating modes. The characteristic parameters of the pump are
shown in Table 1, and physical pictures of the relevant devices of the water supply module
are shown in Figure 3.
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Table 1. Characteristic parameters of the horizontal centrifugal pump.

Model Number
Design Flow Rate

(m3/h)
Design Head

(m)
Rated Speed

(r/min)
Motor Power

(kW)
Cavitation Allowance

(m)

QZHW200-250IA
Pipeline centrifugal pump 358 14 1450 22 4
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As shown in Figure 4, the gas supply module mainly consisted of an air storage tank,
an air compressor and a vortex gas flow meter. The volume of the air storage tank was 600 L,
and the maximum pressure value was 1 MPa. The maximum pressure of the air compressor
was 8~10 bar, the maximum exhaust volume was 1000 L/min and air cooling was used. In
order to improve the input gas flow accuracy control requirements, three groups of parallel
pipelines were set up, and each group of pipelines were set up with a valve and a vortex
gas flow meter, which could be used to control the gas flow rate according to the selection
of different gas delivery pipelines and the setting of valve openings to control the size of
the gas mass in the input pipeline.
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As shown in Figure 5, the data acquisition module was mainly composed of a DN100
hump pipe, an electromagnetic flowmeter, a pressure sensor, a high-speed camera image
acquisition system and a complementary light meter. The DN100 hump-pipe section
consisted of transparent plexiglass. The electromagnetic flowmeter used an MGG/KL type
electromagnetic sensor to monitor the volume flow of water in the pipeline (with a flow
rate measurement range of 0~15 m/s, a basic error of ±3% R (R represents rounding error)
and a flow rate accuracy of 0.5%); in order to prevent the air mass in the pipeline from
interfering with the accurate reading of the electromagnetic flowmeter, the electromagnetic
flowmeter was located 10 m in front of the gas injection point. The model of pressure
sensor is HR3202, the sensing range is −0.1~1.0 MPa, the accuracy is 0.5% FS (full scale)
and the output current signal is 4~20 mA; this type of pressure sensor can continuously
and accurately measure the pressure of gas, liquid and steam and has the advantages of
high measurement accuracy and good working stability. The high-speed camera model
FASTEC IL5, with a built-in 12-bit CMOS sensor and with Full SXGA 1024P shooting, could
reach 668FPS, with a high-speed camera shutter speed of 3 µs to 41.654 ms, allowing image
acquisition at high acquisition frequencies. In this study, the combination of a Pixel-p45c
supplementary light lamp and an ordinary LED lamp was used to provide the required
brightness for high-speed cameras. The color temperature of the Pixel-p45c supplementary
light lamp could be adjusted between 3000 K and 5400 K, providing high color rendering
and stability.
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2.2. Test Program

The test mainly aimed to study the random distribution of bubbles in the pump
pressurized aqueduct and its effects on the two-phase transient flow characteristics of water
and gas for different air contents and different flow rates within a DN100 right-angle elbow
test section for two-phase water and gas transient flow research. First of all, the image
acquisition and data acquisition systems were used to record the results for the random
distribution of bubbles in the test section, providing the experimental basis for the model
for the numerical simulation of the random distribution of bubbles. Then, we identified and
classified the changes in the two-phase flow pattern and analyzed the effects of the random
distribution of bubbles in the pressurized pipe on the water transfer process according to
the measured pressure signal.

In engineering applications, the water filling rate is generally between 0.6 and 3.0 m/s,
while the pressurized aqueduct system air content should be 5–10%, and undulating
sections of pipes usually have a higher air content [2,34]. Therefore, three inlet flow rates
of 1.0 m/s, 1.5 m/s and 2.0 m/s were selected for the test program, and four air content
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operating modes were chosen, namely, air-phase volume fractions of 0 (no air), 0.05, 0.10
and 0.15, and the specific operating modes of the test are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Calculation operating mode table.

Operating Mode Inlet Flow Rate (m/s) Gas-Phase
Volume Fraction

Outlet Absolute
Pressure (Pa)

Case 1 1.0 0 101,325
Case 2 1.0 0.05 101,325
Case 3 1.0 0.10 101,325
Case 4 1.0 0.15 101,325
Case 5 1.5 0 101,325
Case 6 1.5 0.05 101,325
Case 7 1.5 0.10 101,325
Case 8 1.5 0.15 101,325
Case 9 2.0 0 101,325

Case 10 2.0 0.05 101,325
Case 11 2.0 0.10 101,325
Case 12 2.0 0.15 101,325

After the test of one working condition was finished, we slowly increased the fre-
quency of the water pump to 15 Hz and flushed the residual bubbles of the previous
working condition out of the test pipe section. We repeated the same working condition
3 times to ensure the correctness of the test and then carried out the test under other
working conditions.

2.3. Image Analysis of the Random Distribution of Bubbles

As shown in Figure 6, in order to obtain the accurate random distribution of bubbles,
the image acquisition system and data acquisition system were used to observe the mor-
phology, size and distribution of bubbles with different air contents in the horizontal pipe
section through the image processing methods of image gray scaling, image binarization
and hole filling. It was concluded that the bubble size follows a lognormal distribution law;
that the equivalent diameter is between 3 mm and 10 mm; that the higher the air content,
the more obvious the phenomenon of small bubbles aggregating to generate large bubbles;
that the distribution of bubbles is random; and that the relationship between the bubble
size and the distribution of bubbles is random. The results for the distribution of bubbles
are shown in Figure 7.
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3. CFD Numerical Simulation
3.1. Hydraulic Model and Meshing

As shown in Figure 8, a three-dimensional fluid model was established, which was
the same as the one used for the physical test. The test pipe section is a hump pipe with a
pipe diameter of 0.1 m. The test pipe section is divided into five segments: the first one is
the front horizontal section with a length of 1 m; the second one is the vertical rising section
with a length of 0.3 m; the third one is the middle horizontal section with a length of 1.15 m;
the fourth one is the vertical descending section with a length of 0.3 m; and the fifth one
is the rear horizontal section with a length of 1 m. The pressure in the pipe is analyzed
through the monitoring points at P1, P2, P3 and P4, with the change in pressure with time.
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Figure 8. Three-dimensional fluid domain model of a hump pipe.

The software Fluent Meshing was used to mesh the model, an unstructured tetrahedral
mesh was used for the whole flow channel, different local mesh scales were set to control
the total number of meshes, the boundary layer was locally encrypted at the right-angled
turn, the mesh independence was verified according to the steady-state pressure and head
loss at point P1, and the final mesh delineation results are shown in Figure 9, with a total
number of cells of 700,000 meshes. The minimum grid orthogonal quality was 0.45, and the
grid independent verification results are shown in Figure 10.
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3.2. Numerical Simulation Methods
3.2.1. VOF Multiphase Flow Model

The VOF model [35] can simulate multiphase flow by tracking the volume fraction of
each fluid, which is able to effectively track the trajectory of bubbles in the pipeline and
changes in bubble morphology. This study focuses on the non-constant flow characteristics
in the water transfer process and does not involve the law of conservation of energy, which
is controlled by the following equations:

The continuity equation:

∂
(
αqρq

)

∂t
+∇·

(
αqρq

→
v q

)
= 0 (1)

where αq is the q fluid volume fraction of the phase; ρq is the fluid volume fraction of the

first phase q fluid density of the phase; t represents time; and
→
v q is the velocity of the

q phase.
In VOF, the volume fraction of each phase satisfies:

n

∑
q=1

αq = 1 (2)

The momentum equation:

∂
(

ρ
→
v
)

∂t
+∇·

(
ρ
→
v
)
= −∇p +∇·

[
µ

(
∇→v +∇→v T

)]
+ ρ
→
g +

→
F (3)
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where ρ is the volume-weighted average density;
→
v is the mixing velocity; p is the pressure;

µ is the volume-weighted average viscosity;
→
g is the gravity acceleration; and

→
F is the

surface tension.
Among these,

ρ = αlρl + αgρg (4)

µ = αlµl + αgµg (5)

where αl and αg denote the liquid-phase volume fraction and the gas-phase volume frac-
tion, respectively; ρl and ρg denote the liquid-phase density and the gas-phase density,
respectively; and µl and µg denote the liquid-phase viscosity and the gas-phase viscos-
ity, respectively.

The continuous surface force model is used to simulate the surface tension of the
gas–liquid interface, and the surface tension is added to Equation (3) as a source term [28].

→
F = σ

2ρk1

(
∇→s1

)

ρl + ρg
(6)

k1 = ∇·→n1 (7)

where σ is the surface tension coefficient; k1 is the surface curvature; s1 is the surface normal
vector at the interface; and n1 is the unit normal vector.

3.2.2. RNG k-ε Turbulence Model

The flow pattern of the hump pipe is curved water with large curvature, which is fully
developed turbulence with a high Reynolds number, so the RNG k-ε turbulence model
with good simulation accuracy was chosen [36]. The turbulent kinetic energy (k) equation
and turbulent dissipation rate (ε) equation are as follows:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+
∂(ρkui)

∂xi
=

∂

∂xj

[
αkµe f f

∂k
∂xj

]
+ Gk + Gb − ρε−YM + Sk (8)

∂(ρε)

∂t
+

∂(ρεui)

∂xi
=

∂

∂xj

[
αεµe f f

∂ε

∂xj

]
+ G1ε

ε

k
(Gk + G3εGb) + G2ερ

ε2

k
− Rε + Sε (9)

η = S
k
ε

(10)

S =
√

2Sij·Sij (11)

Sij =
1
2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

)
(12)

where αk and αε correspond to the reciprocal of the effective turbulence Prandtl number
for α and ε, respectively, with the default values of αk = 1.39 and αε = 1.39; Gk is the
production term for the turbulent kinetic energy (k) due to the mean velocity gradient; Gb
is the production term for the turbulent kinetic energy (k) due to buoyancy effects; YM is
the pulsating expansion term; C1ε, C2ε and C3ε are empirical constants, taken as 1.42, 1.68
and 0.09, respectively (the default values in the Fluent calculation software were adopted);
and Sk and Sε are user-defined source terms (a source term represents an unstable term
that cannot be included in the control equation). In general, a source term is not constant,
and the default source term of Fluent software was adopted in this paper.
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3.3. Boundary Conditions and Solution Settings
3.3.1. Boundary Conditions

The inlet boundary condition was set as the inlet velocity, at 1.0 m/s, 1.5 m/s and 2.0
m/s. The outlet pressure was set as a standard atmospheric pressure, and the air content
in the inlet front end area was 0, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15. The numerical simulation conditions
were the same as the physical test conditions, and the specific calculation conditions are
shown in Table 2. The fluid medium in the pipeline was water and air, and the specific
physical properties of the two phases of water and gas are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters of physical properties of water and gas phases.

Medium Density
(kg/m3)

Dynamic
Viscosity

(Pa·s)

Surface
Tension
(N/m)

Temp
(◦C)

Atmospheric
Pressure

(Pa)

Water 998.2 1.003 × 10−3
0.072 20 101,325

Air 1.225 1.7894 × 10−5

The input of bubbles was based on the numerical simulation of constant flow by
converting the equivalent diameters of the experimentally obtained bubbles and uniformly
inputting circular bubbles to serve as initial conditions. In this paper, the radius of the
bubble was programmed with a lognormal distribution by constraining the total volume
of the bubble according to the mean and variance of the bubble size obtained from the
experimental data, then by defining the distance between the location of the bubble and
the center of the axis, and finally by varying the two parameters of the circular centroid
and the radius, with some of the conditions shown in Equation (13).

p(θ)
(

x(θ)
y(θ)

)
= r
(

cos θ
sin θ

)
+

(
x0
y0

)
θ ∈ [ 0, 2π ] (13)

where (x0, y0) denotes the coordinates of the center of the bubble and r is the radius of
the bubble.

3.3.2. Solution Setup

The numerical simulation was solved using Fluet 2020 R2 software, the coupled
constant calculation of pressure and velocity was performed using the SIMPLEC algorithm,
the non-constant calculation was performed using the PISO algorithm, the momentum and
turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate were discretized using the second-order windward
format, the solid wall was set to a non-slip wall, and the accuracy of residual convergence
was set to 10−5. In order to facilitate the calculation of the curvature of the phase interface,
the normal vector, the surface tension and other parameters, the CLSVOF coupled model
was used. Firstly, the constant flow calculation without bubble input was carried out, and
the random distribution of bubbles program was input into the front horizontal 0–0.5 m
pipe section through the Journal file. Taking the air content rate of the 0.15 operating mode
as an example, the distribution of bubbles after completing the input of bubbles is shown in
Figure 11; the fixed time step (∆t) was set to 0.001 s, and the total computation time was 5 s.
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4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Validation of the Numerical Simulation Results

In order to verify the accuracy of the numerical simulation calculations, it is necessary
to compare and analyze the flow pattern changes in the pipe; in order to avoid redundancy
in this article, the following is a comparison of the flow pattern changes in Case 12 (2.0 m/s,
0.15 air content), as shown in Figure 12. The flow pattern of the whole flow process changes
into bubble flow–wavy flow–slug flow–churning flow–bubble flow–plug flow.
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In order to further ensure the effectiveness of the CFD numerical simulation, the
pressure of each monitoring point obtained via the numerical simulation of Case 12 is
quantitatively compared with the experimental data. As shown in Figure 13, the simulation
results are all within the error range, and the accuracy of the CFD numerical simulation is
further confirmed by combining qualitative analysis with quantitative analysis.
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4.2. Flow Field Analysis

As shown in Figures 14–16, in order to observe the change in flow patterns in the pipe,
the center cross-section of the pipe section is selected to observe the cloud map of the water-
and gas-phase distribution, where red is defined as water and blue is defined as air.

Figure 14A shows the flow process of Case 2, where, under the influence of buoyancy,
the small bubbles of bubble flow gradually merge into air sacs at the top of the tube and the
whole horizontal section L1 water and gas two-phase stratification is obvious, presenting a
wave-like flow; the air sacs arrive at the vertical section L2, splitting into a number of large
air masses, and L2 is presented as a bullet-like flow; after L2 and L3, the vertical corner,
the large air mass is further split into small bubbles, and the balloon flow is gradually
transformed into churning flow; the small bubbles in L3 gather into air pockets again,
forming an obvious plug flow; as the test pipe section is a vertical bend, the air pockets
forming in the latter half of the vertical corner of L3 struggle to be quickly washed away,
and the stagnant air pockets are slowly washed into a smaller air mass, which rotates and
accumulates at the left wall of the vertically descending section of L4 to form a slug flow;
and when passing through the vertical bend, it further divides and flows out of the test
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tube section in a bubble flow type. When the flow rate of each operating mode is certain,
the gas-phase motion law is basically consistent with Case 2. Figure 14B shows the flow
process of Case 3—due to the increase in air content, the volume of the air pocket formed
through the accumulation in the horizontal section is larger, the gas output continuity
is better and the stagnation phenomenon is more likely to occur in the vertical corner.
The flow pattern of the whole flow process changes into bubble flow–slug flow–churning
flow–plug flow–slug flow–bubble flow–plug flow. Figure 14C shows the flow process
of Case 4—with a further increase in air content, the whole process changes into bubble
flow–wavy flow–slug flow–plug flow–churning flow–bubble flow.
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Figure 14. Water–air flow pattern of the pipe with flow rate 1.0 m/s: (A) Case 2, 0.05 air content;
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Figure 15A shows the flow process of Case 6—with the acceleration of the water
velocity, bubbles quickly gather in the horizontal section of the L1 top of the pipe, leading
to the formation of plug flow; due to the operating mode with less air content, the water
velocity is faster, meaning that the output of the gas continuity is poorer, and the L1 top
of the pipe in the gas capsule demonstrates faster speed, leading to the formation of slug
flow and churning flow of the transition flow type L2; in the L rising process of water and
gas mixed with each other, significant churning flow forms; around the vertical corner,
churning flow breaks into small bubbles in L3, and small bubbles, by means of buoyancy,
accumulate at the top of the tube, leading to the emergence of a local plug flow; in L4, after
the vertical corner, the stagnation of the airbag in the water impacts differentiation in the
form of bubbles that escape from the bag in the middle part of L4 to form the slug flow; and
broken bubbles make it to the top of the L5 tube, bubbling out of the test flow. Figure 15B
shows the flow process of Case 7—due to the increase in the air content, the whole flow
process changes into bubble flow–plug flow–slug flow–bubble flow–slug flow–bubble
flow–plug flow. Figure 15C shows the flow process of Case 8—with the further increase
in air content, the whole process changes into bubble flow–wavy flow–slug flow–plug
flow–churning flow–slug flow–bubble flow–plug flow.
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Figure 15. Water–air flow pattern of the pipe with flow rate 1.5 m/s: (A) Case 6, 0.05 air content;
(B) Case 7, 0.10 air content; (C) Case 8, 0.15 air content.

Figure 16A shows the flow process of Case 10. In the initial state, the randomly
distributed bubbles rise due to buoyancy with the increase in the distance to the gas bag,
and bubbles accumulate at the top of the pipe to form plug flow; due to the flow rate being
larger, the gas along L2 moves, leading to the emergence of a slug flow pattern, and the
slug flow in the L2 rising process begins to break, splitting to form churning flow; small
bubbles at the front of the L3 rapid flow, leading to the emergence of bubble flow and
churning flow transition; bubbles from L3 flow through the vertical corner into L4, and
due to the water flow velocity being higher and the air content being low, only some of
the bubbles accumulate to form a local churning flow; in L5, after some of the bubbles in
the top of the tube accumulate in the airbag, a local plug flow occurs out of the test tube
section. Figure 16B shows the flow process of Case 11—with the increase in bubble density,
the whole flow process changes into bubble flow–slug flow–plug flow–slug flow–churning
flow–bubble flow–plug flow. Figure 16C shows the flow process of Case 12—with the
further increase in the air content, the whole flow process changes into bubble flow–wavy
flow–slug flow–churning flow–bubble flow–plug flow.
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4.3. Pressure Pulsation Analysis

Figure 17 shows the time-domain variation in pressure pulsation in the 1.0 m/s
operating mode, and it can be observed that when the air content is low, the pressure
curves at each monitoring point are generally smooth, which indicates that the crushing
and fusion of bubbles in the pipeline enhance the turbulence of the disturbing effect,
and the greater the number of bubbles, the more intense the process and the greater the
fluctuation in the pressure amplitude. Comparing the pressure fluctuations at different
moments, it can be seen that there exists a stage of extremely frequent changes in pressure
pulsation at each monitoring point—for example, 0.5–2.0 s at point P1 and 1.5–3.5 s at point
P2—and these characteristic stages are exactly the time ranges of the flow of bubbles or air
sacs in the pipeline through the region, which indicates that in the process of collapsing,
aggregating, separating and mingling with the aqueous phase of the bubbles, the gas–liquid
phases exhibit disorder and uncertainty, causing the pressure pulsation to increase and
decrease steeply.

Figure 18 shows the pressure pulsation time-domain changes at each monitoring
point under the 1.5 m/s operating mode. Compared with the 1.0 m/s operating mode,
with the increase in the inlet flow rate, the pressure amplitude generally increases, and
the characteristic phase of high-frequency pressure changes is advanced, but the pressure
waveforms inside the pipeline still have a high similarity. The frequency of pressure
pulsation changes is more frequent in the 1.5 m/s operating mode, and the phase of
high-frequency and high-amplitude pressure changes caused by bubbles passing through
a certain monitoring point is earlier than that of the other monitoring points, but the
characteristic phase is shortened obviously, which indicates that although bubbles are
retained in certain areas for a shorter period of time, the processes of bubbles collapsing,
aggregating, separating and so on are more violent, and the flow structure in the pipe is
more turbulent.
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Figure 19 shows the time-domain variation in pressure pulsation at each monitoring
point under the 2.0 m/s operating mode. With the further increase in the flow rate, the
pressure inside the pipe also increases further, and the negative pressure condition at the
monitoring points P2 and P3 is obviously improved. As for other flow rates, the higher the
air content and the higher the pressure change frequency, the more obvious the turbulence
effect caused by bubble breakup and fusion. Unlike other flow rates, under the impact of
faster water flow, the time that bubbles remain in a certain region is shorter, so the flow
pattern changes caused by bubble collapse and aggregation are more rapid, the flow pattern
is more turbulent, and the fluctuation in pressure pulsation amplitude is more obvious.
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In order to further analyze the variation in the main characteristics of pressure pul-
sation, a dimensionless number, ∆H′, is introduced to characterize the pressure pulsation
properties [37].

∆H′ =
∆H
H

=
Pimax − Pimin

ρgH
(14)

where ∆H′ is the relative pressure pulsation amplitude; ∆H is the peak pressure pulsation,
m; H is the hydraulic head, m; and Pimax and Pimin are the corresponding maximum and
minimum values of pressure at point i, Pa.

Figure 20 shows the variation in the relative pressure pulsation amplitude at each
monitoring point, and it can be observed that the relative pressure pulsation amplitude
decreases with the decrease in air content. Under the condition of the 0.15-air content
operating mode, the highest relative pressure amplitude is observed, which is generally two
to six times that of the 0-air content operating mode and which indicates that the bubbles
greatly enhance the turbulence perturbation in the process of movement. The higher
the number of bubbles, the stronger the pressure pulsation caused. At the same time, the
velocity of water flow has less influence on the relative pressure pulsation amplitude, which
indicates that the air content is the main factor affecting the relative pressure pulsation
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amplitude compared with the velocity of water flow. For the monitoring points at different
locations, the relative pressure pulsation amplitude is significantly higher than that at
the other monitoring points because the air pockets generated by the convergence of air
bubbles at the P1 monitoring point have a longer retention time and the flow pattern
changes drastically.
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5. Conclusions

Based on the physical model test and the CLSVOF gas–liquid two-phase pipe flow
numerical simulation, different flow rates and different air contents within the hump pipe
flow transient process were studied in this paper, and the hump pipe pressure pulsation
propagation law was compared and analyzed. The research results can provide a theoretical
basis and calculation parameters for stagnant gas burst prediction and water hammer
protection in aqueduct systems. The main conclusions are as follows.

(1) The random distribution of bubbles in the test tube section was analyzed, the random
distribution of bubbles law was measured, the final bubble size was obtained as
a lognormal distribution law, and the equivalent diameter was between 3 mm and
10 mm. The higher the air content, the more obvious the phenomenon of small bubbles
aggregating to form large bubbles. However, the distribution position of bubbles is
random, and the relationship between bubble size and bubble distribution position is
also random.

(2) The flow pattern in the hump pipe is rich and varied, and there are five main types
of flow patterns. After the 90-degree bend, the flow pattern is rapidly transformed,
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experiencing a complex flow pattern transformation, such as bubble flow–wavy flow–
slug flow–churning flow–slug flow–bubble flow. The higher the flow rate, the more
intense the flow pattern evolution process, the more disordered the flow pattern and
the higher the air content. In addition to the increase in the typical flow pattern, there
are also many transitional flow patterns.

(3) When pipeline bubbles or airbags flow through a region, due to gas–liquid two-
phase disorder, they will cause the region pressure pulsation amplitude to steeply
increase or decrease, and pressure fluctuations are extremely frequent, in which the
flow rate mainly affects the pressure pulsation amplitude, and the air content has an
effect on the pressure pulsation frequency and pressure pulsation amplitude. The
relative pressure pulsation amplitude decreases as the air content decreases, and
the air content is the main factor affecting the relative pressure pulsation amplitude
compared to the flow rate.
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Abstract: Pump station engineering is a water conservancy project used for long-distance water
transfer, irrigation and drainage, and urban living and industrial water supply. Centrifugal pumps
are one of the main pump types commonly used in pumping stations, and their operation is of
considerable importance for the safety, stability, and efficient operation of pumping stations. This
paper takes a large pumping station with seven centrifugal pump units as the research object and
combines experimental research and numerical simulation. The axial flow velocity uniformity,
average cross-sectional deviation angle, and hydraulic loss of the pump inlet section are evaluated,
and the internal flow characteristics of the pump under different startup combination conditions
are analyzed based on entropy generation and vorticity. This study also explores the operational
performance of the pump station under different startup combination conditions, revealing the mutual
influence mechanism between different startup combinations of pump stations and the internal and
external characteristics of centrifugal pumps and introducing the optimal startup combination scheme
for the pump station system. Research results indicate that the difference in energy loss of centrifugal
pumps under different startup combinations is mainly manifested in the impeller and guide vane flow
channels. For the two existing inlet flow channel structures in the pump station, the unit effectively
operates when the inlet flow channel is tilted to the left. The optimal startup combination method of
the pump station under different startup combinations is determined.

Keywords: pump station; centrifugal pump; internal flow characteristics; startup combinations

1. Introduction

Considering the total water resources of China, despite the uneven spatial and tempo-
ral distribution, the “14th Five-Year Plan” proposes the following to solve the increasingly
tense water resource phenomenon: “to be based on the basin as a whole and the spatial
balance of water resources allocation”. Pumping station projects aim to provide an effective
means for achieving the aforementioned goal. Therefore, the safe, stable, and efficient
operation of pumping stations is also a concern. Most of the large pumping stations are
generally installed with the same hydraulic characteristics as the pump unit. Thus, in
the same flow and head conditions, the pumping station of the optimal combination of
power on and the optimal operating conditions can help realize the minimum total energy
consumption of the pumping station or its maximum total efficiency [1–3].

For the pumping station system, different start combinations and sequences have a
remarkable impact on the pump inflow, which, in turn, will induce changes in the internal
flow state of the pump. At present, numerous experts and scholars have conducted relevant
research on the start combination of multi-unit pumping stations. Mahdi et al. [4] optimized
the operating cost and efficiency of the pumping station based on the combination of high-
efficiency pumps and the selection of pump types and established an optimization model.
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Chang Pengcheng et al. [5] simulated the lateral inlet forebay of a multi-unit pumping
station and found that its original model had a wide range of vortices inside the inlet pool.
Xu Cundong et al. [6] studied the changing law of the flow pattern of the forebay under
different combinations of switching on. They found that the best flow pattern improvement
of the forebay in the lateral pumping station unit lies in the symmetrical switching on
of the unit. Wu Peifeng et al. [7] used numerical simulation to analyze the symmetrical
distribution of unit intake flow pattern in Dazhai River lock station. Their results revealed
that two centered pumping station units arranged on each side of the unit intake conditions
are highly favorable. Manuel et al. [8] proposed an optimal pump scheduling algorithm
based on the ant colony algorithm, with the number of pumping station startups and
the startup time as the optimization variables. Zidan et al. [9] studied different startup
combinations and the distribution of sediment concentrations in the intake system. They
found that when the number of start units increases, the sediment concentration on the
sidewalls on both sides of the intake system decreases; when the units close to the wall do
not operate, the sidewall area will appear as a dead water or vortex zones, which increases
the sediment concentration. Wang Weilin [10] studied the hydraulic characteristics of the
two lake sections of the terrace pumping station through hydraulic simulation to address
the optimal efficiency of the switching machine and unit flow combination of the pumping
station. He Yong et al. [11] numerically simulated the flow field in the front pool of the
pumping station under different startup combinations and proposed the optimal startup
combination scheme by combining the distribution uniformity of the water flow and the
undesirable flow conditions such as vortex and walling off. Li Yingchun [12] conducted
numerical simulations of the flow pattern in the forebay under different start combinations
and combined the flow uniformity with the distribution of undesirable flow patterns to
obtain the optimal startup combination scheme under high flow conditions. Qi Dunzhe
et al. [9] studied the operating performance of the pumping station under different numbers
of start units and found that increasing the number of start units worsens the operating
performance of the pumping station. Guohui Cong et al. [13] investigated the vortex
structure in the intake pool of the pumping station for different water levels and pump
combinations and discovered the location and intensity of the vortex in different conditions.
Wang et al. [14] developed a mathematical model to solve the problem of large energy
consumption of the start–stop scheme in the pumping station. Chen et al. [15] combined
numerical simulation and experimental research to analyze the hydraulic characteristics of
the pumping station intake pool with an eccentric outlet. They found poor flow patterns
in the intake pool and optimized these patterns by adding a flow-guiding pier. M T
Rahman et al. [16] combined numerical simulation and experiments to analyze the internal
flow characteristics of centrifugal pumps and combined the simulation results with the
experiments results to obtain the location and intensity of vortices under different operating
conditions. Byskov et al. [17] studied the internal flow field of centrifugal pumps through
the large vortex simulation and found that the impeller flowed best at the design condition.
The flow distribution of fluid in each flow channel was mainly uniform, while that when
the pump was under small flow conditions was homogeneous. The flow distributions in the
impeller and fluid were both highly homogeneous when the pump was under small flow
conditions. Numerous stall vortices appear in the impeller channel when the centrifugal
pump is in the small flow condition, blocking the impeller channel. The simulation results
are finally compared with the particle image velocimetry (PIV) test results, yielding a high
similarity. Ding et al. [18] simulated the internal flow characteristics of the centrifugal
pump by changing the outlet angle of the vanes and conducted an experimental validation.
Their results showed that the hydraulic loss of the centrifugal pump increases with the
outlet angle of the vanes with the rise of the flow rate.

The results of the above studies reveal that different startup combination conditions
have an important impact on the operational performance of the pumping station. There-
fore, for a specific pumping station system, the safe and stable operation of the pumping
station is of considerable importance for analyzing the hydraulic performance of the pump-
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ing station under the conditions of different startup combinations and studying the optimal
startup combination scheme. A large pumping station is taken in this paper as the re-
search object, and the hydraulic performance of the pump unit under different startup
combinations is studied by combining experimental and numerical research methods. The
internal flow and energy characteristics of the centrifugal pump under different startup
combinations are analyzed to determine the optimal startup combination scheme of the
pumping station system. This scheme provides theoretical guidance for the safe and
efficient operation of the pumping station.

2. Research Background and Experimental Model
2.1. Research Background

This paper takes a large pumping station system in Yangxian County, Shaanxi, as the
research object. The pumping station has a total storage capacity of 221 million m3 and a
regulating storage capacity of 0.98 billion m3. The powerhouse of the pumping station is
at the dam toe, which has a total of seven vertical single-stage, single-suction centrifugal
pumps with a water-lift design of 108.5 m and a single-pump flow rate of 12.6 m3/s. Among
these pumps, six are operational and one is on standby.

2.2. Model Pumping Station Test Stand

Considering the feasibility of conducting the test, owing to the large size of the
pumping station system prototype, this paper is based on the similarity principle: that is,
the Euler number E and the Strouhal number Sr are equal, and the ratio of the size of the
prototype pump to that of the model pump is 1:20. Sr and E are, respectively, defined as
follows [19]:

Sr =
D3

2n
Q

, (1)

E =
gH

D2
2n2

, (2)

where D2 indicates the impeller outlet diameter (m); n denotes the rotational speed, (r/min);
Q is the flow (m3/s); g is the acceleration of gravity (m/s2); and H is the head of the
pump (m).

According to similarity theory, the parameter conversion relationship between the
prototype and model pumps is shown in the following equation:

Qp

Qm
=

D3
2p

D3
2m

np

nm
, (3)

Hp

Hm
=

D2
2p

D2
2m

n2
p

n2
m

, (4)

where the subscripts p and m represent prototype and model pumps, respectively.
The model test device comprises the forebay, circulating water supply pipe, model

pump, electromagnetic flowmeter, flow control valve, water pump, and outlet pond. The
model is generally transparent plexiglass, and its specific parameters are as follows: im-
peller inlet diameter of 74.67 mm, impeller outlet diameter of 138.67 mm, and rated speed
of 1500 r/min. Figures 1 and 2 show the model test device and the site layout.
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3. Numerical Calculation Method
3.1. Computational Modelling and Meshing

Figure 3 shows the numerical calculation area in this study, which contains the pump-
ing station intake sump, inflow runner, seven vertical single-stage single-suction centrifugal
pumps (impellers, guide vanes, and spiral casing), and the discharge pipe.
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The pumping station prototype single-pump design flow rate is 12.6 m3/s, the design
of the water lift is 108.5 m, the maximum water lift is 116.5 m, and the minimum water lift
is 100.9 m. According to similar theoretical conversions of a single-pump design with a
flow rate of 22.68 m3/h, the design of the water lift is 4.34 m, the impeller inlet and outlet
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diameters are 74.67 and 138.67 mm, respectively, and the rated speed is 1500 r/min. The
shaped inlet passage of the elbow draft tube has two forms: one is 4.7◦ to the left of the
central axis (units 1, 3, 5, and 7), and the other is 12.4◦ to the right of the central axis (units
2, 4, and 6).

The hexahedral mesh is used in this study to mesh each flow pump component to
select the appropriate number of meshes that can guarantee the calculation accuracy and
avoid the slow calculation speed. Under the design condition, with the pump head as
the judgment index, the centrifugal pump unit section (including the intake sump, inflow
runner, impeller, guide vane, spiral casing, and outlet pipe section) for a single unit of the
mesh-independent verification calculations is shown in Figure 4. The figure reveals that the
change in pump head amplitude is small and stable when the number of grids is 3.2 million
in terms of the calculation cycle and the calculation capability. Finally, the number of grids
is 4.26 million to complete the calculation after the grid distribution of various parts of the
overcurrent, as shown in Figure 5.
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3.2. Numerical Calculation Model

With the pumping station centrifugal pump to water as the working medium, incom-
pressible flow in the heat exchange calculation can be ignored, and only the continuity and
momentum equations are considered [20].

(1) Continuity equation:
∂ρm

∂t
+

∂(ρmui)

∂xi
= 0, (5)

where ρ is the fluid density (kg/m3), t is the time (s), and ui is the velocity tensor (m/s).
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The research fluid in this paper is an incompressible fluid. Thus, the fluid density will
not change with time, and the density remains constant. Equation (5) can then be simplified
as follows:

div(ρu) = 0, (6)

(2) Momentum equation:

∂(ρui)

∂t
+

∂
(
ρuiuj

)

∂xj
= − ∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
µ

∂ui
∂xj
− ρu′iu

′
j

)
+ Si, (7)

where p is the pressure on the microbody (Pa), µ is dynamic viscosity (Pa·s), −ρu′iu
′
j is the

Reynolds stress (N), and Si is the generalized source term.
A Reynolds stress term in the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equation remains

unknown in the calculation of numerical simulation; thus, the turbulence model must be
introduced when inserting the equations [21]. The issue studied in this paper belongs to
the actual large-scale engineering problems; therefore, the standard model can be used to
meet the computational requirements [22].

Numerical simulation software ANSYS (https://www.ansys.com/) is used in this
paper to solve the flow field, and the boundary conditions and physical parameters are set
as follows: the selected fluid medium is 25 ◦C water, the mass flow inlet is set at the inlet
of the forebay, the flow rate changes with the number of startup units, and the specified
value is 6.28 kg/s under the design condition of a single unit. Based on several pumping
station calculation examples, the boundary condition at the outlet of the pumping station is
selected as the hydrostatic outlet and set to a standard atmospheric pressure. The rotational
speed is 1500 r/min. The grid interface is connected by a general grid interface (GGI) grid,
and the convergence accuracy is 10−4 with a maximum residual.

4. Internal Flow Characteristics of Centrifugal Pumps under Different Combinations
of Start Conditions

A certain deflection angle in the water flow from the forebay into the pumping station
intake sump will result in poor flow conditions, thereby inducing deterioration of the pump
suction conditions. Therefore, in the study of startup combinations, the most economical
and reasonable startup scheme is selected, the inlet water flow pattern is improved, and
the stable operation of the pumping unit is then ensured. This paper selects the section
flow uniformity and the average deflection angle as the evaluation indexes (good or poor)
of water flow in the flow channel. The value of the axial flow uniformity of the section is
close to 1, while the value of the average deflection angle is close to 0◦, which indicates that
the axial flow velocity distribution of the pump impeller inlet section is highly uniform:
vertical water flow into the pump leads to superior inlet conditions of the internal flow of
the water pump [23].

The flow velocity uniformity λ of the water pump section is

λ =


1− 1

va

√
∑ (vai − va)

2

m


× 100%, (8)

where: λ—inlet section axial flow uniformity, %; va—average axial velocity of inlet section,
m/s; m—number of calculation units in the inlet section; νai—axial velocity of unit i of the
inlet section, m/s.

The average deflection angle of pump section θ is computed as follows:

θ =
∑ vai

[
arctan( vti

vai
)
]

∑ vai
, (9)
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where: θ—mean cross-section deflection angle, ◦; νti—axial velocity of unit i of the inlet

section, m/s; νti =
√

ν2
wi + ν2

ri (νwi, νri are the tangential and radial velocities of the i unit
of the inlet section, respectively).

When more than one pumping unit simultaneously runs in the pumping station,
the inlet conditions between different units vary, affecting the flow pattern of adjacent
or separated pumping units. This paper aims to identify the economic and stable start
conditions of multi-unit pumping stations. Numerical simulation and experimental analysis
of all different start combinations of opening two, three, four, five, and six units are
conducted, and the inlet cross-section of the pumps is selected as the characteristic cross-
section. The most economical combination of operating conditions is determined by
combining the evaluation indexes of various schemes, the flow velocity distribution of
the characteristic cross-section, as well as the entropy production and vortex volume
distribution. The velocity cloud diagram, entropy production diagram, and vorticity
diagram were obtained through ANSYS. The velocity cloud diagram represented the
velocity distribution of the inlet section of the pump, and the entropy production diagram
and vorticity diagram represented the flow pattern of the inlet section of the pump.

4.1. Parallel Operation of Two Units

All the start combination conditions are simulated during the operation of the two
units, and experimental tests on the hydraulic losses in the inlet section of the pumping
station are simultaneously conducted. Figure 6 shows the distribution of flow uniformity
and average deflection angle of the cross-section for different start combination scenarios.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of hydraulic losses in the inlet section of the pumping
station for different start combination scenarios and the total hydraulic losses.
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The figures show that for two units running simultaneously, opening units 1 and 3 as
well as 3 and 7 of the evaluation indexes are almost the same, demonstrating a flow rate
uniformity of up to 68.55%. Opening units (2, 4), (2, 6), and (4, 6) of the evaluation index
are no different. In these units, the flow rate uniformity is the lowest at 56.27%, the section
flow rate uniformity of the maximum value and the minimum difference is within 12.28%,
and the change in average cross-section deflection angle is minimal. The difference in
maximum and minimum values is only 1.75◦. The cross-section flow rate uniformity of the
law of change and the pump unit hydraulic loss law are different from the law of change.
When units 1 and 3 are switched on, the total hydraulic loss is the smallest (2.016 m); when
units 2 and 6 are switched on, the total hydraulic loss is the largest (2.075 m). According to
the test and simulation results, when the pumping station needs to switch on two units, the
priority is to switch on the unit combination with the inlet flow path deviated to the left.
Thus, the benefits of units 1 and 3 are optimal at this time. However, the benefits are worse
when switching on the units with the right deviation of the inlet flow path. Meanwhile, the
benefits of units 1 and 3 are optimal. The benefit is worse when the inlet flow path deviates
to the right, and the worst benefit is achieved when the combination of units 2 and 6 is
switched on.

Figure 8 shows the cross-section flow velocity distributions for the worst startup
combination for units 2 and 6 and the best startup combination for units 1 and 3. Under the
operating conditions of the two units, the following conditions are observed. When the inlet
runner is switched on to the left of the unit, the corresponding flow velocity distribution
area is average. When the inlet runner is switched on to the right of the unit, the flow
velocity near the wall changes abruptly (high flow velocity is suddenly reduced to 0), and a
large area of low-speed zone emerges at the wall, which is prone to cause water disturbance
and induces an unstable flow, resulting in the emergence of vortex and increasing hydraulic
losses. Differences in the flow state in the intake pipe will inevitably lead to variations in
energy distribution within the pump.
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Figures 9 and 10, respectively, show the entropy production and vortex distribution
in the middle section of the main overflow parts (impeller, guide vane, spiral casing)
of the centrifugal pump with the optimal and worst combinations when two units are
simultaneously switched on. The analysis shows that under the same working conditions,
different combinations of opening the centrifugal pump affect its operating performance. In
the impeller channel, the impeller energy loss is mainly concentrated in the impeller outlet
due to the dynamic and static interferences between the impeller and guide vane, and local
high entropy production area also occurs in individual impeller channels. In the guide
vane and the spiral case, the energy loss is mainly concentrated in the guide vane flow
channel due to the impingement of the high-speed flow of the fluid medium on the guide
vane blades and the flow disorder due to the dynamic and static interferences between the
guide vane and the impeller. The suction surface of the blade produces a local low-pressure
area, thus forming a reverse pressure gradient; under the action of centrifugal force, the
suction surface of the impeller flow separation phenomenon generates a vortex. Numerous
vortices are generated at the inlet of the guide vane, which impedes the flow of water in
the flow channel, resulting in increased energy loss. The entropy production value at this
time is higher than that at the impeller, indicating that the energy loss at the guide vane is
higher than the energy loss in the impeller. Compared with the worst start combination, the
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entropy production value of the optimal start combination is remarkably reduced, and the
vortex volume is also remarkably smaller than the worst start combination. This finding
indicates that when the optimal start combination of units 1 and 3 is switched on, the
fluid flow is relatively stable, and the flow loss is small. Overall, when two units must be
switched on, priority is given to switching on units 1 and 3.
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4.2. Three Units in Parallel Operation

Figures 11 and 12 show the distribution of section flow uniformity and average section
deviation angle as well as the distribution of hydraulic losses in the inlet section and total
hydraulic losses for different start combination scenarios when the three units are operated
in parallel.
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According to the calculation results, for three units running simultaneously, opening
units 1, 3, and 5 as well as 3, 5, and 7 of the evaluation indexes are almost the same,
revealing the highest flow rate uniformity of up to 68.54%. Meanwhile, opening units 2,
4, and 6 yields the lowest flow rate uniformity of 56.27%. The maximum and maximum
values of the section flow rate uniformity demonstrated a difference of 12.27%. The relative
change in the average cross-section deflection angle is minimal. The difference in maximum
and minimum values is only 2.03◦. Cross-section flow rate uniformity of the law of change
and the pumping unit hydraulic loss law is different from the law of change: opening units
3, 5, and 7 yielded the smallest total hydraulic loss of 3.021 m, while opening units 2, 4, and
6 produced the largest total hydraulic loss of 3.123 m. The test and simulation results of
the trend are the same. When units 1, 3, and 5 are opened, the difference in maximum and
minimum values is 12.27%. The hydraulic loss in the inlet section of the pumping station
system is the smallest (0.1882 m) when units 1, 3, and 5 are switched on. In contrast, the
hydraulic loss in the inlet section of the pumping station system is the largest (0.2473 m)
when units 2, 4, and 6 are switched on.

Figure 13 shows the characteristic cross-sectional flow velocity distributions for the
worst startup combination (opening units 2, 4, and 6) and the optimal startup combination
(opening units 1, 3, and 5). The characteristic cross-section flow velocity plots reveal that,
under the operating conditions of three units, the corresponding flow velocity distribution
is better when the unit with the inlet runner to the left is switched on than when the
unit with the inlet runner to the right is switched on. Compared with switching on two
units simultaneously, the uniformity of flow velocity in the characteristic cross-section of
switching on three units simultaneously is almost unchanged.
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Figure 14 reveal the entropy production inside the centrifugal pump. Figure 15 shows
the entropy production distribution of the main overflow parts (impeller, guide vane, vo-
lute) in the middle section of the centrifugal pump for the optimal and worst combinations
when three units are switched on simultaneously. Compared with switching on two units
simultaneously, the entropy production in the flow channel of the main overflow parts of
the centrifugal pump is increased when the three units are switched on simultaneously.
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Therefore, when the three units are simultaneously switched on, the energy loss inside the
centrifugal pump is larger than when the two units are simultaneously switched on; the
optimal start combination is smaller than that of the worst start combination compared
with that of the optimal start combination. The optimal start combination has a smaller
entropy production value than the worst start combination in the impeller channel and the
channel near the nose of the spiral case. The maximum value of the vortex distribution
of the centrifugal pump when three units are switched on is mainly concentrated in the
impeller suction surface and guide vane inlet and flow channel. Meanwhile, the vortex
of the worst combination significantly increases in the impeller channel near the wall of
the vane suction surface, as well as in the guide vane flow channel and the spiral casing
near the outlet of the guide vane. The vortex increase is particularly observed in the guide
vane flow channel. The flow of the optimum combination is better than that of the worst
combination in all flow channels. Therefore, when three units must be switched on, priority
is given to switching on units 1, 3, and 5.
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4.3. Parallel Operation of Four Units

All the start combination conditions are simulated in this paper during the operation
of the four units. Figure 16 shows the calculation results of the four units. Meanwhile,
Figure 17 reveals the distribution of hydraulic and total hydraulic losses in the inlet section
of the pumping station during the operation of the four units.

According to the calculation results, for the case of four units running simultaneously,
the flow rate uniformity is the highest when units 1, 3, 5, and 7 are opened, reaching 67.49%.
The flow situation is similar when the following units are opened: 1, 2, 4, and 6; 2, 3, 4,
and 6; 2, 4, 5, and 6; 2, 4, 6, and 7. When flow rate uniformity is the lowest at 59.32%,
the difference in flow velocity section uniformity of the maximum and minimum values
is 8.17%. Meanwhile, the average cross-section deflection angle of the relative change
is minimal, and the difference in the maximum and minimum values is only 1.50◦. The
cross-section flow rate uniformity of the law of change and the pump unit hydraulic loss
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law is different from the law of change. When units 1, 3, 5, and 7 are switched on, the total
hydraulic loss is the smallest at 4.06628 m; when units 1, 2, 4, and 6 are switched on, the
total hydraulic loss is the largest at 4.1318 m. The test and numerical simulation results
demonstrate the same trend: when units 1, 3, 5, and 7 are switched on, the hydraulic loss
of the pumping station system inlet section is the smallest at 0.2535 m; when units 1, 2, 4,
and 6 are switched on, the hydraulic loss of the pumping station system inlet section is the
largest at 0.3479 m.
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Figure 18 shows the characteristic cross-section flow velocity distribution cloud plots
for the worst startup combination, opening units 1, 2, 4, and 6, and the optimal startup
combination, opening units 1, 3, 5, and 7. The characteristic cross-section flow velocity maps
indicate the following: when the four units are operated, the corresponding flow velocity
distribution area is better when the unit with the inlet runner to the left is switched on than
when the unit with the inlet runner to the right is switched on. Compared with switching
on three units simultaneously, no change in the flow uniformity in the characteristic
section is observed when four units are simultaneously switched on. Figure 19 shows the
entropy production distribution cloud diagram of the middle section of the main overflow
parts (impeller, guide vane, volute) of the centrifugal pump with the optimal and worst
combinations when four units are simultaneously switched on.

The entropy production of the centrifugal pump decreases when four units are simul-
taneously switched on compared with that when two and three units are switched on. This
finding indicates that the mutual influence between the units gradually decreases at this
time, the inlet conditions improve, and the energy loss is reduced. The optimal and worst
combinations when four units are simultaneously switched on include unit 1. However, in
the optimal combination, the entropy production of unit 1 is slightly smaller than that of
the worst combination. This finding indicates that the inlet conditions of the centrifugal
pumps are affected differently when varying units are switched on. Comparing units 2,
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4, and 6 with units 3, 5, and 7, the high entropy production area of units 3, 5, and 7 in
the optimal combination is significantly smaller than that of units 2, 4, and 6 in the worst
combination. This result indicates that the internal flow of the centrifugal pumps under the
conditions of the optimal combination is uniform and the energy loss is small. Compared
with the worst startup combination, the entropy production value of the optimal startup
combination is generally significantly reduced, and the vortex volume is also significantly
smaller than the worst startup combination. This finding indicates that when opening the
optimal combination of units 1, 3, 5, and 7, the fluid flow remains relatively stable, and the
flow loss is small.
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Compared with the case when two and three units were simultaneously switched on,
the vortices in the overflow components were reduced when four units were simultaneously
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switched on. This phenomenon is consistent with the distribution of the entropy production
values, indicating that the flow inside the centrifugal pump was more uniform when four
units were simultaneously switched on than when two and three units were simultaneously
switched on. Figure 20 shows that the worst combination for high vorticity area is more
evident than the optimal combination. Overall, when four units must be switched on,
priority is given to switching on units 1, 3, 5, and 7.
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4.4. Parallel Operation of Five Units

The five units were simulated in this paper for all the start combinations of operating
conditions. Figure 21 shows the specific start combination scheme and the calculation
results. Meanwhile, Figure 22 shows the distribution of hydraulic and total hydraulic losses
in the inlet section of the pumping station during the operation of five pumps.
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Figure 21. Uniformity of flow velocity and average section deviation angle distribution of cross-section
for different start-up combination schemes. (The dotted line represents the coordinates of the point).

The calculation results reveal that for five units operating simultaneously, units 1, 3,
4, 5, and 7 are opened when the flow rate uniformity is the highest (up to 65.24%), while
units 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 are opened when the flow rate uniformity is the lowest (61.11%). The
difference in maximum and minimum values of section flow rate uniformity is 3.93%, and
the relative change in the average cross-section deflection angle is minimal. The difference
between the maximum and minimum values is only 0.96◦. Moreover, the change law of
section flow rate uniformity and pump unit hydraulic loss change law is different from that
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of the minimum total hydraulic loss. The difference between the maximum and minimum
values is only 0.96◦. The rule of change of section flow uniformity and pump unit hydraulic
loss change law is also different: opening units 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 yields the smallest total
hydraulic loss of 5.10 m, while opening units 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 leads to the largest total
hydraulic loss of 5.15 m. Thus, the test and numerical simulation results demonstrate the
same trend. Meanwhile, units 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are simultaneously opened when the pumps
are not in the same position. The test has the same trend as the numerical simulation results.
The hydraulic loss in the inlet section of the pumping station system is the smallest when
units 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are switched on, and the hydraulic loss in the inlet section of the
pumping station system is the largest when units 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 are switched on. The
hydraulic loss in the inlet section of the pumping station system is the largest (0.451 m)
when units 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 are switched on.
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Figure 22. Hydraulic loss of the inlet section and total hydraulic loss of the pump station system for
five units operating. (The dotted line represents the coordinates of the point).

Figure 23 shows the characteristic cross-section flow velocity distribution cloud dia-
grams for the worst startup combination (opening units 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7) and the optimal
startup combination opening units (1, 3, 4, 5, and 7). It can be seen from the characteristic
cross-section flow velocity maps that, under the operating conditions of five units, the
corresponding flow velocity distribution area is better when the unit with the inlet runner
to the left is switched on than when the unit with the inlet runner to the right is switched
on. Compared with simultaneously switching on four units, the flow velocity distribution
in the characteristic section of the worst combination is more uniform than that when
five units are simultaneously switched on. The flow velocity uniformity in the section
of the optimal combination is worse than that of switching on four units simultaneously.
Therefore, when five units must be switched on, priority is given to switching on units 1, 3,
4, 5, and 7.
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4.5. Six Units in Parallel Operation

All the start combination conditions are simulated in this paper during the operation
of six units. Figure 24 shows the specific start combination scheme and the calculation
results. Meanwhile, Figure 25 shows the distribution of hydraulic losses in the inlet section
of the pumping station and the total hydraulic losses during the operation of the six units.
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Figure 25. Hydraulic loss of the inlet section and total hydraulic loss of the pump station system for
six units operating. (The dotted line represents the coordinates of the point).

The calculation results reveal that for the six units operating simultaneously, opening
units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 yields the highest flow rate uniformity of up to 63.78%, while
opening units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 results in the lowest flow rate uniformity of 62.35%. The
difference between the maximum and minimum values of the section flow rate uniformity
is 1.34%, and the relative change in the average cross-section deflection angle is minimal.
The difference in the maximum and minimum values is only 0.3◦. The change rule of the
section flow rate uniformity and the pump unit hydraulic loss is different. When units
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are switched on, the difference between the maximum and minimum
values of total hydraulic loss is only 0.3◦. The change rule of section flow uniformity is
different from that of hydraulic loss of the pumping unit: when switching on units 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, and 7, the total hydraulic loss is the smallest (6.136 m); when switching on units
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, the total hydraulic loss is the largest (6.172 m). The test results reveal
the same trend as the results of numerical simulations. When six units are simultaneously
switched on, the hydraulic loss in the inlet section of the pumping station system is the
smallest (0.6236 m) when units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are switched on, while the hydraulic loss
in the inlet section of the pumping station system is the largest (0.7 m) when units 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, and 6 are switched on.

Figure 26 shows the characteristic cross-section flow velocity distribution cloud dia-
grams for the worst start combinations for switching on units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and the
optimal start combinations for switching on units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7. The characteristic
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cross-section flow velocity map reveals that when the six units are running, compared
with the previous conditions, the flow velocity uniformity of the pump inlet cross-section
and the average cross-section deflection angle do not demonstrate substantial changes.
The cross-section cloud map is also maintained. Overall, when switching on the six units,
priority is given to switching on units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, through the design of different scheme combinations under the number
of starts, the simultaneous individual opening of two, three, four, five, and six units as well
as other operating conditions is analyzed to calculate the axial flow velocity uniformity
of the inlet section of the pump, the average section deviation angle, and the hydraulic
loss. The pump is examined under different start combination conditions and pump flow
characteristics to explore the opening of different numbers of units under the circumstances
of economical start combinations. The following conclusions are obtained:

(1) When different numbers of units are running, the number of odd-numbered
units compared to that of even-numbered units in the water conditions is superior, the
section flow uniformity is high, and the average section deviation angle and hydraulic loss
are small.

(2) The results of vortex and entropy maps of the impeller, guide vane, and the middle
section of the volute show that the unstable flow in the centrifugal pump mainly occurs at
the impeller outlet and in the guide vane runner. Therefore, the main energy loss of the
centrifugal pump occurs in the vicinity of the impeller outlet and the guide vane runner.
For different start combinations, the differences in the flow characteristics of the centrifugal
pump are mainly reflected in the areas with the most severe undesirable flow, such as the
impeller runner and the entire runner of the guide vane.

(3) Owing to the differences in the pumping station inlet conditions under different
startup combinations, the overall combination of simulation calculations reveals the optimal
startup scheme combination of pumping station systems as shown in Table 1: when two
units are simultaneously switched on, priority is given to units 1 and 3; when three units
are switched on, priority is given to units 1, 3, and 5; when four units are switched on,
priority is given to units 1, 3, 5, and 7; when five units are switched on, priority is given to
units 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7; when six units are simultaneously switched on, priority will be given
to units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7.
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Table 1. The optimal startup scheme combination of pumping station systems.

The Number of Units in Operation The Optimal Startup Scheme

2 1, 3

3 1, 3, 5

4 1, 3, 5, 7

5 1, 2, 3, 5, 7

6 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
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Abstract: In the context of the plain river network, conventional water pumps suffer several draw-
backs, including inadequate efficiency, poor security, and costly installation costs. In order to improve
the hydrodynamic insufficiency problem and enhance the hydrodynamic performance and applicabil-
ity of flapping hydrofoils, this paper proposes a bionic pumping device based on dual flapping foils.
Based on the finite volume method and overlapping grid technology, the numerical simulation and
experimental verification of the hydraulic performance of two typical motion modes of in-phase and
out-of-phase oscillations are conducted, thereby providing a theoretical foundation for improving
and optimizing the design of flapping hydrofoils. The results show that the out-of-phase oscillation
has better hydraulic performance compared to the in-phase oscillation. The formation of the tail
vortex structure plays a crucial role in determining the hydraulic efficiency of dual flapping foils,
with in-phase oscillation forming a pair of vortex streets and out-of-phase oscillation forming two
pairs of vortex streets. The pumping efficiency of the out-of-phase oscillation is significantly higher
than that of the in-phase oscillation, reaching up to 38.4% at a fixed frequency of f = 1 Hz, which is
an increase of 90.5% compared to the in-phase oscillation. The characteristic curve of the in-phase
oscillation shows an “S” type unstable oscillation phenomenon, namely the hump phenomenon,
while the out-of-phase oscillation does not show such a phenomenon, which can effectively expand
its application range. In addition, the applicable head of the out-of-phase oscillation hydrofoil is
lower, which can better meet the requirements of ultra-low head conditions.

Keywords: dual flapping foils; hydrodynamic performance; numerical simulation; test verification

1. Introduction

In the region characterized by a plain river network, the presence of a mild topography
and low water flow rate leads to inadequate hydrodynamics; the water pollution caused by
it harms the residents’ health and quality of life [1–5]. As one of the common management
measures, the pump-gate joint dispatching method can enhance the hydrodynamics of river
networks and efficiently enhance the quality of the water’s surroundings [6,7]. However,
under the ultra-low head condition, the pumping station has the problems of low operating
efficiency, excessive vibration, and poor stability, which cannot adapt to the situation
with almost no heads of small rivers in the plains [8–10]. Research has found that the
bionic pumping device imitating the movement of the fishtail has the advantages of high
propulsion efficiency, low noise, and high flow rate, which can play a beneficial role in
pushing water [11,12]. The relevant studies mainly focus on single foils and dual foils need
to be further studied [13,14]. In addition, studies have shown that dual foils have certain
advantages over single foils, summarized by the following: Compared with single foils,
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dual foils are more adaptable to the river’s width in application scenarios. The dual foil also
has higher stability and flow field structure, as well as more robust control performance for
better and more precise control of the water flow direction. Therefore, this paper proposes
a bionic pumping device based on a dual flapping foil, aiming to improve the problem of
insufficient river hydrodynamics and enhance the mobility of water flow.

Many scholars have studied dual foils, which are widely used in energy harvesting,
underwater vehicles, and wave gliders [15–20]. In terms of motion parameters, Kinsey and
Dumas investigated the energy harvesting performance of a turbine based on a tandem
configuration using numerical methods and introduced the global phase parameter, and
they found that the maximum efficiency could reach 64% by varying the inter-foil spacing
and motion phase difference parameters [21]. Subsequently, He et al. further investigated
the inter-foil spacing and analyzed the influence mechanism numerically, and concluded
that the inter-foil spacing has a significant effect on the energy harvesting of the dual
foils [22]; Bao et al. studied the propulsion performance of the dual foils and found
that the effect of the inter-foil spacing on the propulsion performance was mainly in the
wake interference [23]. Dewey et al. examined the propulsion performance of tandem
hydrofoils using a vortex array model and PIV experiments, and demonstrated the wake
vortex structure with varying phase differences to analyze the effect of phase difference
on propulsion performance [24]. Liu et al. numerically investigated the energy harvesting
efficiency of a dual foil in the presence of a 90◦ phase relationship in pitch amplitude, and
explored the effects of frequency, amplitude, and other kinematic parameters on energy
harvesting efficiency [25]. Ahmet Gungor et al. numerically investigated the effect of two
oscillating foils in a side-by-side configuration on the phase difference and Strouhal number.
Then, they classified the vortex patterns of the wake of the dual foil and elucidated the
physical mechanism of the wake merging process [26,27]. Chao Li Ming et al. numerically
investigated the thrust generation and wake structure of dual foils in tandem, parallel, and
staggered arrangements, and found that it is affected by the horizontal gap and vertical
gap [28]. Huerta et al. conducted an experimental study of dual foils with different phase
differences in open water and found that dual foil with a side-by-side structure is more
beneficial in terms of efficiency compared to a single foil [29]. Wang et al. undertook a
parametric analysis of the propulsive efficiency of propulsors. Their findings revealed that a
propulsive efficiency exceeding 70% could be attained by employing suitable combinations
of kinematic parameters [30].

Studies have shown that dual flapping foils exhibit excellent hydrodynamic perfor-
mance under appropriate motion parameters. Most of the studies have been related to
energy harvesting and underwater propulsion, while relatively few studies have been
focused on pumping water to enhance the water body flow. This paper proposes a bionic
pumping device based on dual flapping foils to enhance water body mobility in river net-
work areas. To further enhance the pumping performance, a comprehensive analysis of the
oscillation mode is conducted. In addition, the study also pointed out that the oscillation
mode of the dual flapping foils has a crucial effect on the performance of the bionic pump-
ing device, mainly in the difference of the wake vortex structure. [24]. Therefore, this paper
focuses on two typical oscillation modes, namely in-phase and out-of-phase oscillation. We
conduct numerical simulations and experimental validations to compare and analyze the
impact of the dual flapping foil on pump performance in these two modes. This paper sets
out a guideline for optimizing the structural design of the bionic pumping device.

2. Motion Model
2.1. Motion Description

The study of hydrofoils is divided into two types: flexible hydrofoils and rigid hydro-
foils. The flexible hydrofoil has more degrees of freedom, complex motion, and advantages
in the higher flutter frequency region. In contrast, the motion of the rigid hydrofoil is
simple, easy to control, low cost, and has more practical engineering significance, so this
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paper selects the rigid hydrofoil as the research object. This study chooses the NACA0012
airfoil as the subject of investigation, with its corresponding profile depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the hydrofoil.

In this paper, the motion is a synchronous pitch and lift motion of the dual flapping
foils according to the simple harmonic law. The motion of both parts varies by sinusoidal
law, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 illustrates the motion of the dual flapping foils,
exhibiting both in-phase and out-of-phase oscillation.
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In Figure 2, hmax represents heaving amplitude and θmax represents pitching amplitude,
which is 30◦ in this study. T represents the period of motion. L represents the distance
between two foils. The equation describing the motion of dual flapping foils is given by:





h1(t) = hmax sin(2π f t)

θ1(t) = θmax sin(2π f t + φ)

h2(t) = hmax sin(2π f t + ϕ)

θ2(t) = θmax sin(2π f t + φ + ϕ)

, (1)

where h1(t) and h2(t) are the heave displacement of foil 1 and foil 2, respectively. θ1(t) and
θ2(t) are the pitch displacement of foil 1 and foil 2, respectively. f is the frequency of the
motion, φ is the phase angle between heave and pitch, ϕ is the phase difference between
the two foils. To illustrate this, ϕ = 0 represents the in-phase oscillation; ϕ = π represents
the out-of-phase oscillation.

The velocity equation is derived by differentiating the equation of motion provided
as follows: 




•
h1(t) = 2π f hmax sin(2π f t + ϕ)
•

θ1(t) = 2π f θmax sin(2π f t + φ)
•

h2(t) = 2π f hmax sin(2π f t + ϕ)
•

θ2(t) = 2π f θmax sin(2π f t + φ + ϕ)

, (2)

where
•

h1(t) and
•

h2(t) are the heave speed of foil 1 and foil 2, respectively.
•

θ1(t) and
•

θ2(t)
are the pitch speed of foil 1 and foil 2, respectively.

In this study, chord length c = 0.3 m, span s = 1 m, the distance between two foils
L = L′/c = 1.8, the separation between the location of the pivot and the leading edge
l = 0.2c, heave amplitude hmax = 0.5c, pitch amplitude θmax = π/6, phase angle φ = −π/2,
and the frequency of the motion f = 1 Hz. The Strouhal number St = 2 f Amax/U, where U
is the average velocity at the outflow once the flow has stabilized.

2.2. Mechanical Parameters and Pumping Indicators

The evaluation of hydrodynamic performance in flapping hydrofoils primarily relies
on the measurement of two crucial parameters. The formulas are defined as follows:

The instantaneous thrust coefficient is defined as:

CT(t) =
2FT(t)

ρU2sc
, (3)

The instantaneous lift coefficient is defined as:

CL(t) =
2FL(t)

ρU2sc
, (4)

The average thrust coefficient is defined as:

CT =
1
T

∫ t+T

t
CT(t)dt, (5)

The average lift coefficient is defined as:

CL =
1
T

∫ t+T

t
CL(t)dt, (6)

where ρ is the fluid’s density and s is the span of the foil.
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The average input power of dual foils during one period of motion is defined as:

Pin =
1
T

(∣∣∣∣
∫ t+T

t
FL(t)

•
h(t)dt

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
∫ t+T

t
M(t)

•
θ(t)dt

∣∣∣∣
)

, (7)

where M(t) is the instantaneous torque around the shaft.
To facilitate a more comprehensive investigation into the pumping capabilities of the

hydrofoil, a number of performance parameters were utilized for the study. The formulas
are presented below:

The average flow rate of an outlet in a steady flow field is defined as:

Q = UbS, (8)

where b is the width of the river channel, taken as 1.4 m.
The average head is defined as:

H =
∆P
ρg

, (9)

The pumping efficiency is defined as:

η =
∆P·Q

Pin
, (10)

where ∆P is the mean pressure differential between the inlet and the outlet.

3. Numerical Method and Validation
3.1. Governing Equation and Turbulence Model’

This paper utilizes the finite volume method as well as using Fluent 2022 simulation
software (Ansys, Canonsburg, PA, USA) to perform numerical simulations. To describe the
characteristics of a flow field that exhibits incompressibility, two equations are employed,
which are shown in the previous study [14].

The equation governing motion control can be expressed as follows:

∂ui
∂xi

= 0, (11)

∂ui
∂t

+ uj
∂ui
∂xj

= −1
ρ

∂p
∂xi

+
∂

∂xj
[(γ + γt)(

∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi
)], (12)

where ui (i = 1, 2) is the fluid’s average velocity, xi (i = 1, 2) is the space coordinate, P is
the fluid’s pressure, γ is the kinematic viscosity coefficient, γt = cµk2/ε is the turbulent
viscosity coefficient, k is the turbulent kinetic energy, ε is the dissipation rate of the turbulent
energy, and cµ is the constant.

Throughout the process of motion, vortices are generated, moved, and shed by the
hydrofoil’s edges. The Realizable turbulence model is capable of effectively capturing the
intricate flow field information. Additionally, the computational burden associated with
this model is of moderate magnitude. Hence, the Realizable k-ε turbulence model has been
chosen for this study. The relevant equations for this model can be found in the previous
work [31].

3.2. Computational Domain and Mesh Generation

The utilization of computing capabilities and the mitigation of negative volume in
the mesh are critical considerations in the numerical simulation of hydrofoil motion. To
address these concerns, the overlapping mesh technique is employed.
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In order to acquire a comprehensive wake flow field of the dual flapping foils, a fluid
domain with dimensions of 5 m in length and 1.4 m in width was selected. In Figure 3,
the computational domain comprises a foreground and background grid. The primary
grid, referred to as the foreground grid, consists of a hybrid grid configuration. Due to the
curved shape and complex geometry of the flapping foil used in this paper, the structured
grid is not applicable, so a hybrid grid is chosen. In contrast, the secondary grid, known as
the background grid, is constructed utilizing a structured grid format featuring a uniform
global size of 0.008 m. The two sets of grids are numerically calculated by removing the
area in the background grid corresponding to the foreground grid. Then, the adjacent
grid cells are interpolated to transfer the data. Hence, in order to enhance the accuracy of
calculations, the global dimensions of both grids are configured to be identical.
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Different turbulence models and different wall functions require different grid Y+

values. To enhance the accurate representation of the dynamic wall characteristics and
mitigate numerical dispersion, it is imperative to build boundary layers on both sides of
the flow channel and hydrofoil wall. Hence, the initial mesh size of the boundary layer
adjacent to the hydrofoil surface is established at 0.03 mm, satisfying Y+ < 1 and a growth
rate of 1.2.

3.3. Boundary Conditions and Parameter Settings

In this paper, in the context of boundary condition configuration, the left boundary is
assigned the pressure-inlet condition, while the right boundary is assigned the pressure-
outlet condition. The hydrofoil boundary and the walls flanking the flow channel are
designated as no-slip walls. The outermost boundary line of the foreground grid is desig-
nated as an overset boundary, while the overlapping region between the foreground grid
and the background grid is designated as a grid overlap region, as shown in Figure 3.

The oscillation mode of the hydrofoil is given via the User Defined Functions (UDF).
Within the solution settings, it is necessary to choose a transient solver. The corresponding
parameter settings are given in the previous study [32].
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3.4. Verification of the Irrelevance of the Time Steps and Grid Number

In the context of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the accuracy and efficiency of
numerical computations are influenced by the sparsity of the grid and the time step [33].
Hence, it is imperative to examine the correlation between the grid number, the time
step, and the computational results. By verifying the independence of these factors, we
can enhance the precision and dependability of the computed outcomes. The validation
conditions are: heave amplitude, hmax = 0.15 m; pitch amplitude, θmax = 30◦; flapping
frequency, f = 1 Hz; and inlet flow rate, U = 0.4 m/s.

To validate the irrelevance of the time steps, we chose three sets of data, which are 0.1
s, 0.01 s, and 0.005 s. As shown in Figure 4a, through comparison it was found that when
the time step was 0.1 s, the instantaneous thrust coefficient obtained from the simulation
was more different than the other two, so 0.01 s was ultimately chosen for the following
calculation considering the calculation accuracy and efficiency.
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Figure 4. Verification of independence: (a) time steps; (b) grid number.

To validate the irrelevance of the grid number, three sets of grid numbers, 96,000,
152,000, and 283,000, were selected for numerical calculations. As shown in Figure 4b,
through comparison it was found that the results obtained from the three sets of grids
are similar, so the grid of 152,000 was ultimately chosen for the subsequent calculation
considering the calculation accuracy and efficiency.

3.5. Validation

To authenticate the validity of the computational simulation method, a comparative
analysis was conducted using the experimental data obtained from the towed tank labora-
tory at MIT (Cambridge, MA, USA) [33]. The computational model uses the NACA0012
hydrofoil with chord length c = 0.1 m. The simulation parameters were set in accordance
with the experimental working parameters of the previous study [33]: The domain’s capac-
ity was 20c× 15c; inlet velocity U = 0.4 m/s; phase angle φ = 90◦; heave amplitude and
chord length hmax = c = 0.1 m; maximum angle of attack αmax = 35◦; Strouhal number
St = 2 f hmax/U; and the frequency of the motion f = 1 Hz.

The findings are depicted in Figure 5. The outcomes of the simulations correspond to
the observed patterns of variation in the experimental data from the previous study. Hence,
the effectiveness of the computational method utilized has been shown.
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4. Experimental Setup
4.1. Bionic Pumping Device

To verify the effects of the dual foil’s in-phase and out-of-phase oscillations on its
pumping performance and to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical calculations, a bionic
pumping device incorporating dual flapping foils was developed. The experimental
apparatus was created using two sets of synchronous belt linear modules and motors, both
motor-driven and controlled by actuators, to meet the demand for the compound harmonic
motion of the dual flapping foils. Figure 6 illustrates the schematic diagram of the dual
flapping foils device in three dimensions.
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linear module; 2. motor; 3. coupling; 4. support frame; 5. connecting rod; 6. foil.

In this study, the dual flapping foils bionic pump included passage and water flapping
foils. The hydrofoil’s chord length was 150 mm and clearance between the hydrofoils and
the top and bottom sides of the passage was 5 mm. Figure 7 shows a dual flapping foil
device test bench. The test set was built on a 2.5 m × 0.7 m × 0.16 m rectangular passage,
as illustrated in Figure 7a. In addition, Figure 7b illustrates the internal schematic diagram
of the experimental flow passage.

This study employs the WIM-@ADV acoustic Doppler flowmeter (Beijing, China)
for the purpose of experimental data acquisition. The flowmeter is utilized to monitor
the average flow velocity at the outlet section. It has a flowmeter velocity measurement
range from 0 to 3 m/s, with a measurement accuracy of 0.005 m/s, and a maximum
sampling frequency of 50 Hz. The differential pressure sensor (Jiangsu, China) was set on
the flow passage’s inlet and outlet side panels, with a measuring range up to 300 Pa and
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a minimal scale of 0.2 Pa. In addition, the input power of the power supply side of the
motor was measured via the electrical measurement method using a clamp power meter
(Shanghai, China).
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4.2. Uncertainty Analysis

The synthesis error of the test includes systematic and random errors, which are
calculated as follows:

Eη = ±
√

E2
η·S + E2

η·R, (13)

Eη,S = ±
√

E2
Q·S + E2

H·S + E2
P·S, (14)

Eη,R = ±
√

E2
Q·R + E2

H·R + E2
P·R, (15)

where Eη·S and Eη·R are the systematic errors and the random errors; EQ·S, EH·S, and EP·S
are the systematic error of the Doppler flowmeter, differential pressure sensor, and clamp
power meter, respectively; EQ·R, EH·R, and EP·R are the random error of flow testing, head
testing, and torque speed testing. These systematic error parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The main equipment of the experimental test system.

Terms Equipment Type Systematic Error

Flow Doppler flowmeter WIM-@ADV ±1%
Head Differential pressure sensor 3051 ±0.2%

Current Clamp power meter VC6412D ±2.5%

Through the model test data, the total random error is counted using probabilistic
statistical methods, and finally the total uncertainty of the experiment is calculated, for
which the Eη was ±4.05%.

To ensure the test bench’s reliability, the bionic pumping device underwent multi-
ple tests in the out-of-phase oscillation mode. These tests were conducted at a flapping
frequency ranging from 0.1 to 0.8 Hz, using consistent test methods and working condi-
tions. The findings, presented in Table 2, demonstrate that the flow rate pattern of the
device remains consistent across the three tests. Moreover, the information gathered under
comparable workplace circumstances is extremely similar, confirming that the test results
are reliable.
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Table 2. Repeatability test.

f /Hz 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

v/m · s−1
Expeiment 1 0.020 0.047 0.070 0.097 0.120 0.152 0.172 0.201
Expeiment 2 0.021 0.045 0.075 0.095 0.125 0.151 0.170 0.207
Expeiment 3 0.025 0.050 0.068 0.096 0.123 0.147 0.175 0.205

5. Results and Analysis
5.1. Influence of Two Oscillation Modes on Mechanical Properties

To investigate the effect of the two oscillation modes on the mechanical characteristics
of the foils, the corresponding instantaneous thrust and lift coefficients were calculated and
plotted for the oscillation frequency f = 1 Hz. Both were analyzed for foil 1; Figure 8 shows
the results.
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To enable a comprehensive comparison, the horizontal coordinate was established by
taking into account the values of the dimensionless time for each corresponding period.
Figure 8a shows the instantaneous thrust coefficient curves corresponding to the two
oscillation modes. Figure 8a shows that the curves are periodic, with two peaks and two
valleys per motion cycle. In the in-phase oscillation mode, when combined with the relative
motion form of the dual flapping foils, the motion direction of the upper and lower foil is
identical. In contrast, the motion is in the opposite direction in the out-of-phase oscillation
mode. For the out-of-phase oscillation mode, when the foil starts to flap upward from the
initial position, the thrust gradually increases and then decreases, and reaches a valley
when the motion reaches the maximum heave amplitude, and when the foil starts to flap
downward in the opposite direction, the thrust keeps increasing and reaches a peak after
reaching the initial position, and then keeps decreasing and reaches a second valley in the
amplitude position. For the in-phase oscillation mode, the thrust decreases gradually and
reaches a valley when the foil begins to flap upward from the original position, then flap
downward, and the thrust increases and reaches a peak after crossing the initial position.

The comparison reveals a distinct difference between the peaks and valleys of the
waves for both oscillations. The thrust peaks and valleys fluctuate more in the in-phase
oscillation than in the out-of-phase oscillation. In addition, the instantaneous thrust co-
efficient produces negative values in the in-phase oscillation mode, indicating that the
oscillating motion can at times impede the motion of the water body during a motion cycle.
In contrast, the instantaneous thrust coefficient for the out-of-phase oscillation mode is
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always positive, indicating that the oscillating motion can propel the motion of the water
body throughout the entire motion cycle.

Figure 8b shows the instantaneous lift coefficient curves corresponding to the two
oscillation modes. As shown in Figure 8b, in the out-of-phase oscillation mode, the in-
stantaneous lift coefficient curve has two peaks and two valleys in one motion cycle, both
near the equilibrium position, and the curve is symmetrically distributed along the zero
scale. In contrast, the instantaneous lift coefficient curve fluctuates more in the in-phase
oscillation mode.

Through comparison it is found that the average lift coefficient of the out-of-phase
oscillation is almost zero. In contrast, the average lift coefficient of the in-phase oscillation
is negative. The instantaneous lift coefficient curve of the out-of-phase oscillation is more
symmetrical than the in-phase oscillation, indicating that the flow field is more uniform.

5.2. Influence of Two Oscillation Modes on the Flow Field

Since the propulsion effect of various oscillation modes on the water body is different,
the velocity nephograms of the two oscillation modes are contrasted and examined to ascer-
tain the disparities. Figure 9 depicts a comparison and analysis of the velocity nephograms
of the two oscillation modes with the oscillation frequency f = 1 Hz.
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Figure 9. Velocity nephograms of two oscillation modes: (a) in-phase oscillation; (b) out-of-phase
oscillation.

Figure 9 presents the velocity nephograms of the two oscillation modes. Upon con-
ducting a comparative analysis, it has been observed that the distribution patterns of the
two flow fields exhibit noticeable differences. The hydrofoil’s left-side inlet exhibited a
consistent and steady inflow. When the incoming flow enters, the in-phase oscillation
mode moves toward the centerline of the wake between the dual flapping foils due to the
interaction between the vortex pairs, forming a straight jet; at the same time, the out-of-
phase oscillation mode has symmetry due to the opposite direction of the vortex formed
by the two foils, forming two straight jets. In addition, the low-velocity region in the flow
field near the wall area on both sides of the in-phase oscillation mode accounts for a more
significant proportion of the whole region than that of the out-of-phase oscillation mode.

In the out-of-phase oscillation mode, the flow velocity in the middle region is reduced
because, as depicted in Figure 10, when the flapping foils move to both sides, a low-pressure
region is formed in the middle region, which generates a Karman vortex street, thereby
creating a specific obstruction to the water flow. Figure 10 depicts the characteristics of the
instantaneous flow field in the out-of-phase oscillation mode (t/T = 3/4). At this moment,
two distinct vortices are formed in the trailing-edge trailing area of the dual flapping foil.
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The reason for this is that the upper and lower flapping foils move away from each other to
produce a low-pressure region, thus forming a trailing-edge backflow.
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To further investigate the effect of the two oscillation modes on the flow field structure,
the vorticity nephogram of the two oscillation modes was analyzed by taking the oscillation
frequency f = 1 Hz, as shown in Figure 11.
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To characterize the rotational flow in the wake of the hydrofoil, we have elected to
calculate the z-direction component of spin, that is, the average angular velocity of the fluid
micro-cluster rotating around the rotation axis (parallel to the z-axis), ωz, is used as the
characteristic quantity.

ωz =
1
2
(

∂uy

∂x
− ∂ux

∂y
), (16)

where ωz is the angular velocity component of rotation about the z-axis and ux and uy are
the velocity components in the x-axis and y-axis directions.

Figure 11 shows the vorticity nephogram for the two oscillation modes during one
cycle. From Figure 11a, it can be seen that in the in-phase oscillation mode, a downward-
deflected top vortex pair and an upward-deflected bottom vortex pair are formed during the
motion, and these vortex pairs will move along the trailing-edge centerline and eventually
merge to form a pair of vortex streets. Throughout the entire cycle, both the leading and
trailing edges of the dual oscillating foils generate vortices, with the leading edge vortices
moving along the hydrofoil surface toward the trailing edge, combining with and shedding
the trailing-edge vortices. During the movement, the vortices of the same type formed
by the dual flaps combine to create an enormous vortex and stagger above and below the
centerline of the trailing edge to form a pair of vortex streets. In addition, the vortices
formed by the up-flap and down-flap motions are flattened at T/4 and 3T/4 cycles. This is
due to the different strengths of the wake vortices produced by the up-flap and down-flap
motions, as well as the mutual influence of the walls. When these vortices are close to each
other, they will become flattened.

Figure 11b shows that in the out-of-phase oscillation mode, two pairs of vortices are
formed during the motion, with the bottom vortex street and the top vortex street parallel
to each other. Taking Foil 1 as an example, when the foil moves from the initial position to
the T/4 cycle, the negative vortex formed at the trailing edge of the flapping foil is shed
along the upper surface of the foil, and moves to the T/2 cycle, at which time the positive
vortex formed at the leading edge moves along the lower surface of the flapping foil to
the trailing edge, and when it moves to the 3T/4 cycle, the positive vortex formed in the
previous process is shed along the lower surface of the hydrofoil, and the previous negative
vortex forms a pair of rotationally opposite and staggered anti-Karman vortex streets. The
Foil 1 and Foil 2 transition processes for the tail vortex are identical.

Figures 8–11 illustrate the close relationship between the instantaneous thrust coef-
ficient and the tail vortex structure. In the in-phase oscillation mode, the tail vortex of
the dual foils is deflected due to the interaction between vortex pairs, which suppresses
the negative vortex formed by the upper surface of the upper flap and the positive vortex
formed by the lower surface of the lower flap, forming a flattened vortex. Since the strength
of the positive and negative vortices formed by a flapping foil is different, the force of the
vortex on the hydrofoil during upward swing is different from that of the vortex on the
hydrofoil during downward swing, which leads to a significant difference between the two
peaks of the instantaneous thrust coefficients in the in-phase oscillation mode. In addition,
the vortices formed by dual flapping foils are of comparable strength in the out-of-phase
oscillation mode. Hence, the difference between the two peak instantaneous thrust values
in the out-of-phase oscillation is smaller.

5.3. Influence of Two Oscillation Modes on the Pumping Performance

Due to their various oscillations, the dual flapping foils have different effects on the
pumping performance of the water body, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 presents the pumping efficiency curves. Figure 12 demonstrates that pump-
ing efficiency gradually increases as the oscillation frequency f increases, but the rate of
increase gradually decreases.

Under the same operating conditions, the pumping efficiency of the out-of-phase
oscillation mode is greater than that of the in-phase oscillation mode, mainly due to
the following two reasons. First, the instantaneous thrust coefficient diagram shows
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that the out-of-phase oscillation has smoother thrust coefficient operating characteristics
compared to the in-phase oscillation, with less energy loss. Hence, the pumping efficiency
is relatively higher.
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Secondly, according to the flow field structure analysis, the interaction between the
vortex pairs generated by the in-phase oscillation mode is more substantial, and the di-
rection of the vortex pairs is severely tilted, resulting in a stronger lateral jet in the front
part and a rapid dissipation of the vortex energy in the wake. In contrast, the interaction
between the vortex pairs in the out-of-phase oscillation mode is relatively weak, which
reduces the vortex energy dissipation and improves the pumping efficiency.

Figure 13 presents the flow and head change curves of the two oscillation modes. The
figure illustrates that, when the oscillation frequency f is the same, the average flow and
head of the out-of-phase oscillation mode are more significant than that of the in-phase
oscillation mode. Furthermore, as the oscillation frequency f increases, the average flow
demonstrates a direct proportionality to the oscillation frequency, while the average head
exhibits a quadratic proportionality to the oscillation frequency.
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In order to investigate the effects of the two oscillation modes on the characteristic
curves, the inlet boundary is set as the velocity inlet, and the velocity variation range is set
from 0 to 1 m/s, with a variation of 0.1 m/s at each interval. In addition, the oscillation
frequency f = 1 Hz is defined, as shown in Figure 14.
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oscillation; (b) in-phase oscillation.

Figure 14 presents the characteristic curves of pump efficiency versus head for the
two oscillation modes. Figure 14 illustrates that the characteristic curve of dual flapping
foils exhibits a comparable trend of change compared to that of the conventional pump.
As the flow rate increases, there is a gradual decrease in the head, while the pumping
efficiency initially increases and subsequently decreases. Both variables exhibit an optimal
efficiency point. The rationale behind this phenomenon lies in the fact that at low flow
rates, the flapping foil assumes a propulsive function with respect to the surrounding
water body. Nevertheless, it can be observed that there is a gradual decrease in the thrust
exerted by the flapping foil on the water body as the flow rate increases. The propulsive
function undergoes a gradual transition into an obstructive function, leading to a decline in
pumping efficiency.

In addition, Figure 14b shows that the in-phase oscillation mode has a noticeable “S”
type unstable oscillation phenomenon between the flow rate of 0.64~1 m3/s, namely the
hump phenomenon. As shown in Figure 15, the graph shows that at a flow rate of 0.84
m3/s, the internal flow field under the corresponding operating conditions shows strong
instability, which poses a significant threat to the safety, stability, and reliability of the
bionic pumping device. Previous studies show that the humping phenomenon leads to
the instability of the device [34–37]. Hence, the pumping device with the out-of-phase
oscillation is more reliable compared with the in-phase oscillation. At the same time,
the maximum head is smaller when the dual flapping foil is used to push water in the
out-of-phase oscillation, which can meet the demand of ultra-low head conditions.
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5.4. Performance Test

Experiments were conducted on dual flapping foils with various motion frequencies
for the distinct oscillating modes. Experiments were conducted in both of the two oscillation
modes for comparison, with the oscillation frequency of 0.1~0.8 Hz which changed in 0.1
Hz increments. The flow rate measurement requires six distinct sites at the exit of the
rectangular flow channel for each group after 60 cycles of wing flapping, with the average
value of the six data groups representing the exit flow rate under the given conditions. The
results are shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 contrasts the results and simulation values for the flow velocity of the dual
flapping foils with the two oscillation modes. Figure 16 demonstrates that the out-of-phase
oscillation mode has a greater exit flow velocity than the in-phase oscillation mode. With
the oscillation frequency f = 0.8 Hz, the in-phase oscillation has an exit flow velocity of
0.174 m/s, and the out-of-phase oscillation has an exit flow velocity of 0.203 m/s, which is
16.6% greater. In addition, the outlet flow velocity was proportional to the frequency of
hydrofoil motion.

Moreover, the numerical calculation results exhibit a similar variation trend as the
experimental results. However, the flow velocity in the test is slightly low, which is
primarily due to two factors: on the one hand, the linkage bar between the plate and
the device has an effect on the flow field structure; and on the other hand, due to the
limited computing power of the computing equipment, the numerical simulation is a
two-dimensional calculation, and the three-dimensional outcome generated in the test has
some effect on the results.

6. Conclusions

This paper establishes the motion model of dual flapping foils with in-phase and
out-of-phase oscillations. The mechanical characteristics, flow field structure, and pumping
performance are analyzed through simulation and experimentation. The findings indicate
that the out-of-phase oscillation exhibits superior hydraulic performance compared to the
in-phase oscillation, as evidenced by the following results:

(1) The mechanical properties of the two oscillation modes exhibit notable distinctions.
Out-of-phase oscillation consistently produces thrust throughout a motion cycle,
whereas in-phase oscillation generates both thrust and drag forces. Furthermore,
under the instantaneous lift coefficient curve, the out-of-phase oscillation is more
symmetrical than the in-phase oscillation, indicating that the out-of-phase oscillation’s
flow field is more uniform.

(2) The form of the tail vortex structure is a crucial determinant affecting the hydraulic
performance of the dual flapping foil. There is a significant difference in the tail
vortex structure between the two oscillation modes, with in-phase oscillation forming
a pair of vortex streets and out-of-phase oscillation forming two pairs of vortex streets.
Furthermore, it influences the flow field, whereby in-phase oscillation results in the
formation of a single straight jet, while out-of-phase oscillation led to the formation of
two parallel straight jets.
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(3) Both oscillations have propulsive effects on the water body. The pumping efficiency of
the out-of-phase oscillation is greater than that of the in-phase oscillation. Specifically,
with the oscillation frequency f = 1 Hz, the pumping efficiency of the out-of-phase
oscillation reaches 38.4%, which is 90.5% greater than that of the in-phase oscillation.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the out-of-phase oscillation results in a greater
outlet flow, a more uniform flow field structure, and a superior pumping effect.
Experimental verification has demonstrated that the out-of-phase oscillation yields a
greater outlet flow rate when compared to the in-phase oscillation.

(4) The calculation results show that the dual flapping foil and conventional pumps have
similar characteristic curves. However, in the flow rate range of 0.64~1 m3/s, the
characteristic curve of the dual flapping foils with in-phase oscillation reveals an “S”
type unstable oscillation phenomenon, namely the hump phenomenon, which will
lead to the instability of the device. In contrast, out-of-phase oscillation does not
exhibit this phenomenon, effectively extending its application range. In addition, the
out-of-phase oscillating hydrofoil has a reduced applicable head, allowing it to better
meet the requirements of ultra-low head conditions.
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Abstract: The benefits of variable speed centrifugal pumps include high stability, a broad operating
range, and adjustable input power. In water distribution systems, the pump units are increasingly
using variable speed technology. The energy-saving features and operational stability of the pump
station are directly impacted by the hydraulic performance and the operation strategy. In this
study, CFD numerical analysis and model tests were adopted to design and evaluate the hydraulic
performance of the variable speed centrifugal pump with large flow and wide head variation in
Liyuzhou Pump Station. Under the premise of ensuring the wide head variation, the optimized
centrifugal pump met the requirements of hump margin and efficiency in the high head zone and the
cavitation margin in the low head zone. The test results demonstrated that the operational range of
the variable speed centrifugal pump was successfully widened by reasonable hydraulic parameters
selection and impeller optimization. The safe and efficient operational range of the variable speed
unit was determined by means of taking the performance requirements of the pump’s maximum
input shaft power, cavitation characteristics and pressure fluctuation into consideration. The scientific
and reasonable operational path to meet the various operation needs was also investigated and
determined for the pump station’s actual operation needs. A high efficiency, safe operation, and a
simplified control logic were achieved by using the operational path, which makes it a reasonable
potential guide for hydraulic design and operational optimization of variable speed centrifugal
pumps with large flow and wide head range.

Keywords: variable speed centrifugal pump; large flow; wide head variation; hydraulic design;
variable speed operation range; operation path

1. Introduction

Large centrifugal pump stations play a critical role in long-distance water transfer
projects and large-scale irrigation and drainage systems [1]. The performance of pumps,
which are the core power equipment of pump stations, directly affects the energy-saving
characteristics and operational stability of pump stations [2]. When pump stations re-
quire high hydraulic and energetic characteristics, larger flow rate range, larger pump
station head range, it may be difficult for conventional fixed speed centrifugal pump to
meet the all the operating conditions due to its relatively narrow efficiency range. To
guarantee the stability and safety of the pump station during operation, the large-scale
speed regulation operation strategy of centrifugal pumps is employed. The variable speed
centrifugal pump offers several advantages over fixed speed centrifugal pump, including
excellent stability, wide operating range, high hydraulic efficiency, and adjustable input
power. Variable speed drives can increase the centrifugal pump’s stability and operational
efficiency while allowing for control of the pump’s input power. However, within the
variable speed operation range of the centrifugal pump, unstable hump characteristics
and cavitation phenomena often occur, shortening the pump’s service life and reducing
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the reliability of its operation due to the generation of vibration and noise. Consequently,
there are some restrictive technical problems involved in addressing the hump instability
characteristic [3–7] and the cavitation characteristic [8–13] in the optimization design of the
variable speed centrifugal pump.

Numerical estimation and performance analysis based on the CFD method have
rapidly become the primary methods for designers due to the rapid development of com-
puter fluid dynamics technology [14–18]. At the same time, many scholars have conducted
comprehensive research on optimization methods [19,20], as well as on the monitoring and
predicting of safe unit operation [21]. The flow characteristics of the centrifugal pump were
simulated and analyzed using CFD, and the hydraulic performance was confirmed through
the model test. Numerous domestic and international studies have been conducted in
this field to optimize the design of centrifugal pumps. Cao [22] integrated CFD numeri-
cal simulation with response surface method to optimize guide vane centrifugal pumps.
The Box–Behnken experiment design method was used to analyze 46 sets of hydraulic
performance data, and the optimized model demonstrated a significant improvement in
hydraulic performance compared to the original model. Yang [23] proposed a matching
optimization on hydraulic components. Various approximate models were utilized to estab-
lish the relationship between the optimization design variables and the objective function.
Reducing the number of layers and vanes of the diffuser and enhancing the matching
of hydraulic components can dramatically improve the hydraulic performance and the
hump instability characteristic of large vertical centrifugal pumps. Yuan [24] combined
numerical simulation with prototype experiments and employed orthogonal experiment
and the GA_PSO algorithm to improve the head variation and efficiency of the centrifugal
pump with an elbow inlet. Sun [25] analyzed the influence of different blade numbers and
structural designs on the cavitation performance and efficiency of the pump. The blade
performance is evaluated comprehensively based on pressure distribution, flow conditions,
cavitation, and the velocity diagram under different blade numbers. It is concluded that
the efficiency of the four-blade pump was higher. Sun [26] combined Taguchi design and
numerical calculations to enhance the efficiency and operational stability of an LVTCP,
thereby reducing energy consumption. Based on the efficient house theory, a set of design
schemes with the most extensive range of high-efficiency zones was calculated. These
schemes improved the overall operating efficiency and stability of the storage pump under
both design and non-design conditions. Hu [27] proposed an effective optimization design
process for wide-output pump-turbines, highlighting the relationship between runner
geometric characteristics and performance. The results indicate that the present approach
can significantly improve the efficiency and stability.

However, the studies mentioned above mainly focused on fixed-speed centrifugal
pumps. There are few papers studying the design methods of variable speed centrifugal
pumps, and few applications of variable speed centrifugal pumps were reported in the
literature. The design of a variable speed centrifugal pump can be completed by combin-
ing the design of a fixed speed centrifugal pump with the verification of variable speed
operating conditions.

The operational stability and operating method of hydraulic mechanics have always
been the key research topics of many scholars [28–31]. Merciera [32] studied the stability of
pump operations of variable speed units under different control strategies. Theoretical and
simulation analysis indicates that power control by speed can ensure the stability of the
system. The research on the operation methods of variable speed units [33–37] has gradually
become the prominent topic in the field of hydraulic mechanics. The advantages [38–41] and
response characteristics [42] of variable speed operations for the hydraulic characteristics
were also discussed by many researchers. However, there are few related studies in the
literature on parameter selection, and there is currently no relevant research on methods to
expand the operating area of centrifugal pumps.

This article intends to explore how to widen the operational range of the centrifugal
pumps by optimizing the impeller. Firstly, this study involves the rational selection of oper-
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ating parameters for the centrifugal pump. Secondly, it employs a fixed-speed optimization
method to broaden its high efficiency area based on the selected centrifugal pump. Finally,
the overall optimization of the centrifugal pump is carried out according to the variable
speed operating range, considering the different characteristic requirements of the small
flow and large flow areas. The effectiveness of this design approach and process has been
verified in the Liyuzhou pump station in China. The research provides technical support
for the application of centrifugal pump stations with large flow and wide head variation.

2. Hydraulic Design
2.1. Pump Station Parameter Analysis

In this article, the centrifugal pump with large flow and wide head range was used
as the research object. The pump station has eight installed variable centrifugal pump
units with a total flow rate of 80 m3/s, and is the centrifugal pump station with the largest
single design flow in China. The pump station’s overall flow varies between 20 m3/s and
80 m3/s. The maximum head of the centrifugal pump is 48.0 m, and the minimum head
is 16.3 m. Although the pump station head is not high, the relative amplitude of the head
is enormous, and the ratio of the maximum head to the minimum head reaches K = 2.945.
Table 1 presented the main parameters of the variable centrifugal pump unit. The specific
speed, i.e., ns = 202.5, and the formula are shown in Equation (1).

ns = 3.65× n×√Q

H
3
4

(1)

where ns denotes the specific speed of the pump, n is the rotating speed (r/min), Q
represents the mass flow rate of design point (m3/s), and H stands for the pump head (m).

Table 1. Main parameters of the variable centrifugal pump unit.

Physical Quantity Measure Value Physical Quantity Measure Value

Maximum head Hmax (m) 48 Design flow, Q (m3/s) 13.5

Design head Hr (m) 42.2 Rated speed, n
(r/min) 250

Minimum head Hmin (m) 16.3 Head variation ratio 2.945
Hump margin ≥2% Variable speed range (0.65~1.04)n

According to the analysis of the main technical parameters of the pump station, the
project required a wide range of speed regulation operation to accommodate the wide
range operation capacity of the pump and to ensure the safe and stable operation of the
pump station. The variable speed operating range and power regulation capability of a
centrifugal pump are closely related to its parameter selection and hydraulic design. Due
to the relatively small high-efficiency operating region, fixed speed centrifugal pumps are
unable to fully meet the performance demands of pump stations with wide head variation.
At present, there is no large centrifugal pump in China that can meet the performance
requirement of the pump station implemented in this project.

2.2. Impeller Optimization Design

Based on the complex hydraulic conditions, such as large flow rates, wide head ranges,
and high stability, the parameters selection and calibration method are systematically
analyzed initially. Aiming at examining the pump station’s wide head variation character-
istics, the hydraulic design must not only satisfy the requirements for high efficiency levels
and hump margin but also regulate cavitation performance within a reasonable range. A
variable speed centrifugal pump has the characteristics of flexible operation. As shown in
Figure 1, the centrifugal pump can operate at different head conditions at variable speed,
such as point A, point A′ and point A′′, which are similar operating points; conversely, the
input power of the pump can be changed by changing the rotational speed, such as point
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A and point B, in which case the head maintained stable while the flow rate and input
power changed.
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Figure 1. Centrifugal pump flow-head curves at different rotational speeds.

According to the operation characteristics and performance requirements of the cen-
trifugal pump, the whole channel is designed based on parameter selection. The draft tube,
impeller, guide vane, and volute are the four primary flow components of a centrifugal
pump. The geometric parameters of draft tube and volute should be adjusted to the pump-
ing station’s specifications before conducting CFD calculation and performance studies.
To minimize the hydraulic loss of the guide vane, it is important to optimize not only the
airfoil profile but also the relative position connection between the guide vane and the
impeller, as well as the appropriate size of the vaneless area. Additionally, maintaining the
width of the impeller in proportion to the guide vane aperture is crucial.

The hydraulic design of the impeller, which is the core energy conversion equipment
of the centrifugal pump, directly affects the overall performance of the centrifugal pump.
The pump station belongs to the medium–high specific speed centrifugal pump. During
the preliminary model selection process, the hydraulic model with a similar specific speed
is selected as the initial impeller. The main geometric parameters of the initial impeller
are shown in Table 2. The rated rotation speed characteristic curve of the initial impeller
prototype centrifugal pump (Test) are shown Figure 2.

Table 2. Main geometry parameters of the initial impeller.

Physical Quantity Measure Value Physical Quantity Measure Value

Impeller blade number 7 High-pressure edge
diameter (mm) 427

Inlet liquid flow angle (◦) 15.1 Low-pressure edge
diameter (mm) 300

Inlet liquid flow angle (◦) 17.8 Guide vane high (mm) 74
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Figure 2. Rated rotation speed characteristic curve of the initial impeller prototype centrifugal
pump (Test).

In Figure 2, the intersection point of the blue dashed lines is the design condition
point of centrifugal pump. The hump margin of centrifugal pump is less than 2% at
the location of red circles in the operating area of pump station. Analyzing the initial
impeller based on the model test indicated that the cavitation performance and hump
margin are difficult to meet the performance requirements. Therefore, the initial impeller,
the impeller geometry, blade profile, exit edge, wrap angle, and inlet blade angle for the
centrifugal pump to be developed were all improved to enhance cavitation performance
and characteristics of hump instability. The targeted hydraulic design is determined by
considering the operational features of the pump station and then combining the reasonable
requirements for hydraulic performance between the minimum head and the maximum
head. Firstly, during the impeller hydraulic design process, the small flow hump margin
should be guaranteed to meet the requirements of the centrifugal pump running at low
speed, thereby enhancing the water supply guarantee rate and ensuring the unit’s excellent
hydraulic properties. Secondly, the cavitation characteristics are improved to ensure the
safe and stable operation of the pump station within its operational range.

The cavitation performance is improved by optimizing the shape of the blade inlet
edge and the placement angle of the blade inlet. To improve the pressure fluctuation char-
acteristics, the matching relationship between the impeller and guide vane, as well as the
vaneless zone width was optimized. By decreasing the guide vane height and strengthening
the internal flow characteristics between the guide vane and impeller under small flow
conditions, the hump margin was also increased. Numerical simulation results indicate
that the optimized impeller has better energy characteristics, cavitation characteristics,
and hump margin than the initial impeller. Following repeated calculations, analyses,
and adjustments, the hydraulic performance meets the operational requirements of the
pump station. The rated speed characteristic comparison curves of the initial impeller and
optimized impeller prototype centrifugal pumps (CFD and Test) are shown Figures 3 and 4,
respectively.
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Figure 4. Rated speed characteristic comparison curve of initial impeller and optimized impeller
prototype centrifugal pumps (Test).

The main geometric parameters of the optimized impeller are shown in Table 3, and
the comparison of model impeller meridian flow channel are shown in Figure 5. The
comparison of model impeller blades are also shown Figure 6, where the green part is the
initial impeller and the red part is the optimized impeller.

Table 3. Main geometry parameters of optimized impeller.

Physical Quantity Measure Value Physical Quantity Measure Value

Impeller blade number 7 High pressure edge
diameter (mm) 427

Inlet liquid flow Angle (◦) 16.5 High pressure edge
diameter (mm) 300

Inlet liquid flow Angle (◦) 18.7 Guide vane high (mm) 68
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3. Performance Estimation Method
3.1. CFD Numerical Calculation Method

In this article, the simulation computation of the whole flow channel is conducted for
a large centrifugal pump. Flow characteristics and pressure distribution in the internal flow
field are obtained to provide essential data for the performance analysis and optimization
of the centrifugal pump.

Pre-processing is essential for numerical simulation, including solid modeling and
mesh division. The overall calculation domain of centrifugal pumps is divided into three
main parts: the volute and guide vane domain, the impeller domain, and the draft tube
domain. The calculation domain model of centrifugal pumps is shown in Figure 7.
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The computational grid for the three calculation domains were generated respectively,
and the division of the regional mesh was refined to ensure precise representation. To
improve the calculation speed and accuracy of iterative calculations in the simulation, a
grid independence check was carried to determine the number of grids for final calculation.
According to the numerical calculation results of centrifugal pump efficiency and head,
when the grid number of grid elements exceeds 5.71× 106, the head and hydraulic efficiency
tends to be stable. The number of grid elements for volute and guide vanes domain, impeller
domain, and draft tube domain were 2.2 million, 2.4 million, and 1.1 million, respectively.
The grids for each part are shown in Figure 8.
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To obtain the flow characteristics and pressure distribution in the internal flow field of
centrifugal pump, this article adopts the software SST (shear stress transport) turbulence
model to carry out numerical simulation of the computational model. The SST turbulence
model consists of the turbulent kinetic energy transport equation and the turbulent dissi-
pation rate transport equation, providing accurate predictions for flow separation under
reverse pressure gradients.

For boundary conditions, the mass flow rate is used as the inlet boundary condition
for the draft tube, the outlet condition for the volute is defined by setting the mean static
pressure to 0 pa, the standard wall function is used in the near wall area, and the wall is
without any slip boundary conditions.

For the impeller and the guide vane, the static interface adopts the stage interface
transfer model. To ensure consistency with the model test and facilitate data analysis
and further optimization design, the model rotated speed is set to 1200 r/min. To keep
the boundary conditions similar to the real conditions, the reference pressure was set as
101.325 kPa. The solver is set to the higher order solution mode, and the standard of
convergence is the residual of the continuity and momentum equations with a value of
1 × 10−4.

3.2. Model Test Validation Method

The hydraulic performance of the variable-speed centrifugal pump developed by the
numerical calculation method is further validated through the model test method. The
model test was carried out at a hydraulic mechanical model test rig, as shown in Figure 9.

A model test rig is a hydraulic mechanical test rig with high parameters and high
precision, primarily for pump and pump turbine testing. The uncertainty in efficiency is
less than ±0.2%.

The model test includes examining energy characteristics, cavitation characteristics,
runaway speed characteristics, pressure pulsation characteristics, water thrust, and other
test items. All test items are conducted on the same test rig and model device.

Efficiency testing primarily focuses on measuring the efficiency, flow rate, and head
of centrifugal pump in clear water. It includes efficiency characteristics of the expected
frequency change range and frequency (speed) within the operating range. The reference
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surface of the plant cavitation is the centerline of the guide vane, and the cavitation tests
are conducted in the whole operating range of the centrifugal pump. Lastly, the incipient
cavitation coefficient, σi, and the critical cavitation coefficient, σ1, corresponding to the
different operating conditions are determined.
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4. Performance Evaluation and Result Analysis
4.1. Centrifugal Pump Performance Evaluation

The centrifugal pump should be capable of reducing flow while maintaining good
operating efficiency in the low head zone when the pump station is close to the rated
head. It is necessary to maintain the same flow under various head situations. Therefore,
the centrifugal pump must possess the following characteristics: a reasonably wide high-
efficiency zone and a cavitation-free zone of operation; its wide-range speed strategy can
match the operational requirements. The flow characteristic and pressure distribution
of the centrifugal pump are analyzed, and the impeller’s overall performance level is
estimated using the CFD numerical simulation. To validate the effectiveness of performance
compliance, tests are conducted on the designed impeller.

This article adopts the model centrifugal pump as the numerical calculation model. It
focuses on analyzing the internal flow field of the maximum head, design head, and the
minimum head frequency conversion conditions (i.e., operating 65% of the rated speed to
maintain the designed flow of the pump). The main parameters of the calculation condition
point of the centrifugal pump are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Main parameters of calculation condition points of the centrifugal pump.

Condition Point Rated Speed n (r/min) Mass Flow Q (m3/s) Head H (m)

T1 Prototype (Hmax) 250 11.48 48.48
T1 Model (Hmax) 1200 0.29 33.79
T2 Prototype (Hr) 250 13.86 42.47

T2 Model (Hr) 1200 0.35 29.60
T3 Prototype (Hmin) 162.5 10.29 16.6

T3 Model (Hmin) 780 0.26 11.57

The impeller internal pressure distribution and streamline under maximum head
conditions are depicted in Figures 10 and 11. It can be observed that internal pressure
within the impeller is uniform, with static pressure gradually increasing from the impeller’s
inlet to outlet. Additionally, the internal streamline within the impeller is uniformly
distributed, with fluid velocity gradually increasing.
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The pressure distribution of the pressure surface and suction surface is uniform based
on Figures 12 and 13, indicating that there is no prominent low pressure local area. This
suggests that the energy conversion on the blade is uniform.
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Figures 14 and 15 show the distribution of the internal pressure and streamline of
the impeller under the design head condition. The figures show that the internal pressure
gradient of the impeller changes uniformly, and the internal streamline of the impeller is
evenly distributed without local turbulence and vortex flow.
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Figures 16 and 17 indicate that there is no obvious local low-pressure area on the 
blade surface, with uniform pressure distribution observed on both the pressure surface 
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Figure 15. T2 streamline distribution inside the impeller.

Figures 16 and 17 indicate that there is no obvious local low-pressure area on the blade
surface, with uniform pressure distribution observed on both the pressure surface and
the suction surface of the blade; this indicates that the energy conversion on the blade
is uniform. Following similar rules, the centrifugal pump has good internal flow field
distribution characteristics at similar working conditions at different speeds.
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Figures 18–21 show the CFD numerical calculation results of the minimum head
frequency conversion condition (65% rated speed). Given that the minimum head of the
pump is low, the frequency conversion adjustment is adopted to ensure the efficient and
stable operation of the pump. So that the pump can still maintain a good running condition
at the minimum head. It can be seen from the figure that the internal pressure variation with
the impeller is uniform, and the streamline distribution inside the impeller is reasonable.
The pressure gradient of impeller blade is reasonably distributed, with no obvious uneven
pressure distribution.
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and design flow and the red circle is the optimum operating condition point. The centrif-
ugal pump has great operating efficiency at design conditions, as demonstrated by the red 
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(11 m3/s–17 m3/s) near the rated flow rate (η/ηopt > 0.975). 
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The black lines represent the test results. Under design conditions, the test results are 
consistent with the CFD numerical results in predicting the head and efficiency, thus ver-
ifying the accuracy of the numerical simulations. Near the design condition, there is a high 
coincidence and trend within test results and the CFD numerical results, which indicates 
that CFD calculations accurately predict the hydraulic characteristics of the centrifugal 
pump. 

  

Figure 21. T3 pressure distribution on blade suction side.

To facilitate comparison, the model head, flow, efficiency, and other parameters are
transformed into prototype values using the similarity law. The numerical calculation and
experimental values of the prototype energy characteristic parameters for the rated speed
condition are contrasted in Figure 22. The horizontal axis represents the flow Q (m3/s),
and the vertical axis represents the head H (m) and the relative efficiency of the centrifugal
pump η/ηopt, respectively. The intersection point of the blue dashed lines is the design
head and design flow and the red circle is the optimum operating condition point. The
centrifugal pump has great operating efficiency at design conditions, as demonstrated by
the red lines in Figure 22. It maintains this level of efficiency throughout a wide operating
region (11 m3/s–17 m3/s) near the rated flow rate (η/ηopt > 0.975).
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Figure 22. Rated speed characteristic comparison curve of prototype centrifugal pump (CFD
and Test).

The black lines represent the test results. Under design conditions, the test results
are consistent with the CFD numerical results in predicting the head and efficiency, thus
verifying the accuracy of the numerical simulations. Near the design condition, there is
a high coincidence and trend within test results and the CFD numerical results, which
indicates that CFD calculations accurately predict the hydraulic characteristics of the
centrifugal pump.

4.2. Variable Speed Operating Characteristics Analysis

The energy characteristic curve obtained from the model test at the rated speed is
converted into the prototype energy characteristic curve by the similarity rule. Figure 23
illustrates the variable speed characteristic curves of the prototype pump at different rotated
speeds. In Figure 23, point A, point A′ and point A′′ are the optimal operating points of the
centrifugal pump under the design head, minimum head and maximum head conditions,
respectively.
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From the flow, head, and efficiency parameters in Figure 23, the maximum input
shaft power curve of the centrifugal pump at different rotational speeds can be calculated.
Figure 24 illustrates the correlation between the rated speed and the maximum input shaft
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power at each operating condition. Considering the motor capacity of the pump station
has been determined and the allowance is required, the maximum rotation speed of the
centrifugal pump is determined to be 260 r/min.
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Figure 24. The variable speed curves based on maximum input shaft power characteristics.

The incipient cavitation curve coefficient is displayed in Figure 25 for various oper-
ating conditions. When the plant cavitation coefficient is high, the head is low, and the
downstream level is high. When the plant cavitation coefficient is low, the head is high, and
the downstream level is low. Figure 25 illustrates that when the pump is operating at high
speeds, the incipient cavitation coefficient is consistently smaller than the plant cavitation
coefficient. This indicates that, under appropriate operating conditions, the centrifugal
pump can operate cavitation-free.
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Figure 25. Pump incipient cavitation coefficient performance curve (Test), where σp denotes the plant
cavitation coefficient and σi represents the incipient cavitation coefficient (IEC60193).

The variable speed pump unit operates within a range which is limited by the rated
speed, maximum input shaft power, hydraulic efficiency, hump margin, pressure pulsation,
and the cavitation limit in the low head.

Based on the above analysis, the pump operating zone shall be determined by multiple
boundaries: the maximum rotational speed and maximum input shaft power line pump
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curve (B′–C′), the cavitation line (C–D′), the hump margin line (A′–B′), the minimum
variable speed limit (A′–E′) and the relatively high efficiency line (D′–E′). If the boundary
lines intersect, the part within the intersection point is taken as the operating area. The final
safe and efficient variable speed operating zone is shown as the blue area in Figure 26. The
variable speed operation of the centrifugal pump can ensure efficient and stable operation
without cavitation in this zone.
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To meet the actual requirements of the pump station and facilitate the actual oper-
ational management, the operation path can be further established. This path aims to
ensure the simplicity of operation and maintenance of the pump station while enhancing
the efficiency and stability.

When the head required by the pump station ranges from 25.5 m to 48.0 m, the
appropriate speed can be selected to keep the rated flow unchanged, as shown in Figure 27.
The intersection point of the blue dashed line (Q = 13.5 m3/s) and the head curve of
different speeds (210 r/min–260 r/min) represents the operating condition under different
heads. From the position of the intersection point between the blue dashed line and the
efficiency curve, we can see that the efficiency points for these operating conditions are
concentrated and high.
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If the pump station flow is maintained at the rated flow when its head approaches the
minimum head of 16.3 m, hydraulic efficiency will further decline. Meanwhile, reducing
the flow rate should ensure the high level of efficiency. The rated speed design point A in
Figure 1 is comparable to A′, and the orange square in the high efficiency zone represents
the corresponding efficiency of point A′. Consequently, by decreasing the rotation speed
(163 r/min–210 r/min), the pump station can operate along the orange dotted line when
the pump station head ranges from 16.3 m to 25.5 m.

In summary, the characteristics of small flow hump and large flow cavitation can be
improved to achieve wide operating range of variable speed centrifugal pump. For specific
pumping stations, appropriate operation paths can be selected according to the actual
operation requirements to simplify the operation and ensure the efficiency and stability
within the operation range.

5. Conclusions

This study investigates and optimizes a variable speed centrifugal pump through a
combination of numerical simulation and model testing. The analysis aims to establish
optimal design rationality between the maximum head hump margin and the minimum
head cavitation characteristics under the large flow and wide head variation conditions by
adjusting the shape of the blade inlet edge and the blade inlet airfoil, improve the small
flow hump characteristics through optimizing the matching relationship between the guide
blade and the impeller, and improve the pressure pulsation characteristics by optimizing
the width of the vaneless area. The centrifugal pump that can satisfy the project’s needs is
obtained by continuously modifying the geometric flow channel and impeller parameters.
The project achieves the goal of expanding the variable speed centrifugal pump’s wide
operating range. We can effectively increase the centrifugal pump’s operating range and
safety stability in the high efficiency area by using numerical optimization technology and
model testing methods. The study also offers a technical guarantee for the pump unit’s
wide range of variable speed operations.

To achieve high efficiency and stability across the whole operating range, this article
focused on analyzing the pump station’s suitable operation path in accordance with its
actual operation needs. The operation strategy of the variable speed centrifugal pump
is proposed for various operating conditions, creating a combined operation mode that
maintains an efficient operation in low head area while maintaining steady flow rate in the
high head area. The research results can function as a reference for the optimal design of
large flow and wide range variable speed centrifugal pumps and reasonable operation of
units in the future.
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Abstract: Stall usually occurs in the hump area of the head curve, which will block the channel and
aggravate the pump vibration. For centrifugal pumps with guide vanes usually have a clocking
effect, the stall characteristic at different clocking positions should be focused. In this paper, the flow
field of the centrifugal pump under stall conditions is numerically simulated, and the rotor–stator
interaction effects of the centrifugal pump under stall conditions are studied. The double-hump
characteristic is found in the head curve by using SAS (Scale Adaptive Simulation) model. The hump
area close to the optimal working condition is caused by hydraulic loss, while the hump area far
away from the optimal working condition point is caused by the combined action of Euler’s head
and hydraulic loss. The SAS model can accurately calculate the wall friction loss, thus predicting the
double-hump phenomenon. The pressure fluctuation and head characteristics at different clocking
positions under stall conditions are obtained. It is found that when the guide vanes outlet in line
with the volute tongue, the corresponding head is the highest, and the pressure fluctuation is the
lowest. The mechanism of the clocking effect in the centrifugal pump with guide vanes is obtained
by simplifying the hydrofoil. It is found that when the downstream hydrofoil leading edge is always
interfered with by the upstream hydrofoil wake, the wake with low energy mixes the boundary layer
with low energy, which causes small-pressure pulsation. The results could be used for the operation
of centrifugal pumps with guide vanes.

Keywords: pressure fluctuation; SAS; clocking effect; hydrofoil; wake

1. Introduction

The stall of a centrifugal pump is an unstable flow phenomenon when it operates at
low flow rate [1–4]. The stall phenomenon was first discovered by Stenning in a centrifugal
compressor test [5], and in-depth research was carried out in this field [6,7]. In the mid-
1980s, the stall problem in centrifugal pumps began to receive widespread attention [8].
Centrifugal pumps often suffer from severe pressure pulsations when operating under
stall conditions, which further aggravates the vibration and noise of the pump and, in
severe cases, causes fatigue damage to the blades [9,10]. Especially in recent years, with the
continuous construction of large pump stations, higher requirements have been put forward
for the safe and stable operation of pumps, so it is of great significance to understand the
stall problem and then control it.

CFD is an important way to reveal the internal flow mechanism [11,12]. For the stall
of centrifugal pumps, accurate prediction of stall phenomenon is the basis of research. The
stall of centrifugal pumps is a complex rotational separated flow. At present, the calculation
of three-dimensional separated flow mainly includes Reynolds average method (RANS),
large eddy simulation method (LES), and mixed URANS/LES method [13]. Among them,
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LES model can analyze the turbulent vortex structure, turbulence fluctuation, and other
information of complex flow in more detail, but it is difficult to apply to the calculation
of existing engineering problems due to its huge amount of calculation [14]. At present,
RANS and URANS/LES methods are the most commonly used methods. The stall in
the guide vane is calculated by the standard k-ε model [15], but there is a large difference
between the experimental data and the simulated data. Braun [16] used the SST k-ω model
to simulate a pump and found the model can predict the phenomenon of rotating stall,
but the flow at the stall point and the propagation speed of the stall cell are larger than
those in the test. Lucius [17] and Zhang [18] adopted the URANS/LES model to calculate a
centrifugal pump that was tested at Magdeburg University in Germany. It was found that
the predicted head and rotating stall vortex frequency were close with experiment, but the
predicted peak values were different. Therefore, it is necessary to select turbulence models
according to specific problems.

Many scholars have carried out a great deal of research on the factors affecting the
stall of centrifugal pumps. The main influencing factors are pump flow [19–23], impeller
speed [24–26], number of blades [27,28], and rotor–stator interaction [29–31]. For the
guide-vane centrifugal pump, the clocking position of the guide vane is also an important
factor affecting the internal flow characteristics of the centrifugal pump. Clocking effect
refers to the influence of changing the circumferential relative position between the blades
on turbomachinery [32]. Benigni [33] and Wang [34,35] studied the clocking effect of an
annular volute centrifugal pump. The results show that the clocking effect has a greater
impact on the pressure fluctuation in the pump, especially on the pressure fluctuation
intensity of the volute. Tan [36] studied the clocking effect of the high head multistage
centrifugal pump and found that the clocking effect had a significant impact on the internal
pressure and radial force of the pump. However, the influence of clocking effect on the
internal flow characteristics of centrifugal pumps at stall conditions is rarely reported.

In this paper, the turbulence models are compared and analyzed in order to accurately
predict the flow characteristics in the pump, and then, the influence of the clocking effect
on the pump flow at stall conditions is further analyzed. Meanwhile, due to the complex
structure of the centrifugal pump, in order to better explore the clocking effect of the guide-
vane centrifugal pump, this paper establishes a simplified model based on the structural
characteristics of the rotor and stator in the centrifugal pump in order to deeply analyze
the mechanism of clocking effect in the centrifugal pump.

2. Research Object and Numerical Calculation Method

The geometric structure of the centrifugal pump with guide vane selected as the
calculation object in this paper is shown in Figure 1. Combined with the internal flow
structure of the pump, the pressure fluctuations in the guide vane and impeller regions are
analyzed, respectively. Figure 1 is the axial sectional view of the guide vane centrifugal
pump. The six flow channels are named A-F. Three monitoring points are set on the
pressure surface and suction surface of the blades in the two flow channels of the impeller
along the direction from the inlet to the outlet. Similarly, three monitoring points are set
in two adjacent flow channels of the guide vane. During the calculation, the pressure
fluctuation of these points is recorded with time.

The hexahedral structure grid is used to divide the computational domain. With the
purpose of ensuring the reliability of the calculation, taking the near-wall grid into account
is necessary. To do this, the first layer of the grid is validated. After testing, y + < 30, which
means the mesh is suitable for turbulence models, as shown in Figure 2. In order to verify
the independence of grid, different grid amounts are calculated in the rated condition. The
pump head is selected as the target parameter for grid independence verification, and
its variation with the number of grids is observed. The number of grids is added at the
tongue region of volute and blade surface. The calculation domain with different grid
numbers is simulated by applying the SST k-ω turbulence model. The head rises when
grids elements increase from 2.34 million to 4.17 million. The variation of heads is scarce
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when grid elements increase to 5.27 million. In conclusion, the elements of grids make a
small difference in the results when they continue to increase. Therefore, the elements of
grids of the pump will be controlled at about 5.27 million, and the corresponding number
of nodes is 4.1 million.
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Figure 2. Grid of the centrifugal pump: (a) impeller; (b) guide vane; (c) volute.

The velocity inlet and pressure outlet are adopted. The rotor–stator interface adopts
the transient frozen rotor technology, and the impeller speed is set as 725 r/min to keep
consistent with the test. The no-slip condition is adopted in the wall boundary. The
governing equations are discretized by the finite volume method in space and the second-
order implicit scheme in the time domain. The time step is 2.3 × 10−4 s, which is 1/360 of
the rotation period. The convergence residual is set to 1.0× 10−5. This calculation is carried
out on the rack server of Hohai University. The servers all use 64-bit high-performance
processors and 12 dual computing nodes, including 24 Intel E5-2600 eight-core processors
and 192 CPU cores. Each node contains 64 GB of memory, and the total system memory is
678 GB.

When the centrifugal pump impeller stall occurs, the particularity and complexity of
the internal flow put forward higher requirements for the numerical simulation method.
The numerical results calculated by the SST k-ω and SAS model are compared.

The turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate in the SST k-ω model can be ex-
pressed as follows [37]:

∂ρk
∂t

+
∂
(
ρUjk

)

∂xj
= Pk − Dk +

∂

∂xj

(
(µ + σk3µt)

∂k
∂xj

)
(1)
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∂ρω
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+

∂
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∂
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(
(µ + σω3µt)

∂ω

∂xj

)
+ 2ρ(1− F1)

σω2

ω

∂k
xj

∂ω

xj
(2)

This model has become the standard in many industrial applications. The coefficients
in the formulas are given in reference [38].

The “scale-adaptive” feature of SAS model is mainly embodied in its definition of a
second order velocity ladder [39]. Many scholars have applied the model in the simulation
of rotating machinery and proved the reliability of the model. The construction method of
the SAS model is based on the SST model by adding the source term QSAS to the ω equation:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+
∂(ρUik)

∂xi
= Pk − β∗ρkω +

∂

∂xi

∣∣∣∣(µ + σkµt)
∂k
∂xi

∣∣∣∣ (3)

∂(ρω)

∂t
+

∂(ρUiω)

∂xi
= αρS2 − βρω2 +

∂

∂xi

∣∣∣∣(µ + σωµt)
∂ω

∂xi

∣∣∣∣+ 2(1− F1)ρσω2

1
ω
· ∂k

∂xi
· ∂ω

∂xi
+ QSAS (4)

QSAS = ρ ·max

[
ζ2κS2

(
L

L′vK

)2
− C

2k
σΦ
· max

(
1

ω2 ·
∂ω

∂xi
· ∂ω

∂xi
,

1
k2 ·

∂k
∂xi
· ∂k

∂xi

)
, 0
]

(5)

L =
√

k/
(

c1/4
µ ·ω

)
, cµ = 0.09 (6)

The coefficients in the formulas are given in reference [39].

3. Prediction of Centrifugal Pump Performance Curve

The internal flow of the centrifugal pump with guide vanes is complex. In order to
systematically analyze the internal stall flow characteristics of the pump, the full operating
ranges are calculated. The research object of this paper is the experimental centrifugal pump
of Technical University of Denmark (DTU). In the experiment, PIV and LDV methods are
used to collect the data of single-stage impeller so as to obtain the information on average
flow field. The impeller inlet flow is changed by adjusting the diameter of the hole on the
resistance plate. The adjustment range is (15–100%) Qd, where Qd is the flow under design
conditions. In order to stabilize the flow field at the pump inlet, a rectifier is placed in the
pipe section at the inlet of the resistance plate and impeller [40].

The comparison results of the numerical simulation of centrifugal pumps at different
working conditions are shown in Figure 3. The head of centrifugal pumps without guide
vanes calculated by the two models are close to the experimental values, indicating that the
numerical model method can accurately predict the energy characteristics of centrifugal
pumps. In the guide-vane centrifugal pump, the existence of the guide vane increases
the mechanical loss and changes the head. In terms of head prediction performance, the
two models both predict the hump area at 0.2 Qd–0.3 Qd, in which the hump peak point
is 0.3 Qd, and the wave trough is 0.2 Qd. The difference is that the SAS model observed
the occurrence of the hump phenomenon at 0.5 Qd–0.6 Qd, in which the peak point is 0.6
Qd, and the wave trough point is 0.5 Qd. The double-hump phenomenon of guide vane
centrifugal pump predicted by the SAS model is also observed in the pump turbine [41].
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4. Characteristic Analysis of Double Humps

Through the numerical simulation analysis in the previous section, the guide vane
centrifugal pump has a double-hump characteristic, and the emergence of the hump area
must be accompanied by the unstable flow. In order to further analyze the causes of this
phenomenon, this section focuses on the hydraulic loss of each component.

The head characteristic of the guide-vane centrifugal pump is caused by the combined
action of Euler head and hydraulic losses of flow passage components. Euler energy
(∆Cu·U) is the difference between impeller outlet velocity moment (Cu2·U2) and impeller
inlet velocity moment (Cu1·U1). In the process of numerical simulation, Euler energy and
Euler head can be obtained through equations [41]:

∆Cu ·U = Cu2 ·U2 − Cu1 ·U1 ≈
Γ ·ω

Q
(7)

HEuler =
∆Cu ·U

g
(8)

Figure 4 shows the results of Euler head calculated by the two models. It can be
seen that the Euler head factor increases with the decrease of flow rates. In the Euler
head calculated by SAS, when the flow rate changes from 1.0 Qd to 0.5 Qd, the Euler head
decreases slowly; when the flow decreases from 0.5 Qd to 0.4 Qd, the Euler head decreases
rapidly. For the Euler head calculated by SST k-ω, when the flow rate changes from 1.0 Qd
to 0.6 Qd, the Euler head decreases slowly; when the flow decreases from 0.6 Qd to 0.5 Qd,
the Euler head decreases rapidly. The hump area is observed at 0.2 Qd–0.3 Qd of Euler head
calculated by the two models, where the peak point is 0.3 Qd, and the trough is 0.2 Qd.

In the hydraulic loss analysis of flow passage components, the loss size of a section
of the area can be obtained through the traditional differential pressure analysis method.
Figure 5 shows the calculation of the total head loss of the guide-vane centrifugal pump
in the full flow channel. In the Euler head calculated by the SAS model, when the flow
changes from 1.0 Qd, to 0.6 Qd, the head loss decreases slowly; when the flow decreases
from 0.6 Qd, to 0.5 Qd, the hydraulic loss increases rapidly. For the Euler head calculated by
SST k-ω, when the flow rate changes from 1.0 Qd to 0.5 Qd, the Euler head decreases slowly;
when the flow decreases from 0.5 Qd, to 0.4 Qd, the hydraulic loss increases rapidly. Under
each working condition, the hydraulic loss calculated by SAS model is greater than SST
k-ω. Due to the entropy, generation of the wall area is calculated more accurately by the
SAS model, so the hydraulic loss obtained is greater than SST k-ω.
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Figure 6 shows the head loss calculation of each component under different flow rates.
The hydraulic loss of each component is the minimum at the design condition. Hydraulic
loss of guide-vane centrifugal pump mainly comes from guide vane and impeller. For the
hydraulic loss calculated by the SAS model, the head curve corresponds to the 0.5 Qd–0.6 Qd
hump area close to the design working condition. From the peak point (0.6 Qd) to the
trough point (0.5 Qd) in the hump area, the hydraulic loss of each component suddenly
increases, in which the impeller and guide vane increase greatly, while the corresponding
Euler head changes little. Therefore, the hump here is mainly caused by hydraulic loss.
During the 0.5 Qd–0.6 Qd operating condition, there is no hump area calculated by the
SST k-ω model because the hydraulic loss of components does not change much. When
the flow rates decrease from 0.5 Qd to 0.4 Qd, the hydraulic loss increases rapidly, but the
calculated Euler head increases at this time, offsetting the occurrence of the hump area. In
the hump area of 0.2 Qd–0.3 Qd, the Euler head calculated by the two models decreases,
and the hydraulic loss increases. Therefore, the hump area is the result of the joint action of
Euler head and hydraulic loss.
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pipe; (b) Impeller; (c) Guide vane; (d) Volute.

As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the flow patterns inside the impeller at different working
conditions are compared. At different working conditions, the influence of the guide vane
on the internal flow of the impeller is different. At 0.7 Qd, the stall passage of the impeller
calculated by the two models does not change much. However, in the guide-vane passage,
a separation vortex at the back of the guide vane is observed in the flow field calculated by
the SAS model, which indicates that the loss of the guide vane begins to increase at this
time. At 0.5 Qd, the stall vortex is obvious in the impeller calculated by the two models.
There are relatively large stall cells calculated by the SST k-ω model in channels A, C, and E,
and they are all located on the suction surface of the impeller blade head and in the middle
of the impeller pressure surface. There are also stall cells calculated by the SAS model in the
flow channels in A, C, and E channels, which is similar to SST k-ω. The difference is that the
previous two small vortices become a larger one, which is located near the suction surface
of the impeller inlet, and the size of the stall cells almost blocks the entire flow passage. At
0.3 Qd, the flow pattern of the impeller calculated by the two models becomes worse. From
the results calculated by SST k-ω, the relatively large stall vortices are observed in channels
A, C, and E, while the flow in the other three channels is relatively stable. Stall cells appear
in all six channels from the results calculated by the SAS model, which is consistent with
the phenomenon observed in the external characteristic curve in Figure 3. When the pump
operates at 0.3 Qd, the head curve is at the trough of the wave, which indicates that the
hump in the head flow curve is largely caused by the stall in the impeller flow passage.
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5. Clocking Effect of Guide-Vane Centrifugal Pump under Stall Characteristics

Figure 9 shows the general assembly drawing of the centrifugal pump with a guide
vane. In order to study the influence of the clocking position of the guide vane on the pump
performance and the pressure fluctuation on the volute wall, four guide-vane installation
positions are selected by rotating the guide vane, as shown in Figure 9. The guide-vane
positions 2, 3, and 4 are obtained by rotating the guide-vane position 1 clockwise by 12.5◦.
The included angle between two adjacent vanes of the guide vane is 51.43◦. For clocking
position 1, the guide vanes outlet in line with the volute tongue. For clocking positions 2, 3,
and 4, the position of the guide-vane outlet and volute tongue are staggered by 12.5◦, 25◦,
and 37.5◦, respectively.

The head curve of the centrifugal pump with guide vanes at four clocking positions is
compared, as shown in Figure 10. When the guide vane is installed at clocking position
1, the head is maximum at large flow rate conditions. When the guide vane is installed at
clocking position 3, the head is the minimum at all flow rate conditions. Different clocking
positions have a great impact on pump performance at low flow rate conditions, and the
maximum head difference is 0.5 m. The double humps occur at all four clocking positions,
and the humps are observed at 0.2 Qd–0.3 Qd and 0.5 Qd–0.6 Qd.

The comparison of the streamline distribution at four clocking positions at 0.3 Qd is
shown in Figure 11. The clocking position has a great influence on the flow structure of the
guide vane, and different sizes of reflux areas are generated in the flow passage, which is
due to the flow separation occurring at the pressure side of the guide vane. Meanwhile,
part of the fluid in the guide-vane flow passage flows out of the volute outlet, and part of
the fluid enters the volute flow passage. In addition, the velocity direction on the right side
of the volute outlet and the vortex structure on the left side is obviously affected by the
guide-vane position. In the head curve, the head difference is large at 0.3 Qd because the
flow structure at the outlet of the guide vane close to the volute outlet is greatly affected by
the position of the guide vane, which results in flow separation at the volute outlet, causing
hydraulic loss.
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Figure 8. Pressure Contour and Streamline of Centrifugal Pump Calculated by SST k-ω model. (a) 
0.3 Qd; (b) 0.5 Qd; (c) 0.7Qd 

5. Clocking Effect of Guide-Vane Centrifugal Pump under Stall Characteristics 
Figure 9 shows the general assembly drawing of the centrifugal pump with a guide 

vane. In order to study the influence of the clocking position of the guide vane on the 
pump performance and the pressure fluctuation on the volute wall, four guide-vane in-
stallation positions are selected by rotating the guide vane, as shown in Figure 9. The 
guide-vane positions 2, 3, and 4 are obtained by rotating the guide-vane position 1 clock-
wise by 12.5°. The included angle between two adjacent vanes of the guide vane is 51.43°. 
For clocking position 1, the guide vanes outlet in line with the volute tongue. For clocking 
positions 2, 3, and 4, the position of the guide-vane outlet and volute tongue are staggered 
by 12.5°, 25°, and 37.5°, respectively. 
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The head curve of the centrifugal pump with guide vanes at four clocking positions 
is compared, as shown in Figure 10. When the guide vane is installed at clocking position 
1, the head is maximum at large flow rate conditions. When the guide vane is installed at 
clocking position 3, the head is the minimum at all flow rate conditions. Different clocking 
positions have a great impact on pump performance at low flow rate conditions, and the 
maximum head difference is 0.5 m. The double humps occur at all four clocking positions, 
and the humps are observed at 0.2 Qd–0.3 Qd and 0.5 Qd–0.6 Qd. 
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The comparison of the streamline distribution at four clocking positions at 0.3 Qd is 
shown in Figure 11. The clocking position has a great influence on the flow structure of 
the guide vane, and different sizes of reflux areas are generated in the flow passage, which 
is due to the flow separation occurring at the pressure side of the guide vane. Meanwhile, 
part of the fluid in the guide-vane flow passage flows out of the volute outlet, and part of 
the fluid enters the volute flow passage. In addition, the velocity direction on the right 
side of the volute outlet and the vortex structure on the left side is obviously affected by 
the guide-vane position. In the head curve, the head difference is large at 0.3 Qd because 
the flow structure at the outlet of the guide vane close to the volute outlet is greatly af-
fected by the position of the guide vane, which results in flow separation at the volute 
outlet, causing hydraulic loss. 
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position 3; (d) Clocking position 4.
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Figure 11. Velocity Streamline at Different Clocking Positions. (a) Clocking position 1; (b) Clock-
ing position 2; (c) Clocking position 3; (d) Clocking position 4. 

Figure 12 shows the pressure fluctuation of monitoring points in the impeller and 
guide vane at 0.3 Qd. In the middle of the impeller, Figure 12(a) shows that the guide-vane 
position at stall condition has a significant impact on the instability characteristics of pres-
sure fluctuation caused by rotor–stator interaction. When the guide vane is installed at 
position 1, the amplitude of the blade is at a relatively stable minimum; when the guide 
vane is at position 3, the pressure fluctuation amplitude of the blade has strong instability, 
which is greatly affected by the rotating position of the impeller. Due to the existence of 
the vortex at the inlet of the blade suction side, the pressure fluctuation amplitude is en-
hanced, and the peak-to-peak value is large. In the vaneless region, which is the gap be-
tween the impeller and the guide vanes, the flow interference is strong, and the pressure 
fluctuation signals are relatively greater, and the peak-to-peak value of the pressure fluc-
tuation is the largest. Therefore, when the stall cell moves to the monitoring point, the 
pressure decreases rapidly, and after the stall cell falls off, the pressure value rises again. 
Stall cells periodically form, develop, and fall off, inducing low-frequency pressure fluc-
tuations. 

Figure 11. Velocity Streamline at Different Clocking Positions. (a) Clocking position 1; (b) Clocking
position 2; (c) Clocking position 3; (d) Clocking position 4.

Figure 12 shows the pressure fluctuation of monitoring points in the impeller and
guide vane at 0.3 Qd. In the middle of the impeller, Figure 12a shows that the guide-
vane position at stall condition has a significant impact on the instability characteristics of
pressure fluctuation caused by rotor–stator interaction. When the guide vane is installed at
position 1, the amplitude of the blade is at a relatively stable minimum; when the guide
vane is at position 3, the pressure fluctuation amplitude of the blade has strong instability,
which is greatly affected by the rotating position of the impeller. Due to the existence of the
vortex at the inlet of the blade suction side, the pressure fluctuation amplitude is enhanced,
and the peak-to-peak value is large. In the vaneless region, which is the gap between the
impeller and the guide vanes, the flow interference is strong, and the pressure fluctuation
signals are relatively greater, and the peak-to-peak value of the pressure fluctuation is the
largest. Therefore, when the stall cell moves to the monitoring point, the pressure decreases
rapidly, and after the stall cell falls off, the pressure value rises again. Stall cells periodically
form, develop, and fall off, inducing low-frequency pressure fluctuations.
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Figure 12. Pressure Fluctuation of Impeller and Guide Vane. (a) Monitor point R2; (b) Monitor point 
S2. 

Figure 13 shows the pressure fluctuation of the volute at 0.3 Qd. The clocking position 
of the guide vane has a significant impact on the dominant frequency and corresponding 
amplitude of the volute. In the four clocking positions, the dominant frequency at the vol-
ute tongue is blade frequency (75 Hz), and the secondary frequency is low frequency. 
When the guide vane is installed at clocking position 1, the fluctuation amplitude of the 
dominant frequency is maximum, and when it is installed at clocking position 3, the fluc-
tuation amplitude of the dominant frequency is minimum. The amplitude of dominant 
frequency fluctuation at clocking position 3 is 1.3 times of that at clocking position 1. At 
the outlet of the volute, one time of the dominant frequency corresponding to clocking 
position 1 is the blade frequency (75 Hz), and the dominant frequency at other clocking 
positions is the low frequency. From Figure 11, it can be seen that the streamline at clock-
ing positions 2, 3, and 4 is twisted at the outlet of the volute, while the streamline at the 
outlet corresponding to timing position 1 is relatively smooth. Therefore, the timing posi-
tion affects the flow at the outlet of the volute so that the volute will produce a low-fre-
quency fluctuation. 
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Figure 13. Pressure Fluctuation of Volute. (a) Monitor point W1 near tongue; (b) Monitor point W8 
near outlet. 

In order to further study the clocking effect, the guide vane and volute tongue are 
simplified as two static hydrofoils [42]. The flow is controlled by the upstream valve angle 
for hydraulic characteristics research at different operating conditions. The clocking posi-
tion is changed by changing the vertical position of the first hydrofoil, as shown in Figure 
14. 

Figure 12. Pressure Fluctuation of Impeller and Guide Vane. (a) Monitor point R2; (b) Monitor point S2.

Figure 13 shows the pressure fluctuation of the volute at 0.3 Qd. The clocking position
of the guide vane has a significant impact on the dominant frequency and corresponding
amplitude of the volute. In the four clocking positions, the dominant frequency at the volute
tongue is blade frequency (75 Hz), and the secondary frequency is low frequency. When
the guide vane is installed at clocking position 1, the fluctuation amplitude of the dominant
frequency is maximum, and when it is installed at clocking position 3, the fluctuation
amplitude of the dominant frequency is minimum. The amplitude of dominant frequency
fluctuation at clocking position 3 is 1.3 times of that at clocking position 1. At the outlet of
the volute, one time of the dominant frequency corresponding to clocking position 1 is the
blade frequency (75 Hz), and the dominant frequency at other clocking positions is the low
frequency. From Figure 11, it can be seen that the streamline at clocking positions 2, 3, and
4 is twisted at the outlet of the volute, while the streamline at the outlet corresponding to
timing position 1 is relatively smooth. Therefore, the timing position affects the flow at the
outlet of the volute so that the volute will produce a low-frequency fluctuation.
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Figure 13. Pressure Fluctuation of Volute. (a) Monitor point W1 near tongue; (b) Monitor point W8 
near outlet. 

In order to further study the clocking effect, the guide vane and volute tongue are 
simplified as two static hydrofoils [42]. The flow is controlled by the upstream valve angle 
for hydraulic characteristics research at different operating conditions. The clocking posi-
tion is changed by changing the vertical position of the first hydrofoil, as shown in Figure 
14. 

Figure 13. Pressure Fluctuation of Volute. (a) Monitor point W1 near tongue; (b) Monitor point W8
near outlet.

In order to further study the clocking effect, the guide vane and volute tongue are
simplified as two static hydrofoils [42]. The flow is controlled by the upstream valve
angle for hydraulic characteristics research at different operating conditions. The clocking
position is changed by changing the vertical position of the first hydrofoil, as shown in
Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Simplified Hydrofoil. (a) Position 1; (b) Position 2; (c) Position 3; (d) Position 4. 

Figure 15 shows the change of lift and drag coefficient of the secondary hydrofoil. It 
can be seen that with the decrease of flow rate, the secondary hydrofoil at the four clocking 
positions shows the characteristics of first stabilization and then oscillation. The difference 
is that at clocking position 1, the secondary hydrofoil starts to oscillate at a lower flow 
rate, and the amplitude of oscillation is much smaller than that at the other three positions. 
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Figure 15. Variation of Lift, Drag Coefficient of Secondary Hydrofoil. (a) Lift; (b) Drag. 

Figure 16 shows the arrangement of pressure fluctuation measuring points. The mon-
itoring points, P1~P4, are arranged at different positions upstream and downstream of the 
secondary hydrofoil center. P1 and P2 are located at 0.1 L and 0.5 L at the tail of the first 
hydrofoil, and P3 and P4 are located at 0.1 L and 0.5 L at the tail of the second hydrofoil. 

 
Figure 16. Arrangement of Pressure Fluctuation Measuring Points. 

Figure 17 shows the pressure distribution of different monitoring points. It can be 
seen from the figure that for the monitoring points P1 and P2 at upstream of the secondary 
hydrofoil, the pressure changes with time tend to stabilize first and then increase. The 
pressure changes at the four clocking positions are 20°, 19°, 18°, and 17°, respectively. With 
the continuous rotation of the valve plate, the clearance between the valve plate and the 
pipe wall gradually changes, the flow rate decreases, and the pressure increases. Among 
the four clocking positions, the pressure fluctuation range of clocking position 1 is obvi-
ously smaller than that of other clocking positions. 

Figure 14. Simplified Hydrofoil. (a) Position 1; (b) Position 2; (c) Position 3; (d) Position 4.

Figure 15 shows the change of lift and drag coefficient of the secondary hydrofoil. It
can be seen that with the decrease of flow rate, the secondary hydrofoil at the four clocking
positions shows the characteristics of first stabilization and then oscillation. The difference
is that at clocking position 1, the secondary hydrofoil starts to oscillate at a lower flow rate,
and the amplitude of oscillation is much smaller than that at the other three positions.
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Figure 16 shows the arrangement of pressure fluctuation measuring points. The
monitoring points, P1~P4, are arranged at different positions upstream and downstream of
the secondary hydrofoil center. P1 and P2 are located at 0.1 L and 0.5 L at the tail of the first
hydrofoil, and P3 and P4 are located at 0.1 L and 0.5 L at the tail of the second hydrofoil.
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Figure 16. Arrangement of Pressure Fluctuation Measuring Points.

Figure 17 shows the pressure distribution of different monitoring points. It can be
seen from the figure that for the monitoring points P1 and P2 at upstream of the secondary
hydrofoil, the pressure changes with time tend to stabilize first and then increase. The
pressure changes at the four clocking positions are 20◦, 19◦, 18◦, and 17◦, respectively. With
the continuous rotation of the valve plate, the clearance between the valve plate and the
pipe wall gradually changes, the flow rate decreases, and the pressure increases. Among the
four clocking positions, the pressure fluctuation range of clocking position 1 is obviously
smaller than that of other clocking positions.
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Figure 17. Pressure Distribution of Different Monitoring Points with Valve Opening. (a) Monitoring 
point P1; (b) Monitoring point P2; (c) Monitoring point P3; (d) Monitoring point P4. 

Figure 18 shows the vorticity distribution at different clocking positions. It can be 
clearly observed that under the four positions, the wake of the first stage hydrofoil has a 
greater impact on the secondary hydrofoil. At clocking position 4, the wake of the first 
hydrofoil almost dissipates when it reaches the secondary hydrofoil passage and cannot 
be observed. At the clocking positions 1, 2, and 3, the first hydrofoil wake is mixed with 
the mainstream region and boundary layer of the secondary hydrofoils. Since the main-
stream belongs to high-energy fluid, and the wake belongs to low-energy fluid, its mixing 
loss is obviously greater than that of the boundary layer of the same low-energy fluid, 
resulting in a vibration difference. 
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Figure 18. Vorticity Distribution at Different Time Sequence Positions. (a) Position 1; (b) Position 
2; (c) Position 3; (d) Position 4. 

Figure 17. Pressure Distribution of Different Monitoring Points with Valve Opening. (a) Monitoring
point P1; (b) Monitoring point P2; (c) Monitoring point P3; (d) Monitoring point P4.

Figure 18 shows the vorticity distribution at different clocking positions. It can be
clearly observed that under the four positions, the wake of the first stage hydrofoil has a
greater impact on the secondary hydrofoil. At clocking position 4, the wake of the first
hydrofoil almost dissipates when it reaches the secondary hydrofoil passage and cannot be
observed. At the clocking positions 1, 2, and 3, the first hydrofoil wake is mixed with the
mainstream region and boundary layer of the secondary hydrofoils. Since the mainstream
belongs to high-energy fluid, and the wake belongs to low-energy fluid, its mixing loss is
obviously greater than that of the boundary layer of the same low-energy fluid, resulting in
a vibration difference.
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Figure 19 shows the change of the shape factor of the suction surface of the secondary
hydrofoil. It can be seen that under the condition of clocking position 1, no matter how the
valve opening changes, the shape factor of the whole hydrofoil surface is less than 1.5, which
reflects that the whole hydrofoil area is turbulent. On the suction surface, the momentum
of the fluid in the boundary layer of the first hydrofoil wake and the secondary-stage
hydrofoil is exchanged, and the momentum of the boundary layer increases compared with
that without the influence of the wake. With the introduction of high energy, the boundary
layer becomes thinner, and the separation area decreases, thus reducing the flow loss of
the boundary layer. The high turbulence wake generated by the upstream hydrofoil will
induce the transition of the downstream hydrofoil boundary layer. For clocking positions 3
and 4, the position where the transition occurs is also different, which indicates that with
the change of clocking position, the wake begins to affect the boundary layer on the suction
surface of the blade at a certain position downstream of the leading edge of the blade, and
the wake induces the boundary layer to start transition before boundary layer separation.
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6. Conclusions

In this article, the stall of centrifugal pump with guide vanes is studied by numerical
simulation, and the following conclusions were obtained:

(1) The double-hump characteristic was found in the head discharge curve by using the
SAS model. Comparing the flow field characteristics at different flow rate conditions,
it was found that the hump area close to the optimal working condition is caused
by hydraulic loss, and the hump area far away from the optimal working condition
point is caused by the combined action of Euler head and hydraulic loss. The SAS
model can accurately calculate the wall friction loss, thus predicting the double
hump phenomenon.

(2) The pressure fluctuation and head characteristics at different clocking positions under
stall conditions were obtained. It was found that when the guide vanes outlet in line
with the volute tongue, the flow pattern of the volute and guide vane is good, so the
head is high due to small hydraulic loss, and the pressure fluctuation is low.

(3) The mechanism of clocking effect in the centrifugal pump with guide vanes was
obtained by simplifying the hydrofoil. Based on the simplified hydrofoil, it can be
found that the disturbance of wake to the boundary layer will affect the boundary
layer transition and then affect the friction stress of the blade, resulting in the change
of flow field pressure amplitude. When the downstream hydrofoil head area is always
interfered with by the upstream hydrofoil wake, the wake of the low-energy fluid
is mixed with the boundary layer of the same low-energy fluid. At this time, the
boundary layer is in a turbulent state to avoid laminar flow separation, causing small
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vibration of the downstream hydrofoil, so the position where the guide vane’s outlet
is in line with the volute tongue is most recommended.
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Nomenclature

Qd Design flow SAS Scale adaptive simulation
Cu Circumferential component of absolute velocity LES Large eddy simulation method
U Circumferential velocity RANS Reynolds average method
HEnter Euler head Cp Pressure coefficient
∆Cu·U Euler energy ω Angular velocity
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Abstract: Vertical centrifugal pumps play a crucial role in numerous water conservancy projects.
However, their continuous operation can lead to the development of cracks or even fractures in some
centrifugal pump blades, resulting in a substantial adverse impact on the operation of the pumping
station unit and jeopardizing safe production. This study employs the fluid-structure interaction
method to comprehensively investigate the modal characteristics of the impeller, both in an air
environment and immersed in water. Furthermore, the analysis of static and dynamic stress attributes
is conducted. The natural frequency of the impeller when submerged in water is significantly lower
than its frequency in an air medium, typically accounting for approximately 0.35 to 0.46 of the
air-based natural frequency. There are conspicuous stress concentrations at specific locations within
the system, specifically at the rounded corners of the blade back exit edge, the impeller front cover,
the middle of the blade inlet edge, and the junction where the blade interfaces with the front and
back cover. It is crucial to underscore that when the system operates under high-flow or low-flow
conditions, there is a pronounced stress concentration at the interface between the impeller and
the rear cover plate. Any deviation from the intended design conditions results in an escalation of
equivalent stress levels. Through dynamic stress calculations during a single rotational cycle of the
impeller, it is discerned that the cyclic nature of stress at the point of maximum stress is primarily
influenced by the number of blades and the rotational velocity of impeller. This research carries
significant implications for effectively mitigating blade fractures and cyclic fatigue damage, thereby
enhancing the operational reliability of vertical centrifugal pumps in water conservancy applications.

Keywords: pump; modal analysis; static stress; dynamic stress; numerical simulation;
fluid-structure interaction

1. Introduction

The increasing prevalence of large centrifugal pumps can be attributed to the suc-
cessive implementation of cross-basin water transfer projects, extensive irrigation and
drainage initiatives, and the development of nuclear power plants. With the increasing
size of the centrifugal pump impellers, the pump blade cracking problem has become
particularly prominent, for example, the blade cracking results in certain economic losses
in the Dongjiang-Shenzhen Water Supply Project of China as well as the Grand Coulee
Hydroelectric Power Station project of America [1,2].

Many studies have shown that the causes of blade fatigue fracture are the residual
stresses, static stresses and vibration alternating variable stresses acting on the blade, and
the expansion of microcracks and cracks caused by the cumulative damage of the impeller
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under its action [3–5]. Therefore, stress characterization of large centrifugal pumps is of
great significance for the prevention of blade cracks.

The process of stress characterization encompasses the interplay between fluid and
solid domains, typically employing a coupled fluid-structure methodology. Currently,
more studies use the coupling of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) for fluid-structure interaction [6–8]. CFD is used to simulate the flow
inside the fluid, while the FEA method is used to analyze the structural response of the
pump. The combination of these two methodologies facilitates the dynamic interaction
between the fluid and the structure. Researchers usually use commercial software or self-
developed coupled solvers to realize it. This approach allows flow-induced vibrations,
stress distributions, and the effect of pump structural deformation on flow performance to
be considered in a single simulation [9–11].

The intrinsic frequency and intrinsic mode of vibration of an undamped system are
called the intrinsic modes of the system [12,13]. The investigation of impeller mechanical
modal issues holds considerable importance. When the water excitation frequency such
as Karman vortex is equal or similar to a certain order of the impeller mechanical intrinsic
frequency, resonance occurs, which results in unit vibration and rotor blade cracking prob-
lems [14–16]. Krzemianowski [17,18] used a three-dimensional finite element method with
full fluid-structure interaction to investigate the modal features of a mixed-flow rotor in
aqueous medium. The vibration characteristics of the runner in water, such as self-oscillation
frequency and vibration mode, were obtained. The results show primary inherent frequency
of the runner when submerged in water has a resemblance to the rotational frequency of
the blades, and the Carmen vortex frequency at rated condition is close to the higher-order
intrinsic frequency of the runner. This proximity significantly increases the likelihood of in-
ducing resonance in the structure, perhaps resulting in the formation of cracks. Zhou [19–21]
adopted the displacement-velocity potential format of the finite element method without
considering the mesh variation and used the Galerkin method of the weighted residual
method to investigate the vibration characteristics of a coupled runner in a water medium.
Galerkin’s method to perform sequential coupling calculations for the coupled system. A
comprehensive analysis is conducted to examine how the flow velocity field influences the
vibrational properties of the blades, and the method of calculating the added mass and the
factors affecting the added mass are analyzed. B Hübner [22,23] calculated the intrinsic
frequency and intrinsic vibration pattern of a hydraulic turbine in water using the acoustic-
hydraulic equations, and examined the impact of the vibration pattern caused by the flow,
including the flow within the intricate and unstable flow regime. To accomplish this, he
utilized the partitioned fluid-structure interaction method. By coupling the fluid flow, the
nonlinear solids as a whole calculate the dynamic stresses applied to the solids and analyze
the hydro elastic instability of elastomers.

The bearer of the hydro-mechanical runner, water, produces a complex hydraulic exci-
tation on its action, and people have been actively seeking methodologies to determine the
stress properties of runner blades resulting from hydraulic excitation. Nowadays, ANSYS
software is one of the more commonly used software for calculating fluid structure [24–26].
Kan [27] used the flow field and structure to compute and examine the flow field of the
axial pump impeller, as well as the strength characteristics of the runner body, and the
distribution of stresses was obtained. The research findings indicate a precise alignment
between the regions of stress concentration and the specific sites where fracture formation
occurs. Quan [28] analyzed the static stress and vibration pattern of the inducer on the basis
of the results of three-dimensional numerical calculations of the full flow channel of the
high-speed centrifugal pump, the results show that, when subjected to water pressure, the
blade deformation reaches its highest displacement in close proximity to the outside edge of
the blade outflow edge. Additionally, the region where the blade and the hub are connected
demonstrates the utmost magnitude of comparable stress. It is worth noting that blade
deformation significantly impacts the vibration characteristics. Egusquiza [29,30] employed
the sequential fluid-structure coupling technique to assess the stress characteristics of the
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runner blade across different operational scenarios. The findings indicate a predominantly
linear relationship between the maximum static stress of the runner blade and the turbine
power in the majority of working conditions. The maximum static stress of the runner
blade under various water heads in the construction of a Francis turbine was determined
by Chen [31]. The analysis of the runner static stress distribution at various water heads
during rated output reveals that the highest stress occurs at the junction between the
blade outlet edge and the upper crown. Furthermore, it indicates a negative correlation
between the water head and the highest static stress value. Menéndez [32] carried out static
stress and deformation calculations of a pump-turbine and found that the highest static
stress is observed on the impeller pressure surface at the junction of the blades and the
hub. Additionally, the maximum deformation of the impeller increases as the blade radius
increases. Li [33] obtained the stress strain of the impeller structure, and the pressure and
flow velocity distribution of the flow field through the simulation of the coupling of the
impeller blade and the internal flow field. Birajdar [34] employed the idea of sequential
fluid-structure coupling to investigate a vertical turbine pump. They utilized the internal
non-constant flow field information as mechanical boundary conditions and employed the
finite element method to conduct transient analysis. The utilization of the finite element
method was also employed in order to investigate the impeller of a large double-suction
centrifugal pump. The findings indicate that the dynamic stress distribution pattern on
the impeller surface remains largely consistent across various flow conditions. The highest
stress point is observed in the root region adjacent to the front cover plate, either at the inlet
or outlet side. Furthermore, the dynamic stress reaches its peak under conditions of low
flow. Shi [35] carried out the fluid-structure interaction calculation on the runner of a pump
and found that the larger stress area was basically the same as that in which the actual
cracks appeared. Then the transient dynamic analysis of the runner under dynamic load
was carried out, and the Newmark algorithm was used to derive the stress distribution
when the guide vane opening was changed, and when the frequency of dynamic load
change was large, the dynamic stress was calculated to be roughly around 15–20 MPa,
which was closer to the empirical value. The primary cause of blade cracking is attributed
to the elevated levels of dynamic stress.

In this paper, the simulation computation of the whole flow channel is conducted for
a particular large centrifugal pump. Fine water pressure distribution maps are obtained
to provide important basic data for the performance analysis and optimization of the
centrifugal pump. Further, a method known as sequential flow-solid coupling is employed
to integrate the flow field data collected earlier with the impeller structure for simulation
purposes. The objective is to analyze the distribution of structural stress within the impeller
under various operating situations. By comprehensively analyzing the stress distributions
under multiple operating conditions, the evaluation of the stresses exerted on the impeller
is conducted under various operating situations, and possible stress concentration areas
are identified.

2. Computational Model and Boundary Conditions
2.1. Computational Models

Pre-processing is the premise of numerical simulation, including solid modeling and
mesh division. The centrifugal pump impeller is subjected to modal analysis under the
condition of fluid-structure interaction, so in order to accurately simulate the behavior of an
impeller and its surrounding water body, it is imperative to incorporate both components into
the computational model simultaneously and subsequently partition the mesh accordingly.

Firstly, the centrifugal pump blade is modeled. According to the wood mold drawing,
the cylindrical coordinates of each wood mold section control point are extracted and
transformed into Cartesian coordinates, the blade is firstly drawn in BladeGen, then the
blade is imported into UG 3D modeling software, and the blade solid is generated by
sewing the surface. After that, based on the device layout diagram, the impeller front and
rear cover plates are observed to be created subsequent to rotation, as indicated by the axial
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section. Finally, the front and rear cover plates and blades are summed up to generate the
impeller entity. The impeller diameter is D = 400 mm, the number of blades is Z = 6, the
rated speed is n = 1480 r/min. The impeller solid model and mesh division are shown in
Figure 1. The average y+ on the wall is within 30.
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Figure 1. Computational domain. (a) Finite element model of impeller; (b) Fluid domain.

2.2. Boundary Conditions

The given boundary condition for the computation of the flow field involves the
intake, which is determined by the mass flow rate. On the other hand, the exit condition
for the volute is defined by setting the mean static pressure to zero. By employing CFD
analysis to evaluate the entire flow channel, a more precise internal flow field may be
computed. This enhanced accuracy facilitates the determination of blade surface pressure
loads, which in turn contributes to more accurate calculations in the subsequent structural
field analysis [36–38]. The focus of the structural field calculation is on an individual
impeller within a centrifugal pump. Since stress concentration often occurs in the root
region, the impeller modeling of the blade and the impeller before and after the cover plate
of the transition between the rounded corners of the impeller is also accurately simulated,
and in this sensitive area of the mesh refinement, to avoid the calculation process due to
the mesh division of the cause of the stress concentration phenomenon that should not be
generated [39].

In the structural field calculation, the loads mainly include displacement constraints,
water pressure on the blade surface and centrifugal force. The displacement constraint is
the fixed hub end face, the gravity and centrifugal force are applied as long as they are
defined in ANSYS Workbench [40], and the water pressure at the interface between the
fluid and solid is determined by analyzing the outcomes of the comprehensive computation
of the flow field in the channel. For the modal analysis of the impeller in water, the fluid-
structure interaction needs to be considered, so in addition to the 3D modeling of the
impeller, it is also necessary to construct the water region around it. We can visualize this
as placing the impeller in a cylindrical body of water, which is to completely submerge
the impeller. In order to form a fluid-structure interaction integral finite element model of
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the impeller submerged in water, we can realize this by constructing a rectangular fluid
outside the impeller that is slightly larger than the size of the impeller. When meshing, it
is necessary to ensure that the mesh sizes at the fluid-structure interaction interface are
consistent. Figure 2 illustrates the comprehensive finite element model of the fluid-solid
connection, while the mesh division is visually presented in the same figure. The cases run
in the High-Performance Computing Center of Hohai University, using 256 GB of memory
and 128 cores for parallel computing. The numerical calculation is carried out on ANSYS
CFX 2020.
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2.3. Numerical Model

(1) Turbulence Model
The calculation of the flow field adopts SST k-ω turbulence model. The model consists of

turbulent kinetic energy transport equation and turbulent dissipation rate transport equation,
which has good predictive ability for flow separation under reverse pressure gradient.
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Specific parameters can be referenced in reference [38].
(2) Modal Analysis Methods
Equation (3) is the expression of the linear differential equation of structural dynamics:

[M]
{ ..

u
}
+ [C]

{ .
u
}
+ [K]{u} = {F(t)} (3)

where, [M]; [C]; [K] are the structural mass matrix, damping matrix, and stiffness matrix,
respectively.

{ ..
u
}

;
{ .

u
}

; {u} are the acceleration vector, velocity vector, and displacement of
each node of the structure; {F(t)} is the external structure load vector.

Modal analysis is a commonly used dynamic analysis method in the field of fluid
machinery simulation. It is mainly used to analyze the natural frequency and mode shape
of a structure. The natural frequency of a structure is related to many factors, such as the
material used by the structure, operating state, the magnitude of the load, etc. When the
operating frequency of the centrifugal pump is the same as the natural frequency of the
structure, large structural deformation will occur due to structural resonance, which will
affect the safety and stability of pump operation in severe cases. Hence, obtaining pump
natural frequency and its mode shape by modal analysis can provide a reference for the
design of the centrifugal pump.
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The linear differential equation of structural dynamics is the same as Equation (3).
For modal analysis, the overall load matrix of the structure is {F(t)} = 0, and the damping
of the structure can be ignored, that is, [C] = 0. Therefore, the structural dynamic linear
differential equations can be expressed by Equation (4):

[M]
{ ..

u
}
+ [K]{u} = {0} (4)

From the free vibration of the structure as simple harmonic vibration, the displacement
function Equation (5) can be obtained:

x = x sin(ωt) (5)

the dynamic equation of modal analysis can be obtained as Equation (6):
(
[K]−ω2[M]

)
{x} = {0} (6)

To solve Equation (6), the natural frequency and mode shape of the structure are the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and the structure must be linear. Specific parameters can be
referenced in reference [41].

2.4. Validation

The test was conducted at the China Institute of Water Resources and Hydropower
Research test rig, as shown in Figure 3. The maximum test head of the test bench is 150 m,
the maximum flow rate is 2.2 m3/s, and the efficiency measurement uncertainty is less than
±0.2%. The test bench is equipped with a hydraulic mechanical energy performance test.
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Figure 3. Test rig.

Figure 4 compares the calculated and experimental values of the energy characteristic
parameters under each working condition. Under the design conditions, the calculated
value is more accurate in predicting the head, and the calculated value exceeds the exper-
imental one. The shaft power value obtained through calculation is 0.65 percent greater
than that of another value, while the calculated efficiency value is 0.14 percentage points
lower than the experimental value. In the case of a low flowrate, the computed values of
head, shaft power, and efficiency exhibit a decrease. In the case of a large flowrate, the
computed values of head and power exceed the experimental values, while the calculated
value of efficiency falls short of the experimental value. Overall, the errors are all within
5%, and the numerical calculation has high reliability.
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3. Impeller Modal Analysis
3.1. Modal Analysis of Impeller in Air

Table 1 presents the material properties and meshing details of the impeller. Modal
analysis is performed to ascertain the inherent frequencies and mode shapes of a structure’s
unconstrained oscillations, so only displacement constraints need to be defined and other
external loads can be neglected. The full displacement constraint is defined at the end
face of the shaft bore of the impeller. According to the modal extraction method, the
determination of the modal characteristics of the impeller in an air environment is often
performed by employing a mass matrix that is consistent throughout the analysis. So the
Block Lanczos algorithm is used in the calculation.

Table 1. Material properties and meshing of impeller.

Parameters Value

Modulus of elasticity E (Gpa) 206

Poisson ratio µ 0.288

Material density ρ (kg/m3) 7700

Meshing 8-node tetrahedral solid unit solid 45

3.2. Modal Analysis of Impeller in Water

The pressure of the Fluid 30 unit is obtained by solving the wave equation. In situations
where the pressure distribution of the liquid needs to be observed, using the Fluid 30 unit
as the simulation unit is a more appropriate choice [42]. For the modal analysis immersed
in water, 8-node tetrahedral solid unit Solid 45 and acoustic unit Fluid 30 are selected for
the impeller and the water body, respectively, and the mechanical properties of the water
include underwater sound velocity and density. In the actual analysis, the water body is
divided into two major categories, one is not in contact with the impeller blades of the
unit, and the nodes of these units have only pressure degrees of freedom, only need to
apply the surface pressure, where it is a free liquid surface, the pressure is 0; the other is in
contact with the impeller surface of the unit, that is, the fluid-structure interaction interface,
these units have both pressure degrees of freedom, and displacement degrees of freedom.
For the modal analysis in the water, the same only needs to define the full displacement
constraints on the end face of the shaft hole of the impeller. According to the theoretical
analysis, the unsymmetric method has been selected as the analytical approach to assess
the modal characteristics of the impeller immersed in water.
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Figure 5 shows the graphs of the first 10 orders of the intrinsic frequency of the impeller
in air and water, and Table 2 shows the comparison of the first 10 orders of the intrinsic
frequency of the impeller. Where fa denotes the intrinsic frequency in air, fw denotes the
intrinsic frequency in water, and η = fw/fa denotes the effect of the water body on the
intrinsic frequency of the impeller.
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Figure 5. The natural frequencies of the impeller at different stages in air and water.

Table 2. Comparison of impeller intrinsic frequencies of each order in air and water.

Mode Order ƒa (Hz) ƒw (Hz) η = ƒw/ƒa

1 767.54 352.84 0.46
2 768.19 354.42 0.46
3 917.33 354.43 0.39
4 1105.8 477.61 0.43
5 1259.2 573.66 0.46
6 1260.6 574.01 0.46
7 1696.7 591.56 0.35
8 1704.7 591.56 0.35
9 1708.9 604.96 0.35
10 1747.3 695.88 0.40

Figures 6 and 7 show the displacement and vibration patterns of each order mode of
the impeller in air and water, respectively. The figures show that the displacements and
vibration patterns of each order mode of the impeller in water and air are very similar, with
the maximum displacements occurring at the outlet of the impeller rear cover plate. The
intrinsic frequencies and vibration patterns of the impeller in air and water usually appear
in pairs, mainly due to the periodical symmetric structure of the impeller. The 1st and 2nd
order vibration pattern are shown as the impeller with the z-axis as the center point, up and
down vibration in the axial plane; the 3rd and 4th order vibration pattern is shown as the
torsional vibration of the impeller around the z-axis; and the 5th and 6th order vibration
pattern is shown as the unilateral bending deformation of the impeller in the axial plane.
The impeller’s intrinsic frequency in water is lower than its intrinsic frequency in air due to
the extra mass of the water body, but the reduction of the intrinsic frequency of each order
is different, as shown in the influence factor, is fluctuating between 0.35 and 0.46.
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4. Centrifugal Pump Impeller Full-Condition Stress Characterization
4.1. Computational Modeling and Meshing

The structural field calculation object is a separate centrifugal pump impeller, and
the impeller material is martensitic mild steel (13Cr4Ni), the specific characteristics are
displayed in Table 3. The impeller modeling is crucial in precisely simulating the transition
between the blade and the impeller front and rear cover plate, since stress concentration
frequently occurs in the blade root region. Additionally, the division of the regional mesh
is encrypted to ensure precise representation, to avoid the calculation process due to the
mesh division of the cause of the stress concentration phenomenon that should not occur.
Due to the complex structure of the impeller, tetrahedral cells are used for meshing.

Table 3. Physical parameters of impeller materials.

Physical Quantity Measure
Value Physical Quantity Measure

Value

Density ρ (kg/m3) 7700 Tensile strength σb (MPa) 580
Modulus of elasticity E (GPa) 206 Yield limit σs (MPa) 950

Poisson’s ratio µ 0.288 Permissible stress [σ], (MPa) 560

This work aims to mitigate the impact of mesh quantity on the structural field cal-
culation of the impeller. To achieve this, the mesh division is conducted using varying
numbers, and the static stress calculation of the impeller is carried out for a certain same
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working condition (Q = 900 m3/h). In order to facilitate observation, Figure 8 illustrates the
relationship between the static stress and deformation values at various mesh counts. It is
evident that the number of meshes employed in the impeller design has a negligible impact
on the deformation. Additionally, the maximum equivalent stress variation stabilizes as
the number of meshes reaches 1,600,000, and considering the computational efficiency, this
research utilizes a mesh count of 1,600,000 to conduct computations and analyze static
stresses on the impeller.
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4.2. Boundary Conditions for Structural Field Calculations

Constraints: the displacement constraints are fixed impeller shaft hole end face. Fluid-
structure interaction boundary: the part of the impeller in contact with the flow field.
Load: mainly includes centrifugal force, gravity and water pressure on the blade surface.
The impeller is a rotating part, which is realized by applying centrifugal force load to the
impeller area. The applied z-axis direction gravity acceleration is 9.8 m/s2. The water
pressure at the interface of the fluid-structure interaction is determined by analyzing the
outcomes of the flow field computation.

4.3. Calculated Field Results in Structures Analyzed

By solving the impeller with finite elements, Figure 9 illustrates the maximum equiva-
lent stress and the maximum total deformation across several operational scenarios. With
the climb of flow, the maximum stress value and the total deformation are first reduced and
then gradually increased, and reached the minimum value near the design condition point,
the maximum stress condition appeared at low flow rates, especially near the 0 flow condi-
tion, the equivalent force of the impeller reaches 181 MPa, about 3 times of the maximum
equivalent force value of the design condition, analyze the reason, mostly attributed to the
elevated head at modest flow rates. This leads to bigger pressure differentials on both the
front and rear surfaces of the vane. Notably, the maximum deformation experienced is
approximately three times greater than what was initially anticipated during the design
phase, the primary reason for this phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that in low
flow conditions, the centrifugal pump exhibits a higher head, resulting in a bigger pressure
differential between the leading and trailing edges of the vane, which leads to the larger
equivalent force on the impeller. In the vicinity of 0 flow condition, the total deformation
also reaches the maximum value of 0.26 mm. The permissible stress of the impeller material
is 560 MPa. The static stress of the centrifugal pump meets the requirements of the material.
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Figure 9. Maximum equivalent stress and maximum deformation under various operational situa-
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Figure 10. Maximum equivalent force of impeller vs. shaft power of centrifugal pumps. 
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Figure 9. Maximum equivalent stress and maximum deformation under various operational situations.

The graphical representation in Figure 10 illustrates the correlation between the maxi-
mum equivalent force and the shaft power at each different operating condition. With the
increase of shaft power, the observed trend in the maximum equivalent force exerted by
the impeller exhibits a pattern of initial decrease followed by subsequent increase. After
the design condition point, the maximum equivalent force of the impeller shows an approx-
imately linear relationship with the power, which indicates that at this point, the maximum
equivalent force is related to the torque.
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Figure 10. Maximum equivalent force of impeller vs. shaft power of centrifugal pumps.

Figures 11 and 12 show the displacement and deformation distribution and equivalent
force diagrams under three typical conditions, respectively. Through observation, the
maximum deformations all occur at the outer edge of the back cover plate outlet, which
is because the impeller has a lower stiffness here and the fluid pressure here is higher,
and stiffness damage is easy to occur in these places. The impeller experiences its highest
equivalent stresses at the curved corner where the intersection of the back exit edge of the
blade and the front cover plate takes place, as shown in Figure 11. Here the blade outlet
pressure is higher, and here the thickness is thin, and it is also the intersection round corner
of the front cover plate and the blade, which makes it easy to produce stress concentration.
Significant stress concentrations are seen near the midpoint of the intake side of the blade,
as well as at the junction where the blade intersects with both the front and rear cover plates.
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4.4. Stress Characterization of Impeller at Different Moments

The rated rotational speed of the centrifugal pump is n = 1450 r/min, and the rotational
period is T = 0.04 s. To conduct an analysis of the stress experienced by the impeller at
various time points throughout a rotational cycle, the structural field and the impeller
field of the centrifugal pump are rotated sequentially by 5◦ until the end of the rotational
period (360◦), and, at the same time, the positional relationship between the vane and the
tongue of the volute will likewise undergo alteration. The results of the rotated flow field
are sequentially loaded into the corresponding impeller structure field, and the stresses
of the impeller at different moments are calculated. Figure 13 illustrates the temporal
distribution of the greatest equivalent stresses experienced by the impeller during three
representative operational scenarios at different moments in one rotation cycle (T = 0.04 s).
It can be seen that, under each condition, the stress experienced at the maximum stress
point of the impeller during one rotation cycle exhibits a cyclic pattern, characterized by six
peaks and valleys. This discovery is consistent with the relationship between the number
of impeller blades and the frequency of maximum stress, indicating that both the number
of impeller blades and the rotational speed have a significant influence on the frequency of
maximum stress. Furthermore, it is evident that the maximum equivalent stress amplitude
significantly increases when subjected to high flow rates. The periodic variations in the
internal flow field characteristics of a centrifugal pump are caused by the dynamic and static
interference between the impeller and the volute casing, as well as the changing relative
positions of the impeller blades and the volute tongue. Consequently, these factors also
impact the distribution of equivalent forces acting on the impeller. Although the maximum
stress is very small compared with the ultimate destructive stress of the material, it is
necessary to prevent the fatigue damage of the vane because its change shows periodicity.
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Calculation results show that, as the flow rate increases, the impeller undergoes
variations in both maximum equivalent stress and deformation. Initially, these values
decrease and then increase, reaching their minimum near the design condition point. The
impeller exhibits its highest stress and deformation levels under low flow conditions,
particularly at zero flow where the maximum equivalent stress reaches 181 MPa and the
maximum total deformation is 0.26 mm. To guarantee the secure and dependable operation
of the pump and pumping station system, centrifugal pumps should be avoided to operate
under 0–0.2 Q flow conditions. The impeller undergoes its most significant distortion at the
exit of the rear cover plate. The maximum equivalent stress of the impeller occurs at the
corner where the outlet edge of the back of the blade intersects with the front cover plate of
the impeller. There is a significant stress concentration in the middle of the inlet edge of the
blade and at the junction with the front and rear cover plates.

During a single rotation cycle, the stress experienced at the maximum stress point of
the impeller exhibits periodic fluctuations, characterized by six peaks and valleys. This
pattern aligns with the quantity of impeller blades, suggesting that the frequency of stress
at the maximum stress point of the blade is primarily influenced by both the quantity
of impeller blades and the rotational speed. Furthermore, under conditions of high flow
rate, the maximum equivalent stress amplitude demonstrates a substantial increase. The
primary reason for the cyclic variations in the internal flow characteristics of the centrifugal
pump is the rotor-stator interference effect that occurs between the impeller and the volute.
The alterations are determined by the relative positioning of the blade and the tongue of
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the volute. Consequently, the impact on the impeller’s equivalent stress distribution is
likewise influenced. Despite the impeller’s maximum stress being significantly lower than
the material’s ultimate destructive stress, it is imperative to mitigate fatigue damage to the
blades due to the cyclic nature of stress fluctuations.

5. Conclusions

This study centers on an analysis of a large-scale centrifugal pump using the finite
element method. The research adopts a one-way fluid-structure interaction approach to
systematically evaluate the flow dynamics within the pump. Subsequently, this analysis
facilitates the determination of the inherent modes of the impeller, both in air and water
environments. Following this, a comprehensive static stress analysis of the impeller is
conducted. The results of the calculations presented in this research unveil the following
key insights:

The natural frequency of the impeller when submerged in water exhibits a noticeable
reduction in comparison to its natural frequency in an air environment. This reduction
varies across different modes, with higher-order modes experiencing a more pronounced
decrease, suggesting a heightened impact of the surrounding medium on the intrinsic
frequency of the impeller. A detailed examination of the first ten order displacement and
vibration pattern diagrams of the impeller in both air and water reveals a similarity, with
paired patterns evident in both environments. This observed symmetry stems from the
impeller’s inherent periodic structural characteristics.

Structural stress field calculations reveal a pattern: as the flow rate increases, there is
an initial decrease followed by a subsequent increase in both maximum equivalent stress
and deformation. These values reach their minimum near the design condition point.
Notably, the lowest flow condition, particularly at 0 flow, exhibits the highest levels of
stress and deformation. At its peak, the maximum equivalent stress registers at 181 MPa,
while the overall deformation reaches a maximum of 0.26 mm.

The most pronounced distortion occurs at the exit of the rear cover plate, with the
maximum equivalent force on the impeller observed at the curved corner where the outlet
side of the blade’s back meets the front cover plate of the impeller. Furthermore, there
is a conspicuous concentration of stress both in the middle of the blade’s inlet side and
at its junction with both the front and rear cover plates. The periodic alterations in the
internal flow field characteristics of the centrifugal pump stem from the dynamic and
static interference effects arising from the interaction between the impeller and the worm
case. These variations are further influenced by the changing relative positions of the
blade and the spacer’s tongue. Consequently, the maximum equivalent stress also exhibits
periodic fluctuations.

In light of these findings, ensuring the secure and reliable operation of pumps and
pumping station systems necessitates avoiding the utilization of centrifugal pumps under
flow conditions falling within the range of 0 to 0.2 Q.
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Abstract: Axial-flow pumps consider both the conventional pump mode and the pump as turbine
(PAT) mode operation and put forward higher requirements for long-term operation stability and
structural strength; therefore, it is of great engineering significance to evaluate the structural strength
and fatigue life of the rotor under full operating conditions. In this study, based on computational
fluid dynamics and the one-way fluid-structure interaction algorithm, the structural strength and
fatigue life of the rotor system of a large vertical axial-flow pump under full operating conditions
were evaluated and studied. The results show that blade deformation and equivalent stress are
generally higher in the PAT mode than in the pump mode. The maximum deformation in both modes
occurs at the tip of the blade, while the area of stress concentration is at the root of the blade. Both
the deformation and the equivalent stress increase with increasing flow rate. The minimum safety
factor occurs at the blade root in both modes, and the safety factor in the PAT mode is relatively
smaller than that in pump mode. Therefore, when designing and manufacturing axial flow pumps
for turbine duties, priority should be given to material strength at the blade root during PAT mode
operation to ensure safe and stable operation. The aim of this study is to provide technical references
and theoretical foundations for evaluating the service cycle of axial-flow pumps and the influence on
pump life under different operation modes.

Keywords: axial-flow pump; rotor system; structural strength; fatigue life; pump as turbine;
fluid-structure interaction

1. Introduction

Pumping stations can be used for cross-regional water resource planning to achieve
rational distribution of water resources, and they also perform functions such as flood
control, drainage, and urban water supply, making it one of the key construction and
research projects in various water conservancy projects worldwide [1–4]. The pumping de-
vice is the heart of the pumping station technology and the basic equipment for converting
mechanical energy into gravitational potential energy of the liquid [5,6]. Axial-flow pump
devices are capable of transporting larger liquid flow rates due to their axial geometric
structural characteristics and are a mature and widely used pumping device solution for
low-head pumping stations [7,8].
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The widespread application of axial-flow pumps in pumping station construction
worldwide has led to increasing demands on their long-term stability and reliability, driven
by the continuously increasing number and capacity of the systems. However, during
operation, axial-flow pump units face potential hazards in the form of vibration and blade
cracking caused by water pressure loads, which seriously threaten the safety and stable
operation of the units [9]. The rotor system, with the impeller as the main component, is the
most vulnerable link to shock loads and one of the main causes of pump failure accidents.
Therefore, the structural strength of axial-flow pump impellers has received increasing
attention from researchers in related fields in recent years.

The traditional application of experimental methods to study the above problems is
undoubtedly associated with high costs [10]. With the advancement of algorithms and
computational power, fluid-structure interaction (FSI) technology based on computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) and finite element method (FEM) offers a more convenient, faster
and less expensive solution for researchers to investigate the structural strength properties
of rotating hydraulic machines such as axial-flow pumps that have been investigated in
recent years [11–13] and that have been able to achieve certain results. Pei et al. [14] applied
the FSI method to evaluate and quantitatively analyze the deformation and stress of the
blades of an axial-flow pump unit with a bi-directional channel. The results showed that the
maximum deformation occurred at the blade rim, and the deformation gradually decreased
along the edge from the leading edge (LE) to the trailing edge (TE). Liu et al. [15] analyzed
the stress and deformation of the blades of a vertical bi-directional axial-flow pump based
on the flow field pressure distribution and found that the stress concentration occurred at
the center of the connection between the blade root and the hub and the maximum stress
value at stress concentration decreased with increasing flow rate. Shi et al. [16] compared
the equivalent stress distributions of an axial-flow pump and a full tubular pump and
found that the maximum equivalent stress of an axial-flow pump was lower than that
of full tubular pump under different flow conditions. The axial-flow pump also has a
smaller stress concentration area compared to the full tubular pump. Under the influence of
periodic loading, impeller blades may experience some fatigue. The numerical simulation
results from Zhang et al. [17] revealed that the interaction between the rotors and stators of
axial-flow pumps is an important factor in the periodic action of the blade, and that the
maximum equivalent stress of the blade exhibits periodic oscillations within the rotation
cycle with a frequency that coincides with the passing frequency of the blade. The study by
Gao et al. [18] showed that the stress distribution of the axial-flow pump impeller was not
evenly distributed, but the dynamic stress distribution characteristics were basically similar
under different flow conditions. The researchers also found that the dynamic loading
on the impeller varied periodically as the impeller rotated. Zhang et al. [19] conducted
a comprehensive analysis of the axial-flow pump blade equivalent stress using methods
such as fast Fourier transform (FFT) and showed that the stress vibration amplitude of
the impeller blade was significantly higher than that of the guide vane. The maximum
vibration amplitude of the equivalent stress of the impeller occurred in the center position
between LE and TE of the blade hub.

So far, the structure of the rotor system of an axial flow pump in conventional operating
mode has been discussed in detail. However, it is important to note that in certain regions
of the world with typical monsoon climates, pumping stations are tasked with seasonal
water intake [20]. At certain time intervals, pumping stations must divert upstream
flooding to downstream areas. To use this water resource more efficiently, pump devices
are often designed and operated with their impellers rotating backwards as turbines,
referred to as the pump as turbine (PAT) mode [21]. This mode provides a more stable
and cleaner power source for the power grid compared to wind and solar energy [22].
Due to their large flow rate, relatively simple structure and easy installation, axial-flow
pumps offer good economy [23,24]. In fact, they are even utilized as simple turbine units in
certain developing regions and remote districts, and are a popular form of reverse power
generation with various types of pumps [25]. Equally important is the investigation of
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the structural strength of the rotor when operating the axial flow pump in the PAT mode,
which has already attracted the interest of some researchers. Meng et al. [26] found that
the maximum equivalent stress and total deformation of the impeller blades occurred
at 0.75 times the design flow rate in pump mode, while in the PAT mode they occurred
at 0.65 times the design flow rate, with the equivalent stress increasing with increasing
flow rate. Bai et al. [27] stated that the dynamic stress frequency characteristics were
different in the pump mode and the PAT mode. In the pump mode, the primary frequency
of the dynamic stress was the rotational frequency of the impeller, with no significant
secondary frequencies observed. However, in the PAT mode, blade stress was affected by
the combined effects of the adjacent blades, and the primary frequency was a multiple of
the rotation frequency, which was highly dependent on the number of blades. Overall,
there is still relatively little research on the structural strength and fatigue life of the rotor
system of axial-flow pumps operating in both the conventional pump mode and the PAT
mode under all operating conditions.

Therefore, this paper utilizes the commercial software interface provided by ANSYS
to conduct a study on the rotor system and structural strength of a large vertical axial-flow
pump, including the pump mode and the PAT mode, under all operating conditions using
the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) and one-way FSI methods. In the following
sections, Section 2 presents the numerical methods used in the simulation, Section 3
provides the computational settings for the numerical simulation, including the results of
the mesh discretization into fluid and solid domain. Section 4 discusses and analyzes the
results of the simulation, while the specific main conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Methodology
2.1. Fluid Governing Equations

The internal flow of an axial-flow pump is a complex turbulent flow with fluid viscosity,
and the compressibility of the fluid is generally neglected [28]. In this study, the RANS
algorithm was used to model the turbulence internal the pump device; thus, the continuity
equation can be expressed as

∂ūj

∂xj
= 0, (1)

and the momentum conservation equation is written as

∂(ρūi)

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(
ρūiūj

)
= − ∂ p̄

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
µ

∂ūi
∂xj
− ρu′iu

′
j

)
+ fi, (2)

where the overline symbol ( ¯ ) represents the time-averaged operation, ui and uj stand for
the velocity components in x, y and z directions, the sub-scripts are the directional indices.
t is the physical time, ρ is the fluid density and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
Additionally, f denotes the external force. The two-way Re-Normalization Group (RNG)
k− ε turbulence model is used to close the governing equations [29–32]. The transport
equations of turbulence kinetic energy k and turbulence dissipation rate ε are calculated,
respectively, as
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)
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)
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+

ε

k
(Cε1RNGPk − Cε2ε), (4)

where νt stands for the turbulent viscosity and Pk is the turbulence production rate due to
viscous forces. Cε1RNG, Cε2, σk and σε are all the constants of the RNG model.
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2.2. Structural Governing Equations

Considering the significant difference in magnitude between the expected deformation
of the axial-flow pump and the scale of the flow field, the influence of the deformation
on the flow field can be essentially neglected [33,34]. Therefore, in this study, a one-way
FSI method was adopted for investigation. The governing equation of blade structure
dynamics is expressed as

Mq̈t(t) + Cq̇t(t) + Kqt(t) = Q(t). (5)

Here, M, C and K refer to the matrix of structure mass, structural damping, and
structural rigidity, respectively. q̈, q̇ and q denote the nodal acceleration vector, the velocity
vector, and the displacement vector, and Q represents the fluid load vector. The solution
flow chart of one-way FSI adopted in this paper is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Solution flow chart of fluid–structure interaction.

3. Numerical Settings
3.1. Geometry of Pump Device

This paper conducts numerical simulation and theoretical research on a large vertical
axial-flow pump in a certain pumping station. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the
pump device, the entire pump device consists of an open inlet channel, an elbow-shaped
inlet passage, a pump section, a low hump-shaped outlet passage, and an open outlet
channel. The pump section includes an impeller part composed of five blades and a guide
vane part composed of eight blades. The basic parameters of the pump section are listed in
Table 1.

The axial-flow pump device has two different modes. One is the conventional pump
mode that uses the rotation of the impeller to transport water. The other mode utilizes the
elevation difference of the water flow to make the pump impeller rotate in the opposite
direction and drive the generator to generate electricity. This mode is usually called the
reverse power generation mode of the pump or the PAT mode. Both modes are also indi-
cated in Figure 2. In addition, the axial-flow pump blades are made of ZG0Cr13Ni4CuMo
stainless steel, with a yield strength of 668 MPa, an ultimate strength of 800 MPa and a
fatigue limit of 210 MPa.
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Table 1. Main parameters of axial-flow pump section.

Impeller
Diameter
D/(mm)

Rated
Rotational

Speed
nr/(r/min)

Rated Flow
Rate Qr/(m3/s)

Number of
Impeller Blades

Number of
Guide Vanes

2350 166.7 16.67 5 8

 Inlet passage

 Outlet passage

 Pump section

 Guide vane

 Rotating
 direction

 Rotation axis

 Flow direction

Inlet open channel

Outlet open channel

 Impeller

 Guide vane

Pump mode

PAT mode

(a)

(b)

Pump mode

PAT mode

 Flow direction

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of (a) integral flow channel and (b) pump section of axial-flow
pump device.

3.2. Fluid Field
3.2.1. Spatial Discretization

In this study, ANSYS ICEM was used to discretize the fluid domain of the entire
axial-flow pump device. The discretization was carried out using unstructured grids,
while structured grids were used to discretize the inlet and outlet channels. In order to
ensure accurate flow solutions, local refinements of the grid were performed in critical
areas such as the impeller and guide vanes, where complex flows exist. Initially, eight
grid configuration schemes were established, and the head and efficiency of the axial flow
pump under each scheme were computed. Figure 3 shows the verification curve of grid
independence of the fluid domain. Both efficiency and head increase with the increase in
the number of grids, indicating gradual convergence. When the number of grids exceeds
11.83 million, the degree of change in head and efficiency with the number of grids becomes
very small.
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Figure 3. Verification curve of fluid domain grid independence.
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Therefore, after considering the comprehensive factors of efficiency and computational
accuracy, the final total number of grids was determined to be 11.83 million grid cells,
of which the inlet passage accounted for 3.4 million, the impeller part accounted for
2.83 million, the guide vane part accounted for 2.8 million, and the outlet passage part
accounted for 2.8 million. The grid quality reached 0.32, which met the requirements for
accurate simulation. A schematic diagram of the meshing result of the pump device is
shown in Figure 4.

Guide vane

Impeller

Refined
Refined

Figure 4. Computational domain division of fluid field.

3.2.2. Solution Method and Boundary Conditions

The steady-state flow fields of an axial-flow pump were simulated under six dif-
ferent operating conditions, including low flow rate (Q = 0.8QBEP), optimal flow rate
(Q = 1.0QBEP), and high flow rate (Q = 1.2QBEP), in both the pump mode and the PAT
mode. Here, QBEP refers to the respective optimal operating point flow rate of the two
modes. The optimal guide vane angle was selected for each operating condition. The nu-
merical simulations of the flow fields were conducted using the FLUENT 19.2 commercial
software. The RNG k− ε turbulence model was selected, and the SIMPLEC algorithm was
used to couple the velocity and pressure fields. A first-order implicit scheme was used
for time discretization, while a second-order upwind scheme was used for the convective
terms of the momentum equation and other spatial terms. The rotating and stationary
regions were connected through interfaces. The inlet boundary condition was set as a mass
flow inlet, while the outlet boundary condition was set as a pressure outlet and the solid
wall was set as a no-slip wall. The number of iterations was designated as 3000.

3.2.3. Validation of External Characteristics

To verify the reliability of the numerical simulation results, model tests were conducted
for the pump mode and the PAT mode of the axial-flow pump at a rated speed in this study.
The experiments were carried out on the hydraulic machinery multi-functional model
test bench of Hohai University [35], as shown in Figure 5. The total uncertainty of the
experiment was less than 0.4%. The diameter of the model pump impeller was D = 300 mm,
and the experimental rotation speed was 1305.8 r/min. The experimental results were
converted to the values of the prototype axial-flow pump according to the similarity law
and compared with the simulated efficiency and head. The comparison results are shown
in Figure 6. The trend of efficiency and head with flow rate in a numerical simulation is
consistent with the experimental results, but the numerical simulation overestimates the
efficiency and head slightly. This is partly due to the large roughness and leakage losses of
the model pump in the experiment. The maximum error at each flow rate condition did
not exceed 3%; thus, the numerical calculation results can be considered acceptable.
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Figure 5. Hydraulic machinery multi-functional model test bench of Hohai University.
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Figure 6. Comparison between simulation and experiment values of head and efficiency for
axial-flow pump under (a) Pump mode and (b) PAT mode.

3.3. Structural Field

In this study, the Mesh module interface provided by the ANSYS Workbench platform
was used to perform mesh generation on the solid domain of the blade [36]. To ensure
the accuracy and reliability of the mesh generation, four mesh generation schemes were
established, and the independence of the solid field mesh was verified. The blade region
was divided into four different sizes of 45 mm, 35 mm, 25 mm, and 15 mm, respectively, and
local refinement was performed on the blade. The grid division schemes and the maximum
stress and maximum displacement values under each scheme are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Solid grid division scheme.

Scheme Grid Size at
Blade/(mm)

Number of
Units

Number of
Nodes

Ultimate
Stress/(Mpa)

Maximum
Offset/(mm)

I 45 45,557 83,243 38.87 0.398
II 35 74,511 133,740 43.86 0.412
III 25 145,001 255,622 47.92 0.413
IV 15 322,237 557,320 49.93 0.408

Among the four schemes, as the grid size of the blade region decreased and the
number of elements and nodes increased, both the maximum stress value and the maximum
displacement value showed a monotonic increase. Therefore, Scheme IV was selected as
the mesh scheme for subsequent computations. In this scheme, the number of elements
reached 322,237, the number of nodes reached 557,320, and the final details of the mesh can
be found in Figure 7a.

When performing a one-way FSI computation on the axial-flow pump device, it is
necessary to add constraint conditions in various directions of the blade. Figure 7b shows
the constraint conditions added to the blades, where A represents the gravity constraint
(Standard Earth Gravity), and the acceleration due to gravity is set to 9.8066 m/s2. B repre-
sents the circumferential velocity (Rotational Velocity), and the rotating centrifugal force
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acts on the structural part of the blade during rotation. The rotational speed of the impeller
is set to 166.7 r/min. C and D represent cylindrical constraints (Cylindrical Support), which
prevent displacement of the rotating part of the impeller. E represents the pressure-bearing
surface (Imported Pressure), where the water pressure on the surface of the blade computed
from the steady-state flow field is imported to this pressure-bearing surface.

Rotational Velocity: 166.7 RPM

Standard Earth Gravity: 9.8065 m/s2 

Cylindrical Support1: 0.0 m

Cylindrical Support2: 0.0 m

Imported Pressure

A

B

C

D

E

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Details of structural field setting including (a) grid division of structural solid domain and
(b) structural field constraint.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Analysis of Deformation and Stress of Blades
4.1.1. Total Deformation of Blades

Figure 8 shows the solid total deformation of the blade of the axial-flow pump device
operating in pump mode at 0.8QBEP, 1.0QBEP, and 1.2QBEP flow rates. The maximum
deformation of the blade is δ = 0.158 mm at 0.8QBEP, δ = 0.245 mm at 1.0QBEP, and
δ = 0.407 mm at 1.2QBEP. As the flow rate increases, the maximum deformation on
the blade surface gradually increases. The main deformation distribution of the blade is
increasing gradually from the hub along the wheel rim, while there is almost no deformation
at the hub. The deformation gradient near the hub is relatively small, and the increase
in radial deformation is slow. The maximum deformation occurs at the water-inlet edge
of the blade pressure surface (PS), and the deformation gradually decreases along the
circumferential direction towards the water-outlet edge. This is because the thickness of
the blade is the thinnest at the water-inlet edge and the thickest at the hub.

The distribution of solid total deformation of the blades of the axial-flow pump
device operating in the PAT mode at 0.8QBEP, 1.0QBEP, and 1.2QBEP flow rates is shown in
Figure 9. At 0.8QBEP, the maximum deformation of the blade is δ = 0.167mm, at 1.0QBEP
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it is δ = 0.256 mm, and at 1.2QBEP it is δ = 0.410 mm. The total deformation of the blade
increases with the flow rate, and the area of deformation of the blade gradually increases.
The maximum deformation values of the PS and suction surface (SS) can be found at the top
wheel rim of the blade, and the thinner top of the blade is more susceptible to deformation
due to the impact of the water flow, which can have a certain impact on the safe use of the
blade. Similar to the pump mode, the deformation at the thicker hub can be ignored. In the
PAT mode, the deformation of the blade is slightly increased compared to the pump mode.
This is because during reverse power generation, the flow state is more turbulent, and the
fluid does more work on the blade, which intensifies the deformation of the blade and thus
has a certain impact on the safety and stability of the pump device.
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Figure 8. Total deformation of blades under the flow rate of (a) 0.8QBEP, (b) 1.0QBEP and (c) 1.2QBEP

in pump mode.
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Figure 9. Total deformation of blades under the flow rate of (a) 0.8QBEP, (b) 1.0QBEP and (c) 1.2QBEP

in PAT mode.

4.1.2. Equivalent Stress of Blades

In this study, the equivalent stress σ of the rotor system is calculated according to the
fourth strength theory, and the calculation equation is

σ =

√
1
2

[
(σ1 − σ2)

2 + (σ1 − σ3)
2 + (σ3 − σ2)

2
]
, (6)

where σ1, σ2 and σ3 are principle stresses. The distribution of the equivalent stress of the
blade of the axial-flow pump device operating in the pump mode and the PAT mode
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at the above-mentioned three different flow rates is shown in Figures 10 and 11. Stress
concentration occurs at the root of the blade in both modes, which may cause fatigue cracks
and static load fracture in the blade. The maximum equivalent stress is at the root of the
blade on the SS, and the stress on the blade decreases gradually from the root near the hub
to the rim, which is caused by the shape of the blade. It can be observed that the back of
the blade is more prone to flow separation near the position close to the hub, leading to a
significant difference in equivalent stress between the front and back of the blade.
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Figure 10. Equivalent stress of blades under the flow rate of (a) 0.8QBEP, (b) 1.0QBEP and (c) 1.2QBEP

in pump mode.

When operating in the pump mode, the equivalent stress of the blade increases with the
increase in the flow rate. At 0.8QBEP, the maximum equivalent stress is 20.34 MPa, while at
1.0QBEP it reaches 31.13 MPa, and at 1.2QBEP it reaches up to 47.95 MPa. The corresponding
trend between flow rate and equivalent stress in the PAT mode is consistent with that in
the pump mode. At 0.8QBEP, the maximum stress value of the blade is 22.23 MPa, while at
1.0QBEP, it reaches 33.12 MPa, and at 1.2QBEP, it reaches up to 49.93 MPa. The maximum
equivalent stress in the PAT mode is higher than that in the pump mode, and the high-stress
distribution area is larger at 0.8QBEP.
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Figure 11. Equivalent stress of blades under the flow rate of (a) 0.8QBEP, (b) 1.0QBEP and (c) 1.2QBEP

in PAT mode.

4.2. Analysis of Fatigue Life of Impeller

According to the fatigue loss theory, the fatigue strength is checked by calculating the
safety factor nσ, and its theoretical calculation equation is

nσ =
σ−1

KσDσa
≥ [n]. (7)

Here, σ−1 is the fatigue limit, KσD is the fatigue reduction coefficient which equals
2.2 and σa is the stress amplitude. Using the maximum stress value for checking, the
corresponding safety allowance coefficient ≥ [n] is 1.5. In this study, the Fatigue Tools
module in ANSYS Workbench is called to evaluate the fatigue life of axial flow pump. The
Goodman model is used to modify the average value of alternating stress.

4.2.1. Number of Stress Cycles

The minimum blade cycle times in all operating conditions for both modes exceeded
106 cycles, indicating that the blade usage time and usage cycles are close to infinite cycling.
This proves that when operating in the pump mode and the PAT mode, the blade usage time
and usage cycles of the axial-flow pump device are within the safe allowable range, meeting
the safety requirements of the material and ensuring structural strength for long-term safe
and stable operation.
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4.2.2. Blade Safety Factor

Figure 12 depicts the distribution of blade safety factors of the axial-flow pump device
in the pump mode at 0.8QBEP, 1.0QBEP, and 1.2QBEP flow rates. In all operating conditions,
the region where the minimum safety factor of the blade is located is at the connection
between the blade root and the hub, while the safety factor is significantly higher at the
blade tip. The amplified area in the figure shows the region where the minimum safety
factor is located, and the distribution characteristics under each operating condition exhibit
a noticeable regular pattern. The minimum safety factor at 0.8QBEP is nσ = 4.24, at 1.0QBEP
it is nσ = 2.77, and at 1.2QBEP it is nσ = 1.79. As the flow rate increases, the safety factor of
the blade root decreases, making it more susceptible to damage, which is consistent with
the pattern observed at the maximum equivalent stress of the blade. Additionally, Figure 13
compares the blade safety factors of the impeller obtained from numerical simulation and
theoretical analysis for the axial-flow pump device operating in the pump mode at the three
different flow rates mentioned above, and the relative error is provided. The relative error
between the simulated minimum safety factor and the theoretical value increases with the
flow rate. At a 0.8QBEP flow rate, the relative error of the minimum safety factor is 2.17%,
while it is 3.75% at 1.0QBEP. The maximum error is 6.55% at a 1.2QBEP flow rate because
as the flow rate increases, the relative error in the solution denominator decreases due to
the decrease in the safety factor. The absolute error is within the acceptable range, which
verifies the accuracy and reliability of the numerical simulation results for the safety factor.
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Figure 12. Blade safety factor under the flow rate of (a) 0.8QBEP, (b) 1.0QBEP and (c) 1.2QBEP in
pump mode.
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Figure 13. Comparison between theoretical value and numerical simulation value of minimum safety
factor of impeller fatigue in pump mode.

Figure 14 presents the distribution of blade safety factors for the axial-flow pump de-
vice operating in the PAT mode at 0.8QBEP, 1.0QBEP, and 1.2QBEP flow rates. Similar to the
operation in the pump mode, the minimum safety factor of the blade mainly concentrates
at the blade root where it connects to the hub, while the safety factor at the blade edge
is relatively larger for different flow rates. The figure also has local amplification on the
region where a small safety factor distribution exists. At a 0.8QBEP flow rate, the minimum
safety factor is nσ = 3.86, while it is nσ = 2.60 at 1.0QBEP, and nσ = 1.73 at 1.2QBEP. As
the flow rate increases, the safety factor of the blade root decreases, which corresponds to
the pattern observed at the maximum equivalent stress of the blade. Figure 15 compares
the blade safety factors obtained from numerical simulation and theoretical analysis for
the axial-flow pump device operating in the PAT mode at the three different flow rates.
The trend of the minimum safety factor error is similar to that under the pump mode.
The relative error between the simulated and theoretical values increases with the flow
rate. At a 0.8QBEP flow rate, the relative error of the minimum safety factor is 4.61%, while
it is 7.44% at 1.0QBEP and 8.81% at 1.2QBEP. It can be observed that the error between
the simulated and theoretical values under the PAT mode is generally higher than that
under the pump mode, which can be attributed to the more complex internal flow field
under the PAT mode. Considering that the value of the safety factor is small, it leads to
a small denominator and a large relative error when solving the relative error. However,
the maximum error is still less than 10% under all operating conditions, so the simulation
results can be considered accurate.

In summary, for the axial-flow pump device operating in both pump and PAT modes,
the minimum safety factor of the blade is mainly concentrated at the blade root. Therefore,
the blade root needs to be reinforced during the manufacturing process to ensure the
material safety during operation. Compared with the operation under the pump mode, the
minimum safety factor of the blade under the PAT mode is smaller at a low flow rate of
0.8QBEP and an optimal flow rate of 1.0QBEP. This may be attributed to the more turbulent
and poorer flow state of the water flow during the PAT mode, which results in more work
performed by the water flow on the blade and greater impact on the blade. Under these
conditions, the blade is more susceptible to damage. Therefore, the material strength and
safety stability of the blade under PAT mode should be given special consideration during
the design and manufacturing process.
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Figure 14. Blade safety factor under the flow rate of (a) 0.8QBEP, (b) 1.0QBEP and (c) 1.2QBEP in
PAT mode.
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Figure 15. Comparison between theoretical value and numerical simulation value of minimum safety
factor of impeller fatigue in PAT mode.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, commercial software ANSYS and the one-way FSI algorithm are used to
study the equivalent stress, blade deformation, and fatigue life characteristics of the rotor
system of a large vertical axial-flow pump operating in both pump and PAT modes at their
respective three different flow rates: 0.8QBEP, 1.0QBEP, and 1.2QBEP. The main conclusions
of this study are summarized as follows:

(1) When the axial-flow pump device operates in both pump mode and PAT mode, the
maximum blade deformation increases with the increasing flow rate. The deformation
at the blade root can be neglected and the radial deflection gradient is small, while
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the deflection gradient increases gradually near the top of the blade. In comparison,
the maximum deformation in the PAT mode is generally higher than that in the pump
mode at all flow rates.

(2) Under all operating conditions, the stress concentration phenomenon mainly occurs
at the blade root, with the maximum equivalent stress at the impeller root occurring
at the blade suction surface, and the stress gradually decreasing from the blade root to
the blade edge. Comparing different flow rate conditions, the maximum equivalent
stress of both modes occurs at a flow rate of 1.2QBEP. Under the same flow rate
conditions, the equivalent stress in the PAT mode is relatively higher than in the
pump mode.

(3) The number of cycles of the impeller exceeds 106 under all operating conditions,
indicating that the load carrying capacity of the impeller is within the safe allowable
range when the axial-flow pump device operates in both modes. The simulated
impeller safety factor in the pump mode and the pump-turbine mode is slightly
higher than the theoretical calculation value, which is reasonable. The minimum
safety factor appears at the blade root, and the safety factor is smaller when operating
in the PAT mode. Therefore, the blade root of the blade needs to be strengthened
during processing to ensure the safe and stable operation of the pump device.

The above conclusions can be used to evaluate the service cycle of axial-flow pumps
and the influence on pump life under different operation modes. At present, we only
analyze the influence of water pressure on the structural strength of the rotor system under
ideal conditions. In practical engineering, the impeller may have cracks in the long-term
operation process. Therefore, in future work, more research will be conducted on the
influence of cracks on the life of the axial-flow pump under full operating conditions and
the comprehensive evaluation of the PAT generation economy and the influence on the life
of the pump.
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Abbreviations

CFD Computational fluid dynamics
FEM Finite element method
FSI Fluid–structure interaction
FFT Fast Fourier transform
PAT Pump as turbine
RNG Re-normalization group
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
BEP Best efficiency point
PS Pressure surface
SS Suction surface
LE Leading edge
TE Trailing edge
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ui and uj Velocity components in x, y and z direction
i and j Directional indices for x, y and z
t Physical time
ρ Fluid density
µ Fluid dynamic viscosity
fi External force
k Turbulence kinetic energy
ε Turbulence dissipation rate
Cε1RNG, Cε2, σk and σε Constants of the RNG model
M Matrix of structure mass
C Matrix of structural damping
K Matrix of structural rigidity
q̈ Nodal acceleration vector
q̇ Nodal velocity vector
q Nodal displacement vector
Q Fluid load vector
η Efficiency
H Head
D Impeller diameter
Q Flow rate
Qr Rated flow rate
n Rotation speed
nr Rated rotation speed
δ Deformation
σ Equivalent stress
σ1, σ2 and σ3 Principle stresses
nσ Safety factor
σ−1 Fatigue limit
KσD Fatigue reduction coefficient
σa Stress amplitude
[n] Safety allowance coefficient
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Abstract: The selection of pumps as turbines (PATs) for their respective use in energy optimisation
systems is a complicated task, because manufacturers do not provide the characteristic curves. For
this reason, some research has been carried out to predict them with computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) and mathematical models. The purpose of this study is to validate these two prediction
methodologies of flow (Q) vs. head (H) curves through numerical modelling using the computational
package OpenFOAM, together with a comparison with the experimental data obtained from a PAT for
the case in which the nominal rotation speed of the machine varies. Depending on the configuration
and working conditions of the PAT, the simulation performed with OpenFOAM was validated by
calibrating it with the nominal curve of the pump and with another simulation performed with CFD
workbench SOLIDWORKS FloEFD. Subsequently, the second methodology related to the analyses
and mathematical models proposed to predict the Q vs. H curves were also validated with new
models in OpenFOAM and the experimental data. The results show that these prediction methods are
effective when a machine’s operating point is close to the BEP (best efficient point). The absolute error
ranges obtained with these two prediction methodologies for rotation speeds of 880 rpm, 1020 rpm,
1200 rpm, and 1500 rpm are between 5 and 24%, 2 and 17%, 0 and 12%, and 1 and 24%, respectively.

Keywords: pumps as turbines (PAT); computational fluid dynamics; variable rotational nominal
speed; OpenFOAM

1. Introduction

The availability of water resources at the global level has significantly decreased.
Among the main agents that have caused this situation are climate change, environmental
pollution, human activities, and failures in hydraulic structures, among others. It is be-
coming increasingly complicated to access appropriate sources that meet the quality and
quantity of the resource. Despite this, water loss due to leaks in pressurised distribution sys-
tems still manages considerable values, with losses of 8 to 24% in developed countries [1].
Considering that the need for water is increasing, there is an urgent need to implement
sustainable projects that allow the user to carry them out efficiently [2]. This type of
project requires the use and development of new technologies that are easy to implement
and apply [3].

In the case of sustainable water systems, there are some approaches from which
improvements can be proposed. Among these approaches are the determination of water
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quality parameters [4], optimisation of energy efficiency [5,6] reduction of water leaks [7,8],
mathematical modelling of management, and optimisation of systems [9,10], among others.

Water distribution systems are not energy-efficient, because they depend on pressure
demands that can generate leaks, increasing energy costs [11]. One of the elements that
has a negative effect from the point of view of energy efficiency but is necessary for the
hydraulic operation of systems is the pressure-reducing valve (PRV) [12]. PRVs are used to
reduce the pressure at one point by regulating the flow passage. An alternative to the use of
these devices, to reduce the dependence on non-renewable energy [13] and take advantage
of the excess energy of these systems [14], is the use of PATs (pumps working as turbines).
In addition, PATs have been used as energy-generating devices in micro-hydroelectric
power plants as a sustainable solution in the water industry [15]. For this reason, it has
become a trend to study the use of PATs to optimise different water systems to improve
their sustainability [16–18].

PATs are pumps that work in reverse mode to generate energy. This machine’s cost
is cheaper than a conventional turbine of the same size [19], although they have lower
hydraulic efficiencies in ranges between 0.6 and 0.7 [20]. When all electromechanical
equipment is considered, the overall efficiency decreases to values between 0.5 to 0.6 [21].
The use of pumps operating as turbines (PATs) has increased due to their application,
availability, and cost advantages [6,22–27]. For example, Novara et al. [28] concluded that
an installation with PATs could be 5 to 15 times cheaper than a conventional installation
with turbines.

The study of PATs began with Thoma and Kittredge [29], who accidentally found
that pumps can operate efficiently as turbines when trying to evaluate the complete char-
acteristics of pumps. In 1957, Stepanoff [30] reported several modes of operation of the
pumps on performance curves plotted in quadrants. Once it was discovered that PATs
could be applied in the chemical industry and the supply of drinking water, different
researchers developed some techniques to predict the operation of this type of machine. In
1962, Childs [31] carried out comparative studies between efficiencies in devices working
in both modes (pump–turbine). Subsequently, the first studies were carried out to predict
the performance values in turbine mode and discover the best efficient point (BEP) through
linear equations. The study of PATs has been developed using different approaches, such
as in water distribution systems, where Jain [32] researched placing PATs in distribution
systems. Fecarotta [33] and Morani [11] proposed an analysis regarding the proper location
of PATs; the latter focused the research to look for cost reduction and the maximisation
of production and energy savings. Moazeni [34] investigated the optimal number and
location of PATs through mixed nonlinear programming models. Macias [18] established
a methodology that was applied in an irrigation project in a rural area in the province of
Valencia (Spain) that focused on optimising the location and selection of PATs based on the
influence of leaks. The same author [13] developed a new methodology for self-calibration
of leaks to learn the injected flow rate and the volume consumed in water networks. This
methodology was applied in the city of Manta, Ecuador.

Since the performance curves are not available in pumps that work in turbine mode [27],
different studies and methodologies have been carried out to obtain them and to select the
appropriate machine depending on the type of working conditions required. Rossi [35]
proposed a general method to predict PAT performance using artificial neural networks
(ANN). Based on the datasheets provided by the pump manufacturers, the author obtained
the BEP and off-design performance using the ANN methodology. In addition, the result-
ing predictions were compared with experimental data not used in the training process,
which resulted in a high degree of compatibility. The study concluded that the BEP flow
rate increased in reverse mode while the specific speed in BEP decreased slightly and also
recommended the use of this tool to choose the proper PAT. To estimate the BEP and the
characteristic curves of PATs, Perez-Sánchez [20] proposed new approach equations from
an experimental base of 181 machines. Additionally, Plua [21] presented new empirical
expressions to estimate the head, efficiency, and power curves for PATs with variable
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speeds. These equations allow the application of various operation strategies in hydraulic
simulation tools (e.g., Epanet and WaterGEMS).

Micro-hydroelectric power plants (MHP) have become very effective solutions for
rural sectors with powers of 5–100 kW. The big problem with these facilities is the high
turbine cost concerning the entire project [27]. In the case of MHP, the price of these
elements can be higher than 60–70% [36]. One possibility to reduce this cost is to use PATs
instead of a conventional turbine [37], which would favour the expansion of MHP and the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions [28]. In 2012, Pascoa [38] proposed a new approach
for a hydroelectric plant with PAT with a constant flow. Rossi [39] suggested the economic
feasibility of placing PATs in the Merano aqueduct, which resulted in the production of
338 kWh of daily electricity and power of 19.18 kW. Table 1 [27] shows different PAT
installations in power generation projects.

Table 1. PAT installations in MHP [27].

Location The Capacity of the Plant (kW) Year of Installation

Sainyabulli Province, Laos 2 2008

Thima, Kenya 2.2 2001

Mae Wei Village, Thailand 3 2008

West Java, Indonesia 4.5 1992

Kinko village, Tanzania 10 2006

Fazenda Boa Esperanca, Brazil 45 2007

Ambotia Micro-hydro project, India 50 2004

British Columbia, Canada 200 -

Vysni Lhoty, Czech Republic 332 2008

CFD techniques have been widely used to predict characteristic curves and the per-
formance of pumps in direct and reverse modes and proven to be an effective solution
in PAT approaches [40–43]. Additionally, an experimental investigation is fundamental
for obtaining reliable results for PATs under different optimisation stages [14,21,44,45].
Different types of machines, such as axial, mixed, and radial PATs with horizontal and
vertical axes that single- and multistage [46], have been studied using CFD simulations
for fixed and variable speeds [24–26]. However, very few studies related to numerical
modelling in PATs of variable rotational speeds have been executed, so it is imperative to
establish equations and laws that predict their behaviour [47]. The numerical simulations
were carried out to define the performance of the pump [48], analyse the flow in turbine
mode [49], predict and extrapolate the characteristic curves [50], etc.

Plua [40] presented research in which the main parameters and techniques that have
been simulated for PATs through CFD are shown and which main simulation ranges are
mentioned: specific speed: 0.8–306, rotational speed: 250–3900 rpm, flow rate: 2.9–300 L/s,
and mass flow: 13–17.8 kg/s. Concerning the numerical simulations, the principal turbu-
lence models used were Reynolds Average Navier–Stokes (RANS) and Unsteady Reynolds
Average Navier–Stokes (URANS). The most used closure model was k-ε, followed by
k-ω and k-ω-SST, among others. Regarding packages, ANSYS-CFX was the most used,
followed by CFD Code Fluent and OpenFOAM. With respect to the mesh generation, the
number of cells was 1 × 106 to 4.2 × 106, with hexahedral, tetrahedral, mixed blocks, and
pyramids. Depending on each situation, boundary conditions such as the total pressure,
mass flow rate, stagnation pressure, constant total pressure, static pressure, and volumetric
flow were placed at the inlet and outlet of the model. In conclusion, it was established
that the CFD methodology to predict the performance of a pump working as a turbine
presented adequate accuracy based on the comparison of the results with the experimental
tests. However, numerous errors were also reported in some studies. The authors assumed
that the reported errors were due to the geometries between the tests and the simulations
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not being identical; the loss estimation was not exact, and more experience in computational
analysis is required for modelling this type of phenomenon. Finally, the same author [47]
evaluated the application of numerical CFD simulation in PATs in comparison with experi-
mental results and obtained conclusions for future numerical analyses. As a result, it was
evidenced that there have been a few simulated cases where a flow with variable speed
was simulated and that the number of studies with free code computational packages is
minimal, and their use should be promoted due to their outstanding capabilities.

Therefore, the present study is focused on a numerical simulation in the OpenFOAM
3D free code package of PATs that have experimental data to validate the use of the
new empirical expressions proposed for machines with different rotational speeds. The
particularity in the modelling is that the study of a rotating PAT at different speeds will be
carried out, and comparisons will be made with the experimental results obtained on a test
bench to calibrate the model.

2. Materials and Methods

Figure 1 depicts the main tasks performed to determine the validity of new expressions
obtained by Plua [21] to predict the behaviour of PATs with variable speeds. The figure
comprises three very defined stages: the first shows the activities that are carried out before
the numerical simulation, stage two refers to the specific work that is executed during the
simulation, and in part three, the post-modelling works are shown, in which the results of
the numerical modelling for the analysis case are compared with the experimental data
and with the new expressions.
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Figure 1. Methodology flowchart.

2.1. Preprocess
2.1.1. Computational Domain

The PAT model presented in this study was taken from research conducted by
Pérez Sánchez [51] and experimentally tested at the CERIS-Hydraulic Lab of the Insti-
tuto Superior of Lisbon, Portugal. The geometry corresponds to an installation of a PAT in
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a laboratory that allows experiments where the flow, pressure conditions, and rotational
speed can be varied. The hydraulic facility consists of a 1 m3 air vessel tank, a 50 mm
HDPE pipe, a KSB radial impeller centrifugal pump (model Etarnom 232) that operates
in turbine mode, a regulating tank, pressure transducers, valves, and a flow recirculation
pump. The air vessel tank sends water to reach the PAT, which discharges to the open free
surface tank and then incorporates it into the system through the recirculation pump. The
3D model was built in the SOLIDWORKS CAD system from which the following drawing
view was extracted (see Figure 2). This figure shows the geometry that will be entered into
the CFD package and from which the results will be compared with the experimental data
and with the new expressions. The interactions of the other elements that comprise the
installation of the PAT in the laboratory, such as valves, tank, and pump, are placed in the
model through the boundary conditions.
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Figure 2. PAT 3D model.

Considering the complexity of this modelling, both due to the geometry and the
operation required for the PATs, the computational domain must be divided into parts,
which will each be meshed with different meshing levels, with an emphasis on the details of
interest and on which of their boundary conditions will be determined individually, to then
be configured as a total domain that delivers the results of the whole set. The computational
domain consists of four parts: the inlet pipe, starting in the inlet section and reaching the
pump’s runner; the rotating part that is the impeller of the PAT, the rotating part of the
domain; the casing, the stationary part of the pump; and the outlet pipe, which corresponds
to the discharge of the pump to the outlet. The original geometry was redefined according
to the configuration of the control volumes to obtain the optimal meshing (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Domains of the case.

Depending on the actual geometry and its characteristics, the .stl files were modi-
fied with Autodesk Inventor software (https://www.autodesk.com/products/inventor/
overview?term=1-YEAR&tab=subscription) to achieve a better-quality mesh. The areas
of meshing interest were prioritised: the casing, the impeller, and the blades. Each has
different elements and details with simultaneously different levels and definition angles. It
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allows the surfaces to stick more to the edges, bringing the mesh’s geometry closer to the
actual configuration. The geometries modelled were the volute, the discharge pipe, the inlet
pipe, and the impeller. In the case of the impeller, it was divided into three parts, as seen in
Figure 3. The impeller is composed of the lower and upper parts and the blades. These
elements are treated independently to improve the mesh quality and then facilitate the
visualisation of results at the post-processing stage. In addition, six blades were configured
inside the impeller, which allowed a better study of the phenomenon presented in the PAT.

2.1.2. Mesh

The mesh was created with snappyHexMesh, an automatic mesh generator that adjusts
to the surface to obtain the required mesh. First, the 3D model was exported to format .stl
using Autodesk® Inventor® software. Later, with the help of HELIX-OS, the BlockMeshDict
file was created to generate, using the BlockMesh utility, orthogonal mesh elements for
the casing, inlet pipe, impeller, and outlet, respectively. Once the block meshing was
ready, the domain geometries were admitted into the snappyHexMeshDict file. The local
refinement was defined using castellatedMesh, and the internal points within the closed
domain were entered. Finally, it was necessary to use the topoSet tool to generate zones
with movable cells for the runner and merge the meshes with the mergeMeshes utility. The
mesh characteristics are presented in Table 2, and the generated mesh is shown in Figure 4.
In this figure, the different levels of meshing applied to the subdomains can be seen. In
addition, it is observed that their configuration is very close to the original geometry. On
the other hand, the model looks appropriately balanced, a situation that is confirmed later.

Table 2. Mesh characteristics.

Parameter Value/Characteristic

Element type Hexahedra, Polyhedra, Prism

Number of Elements 827,578

Hexahedral 639,704

Prism 28,238

Polyhedra 159,612

Number of Nodes 1,203,219

Number of Patches 8

Max. Aspect Ratio 14.68619

Min. Surface Area 6.19213−9

Min. Volume 1.39587−11

Max. Skewness 12.918596
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2.1.3. Approach

The MRF technique (multiple reference frame) was the technique used for modelling
rotation in CFD in this case. This methodology establishes a separate reference frame for
each region of the domain, for both rotational and static [49]. It is based on the creation
of a local region around the rotating object where the relative velocity is determined for
each point. First, Navier–Stokes equations are built, taking into account the centrifugal and
Coriolis forces, and then, a set of equations for the stationary and rotational regions are
created. This technique can accurately capture instantaneous local flows, which depend
on the relative position of the rotative element vs. static geometry. In the MRF approach,
the Navier–Stokes equations are solved in terms of the global/inertial velocity. Since, in
this case, there is a separation between the impeller and the scroll, the AMI approach is not
applicable. For that reason, a set was used that allows a simulation of these elements in the
MRF approach.

2.1.4. Boundary and Initial Conditions

Initial and boundary conditions should be applied when solving the Navier–Stokes
and continuity equations. Table 3 summarises the initial conditions related to the turbu-
lence models used in this research. For the calibration of the mathematical model, the
κ-ε turbulence model was used (the same one used by [51]). κ is turbulent kinetic energy,
and ε is turbulent dissipation rate. The κ-ω (specific turbulent dissipation rate)-SST tur-
bulence model was used to analyse the experimental data, the nominal rotational speed
curve, and the results of the new expressions contained in [21].

Table 3. Initial conditions.

Initial Conditions Value

Turbulent Kinetic Energy (κ) 0.032856 (m2/s2)

Turbulent Dissipation Rate (ε) 0.320573 (m2/s3)

Specific turbulent Dissipation Rate (ω) 108.4104 (s−1)

Turbulent kinematic viscosity (nut) 3.03 × 10−4 (m2/s)

The turbulent kinematic viscosity value “nut” represents the roughness in the walls
confirming the domain. Regarding boundary conditions, a constant velocity input con-
dition and a static pressure output condition were used. The boundary conditions of the
computational domain are detailed in Table 4.

2.2. Numerical Simulation
2.2.1. CFD

The Navier–Stokes equations were solved using CFD methods based on a continuum
mechanics approach for fluid mechanics to define the fluid behaviour in the PATs [50].
For that, two equations were considered that obtain the values of velocity and pressure
that allow for defining the average behaviour of the flows. The equations correspond to
the conservation of mass and linear momentum and are indicated in a tensor with the
following expressions [47]:

∂ρ

∂t
+ uj

∂ρ

∂xj
= 0 (1)

∂(ρui)

∂t
+

∂
(
ρuiuj

)

∂xj
= − ∂P

∂xi
+

∂
(

τij − τ′ij
)

∂xj
(2)

where i and j are subscripts for the three axes of space, respectively; u is the filtered velocity
magnitude; P is the filtered pressure; the subgrid stress tensor is τij; and τ′ij is the filtered
viscous stress tensor.
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2.2.2. CFD and Solvers

The CFD package used is the CFD OpenFOAM 9, which models multiphysics simu-
lations applicable to computational fluid dynamics for incompressible and compressible
flows with applications in dynamic mesh management to make rotating reference frames
with adaptable mesh refinements as required. OpenFOAM uses a directory structure to
solve the cases, where the case is the name of the analysis case; the system sets the numerical
control to run time and solver; the constant contains the physical properties, modelling, and
mesh information; and 0 has the edge conditions, as well as the beginning to the modelling
and time directories that correspond to the solutions and derived cases.

Regarding meshing, OpenFOAM has some mesh utilities, such as BlockMesh, snap-
pyHexMesh, foamyHexMesh, and foamyQuadmesh. OpenFOAM also allows the mesh
to be generated with other packages, since mesh conversion utilities are compatible with
popular mesh formats (Gmsh, Fluent, Ideas, and Netgen, among others). As stated above,
snappyHexMesh generated the mesh. The snappyHexMesh utility is an automatic hybrid
mesh that divides, refines, and adjusts to the analysed surface, attaching the mesh with
complex details of the geometry [52].

For the calibration of the model, the solver simpleFoam was applied to a steady-state
incompressible flow based on the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked
Equations) algorithm for pressure velocity coupling [53], with applications in turbulent
and transient flows in pipes.

3. Results
3.1. Numerical Simulation Validation
3.1.1. Mesh Quality

The checkMesh tool was used to evaluate the mesh quality, giving the mesh stats, the
overall number of cells of each type, topology, geometry, and conclusions concerning the
mesh. Two parameters were used to verify the quality of the mesh; one of them was Ω,
which corresponds to the following expression Ω = NE/ND, where ND is the number of
nodes and NE is the number of elements. Ω indicating the homogeneity of the mesh, a good
mesh quality will present Ω values close to 1, and values close to 2 have very dispersed
meshes. For this case study, the calculated Ω value was 0.69, which is acceptable. The other
value was the so-called y+, which verifies the acceptable range of values for the turbulence
model. If this value is less than 1, it is considered that the quality of the mesh is good. In
this study, it was found that the average y+ values in all the simulations of the mesh were
less than 1.

3.1.2. Calibration

For the CFD simulation validation, two calibrations were performed concerning
the Pérez-Sánchez study [51]. The first concerned the mathematical model made with
SOLIDWORKS FloEFD, and the second concerned experimental research. In the Pérez-
Sánchez CFD model, the simulated global variables were the head (H), the output hydraulic
torque (T), the discharge (Q), and the rotational speed (N). Within the simulations, the
absolute static pressure contours were obtained for a flow rate of 4.5 L/s and rotation
speeds of 810 rpm, 930 rpm, 1050 rpm, 1170 rpm, 1275 rpm, and 1500 rpm. The results
showed that the pressure decreased from upstream to downstream as the fluid flowed
within the domains and along the impeller, from the inner to the outer region, as the energy
was transmitted to the shaft. On the other hand, it was found that the higher the speed, the
lower the pressure value downstream of the impeller.

The results of the simulation performed with OpenFOAM in this study are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. As can be seen, the pressure decreased from upstream to downstream, and
the lowest pressure value occurred at point D (before the first elbow of the volute outlet)
for the maximum speed. A comparison with the original work [51] showed a remarkable
similarity between the two. It was observed that, in all cases, the passage of the fluid
through the PAT showed a similar behaviour, the pressure difference increased as the speed
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in the PAT increased. The error of this simulation concerning the original work varied in
ranges from 0.014 to 14.297% at points A, B, C, and F of the model (see Table 5).
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Regarding the calibration of the mathematical simulation with the experimental data,
a sensitivity analysis was performed to identify which turbulence model produced the best
results. Simulations were executed on the machine’s best efficient point (BEP) tested in [51]
when operating in turbine mode (QBEP = 3.6 L/s) for speeds of 200, 600, 880, 1020, 1200,
and 1500 rpm using the κ-ε κ-ω-SST models. The results obtained for both simulations are
shown in Table 6. As can be seen, the simulations produced errors of similar magnitude.
Still, for the nominal rotational speed of 1020 rpm, the κ-ω-SST model was the one with
the lowest error. An error index analysis was performed to define the turbulence model
with which the cases of experimental data, nominal rotational speed curve, and the results
of the new expressions [21] were simulated. Considering that, in all cases, the error indices
closest to zero were those that had a better fit and data compatibility, it was observed that
the κ-ω-SST turbulence model presented the best fit in all cases. However, it was verified
that the order of magnitude of both turbulence models was close, so they proved their
validity when they were applied. Figure 7 shows that, in all cases, the κ-ω-SST model had
a better performance. Therefore, the κ-ω-SST turbulence model was adopted for the rest of
the cases.
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Table 5. Calibration results at points A, B, C, and F compared to [51].

% Error

Referenced
Sections 810 930 1050 1170 1275 1500

A 8.724% 14.297% 8.218% 0.035% 12.881% 14.042%

B 4.455% 10.425% 4.286% 5.324% 9.068% 13.066%

C 5.979% 12.040% 5.643% 3.999% 10.389% 11.936%

F 0.156% 0.014% 0.340% 0.018% 0.199% 0.111%

Table 6. Sensitivity analysis for κ-ε vs. κ-ω-SST.

Experimental
Simulation

κ-ε κ-ω-SST

n (rpm) H (mca) H (mca) % Error H (mca) % Error

200 3.27 2.28 30.23 2.39 27.00

600 3.66 2.90 20.74 3.02 17.58

880 4.68 4.21 10.10 4.27 8.73

1020 5.22 5.03 3.67 5.08 2.70

1200 6.22 6.21 0.12 6.14 1.30

1500 7.86 8.60 9.35 8.77 11.52

Once the mathematical model has been validated concerning the results obtained in
the numerical modelling and experimental works in [51], the curve of the machine working
at nominal speed is contrasted, as seen in Figure 8. In both cases, the increasing trend
is shown as a function of the increase in flow rate. In this figure, it is observed that the
best results are shown near the volumetric flow value equal to 3.6 L/s, which is precisely
the QBEP.
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Figure 8. The nominal curve obtained with CFD OpenFOAM vs. the nominal curve in [51].

The stability of the simulation is related to the convergence, which can be seen in
Figure 9, where the residuals of the velocity, pressure, k, and omega are observed.
According to this figure, the modelling is considered stable, since all values are less
than 10−3.
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As can be seen, the simulation performed with OpenFOAM presents satisfactory
results, and therefore, the model is considered validated. The errors comparing the pro-
posed expressions and the simulations are quite acceptable near the BEP for these sorts of
numerical models.

3.2. Analytical Expressions Validation
3.2.1. Analytical Expressions—New Expressions to Predict PATs Behaviour

Considering that, in the case of PATs, the information to select the suitable machines is
not known because it is not provided by the manufacturers [54], polynomial expressions
have been proposed as a function of semiempirical methods to estimate the characteristic
curves in PATs when the rotational speed is constant [20,54–56]. However, considering
that flow rates in water systems are variable due to user demand, an optimal energy
analysis for PATs cannot be performed if the rotational speed is considered constant.
Therefore, strategies have been proposed to maximise energy when the machine works
at different rotational speeds, called the variable operation strategy (VOS) [19]. Plua
et al. [21] proposed new empirical expressions applying the VOS strategy in water systems
for different rotational speeds of 15 different machines and analysing 87 different curves
with 56,450 operating points.

Through a mathematical analysis of 10 general expressions (6 polynomials and
4 potentials) considering specific variables as the ratio of rotational speed α and the ra-
tio Q/QBEP, it was possible to adjust a polynomial function for experimental values of
head and efficiency and a potential function for power. These expressions are observed in
Equations (3)–(7) and present the lowest errors (30 to 50% compared to other models) in
the respective analyses performed where the RMSE, MAD, MRD, and BIAS indices were
calculated. Equations (3)–(7) correspond to the expressions proposed in [21] to calculate the
flow number (q), the head number (h), the efficiency number (e), and the torque number (p),
which are dimensionless parameters and correspond to the relationship between the current
conditions of the PATs and the best efficient point (BEP) of the machine, to predict the
characteristics curves of the PATs when the pump is used in turbine mode. Figure 6 in [21]
shows a head and efficiency curve comparison between the proposed model, experimental
data, and other models.

q = −0.1525
(

α
Q

QBEP

)
+ 0.1958

(
Q

QBEP

)2
− 0.0118

(
Q

QBEP

)
− 0.6429α2 + 1.8489α− 0.2241 (3)

h = −0.31070
(

α
Q

QBEP

)
+ 0.3172

(
Q

QBEP

)2
− 0.0546

(
Q

QBEP

)
+ 0.242α2 + 1.1708α− 0.3426 (4)

e = 0.8271
(

α
Q

QBEP

)
− 0.3187

(
Q

QBEP

)2
− 0.1758

(
Q

QBEP

)
− 1.035α2 + 1.1815α + 0.5019 (5)

p = α2.4762 (6)

q = α0.7439 (7)

where
q =

Qi
QBEP

; h =
Hi

HBEP
; e =

ηi
ηBEP

; p =
Pi

PBEP
= qhe

3.2.2. Analytical Expressions Validation

The head value H for different rotational speeds at points close to the BEP was
compared with the experimental head obtained in [51], the expressions proposed in [21],
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and the mathematical model (see Figure 10). As can be seen, the relationship between Q
and H increased in all cases. Figure 11d,e present the best results. It is also observed that the
numerical modelling is always closer to reality; the growth slopes are very similar, unlike
the other methodology, where this slope is lower. The predictions made in the numerical
simulation with OpenFOAM and with the new expressions present values close to the
experimental ones when the operation of the machine approaches the BEP.
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3.2.3. Error Analysis

The error indices obtained in the predictions made as a function of the rotational speed
are presented in Figure 12. As can be seen, as the conditions approach those of the BEP, the
predictions reflect values closer to reality. As in other cases, the best results occur when the
speed is between 1020 rpm and 1200 rpm. The results of the calculations of the absolute
errors are shown in Table 7. In the case of the CFD methodology, the range is from 0 to 11%,
while, with the new expressions, this range varies between 1 and 24%.
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Table 7. Calculated absolute errors.

Range of Absolute Error

OpenFOAM New Expressions [21]

n (rpm) Min (%) Max (%) Min (%) Max (%)

880 5 11 11 24

1020 2 5 3 17

1200 0 7 1 12

1500 1 11 7 24

4. Conclusions

This research proposes to validate as a prediction methodology of flow (Q) vs. head
(H) curves of variable speed PATs, the numerical simulation with OpenFOAM 3D Free
Code Package, depending on its configuration and working conditions. It also proposes
to validate the new expressions submitted by Plua [21]. It was demonstrated that the
simulation presents adequate results once the mathematical model and the nominal curve
of Pérez-Sánchez’s [51] research were calibrated. Furthermore, based on experimental data
from a PAT, the Q vs. H curves were calculated through the new expressions [21], as well
as with the numerical simulation performed in OpenFOAM, presenting satisfactory results
as the operation point of the work approached the BEP, since the trend of the generated
curves, the slope thereof, and the error indices demonstrated acceptable values. However,
when moving away from the BEP conditions, the error increased.
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In summary, it was possible to validate the prediction methodologies of the Q vs. H
characteristic curves of the PATs and verify the range in which they present the best results.
This study can be extended through the tuning of the coefficients of the proposed analytical
expressions based on the feedback with new experimental data.
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Abstract: Francis turbines are commonly used for water energy utilization in medium- to high-head
sections. The high head may cause strong flow-induced noise problems and adverse effects during
operation. In order to explore the causes and specific locations of flow-induced noise, this study
evaluated the flow-induced noise of a Francis turbine under different loads. By using computational
fluid dynamics simulation methods and sound power level evaluation methods, flow-induced noise
analysis could be performed based on turbulent flow simulations. By comparing experimental and
simulated values, three different load conditions were selected located in the allowed, restricted, and
prohibited regions. The results indicated that the flow state of the operating points in the allowed
region was good and the flow-induced noise was low, except near the guide vane. The swirling flow
in restricted and prohibited regions was strong; in particular, the flow-induced noise in the draft
tube was relatively high. Overall, the local flow-induced noise of the runner blade inlet edge was
the strongest, and the relationship between the flow-induced noise of the draft tube and the rotating
flow was the strongest. The flow-induced noise near the guide vane was the most related to the
opening angle, and the larger the opening angle, the greater the noise was. This study can assist in
the diagnosis of Francis turbine noise problems and related low-noise design in engineering.

Keywords: Francis turbine; flow-induced noise; swirling flow; computational fluid dynamics; sound
power level

1. Introduction

In recent years, in order to alleviate the negative effects of excessive use of fossil energy,
the development and utilization of clean energy have become particularly important around
the world, and water utilization is the most important. In order to efficiently utilize the
water energy of rivers and oceans, many scholars have created and improved mechanical
devices related to the utilization of water energy, among which the Francis turbine is the
most widely used. This is a typical impact turbine with a compact structure and high
operation efficiency under rated working conditions, and it can operate stably under a
wide head range [1].

With the continuous improvement of the single capacity of the Francis turbine, the
runner diameter is becoming larger, and more and more attention is being paid to the flow
stability of the internal flow field by more and more scholars [2–4]. In particular, when
a Francis turbine is operating under conditions that deviate from the design conditions,
the flow mechanism of the fluid in the flow passage becomes more complex, as seen in
situations such as deflow at the inlet edge of the blade, low-frequency vortex zones in the
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draft tube, cavitation in various parts of the flow passage [5,6], etc., which have a direct
impact on the vibration of the unit and workshop, cavitation erosion and cracks in the
runner blade, and the rupture of the cone section of the draft tube. This can affect the safe
and stable operation of hydropower stations and the efficient utilization of water energy [7].

In general, high- and low-frequency noise and abnormal noise generated by structural
resonance are likely to occur when mechanical vibration, electromagnetic vibration and
hydraulic excitation occur in a unit [8,9]. In accordance with the actual situation, relevant
means can be adopted to avoid and eliminate vibration so as to solve the problem of noise
in the power station. Wang et al. [10] studied the influence of the guide vane opening
angle on the induced noise of fluid flow in a Francis turbine. Adjusting the guide vane
opening angle and improving the elbow section of the draft tube could reduce the noise
pressure generated by fluid flow. Pang et al. [11] found that hydraulic excitation would
cause resonance and abnormal noise in the pressure steel pipe in the unit. By improving
the flow passage environment, the diversion plate installed at the inlet of the volute
could significantly improve the situation. Liu et al. [12] studied the dynamic and static
interference in the bladeless region and the hydraulic excitation in the volute of a Francis
turbine and confirmed that the dynamic and static interference in the bladeless region
was related to the abnormal vibration and noise of the unit. The improved blading–sand
combination can effectively achieve vibration and noise reduction in power stations. Kubo
et al. [13] improved the operation stability of the unit and reduced noise by repairing and
improving the guide vane and runner of the turbine. Luo et al. [14] found that, when the
Francis turbine was running under load conditions, the pressure shock and noise in the
turbine could be effectively inhibited by proper air flow into the unit.

In general, with the continuous progress of modern manufacturing technology, me-
chanical noise can be greatly reduced, but hydraulic vibration noise still exists in Francis
turbines [15]. As noise is easy to detect and monitor during the operation and maintenance
of power stations, the noise characteristics generated by the internal flow field of Francis
turbines under different working conditions can be compared and analyzed. By analyzing
the causes and characteristics of different noises, the unit structure and workshop can
be repaired and improved, therefore reducing the noise itself and the sound source and
preventing the unit from being in a state of unsafe operation for a long time. To analyze
and predict a unit’s unstable operation, Wang et al. [16] studied the operation of the Francis
turbine under off-design conditions and established an evaluation method for pressure
pulsation in the diversion tube that can be used to evaluate the pressure pulsation in the
unit and the noise generated by the pulsation. Favrel et al. [17] carried out an excitation res-
onance test on a model Francis turbine in a seal hydraulic system to improve the prediction
of an underwater acoustic model.

In this study, CFD software was used to model a Francis turbine, analyze its internal
flow conditions and noise characteristics under different working conditions, and deeply
explore the mechanism of the easily appearing noise of the Francis turbine and the com-
monality of related noise so as to provide a relevant technical reference for subsequent
research on the noise of Francis turbines [18–21].

2. Research Object

The object of this study was a Francis turbine for a medium head section, and its
relevant parameters are shown in Table 1. This Francis turbine had five key flow-passing
components: the spiral case, stay vane, guide vane, runner, and draft tube. The runner
was a 13-blade Francis runner. The stay vane had 24 blades and the guide vane also had
24 blades. The fluid domain was modeled as shown in Figure 1 for the computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation in the following sections. A set of x-y-z coordinates were
defined, where z was the runner axis direction, x was the spiral case inflow direction, and y
was perpendicular to the x–z plane.
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Table 1. Parameters of the Francis turbine.

Parameter Value

Rotor diameter Drn 5.80 m
Rated output power Pr 183.7 MW

Rated flow rate Qr 301 m3/s
Rated rotation speed nr 100 r/min

Rated head Hr 68.0 m
Maximum output power Pmax 204.1 MW
Turbine installation height Hins 895.00 m
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In this case, time-averaged and Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations were
used to decompose the quantities into a time-averaged component (for example, u) and
fluctuating component (for example, u’) [22]. Thus, the continuity equation and momentum
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where u is the velocity, t is the time, ρ is the density, x is the coordinate component, δij is
the Kroneker delta, and µ is the dynamic viscosity. The term ρui’uj’ is called the Reynolds
stress. Sij is the mean rate of the strain tensor:
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where T is temperature, hsta is the static enthalpy, and htot is the total enthalpy:

htot = hsta +
1
2

u2 (5)

λt is the thermal conductivity.
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3.2. Turbulence Model

As the time-averaged equation is not closed, the relationship between the Reynolds
stress and eddy viscosity µt can be built as follows [23]:

−ρui
′uj
′ = 2µtSij −

2
3

kδij (6)

where k is the turbulence kinetic energy. In this study, the SST model [24] was used, which
can be written as:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+
∂(ρuik)

∂xi
= Pk −

ρk3/2

lk−w
+

∂

∂xi

[
(µ + σkµt)

∂k
∂xi

]
(7)

∂(ρω)

∂t
+

∂(ρuiω)

∂xi
= CωPω − βρω2 +

∂

∂xi

[
(µl + σωµt)

∂ω

∂xi

]
+ 2(1− F1)

ρσω2

ω

∂k
∂xi

∂ω

∂xi
(8)

where lk-ω is the turbulence scale, Pk and Pω are the production term, F1 is the coefficient of
the production term, σk is the blending function, and σω and βk are model constants.

3.3. Flow-Induced Noise Analysis

The Lighthill acoustic analogy method was applied based on the flow simulation [25].
It can be used to determine the near-field noise according to the sound power level:

WA = αερεM5
t (9)

where αε is a constant equal to 0.1, ε is the eddy dissipation rate, and Mt is the specific
turbulence kinetic energy:

Mt =

√
2k

Vc
(10)

where Vc is the speed of sound, which is 340 m/s. The flow-induced sound power level Lsp
is calculated as follows:

Lsp = 10 log10

(
WA
Wre f

)
(11)

where Wref is the reference sound power of 1 × 10−12 W/m3.

4. Setup of CFD

In this study, the commercial software ANSYS CFX was used for CFD simulation.
When simulating, the fluid medium was set as water at 20 ◦C. The pressure reference
value was 0 Pa, which means that the simulated pressures were all absolute values. On
the basis of the spiral case, stay vane, guide vane, runner, and draft tube, the computing
domain connected and transmitted data to each domain through interfaces. The inlet
of the spiral case was set as a total pressure-type inlet boundary, with the direction of
the inflow perpendicular to the boundary and the pressure in the zero-gradient form.
The outlet of the draft tube was set as a static pressure-type outlet boundary, and based
on the given pressure value, the velocity was in zero-gradient form. The grid in the
computational domain adopted unstructured tetrahedral elements as the main body, and
the blade surface was encrypted with prism-type grids to meet the requirements of the
wall function. Figure 2a shows the grid convergence check based on the convergence index
(GCI) [26]. Three grid schemes following an increasing rate of mesh spacing of 1.35 were
checked based on the evaluation of efficiency η. The GCI value of the coarse medium grid
was 3.91% and the GCI value of the fine medium grid was 0.03%. After the checking of
each component grid, the grid element number was determined, as shown in Table 2 and
Figure 2a. The total number of elements was 2.75 million. The schematic map of the grid is
shown in Figure 2b.
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Table 2. Grid number details.

Component Grid Element Number

Spiral case 209,260
Stay vane 558,230

Guide vane 623,824
Runner 897,680

Draft tube 464,692
Total 2,753,686

When running CFD, we first performed a 600-timestep steady simulation and moni-
tored the residual between the continuity equation and the momentum equation. If it was
less than 0.0001, convergence was considered to take place. Then, based on this, we carried
out transient calculations for three runner revolutions, with 360 timesteps iterated for each
cycle and 10 iterations for each step. The residual between the continuity equation and
the momentum equation was still monitored, and convergence was considered to be less
than 0.0001.

5. Comparison of Experimental and Numerical Results

Figure 3 shows the operation characteristic of the Francis turbine tested on site. The
best efficiency region (BER) had an efficiency of 95%. The operation region was divided
into three subregions: the allowed region, restricted region, and prohibited region. The
division was based on the operation stability. The BER was in the allowed region. We
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found that the flow-induced noise was high in the restricted region and prohibited region.
Therefore, three points were compared, as indicated in Figure 2. Point one was in the
allowed region, and the guide vane opening angle was 24 degrees. Point two was in the
restricted region, and the guide vane opening angle was 20 degrees. Point three was in
the prohibited region, and the guide vane opening angle was 12 degrees. Table 3 shows a
comparison of experimental and numerical results. The unit speed n11 and unit flow rate
Q11 were defined as:

n11 =
nDrn√

H
(12)

Q11 =
Q

D2
rn
√

H
(13)

where n is the rotational speed, H is the head, and Q is the flow rate.
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Table 3. Comparison of experimental and numerical results.

Point CFD Efficiency Experimental Efficiency n11 Q11

Point One 91.05% 90.51% 77.85 0.7864
Point Two 71.72% 70.32% 78.55 0.3678

Point Three 55.25% 52.88% 91.21 0.3495

6. Results of CFD
6.1. Streamlines

Figure 4 shows the distribution of streamlines in the Francis turbine’s fluid domain
representing the turbulence of the flow regime, with colors used to represent the flow
velocity. From Figure 4a, it can be seen that, at point one, the flow was smoother due to the
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operating conditions being near the BER and in the allowed operation region. The flow
velocity in the spiral case was also medium-high, with an average of around 10 m/s. The
flow regime in the draft tube was very smooth. From Figure 4b, it can be seen that, at point
two, due to the condition being in the restricted region, the flow pattern became bad. The
flow velocity in the volute decreased to approximately 5~6 m/s. The flow velocity between
the guide vane and the runner was extremely high, reaching up to 25~28 m/s. There was
a significant twisting flow in the draft tube, which was related to the formation of vortex
rope. From Figure 4c, it can be seen that, at point three, the flow pattern became worse
as the operating conditions entered the prohibited region. The flow velocity in the spiral
case was also relatively low, only about 5~6 m/s. The flow velocity in the area between the
guide vane and runner slightly decreased to around 16~18 m/s. There was still a significant
swirling flow in the draft tube, which was related to the formation of vortex rope. In
general, the flow pattern was strongly related to the operation region. The relationship
between flow-induced noise and condition should be analyzed in detail.

6.2. Flow-Induced Noise
6.2.1. Reference Planes for Plotting

To analyze the specific situation of the flow-induced noise, we created a series of
reference planes, as shown in Figure 5. Among them, plane one was the middle section of
the spiral case and vane and was an x–y plane. Planes two and three were also x–y planes
located in the straight part of the draft tube. Planes four and five were y–z planes in the
diffusion part of the draft tube, which was downstream of the elbow part.

6.2.2. Contours of Flow-Induced Noise

Figure 6a shows the distribution of the sound power level Lsp at the point-one condi-
tion. On plane one of the point-one condition, it can be seen that there was an area with a
very high sound power level near the inlet of the spiral case. This area was concentrated in
the middle of the flow channel and closely related to the compression between fluids. As
the cross-section of the spiral case continued to decrease, the sound power level gradually
decreased. When the fluid entered the stay vane and guide vane, the sound power level
increased. As the fluid entered the runner blade channel and began to interact with the
blade, the sound power level reached its maximum value at the inlet edge of the blade,
approximately 78.0 dB. At the position near the cone (plane two) of the draft tube, the
sound power level gradually rose from the center to the wall up to 36.3 dB. In the middle
of the straight section of the draft tube (plane three), the sound power level also showed
a gradual rise from the center to the wall up to 25.0 dB. After the fluid flowed through
the elbow section, near its position (plane four), the sound power level was higher at the
upper wall and lower at the lower wall, reaching a maximum of 21.6 dB. At the diffusion
section (plane five) downstream of the draft tube, the distribution of the sound power level
showed high levels on the left and low levels on the right without obvious regularity, and
the maximum value was 12.7 dB.

Figure 6b shows the distribution of the sound power level Lsp at the point-two condi-
tion. On plane one of the point-two condition, there was still a high-sound-power-level
area near the inlet of the spiral case, with a larger range and high intensity. The sound
power level became very low near the stay vane and guide vane, which was related to the
extremely small opening angle of the guide vane, which greatly hindered the flow. In the
runner, especially at the blade inlet edge, the sound power level increased. The maximum
sound power level on plane one was approximately 89.9 dB, which was higher than the
point-one operating condition. At the position of the draft tube near the cone (plane two),
the sound power level from the center to the wall showed a trend of rising first and then
falling, reaching a value of up to 63.1 dB, far higher than the point-one working condition.
In the middle of the straight section of the draft tube (plane three), the sound power level
also showed a trend of rising first and then falling from the center to the wall, reaching a
value of up to 80.1 dB, far higher than the point-one working condition. Near the elbow
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(plane four), the sound power level was still higher at the upper wall and lower at the lower
wall, reaching a maximum of 73.9 dB, higher than point one. At the diffusion section (plane
five) downstream of the draft tube, the distribution of the sound power level showed low
levels on the left and high levels on the right with no obvious regularity. The maximum
value was 55.0 dB, higher than point one.
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Figure 6c shows the distribution of the sound power level Lsp at the point-three
condition. On plane one of the point-three condition, there was still a high-sound-power-
level area near the inlet of the spiral case, and the range and intensity were larger than those
of point two. The sound power level became very low near the stay vane and guide vane,
similarly to point two. This was related to the flow retardation caused by the extremely
small guide vane opening angle. In the runner, especially at the blade inlet edge, the sound
power level increased. The maximum sound power level on plane one was approximately
94.5 dB, which was higher than both the point-one and point-two operating conditions. At
the position of the draft tube near the cone (plane two), the sound power level rose first
and then decreased from the center to the wall, reaching 70.6 dB at most, which was similar
to point two. In the middle of the straight section of the draft tube (plane three), the sound
power level also showed the trend of rising first and then falling from the center to the wall,
reaching a maximum of 80.0 dB, which was similar to point two. Near the elbow (plane
four), the sound power level was still higher at the upper wall and lower at the lower wall,
reaching a maximum of 71.2 dB, similarly to point two. At the diffusion section (plane
five) downstream of the draft tube, the distribution of the sound power level showed no
obvious trend, and the maximum value was 53.6 dB, which was similar to point two.

6.2.3. The Variation in Flow-Induced Noise with Flow Direction

In order to analyze the variation in the maximum flow-induced noise with the flow
direction under three working conditions, a total of seven positions labeled A~G were
defined, as shown in Table 4. A was at the spiral case inlet. B was between the stay vane
and guide vane. C was in the runner blade channels. D was near the runner cone in the
draft tube. E was in the middle of the draft tube’s straight section. F was near the draft
tube elbow section. G was in the draft tube diffusion section.

Table 4. Positions for comparing the maximum flow-induced noise.

Symbol of Position Position Description

A At spiral case inlet
B Between stay vane and guide vane
C In runner blade channels
D Near runner cone in draft tube
E Middle of draft tube straight section
F Near draft tube elbow section
G In draft tube diffusion section

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the maximum sound power level at different positions.
At position A, point one had the lowest sound power level and point three had the highest
sound power level. Overall, the differences between the three operating conditions were
not too significant. At position B, point one had the highest sound power level, while point
two and point three had lower sound power levels. At position C, point one had the lowest
sound power level and point three had the highest sound power level. The flow-induced
noise generated by the interaction between the high-speed rotating blades and fluid was
the strongest within the entire hydraulic turbine. At positions D, E, F, and G, the situation
was quite similar. Both instances of point one had lower sound power levels, while point
two and point three had higher sound power levels. In the draft tube, the gap between
point one and point two/three was obvious. Along the direction of flow, flow-induced
noise tended to decrease. Overall, the sound power level in the vanes was related to the
opening angle of the guide vane, and flow-induced noise was lower when the opening of
the guide vane was small. The sound power level in the runner was the highest, mainly at
the inlet edge of the blade, and not closely related to the operating conditions. The sound
power level in the draft tube had an obvious relationship with the condition: the lower the
flow rate and the more serious the flow diffusion, the stronger the flow-induced noise in
the draft tube.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the maximum sound power levels at different positions.

7. Discussion

From the results of this study, it can be seen that the Francis turbine produces four
main areas of flow-induced noise under different loads (Figure 8). Firstly, this occurs at the
point of flow merging; in this case, mainly in the import of the spiral case. Intensification of
the reduction in the flow channel area or the channel curvature can cause different flows to
squeeze each other, resulting in strong flow-induced noise. Strong flow-induced noise then
appears at the leading edge of the vane or runner blade. This is due to the flow and wall
impact. In addition, circulating flow is one of the possible causes of flow-induced noise,
as significant flow-induced noise was observed between the vane and runner. Finally, the
strongly rotating vortex belt of the draft tube may interact with the wall or fluid under low
loads, resulting in strong flow-induced noise.
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8. Conclusions

In general, this study found some significant patterns for flow-induced noise in Francis
turbines. The following three conclusions can be drawn:

(a) The main locations where flow-induced noise occurred included spiral case inlets,
runner blade inlet edges, draft tube walls, and the middle of the draft tube. The flow-
induced noise was closely related to the flow convergence and extrusion, fluid–blade
interaction, draft tube rotating flow, etc. The noise caused by the interaction between
the fluid and high-speed rotating runner was often the strongest;

(b) Flow-induced noise was related to the operation condition. When the turbine was
operating in the allowed region (point one), the noise was lower. When the turbine
was operating in the restricted region (point two) and the prohibited region (point
three), the noise was higher. An exception occurred in the region near the vanes, as it
was mainly affected by the opening of the guide vanes;

(c) The difference in sound power level was related to the flow regime. When swirling
flow was strong, it could cause high noise. When flow was smooth, the induced
noise was low. In addition, flow-induced noise was not significant when flow was
obstructed. In contrast, when the flow passed through the guide vanes at high speed,
the flow-induced noise was strong.

How to reduce flow-induced noise through design methods is crucial for hydraulic
turbines. This study can provide a reference basis for this issue and scientific references for
engineering cases.
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Abstract: Hydroelectric power generation is an important clean energy source, and the stability of
water turbine operation determines the quality of hydro energy utilization. For hydro turbines, the
layout direction of the draft tube is often only considered from a structural perspective, ignoring
the hydrodynamic characteristics. This study adopts the computational fluid dynamics method and
verifies the effectiveness of numerical simulation with experimental results, analyzing the influence of
asymmetric draft tube layout direction on pressure pulsation of mixed flow turbine. The results show
that under different working conditions, there is basically no difference in efficiency corresponding
to different inclined directions of the draft tube, and the relative difference in performance values is
less than 1%. From the perspective of internal flow, the working condition has a greater impact on
the flow, and the draft tube tilt has a smaller impact. Under strong swirling flow conditions in the
draft tube, the variational mode decomposition of pressure fluctuation is carried out. Research has
found 7 characteristic frequency bands including 140 Hz, 80–90 Hz, 40–46 Hz, 5.5–6.5 Hz, 2.5–3 Hz,
1.67 Hz, and <1 Hz. The frequency of the dominant mode corresponding to the left tilt is higher,
while the amplitude of the runner frequency is slightly lower. In general, left tilt is not only more
suitable for unit layout but also has a better effect on draft tube pressure fluctuation, which is worthy
of application in engineering.

Keywords: Francis turbine; pressure pulsation; draft tube design; hydrodynamic analysis; variational
mode decomposition

1. Introduction

The excessive use of fossil energy has led to the emission of a large number of green-
house gases, the rise of global temperature, the melting of glaciers, and the rise of sea level.
In order to alleviate this dilemma and reduce the need for fossil energy, we have been
looking for a new type of sustainable, renewable, and efficient energy. Studies have shown
that with the development of renewable energy technology, the use of fossil energy as the
main energy source has seen a huge decline in the past decade, and new renewable energy,
such as hydro energy [1], wind energy [2], marine energy [3], and solar energy [4], has
gradually occupied a dominant position in the energy structure. The carbon reduction of
conventional energy-consuming machinery has also become a key research object [5–7].
Among all the energies, hydropower is a type of clean energy and occupies the largest
proportion of renewable energy [8]. Francis turbine plays a vital role as an important
component of hydropower generation [9]. It converts the gravitational potential energy of
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the water flow into fluid kinetic energy, which drives the rotor to generate electricity. In
recent years, due to the development of other energy technologies, such as wind energy
and photovoltaics, the randomness of these energy sources makes the turbine operate
under off-design conditions to meet the requirements of a stable grid [10]. However, due to
the inherent performance of the Francis turbine, when the runner runs under off-design
conditions, the increase or decrease in the runner’s flow will exert a rotational compo-
nent on the flow in the runner, resulting in the formation of flow gaps in draft tube, and
flow gaps cause reflux in draft tube [11,12]. The reflux further develops into the vortex
and the subsequent pressure pulsation. The generation of pressure pulsation will reduce
the operation efficiency of the unit, causing vibration and noise in the operation of the
unit [13,14]. Excessive pressure pulsations will reduce the operation life of the unit and
even induce serious engineering accidents [15,16]. So for the Francis turbine draft tube, a
pressure pulsation study is very necessary.

The draft tube plays a very important role as one of the components of the Francis
turbine. The draft tube is located below the runner, and the fluid in the draft tube undergoes
energy conversion from fluid kinetic energy to static pressure. Approximately 80% of energy
conversion occurs in the draft tube cone, which is approximately 10% of the total length
of the draft tube cone. The flow field of the draft tube can vary with different operating
conditions [17,18]. For the Francis turbine, we can change the unit operating flow by
controlling the opening of the movable guide vane. Due to changes in flow conditions, a
vortex rope of the draft tube is formed. A large number of researchers have conducted a
lot of studies on the formation of vortex ropes of the draft tube. Liu et al. [19] conducted a
comprehensive and in-depth analysis of the unsteady turbulence and pressure pulsation of
the Three Gorges hydroelectric unit, demonstrating the low-frequency characteristics of
vortex rope pulsation. Liao et al. [20], based on unsteady calculation, determined typical
locations where low-frequency pulsations are concentrated, such as the elbow section of
the draft tube. Zhang et al. [21] revealed the spatial asymmetry of pressure pulsation
distribution in draft tube vortex belts through numerical simulation. The numerical study
of Pasche et al. [22] shows that the vortex rope and the draft tube wall are coupled, resulting
in the pressure pulsation being transformed into the violent vibration of the unit structure.
Existing research has shown that the phenomenon of pressure pulsation is extremely
complex and may exhibit significant differences when slightly affected. The issue of the
layout direction of the draft tube of the hydraulic turbine was originally a slight geometric
difference, but it may cause a change in pressure pulsation. However, there is still a lack of
research and clear conclusions.

By analyzing the draft tube pressure pulsation signal, we can find out the cause of draft
tube pressure pulsation. A large number of scholars have used fast Fourier transform (FFT)
to study the decomposition of pressure pulsation signals, and FFT has certain advantages in
the convenience of signal decomposition. Jin et al. [23] conducted a fast Fourier transform
analysis of the leakage flow in the Kaplan turbine, focusing on the impact of the flow of the
tip gap on turbine performance and hydraulic efficiency. Wu et al. [24] compared the DMD
method with the FFT method and retrograde method for the dynamic pattern structure
analysis of the Savonius turbine near the wake region, providing a new idea for flow state
analysis. Tian et al. [25] improved the traditional FFT and proposed that ZOOM-FFT can
effectively diagnose and analyze the fault of submersible sewage pumps, aiming at the
operation of mixed-flow pumps as turbines. Wang et al. [26] studied the pressure pulsation
at the inlet of the volute, the second section of the volute, and the draft tube under out-of-
control conditions of turbine runaway and analyzed the frequency domain characteristics
of the pressure pulsation based on FFT. Tang [27] used adaptive noise complete geometric
empirical mode decomposition (CEEMDAN) to extract time domain features and carried
out two fast Fourier changes to extract deep frequency domain features. The results show
that this method is effective and applicable in the actual fault diagnosis of wind turbine
rolling bearings. The pulsation tracking network (PTN) [28,29] combined with the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) can provide better visualization of draft tube pressure pulsations
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and pulse signal decomposition, revealing the pulse frequency, amplitude, and phase. The
method support is provided to reveal the influence law of the draft tube pressure pulsation.
From the above-related research, it can be seen that although conventional analysis methods
for pressure pulsation are effective, they lack intuitiveness. To determine the difference
between two or more pressure pulsation signals, mode decomposition becomes crucial.

In engineering cases, the draft tube is generally arranged according to the civil struc-
ture, sometimes asymmetrically. This method does not fully consider the impact of fluid
dynamics, which becomes a hidden danger in the operation process. On the basis of the
above research, this paper carries out an analysis of the asymmetric layout of the draft tube
and compares the left side tilt and the right side tilt. We hope to find out which direction
is better for the arrangement of the draft tube. How to determine the specific placement
direction of the draft tube is an unresolved issue. Based on computational fluid dynamics
and Fourier’s transformation, it can more clearly and directly reveal the law of pressure
pulsation under the two situations. It is significant for the operation of the Francis turbine
and the design of the draft tube for hydro turbines. This article conducts research based on
practical engineering problems, and the innovative results provided can provide assistance
and reference for other projects.

2. Francis Turbine Unit
2.1. Basic Parameters

Figure 1 shows the on-site Francis turbine unit with a three-dimensional model of the
flow-passing components. This turbine unit is a prototype from the “Wanjiazhai Water
Multi-purpose Dam Project” in Shanxi province, China. The top cover, main shaft, and
runner are shown in the on-site pictures. The flow-passing components include the volute
and stay vane for flow assembly, the guide vane for flow rate regulation, the runner for
energy conversion, and the draft tube for flow guidance and pressure energy recovery. This
turbine includes three cascades: the runner with 13 blades, the stay vane with 24 blades,
and the guide vane also with 24 blades.
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Figure 1. The on-site pictures and the flow-passing components of the Francis turbine.

The basic parameters of this turbine are listed as follows. The runner diameter Drn is
5.80 m. The rated output power Pr is 183.7 MW. The rated flow rate Qr is 301 m3/s. The
rated rotation speed nr is 100 rpm. The rated water head Hr is 68.0 m. The maximum
output power Pmax is 204.1 MW. The turbine installation height Hins is 895 m.

2.2. Asymmetric Arrangement of Draft Tube

In this study, the asymmetric layout of two types of draft tubes is considered, as shown
in Figure 2. According to the rotation direction of the runner shown in Figure 2, the inlet
of the volute is on the left side of the figure, and the water gradually rotates to the right.
When the draft tube is asymmetrically arranged, the split buttress in the middle is not on
the centerline of the rotation axis but has a certain offset. Left tilt (LT) is defined as the left
deviation of the buttress and the draft tube flow passage. On the contrary, right tilt (RT) is
defined as the deviation of the buttress and draft tube flow channel to the right as shown in
the figure. From a hydrodynamic perspective, the two should not differ significantly due
to the constant cross-sectional area of the flow. From the structural point of view, the draft
tube of the left tilt occupies less additional space due to the large left area of the volute. On
the contrary, the draft tube of the right tilt will occupy some additional space on the right
side. In fact, because the rotating direction of the runner is fixed and the rotating flow is
excited in the draft tube, the RT and LT arrangement of the draft tube will be different in
pressure pulsation. This is the focused issue of this study.
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3. Numerical Setup
3.1. Governing Equations

This study uses the Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes equation to solve flow problems.
Quantities are decomposed into averaged terms and pulsating terms [30]. The continuity
equation and momentum equation can be written as follows:

∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (1)

ρ
∂ui
∂t

+ ρuj
∂ui
∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

(
−pδij + 2µSij − ρui

′uj
′
)

(2)

where t is time, ρ is density, u is velocity, µ is dynamic viscosity, x is coordinate component,
and δij is the Kroneker delta. The term named Reynold stress, represented as ρui’uj’, is not
closed, so Boussinesq introduced the turbulence isotropy assumption, and it is developed
to build the relationship between Reynolds stress and eddy viscosity µt [31]:

−ρui
′uj
′ = 2µtSij −

2
3

kδij (3)

where k is the turbulence kinetic energy, and Sij is the mean rate of strain tensor:

Sij =
1
2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

)
(4)

The eddy viscosity µt is connected to turbulence kinetic energy k and turbulence eddy
frequency ω based on the experiment, and the shear stress transport (SST) model [32] is
established by:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+
∂(ρuik)

∂xi
= Pk −

ρk3/2

lk−ω
+

∂

∂xi

[
(µ + σkµt)

∂k
∂xi

]
(5)

∂(ρω)

∂t
+

∂(ρuiω)

∂xi
= CωPω − βρω2 +

∂

∂xi

[
(µl + σωµt)

∂ω

∂xi

]
+ 2(1− F1)

ρσω2

ω

∂k
∂xi

∂ω

∂xi
(6)

where Pk and Pω are the production terms, F1 is the coefficient of the production term, σk
is the blending function, and σω and βk are model constants. lk−ω is the turbulence scale,
formulated as follows:

lk−ω = k1/2βkω (7)

This model is good at both the strong shear flow and large pressure gradient. Applying
the k−ω mode in the near-wall region overcomes the disadvantages of the k−ε model
series in capturing wall flow. With the mode of k−ε, the physical field gradient in the
flow channel is described with great precision. Therefore, the SST model combines the
advantages of both modes. This model provides a good solution for predicting flow
problems in engineering cases.

3.2. CFD Setup with Monitoring Points

In this study, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation is based on the com-
mercial software ANSYS CFX 18.0. In total five components, i.e., volute, stay vane, runner,
guide vane, and draft tube, are considered. Because the runner is rotating and other com-
ponents are fixed, the multiple reference frame is used. Therefore, the fluid domain is also
divided into five parts. General grid interfaces are given between each two parts. The
volute inlet is set as the total pressure inlet boundary. The draft tube outlet is set as the
static pressure outlet boundary. All walls are set as non-slip walls.
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To evaluate the transient flow and pressure pulsation, a transient state simulation is
conducted in this study. In total 10 runner revolutions are considered. In each revolution,
720 timesteps are considered. In each timestep, the iteration number is set as 5~20 and
the convergence criterion is 1 × 10−5 for the residuals of both continuity and momentum
equations. Figure 3 shows the monitoring points set in the draft tube. To investigate the
pressure pulsation caused by vortex rope, P1~P4 are set as indicated. P1 and P2 are on the
same higher plane and located on the left side and right side near the wall. P3 and P4 are
on the same lower plane and located on the left side and right side also near the wall. In
this CFD simulation work, we used a high-performance parallel computing workstation.
The AMD EPYV 7813 64-core processor is used as the CPU with 128 threads. The frequency
is 2.25 GHz. The memory of the workstation is 128 GB. For each transient simulation, the
CPU time is approximately 82,800~90,000 s.
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Figure 3. The CFD monitoring points in the draft tube of the Francis turbine.

3.3. Determination of Mesh

A reasonable mesh scheme is helpful to balance the computing cost and accuracy.
ICEMCFD platform is used to generate three mesh schemes to conduct a check named
“grid convergence index” (GCI) [33]. These three schemes are increased in spacing by 1.35.
The efficiency η evaluated by CFD at rated conditions is used as the index. Figure 4 shows
the check detail with a coarse mesh, a medium mesh, a fine mesh, and the Richardson
extrapolated value. The GCI value of the coarse and medium grid is 3.91% and the GCI
value of the medium and fine grid is 0.03%. The smaller the GCI value, the more accurate the
simulation results. When the GCI value is less than 5%, the simulation result is acceptable.
In order to balance the computational workload and accuracy, the medium scheme with
2.75 million mesh is chosen as the final mesh scheme as shown in Figure 5 and Table 1.
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Figure 5. The schematic map of the finally chosen mesh.

Table 1. Mesh number details.

Component Mesh Number Range of y+ Average of y+

Volute 209,260 11–230 53
Stay vane 558,230 2–165 38

Guide vane 623,824 2–165 45
Runner 897,680 1.5–211 31

Draft tube 464,692 16–253 88
Total 2,753,686 — —

4. Results of Performance Analysis
4.1. Efficiency Comparison

Figure 6 shows the operating curve of the water turbine. Its horizontal axis represents
turbine power P. Its ordinate represents the water head H. The right side of the figure
shows the power limit line, and the left side shows the area where the unit may operate.
The optimal efficiency zone on the graph is close to the right. From the bottom right corner
to the top left corner, instability gradually increases. Figure 6 shows three conditions for
validation and verification. They are illustrated on the P-H map. The prototype Francis
turbine’s draft tube is left tilt. On the left side of the operation limitation line, with the
decrease in power P and increase in head H, there are three regions defined as the “allowed
region”, “restricted region”, and “prohibited region”. The three chosen conditions are
tagged by Calw, Crst, and Cphb with the unit rotation speed n11 of 77.85, 78.55, and 91.21
and the unit flow rate Q11 of 0.7864, 0.3678, and 0.3495. The definitions for n11 and Q11 are
as follows:

n11 =
nDrn√

H
(8)

Q11 =
Q

D2
rn
√

H
(9)

where n is the rotational speed and Q is the flow rate. Figure 7 shows the comparison of
efficiency η between CFD and experimental data. At Calw, the CFD efficiency is 91.05% for
LT and 91.08% for RT, and the experimental efficiency is 90.51%. At Crst, the CFD efficiency
is 71.72% for LT and 71.69% for RT, and the experimental efficiency is 70.32%. At Cphb,
the CFD efficiency is 55.25% for LT and 55.23% for RT, and the experimental efficiency is
52.88%. RT and LT show a good match on the performance. The CFD value shows a good
prediction of unit performance and can be used for subsequent analysis.
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Figure 6. The operation characteristic P-H map.
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Figure 7. The comparison of efficiency for CFD-experiment verification and validation.

4.2. The Internal Flow Pattern

Figure 8 shows the flow inside the Francis turbine, using colored streamlines to
represent the velocity and direction of the flow. It can be seen that the performance of LT
and RT in internal flow is very similar, and there is almost no difference. This is also why
the performance of the two is so close. At the Calw point in the allowed region, the flow
is relatively stable and the streamline is smooth. Velocity in runner is uniform and up to
about 20 m/s. At the Crst point in the restricted region, the velocity in the runner increases
to a maximum of about 38 m/s and the distribution of velocity becomes non-uniform. The
flow in the draft tube develops many vortexes. The vortical flow dominates the component
downstream to the runner and seems out of control. At the Cphb point in the prohibited
region, the velocity in the runner is still relatively high (maximum value is about 35 m/s).
The vortical flow in the draft tube further intensifies. In comparison, the flow status is
relatively worse in prohibited and restricted operating regions.
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Figure 8. Internal flow pattern in Francis turbine. Figure 8. Internal flow pattern in Francis turbine.

5. Results of Pressure Pulsation Analysis

Variational modal decomposition (VMD) is an adaptive, completely non-recursive
method for modal decomposition and signal processing, which can decompose pressure
pulsation signals into a set of IMF components with different frequencies. Based on
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the points P1~P4 shown in Figure 3, analyses are conducted using the variational mode
decomposition (VMD) method, which is used to decompose the pressure pulsation of four
monitoring points under the conditions of the left and right tilts of the draft tube of the
turbine. This is the first time that the VMD method has been introduced into the study of
pressure pulsation in the Francis turbine, which provides assistance in clearly extracting
signal features and obtaining clearer results. The time domain diagram of each component
and its corresponding frequency domain diagram obtained from the decomposition are
shown in Figures 9–12. Several intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) are indicated for a better
analysis.
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Figure 9. Time domain diagram and corresponding spectrum of P1 pressure pulsation signal based 
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Figure 9. Time domain diagram and corresponding spectrum of P1 pressure pulsation signal based
on VMD decomposition under different operating conditions.
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Figure 10. Time domain diagram and corresponding spectrum of P2 pressure pulsation signal based 
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Figure 10. Time domain diagram and corresponding spectrum of P2 pressure pulsation signal based
on VMD decomposition under different operating conditions.
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Figure 11. Time domain diagram and corresponding spectrum of P3 pressure pulsation signal based 
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Figure 11. Time domain diagram and corresponding spectrum of P3 pressure pulsation signal based
on VMD decomposition under different operating conditions.
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Figure 12. Time domain diagram and corresponding spectrum of P4 pressure pulsation signal based 
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Figure 12. Time domain diagram and corresponding spectrum of P4 pressure pulsation signal based
on VMD decomposition under different operating conditions.

5.1. Analysis of Time Domain and Frequency Domain

Figure 9 shows the time domain diagrams and corresponding frequency spectra of each
component obtained by decomposing the pressure pulsation signal of the P1 monitoring
point using VMD under different working conditions. It can be seen from the figure that
the frequency domain diagram and time domain diagram of each component obtained by
VMD decomposition are basically similar under the conditions of the left and right tilts
of the draft tube. There is only one wave peak in the frequency domain diagram of IMF4
and IMF5 components. When the draft tube tilts to the left, the peak value of the frequency
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domain diagram of IMF5 is 5314 Pa, the peak frequency is the rotating frequency of the
runner fr (1.67 Hz), the peak value of the frequency domain diagram of IMF4 is 1032 Pa, and
the peak frequency is 2.78 Hz. When the draft tube tilts to the right, the peak value of the
frequency domain diagram of IMF5 is 5126 Pa, the peak frequency is 1.67 Hz, the peak value
of the frequency domain diagram of IMF4 is 1041 Pa, and the peak frequency is 2.78 Hz. It
can be seen that the pressure pulsation of the draft tube is mainly affected by the rotating
frequency of runner fr, while the left and right tilts of the draft tube have little influence
on the IMF1 and IMF2 components. The frequency domain diagram of IMF1–IMF3 is
composed of multiple high-frequency signals with low amplitude. When the draft tube
tilts to the left, the center frequencies of IMF1–IMF3 components are 137.1 Hz, 81.36 Hz,
and 6.24 Hz, respectively. When the draft tube tilts to the right, the center frequencies of
IMF1–IMF3 components are 87.7 Hz, 42.3 Hz, and 5.51 Hz, respectively. Different draft tube
tilt conditions have a greater impact on the center frequency of high-frequency components.
When the draft tube tilts to the left, the center frequency of the IMF1–IMF3 component of
pressure pulsation at the P1 monitoring point is significantly greater than that of the draft
tube tilts to the right.

Figure 10 shows the time domain diagrams and corresponding frequency spectra
of each component obtained by decomposing the pressure pulsation signal of the P2
monitoring point using VMD under different working conditions. When the draft tube
tilts to the left, the amplitude of the IMF5 component is 4851 Pa, and the amplitude of
the IMF4 component is 1196 Pa. When the draft tube tilts to the right, the amplitude
of the IMF5 component is 5126 Pa, and the amplitude of the IMF4 component is 991 Pa.
Compared with the right tilt of the draft tube, the left tilt of the draft tube can reduce the
pressure pulsation at monitoring point P2 to a certain extent, which is of great significance
to the stable operation of the unit. The P1 and P2 monitoring points are located on both
symmetrical sides, and the difference in pressure pulsation between them may be related
to the asymmetric volute. At the P2 monitoring point, the center frequencies of IMF1–IMF3
components are 141.41 Hz, 99.89 Hz, and 46.85 Hz, respectively, when the draft tube tilts
to the left. When the draft tube tilts to the right, the center frequencies of IMF1–IMF3
components are 78.28 Hz, 42.06 Hz, and 5.78 Hz, respectively. When the draft tube tilts
to the left, the center frequency of IMF1–IMF3 components at the P2 monitoring point
is significantly different from that at the P1 monitoring point. When the draft tube tilts
to the right, the center frequencies of the P1 and P2 monitoring points are basically the
same, which indicates that the left tilt of the draft tube has a greater impact on the internal
pressure pulsation of the draft tube.

Figure 11 shows the time domain diagrams and corresponding frequency spectra of
each component obtained by decomposing the pressure pulsation signals of P3 monitoring
points using VMD under different operating conditions. When the draft tube tilts to the left,
the amplitude of the IMF5 component is 5193 Pa, and the amplitude of the IMF4 component
is 782 Pa. When the draft tube tilts to the right, the amplitude of the IMF5 component is
5370 Pa, and the amplitude of the IMF4 component is 379 Pa. Similar to the P1 monitoring
point, different draft tube tilt conditions have little impact on the amplitude of pressure
pulsation at the P3 monitoring point. Under the two conditions, the difference in pressure
pulsation amplitude is only 3.3%. At the P3 monitoring point, when the draft tube tilts
to the left, the center frequencies of IMF1–IMF3 components are 139.33 Hz, 93.67 Hz, and
41.29 Hz, respectively. When the draft tube tilts to the right, the center frequencies of
IMF1–IMF3 components are 102.43 Hz, 45.16 Hz, and 20.28 Hz, respectively. When the
draft tube tilts to the left, the center frequency of the IMF1–IMF3 component is significantly
higher than that of the draft tube tilts to the right, and the center frequencies of the IMF4
and IMF5 components are basically the same, which is basically the same as the impact of
draft tube tilt on the center frequency of the P1 monitoring point.

Figure 12 shows the time domain diagrams and corresponding frequency spectra of
each component obtained by decomposing the pressure pulsation signals of P4 monitoring
points using VMD under different operating conditions. When the draft tube tilts to the
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left, the amplitude of the IMF5 component is 3626 Pa, and the amplitude of the IMF4
component is 695 Pa. When the draft tube tilts to the right, the amplitude of the IMF5
component is 871 Pa, and the amplitude of the IMF4 component is 4119 Pa. Different
from other monitoring points, the amplitude–frequency of the IMF5 component at the P4
monitoring point is 0.56 Hz when draft tube tilts to the right, and the amplitude–frequency
of IMF4 is runner frequency fr. Compared with the draft tube tilting to the right, the
pressure pulsation amplitude of the draft tube tilting to the left can be reduced by 11.9%.
When the draft tube is tilted to the left, the center frequencies of IMF1–IMF3 components
are 141.41 Hz, 99.89 Hz, and 46.85 Hz, respectively. When the draft tube tilts to the right,
the center frequencies of IMF1–IMF3 components are 78.28 Hz, 42.06 Hz, and 5.78 Hz,
respectively. At this point, there is a significant difference in the center frequency of the
pressure pulsation component between the P4 monitoring point and the P3 monitoring
point under both operating conditions. This shows that as the monitoring point moves
downstream of the draft tube, the larger the draft tube tilt, the greater the impact of the tilt
on the draft tube pressure pulsation, and the more significant the impact of the left tilt of
the draft tube on reducing the amplitude of pressure pulsation.

5.2. The Law of Pressure Pulsation

Table 2 summarizes the law of pressure pulsation of all four monitoring points with the
comparison between left tilt and right tilt. Overall, there are seven characteristic frequency
bands, including approximately 140 Hz, 80–90 Hz, 40–46 Hz, 5.5–6.5 Hz, 2.5–3 Hz, fr
(1.67 Hz), and <1 Hz. The frequency value of the same mode of left tilt is higher than that
of the right tilt. In addition, the intensity of the runner frequency fr is very important, as
analyzed in Figure 13. On P1, the amplitudes of LT and RT are similar. On P2, RT has a
higher amplitude of fr than that of LT. On P3, RT has a slightly higher amplitude of fr than
that of LT. On P4, RT has a higher amplitude of fr than that of LT and the difference becomes
bigger. Generally, the right tilt draft tube may trigger higher pulsation of the pressure field.

Table 2. IMFs of all four monitoring points.

Left Tilt Right Tilt
P1 P2 P3 P4 P1 P2 P3 P4

IMF1 (Hz) 137.10 141.41 139.33 138.67 87.70 78.28 102.43 71.15
IMF2 (Hz) 81.36 99.89 93.67 78.72 42.30 42.06 45.16 40.25
IMF3 (Hz) 6.24 46.85 41.29 4.67 5.51 5.78 20.28 2.58
IMF4 (Hz) 2.89 2.77 2.27 2.35 2.60 2.80 2.75 1.34
IMF5 (Hz) 1.41 1.38 1.33 1.33 1.35 1.40 1.37 0.34
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6. Conclusions

This study focuses on the influence of the asymmetric arrangement (tilt) direction of a
draft tube on the pressure pulsation of a Francis turbine, and conclusions can be drawn
as follows:

(1) Left-tilt arrangement and right-tilt arrangement of the draft tube have little impact
on the unit performance of the Francis turbine. By comparing the CFD calculation
and analysis results with the prototype measurement results, it can be found that
the direction of the asymmetric arrangement of the draft tube has little effect on the
efficiency. As long as the cross-sectional area remains unchanged, the variation in
total pressure remains unchanged, and the impact of left and right tilts on different
working conditions is relatively small, typically less than 1% on efficiency. Therefore,
from the perspective of hydraulic performance, the tilt direction of the draft tube can
be left or right.

(2) From the internal flow, it can be seen that there are significant differences in the flow
inside the unit under different operating conditions. In the allowed region with higher
efficiency, the flow smoothness is relatively high, and there are almost no obvious
vortices or other forms of adverse flow patterns visible. In restricted and prohibited
regions, the velocity distribution will be uneven, and the local velocity may be very
high. Flow in the draft tube has also become chaotic, mainly with large-scale strong
rotating flow. Judging from the characteristics of the flow direction, both the left-tilt
and right-tilt draft tubes are acceptable. The impact of the left-tilt arrangement and
right-tilt arrangement is still not significant, and the difference is almost invisible.

(3) Based on the mode decomposition of the pressure fluctuation signal by VMD, it can be
seen that different arrangement directions of the draft tube will have some effects on
the flow. Overall, the frequency characteristics of the two are relatively similar with no
huge differences. However, the dominant mode of the left tilt corresponds to a higher
frequency, while the right tilt corresponds to a lower frequency. In addition, in terms
of the amplitude of the important runner frequency fr, the value corresponding to the
right tilt is slightly higher than that of the left tilt. From a hydrodynamic perspective,
the geometric features of flow-passing components that are more adaptable to flow
are more acceptable. If the left tilt is used, the fluctuation in the flow field may be
more stable due to the same arrangement direction of the draft tube and volute.

In general, this study gives a hydrodynamic reference of the design of draft tube of
Francis turbines and can be applied to other cases of hydro turbines. The innovation of this
article lies in relying on real engineering cases to conduct in-depth and detailed analyses of
small problems, providing great assistance for the promotion of the results. In the future,
we will carry out construction and renovation of the tailwater pipes of the power plant
and compare the impact of different inclined tailwater pipes on the stability of the unit
during actual operation. In addition, through numerical simulations, we will also compare
the effects of other units and different degrees of inclination of the draft tube, deepen our
research, and provide more support for the design of hydropower stations.
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Abstract: Model tests and model calculations are the most basic means currently available to study
the characteristics of the axial-flow pumps and Kaplan turbines in a systematic manner. Large and
medium-sized turbine units and axial-flow pumps must rely on model tests and model calculations
to ensure the performances of prototype units before designing. The conversions between models
and prototypes are mainly carried out through similarity criteria. However, it is difficult to meet
all the similarity criteria in the model tests and the similarity conversions, and the hydraulic and
cavitation performances of the model and the prototype are often different. In this paper, numerical
calculations of shroud clearance cavitation are performed on both the prototype and model using
different cavitation coefficients. The results indicate that the prototype and model have a similar
clearance cavitation flow regularity when the cavitation coefficient changes, but they have different
energy characteristics and cavitation characteristics. In cavitation conditions, the prototype has
higher energy characteristics than the model and the critical cavitation coefficient is similar to the
model. When the cavitation coefficient is higher than the critical cavitation coefficient, compared to
the model, the blade cavitation performance of the prototype is worse, and the clearance cavitation
and runner chamber cavitation are more serious. If the cavitation coefficient decreases to the device
cavitation coefficient, the runner chamber of the prototype will cavitate, even though the model has
not cavitated yet. The comparison of shroud clearance cavitation between the prototype and the
model can be used as a reference for the accuracy of similarity conversion results between the model
and the prototype. It also has a positive impact on the design and operation of the prototype.

Keywords: prototype Kaplan turbine; model Kaplan turbine; shroud clearance flow; cavitation;
clearance leakage vortex

1. Introduction

Cavitation performance is one of the key indicators to evaluate the overall perfor-
mance of turbine units. Problems caused by cavitation, such as degradation of hydraulic
performance, cavitation wear of overcurrent components, and vibration intensification,
have been becoming major problems in unit operation [1]. In the Kaplan turbine, the
leakage flow and vortex flow in the runner clearance region are very complicated because
of the influence of the double coordination of the guide vane and blade, and the clearance
cavitation forms are various [2]. Clearance cavitation will not only reduce the hydraulic
performance and efficiency of the unit [3] and induce low-pressure pulsation [4] but also
cause cavitation damage at the runner chamber, runner hub, and blade tip [5]. Although the
damage scope is generally small, the degree of damage is serious. Therefore, it is important
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to focus on the flow and cavitation characteristics in the shroud clearance region before
designing the prototype unit for production.

Model tests and calculations are the most basic means of studying the flow of shroud
clearance. Xiao et al. [6] found that the clearance leakage vortex is the main reason for
the highest total pressure drop and the highest total pressure loss in an axial turbine
runner by the experiment, and the lowest pressure occurs in the region of clearance leakage
vortex. Amiri et al. [7] tested and found that the clearance leakage flow enhances the
velocity pulsation from the leading edge to the middle on the suction surface of the blade.
Ma et al. [8] simulated the shroud clearance flow of a Kaplan turbine, and the results show
that increasing the shroud clearance can reduce the cavitation performance in the region of
the blade tip, near the blade tip on the suction surface, and the middle on the suction of
the blade. In the tubular turbine, increasing the clearance not only enhances the pressure
pulsation in the region of the blade tip but also the bladeless region between the runner
and the guide vane [9]. Additionally, some scholars have conducted numerical simulations
of the shroud clearance flow, and the simulation results are in good agreement with the
experimental results [10–13].

The model tests and the model numerical simulations have improved the understand-
ing of the shroud clearance flow and provided a reference for the prototype. However, some
prototype units still have problems such as clearance cavitation in the actual operation,
which is because the characteristics of the prototype are predicted by the similarity conver-
sion. The model and prototype should strictly meet all the similarity criteria to fully reflect
the actual working conditions of the prototype unit. However, in engineering practice, it is
impossible to meet all the similarity criteria simultaneously, and the model test can only
approximate the flow of the prototype [14]. To improve the accuracy of the characteristics of
the prototype, many scholars have revised the similarity conversion formulas. Some schol-
ars such as Osterwalder [15], Zheng [16], Hutton [17], and Ida et al. [18–20] have revised the
conversion formula for hydraulic efficiency. Chen et al. [21] analyzed a variety of hydraulic
efficiency conversion formulas and found significant differences among them, which had
certain applicability and limitations. The correction of the cavitation scale effect has been
studied by some scholars. McCormick [22] found that the critical cavitation coefficient is
influenced by the Reynolds number and angle of attack when the wing shape is consistent.
Based on the assumption that the initial cavitation coefficient of the vortex is proportional
to the density of the boundary layer on the compression surface of the hydrofoil, the
scale correction model of the cavitation coefficient is established. Ren et al. [23] proposed
that, in addition to the diameter of the runner, the head of the unit, Reynolds number, air
content in water, water quality factors such as the radius of air nuclei in water, and the
tensile strength of water would also affect the scale effect of cavitation, and provided a
corresponding correction formula for the scale effect of cavitation. Ni [24] proposed the
relationship of the incipient cavitation coefficient between the prototype and the model
based on the cavitation dynamics equation, but also emphasized the deficiencies in the
process of deduction. Despite the many similar conversion correction formulas between
the prototype and model, the results obtained from different correction formulas differ
significantly. The same correction formula is not applicable to all hydraulic machines. To
establish the conversion relationship between the prototype and the model as accurately
as possible, it is necessary to fully understand the differences between the prototype and
the model.

In recent years, many scholars have started to improve their understanding of the
differences between prototypes and models by comparing both results. Angulo et al. [25]
compared the prototype and model cavitation tests of Kaplan turbines and proposed
that the model test was consistent with the results of the prototype test in the time and
frequency domains, and analyzed the reasons for the differences between test results from
the aspects of scale effect and test techniques. In addition, Angulo et al. [26] also conducted
air injection tests on the prototype and model of the Kaplan turbine, aiming to evaluate the
effect of air injection on reducing pressure pulsation. The beneficial effect of air injection
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was predicted in both model and prototype tests. However, the prediction effect of the
model is relatively weak, and the efficiency loss was overestimated in model tests. The
hydraulic performance of the prototype and model in the bucket turbine was predicted
using the numerical simulation method by Zeng et al. [27]. The results showed that the
hydraulic performance differences between the prototype and the model mainly occurred
during the high torque and torque decline stages. Li et al. [28] performed a pump-turbine
simulation and discovered that the pressure pulsation of the prototype and the model in
the rotor–stator interaction region exhibited a high resemblance. However, the similarity
between the two in the downstream of the rotor–stator interaction region and the tailpipe
region would be greatly weakened. The results of the model were not sufficient to support
the operation of the prototype at this time.

To conclude, it is still challenging to accurately predict the clearance cavitation flow
characteristics of the prototype. A complete understanding of the clearance cavitation flow
characteristics of the prototype and the model is required. At present, numerical simulation
of the prototype and the model is an effective means of understanding the differences
between them. Therefore, this paper studies the clearance cavitation flow characteristics
of the prototype and the model for the Kaplan turbine by numerical simulation. The
differences in the clearance cavitation flow obtained in this paper confirm that model testing
or numerical simulation alone cannot accurately predict the cavitation characteristics of the
prototype. And the cavitation margin of the prototype still needs to be taken into account.
Furthermore, the results of this paper can be used as a reference to correct the similarity
conversion formulas between the prototype and the model in the Kaplan turbine.

2. Research Object and Methodology
2.1. Numerical Techniques

The cavitation flow in the Kaplan turbine is simulated by the commercial Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software ANSYS CFX 19.2 (Ansys, Inc., Canonsburg, PA,
USA). The fluid in the cavitation flow field is considered a mixture of water and water
vapor. The mixture is assumed to be homogeneous in this paper. The continuity equation,
the momentum equation, and the mass-transport equation for the homogeneous flow are
as follows:

∂ρm

∂t
+

∂(ρmuj)

∂xj
= 0 (1)
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(
αlρluj

)
= m (3)

where ρm and µm can be calculated respectively by Formulas (4) and (5):

ρm = αlρl + ρv(1− αl) (4)

µm = αlµl + µv(1− αl) (5)

In Formulas (1) to (5), ρm represents the density of the mixture; ρl and ρv represent the
component densities of the water and water vapor, respectively; µm represents the dynamic
viscosity of the mixture; µl and µv represent the component dynamic viscosity of the water
and water vapor, respectively; αl represents the component volume fraction of the water;
ua (a = i, j, k; i, j, k = 1, 2, 3) represent the three direction components of the velocity in the
Cartesian coordinate system; xa represent the coordinates; p represents the static pressure;
µt represents the turbulent viscosity; δij represents the Kronecker delta (if i = j, δij = 1; if
i 6= j, δij = 0); and m represents the source terms of cavitation, which is used to control the
mass transfer rate between the water vapor phase and the water phase.
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In the calculation of the cavitation flow field, the turbulence and cavitation models are
established to close the equations. The various turbulence models and their advantages
and disadvantages in simulating clearance flow are introduced in detail in reference [29].
The SST-CC turbulence model can be used to accurately predict the rotation and streamline
curvature characteristics of the clearance leakage vortex flow and the leakage vortex
cavitation flow [29]. Therefore, the SST-CC turbulence model is used in this paper. The
Zwart–Gerber–Belamri (ZGB) cavitation model is also used for simulation. The ZGB
cavitation model has good compatibility with various turbulence models and can be
selected directly in ANSYS CFX software 19.2.

2.2. Object of Study

The study is focused on the prototype and model of a Kaplan turbine, with the model
being created by scaling the prototype turbine to equal proportions. The basic parameters
of the Kaplan turbine are shown in Table 1. Figure 1 shows the three-dimensional modeling
of the whole passage, including five parts: spiral casing, stay vanes, guide vanes, runner,
and draft tube.

Table 1. Basic parameters of Kaplan turbine.

Geometry Prototype Model

Runner diameter D1 29.71 Dm Dm
Stay vanes Zs 25 25

Guide vanes Zg 28 28
Runner blades Z 6 6

shroud clearance widthω 4% Dm~4.57% Dm 1.34‰ Dm~1.54‰ Dm
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2.3. Computation Domain

Considering the large geometric size of the prototype turbine, the finer meshes mean
a large quantity, which can obtain more accurate calculation results. Also, the clearance
size is small, and the clearance leakage vortex demands more mesh cells, resulting in an
even larger quantity of mesh cells. Huge computing resources and high computing costs
will inevitably be incurred due to the increase in the number of mesh cells. Therefore, the
single-blade channel is intended to be used as the computing domain in this calculation, as
shown in Figure 2.

To verify the rationality of the calculation of the single-blade computing domain,
Table 2 shows the results of the runner region of the whole passage and the single-blade
computing domain of the model turbine. The operating parameters are as follows: the
head is 8 m, the blade angle is 0◦, and the guide vane angle is 28◦. Since the whole passage
includes six blades, for the convenience of comparison, the calculation results of the single-
blade computing domain in the table are also converted into the results under six blades.
The parameters in Table 2 include the energy characteristics of the runner region and
the minimum pressure coefficient (CP) of the clearance leakage vortex cores. The energy
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characteristics mainly include flow coefficient (Q*), head coefficient (H*), power coefficient
(P*), and efficiency (η). As shown by the energy characteristics, the results obtained from the
single-blade channel and the whole passage are very close to each other, indicating that the
single-blade channel calculation method can predict the energy characteristics of the runner
domain very well. As shown by the minimum pressure coefficient of the clearance leakage
vortex cores, the pressure coefficient obtained from the single-blade channel calculation
is lower, indicating that it can better capture the cavitation phenomenon of the clearance
leakage vortex. Therefore, it is valid to use a single-blade computing domain for shroud
clearance cavitation flow calculations in this paper.
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Table 2. The calculation results of the whole passage and the single-blade computing domain.

Computational Domain Q* H* P* η CP

Whole passage 0.545 0.266 1349 95.13% −0.929
Single-blade 0.541 0.263 1324 95.19% −1.074

The parameters in Table 2 are defined as follows:

Q∗ =
Qv

D3n
(6)

H∗ =
Hr

D2n2 (7)

P∗ =
2πnT
D5n3 (8)

η =
P∗

ρgQ∗H∗
(9)

CP =
p− pin
1
2 ρV2

tip
(10)

In the formulas, D represents the runner diameter, n represents the spindle speed, Qv
represents the volume flow rate, Hr represents the head of the runner domain, T represents
the output torque of the spindle, ρ represents the density of water, g represents the gravity
acceleration, p represents the minimum pressure at vortex cores, pin represents the average
pressure at the inlet of the runner, and Vtip is the circumferential velocity of the runner
tip, calculated using the product of the tip radius and the rotational angular velocity of
the runner.
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2.4. Operating Conditions and Boundary Conditions

In this paper, the differences in cavitation characteristics of the shroud clearance are
studied with the variation of the cavitation coefficient between the prototype and the model.
The operating parameters of the prototype and the model are as follows: the blade angle
(β) is 0◦, the guide vane angle (α) is 28◦, the unit flow rate (Q11) is 1.05 m3/s, and the unit
speed (n11) is 115.38 r/min. The unit flow rate (Q11), the unit speed (n11), and the cavitation
coefficient (N*) are the same for the prototype and the model under similar operating
conditions. The three parameters are defined as

Q11 =
Qv

D2
√

H
(11)

n11 =
nD√

H
(12)

N∗ =
Ha − Hva − Hs

H
(13)

In the formula, H represents the head of the unit, and Ha, Hva, and Hs are the at-
mospheric pressure, the liquid vapor pressure, and the suction height of the turbine,
respectively, which are expressed in terms of the height of the liquid column.

Valid boundary conditions for the inlet and outlet are necessary for the calculation
of the single-blade calculation domain. To obtain a more accurate understanding of the
inlet speed of the runner, the whole passage calculation domain is first calculated in this
paper. Three velocity components (axial, circumferential, and radial) are set as boundary
conditions for the inlet of the single-blade calculation domain. The specific values are
obtained by averaging circumferentially the three velocity components on the inlet face
of the runner in the whole passage calculation. The outlet of the single-blade calculation
domain is set as a static pressure outlet, the value of which is the average static pressure
value on the outlet of the runner in the whole passage calculation. The calculation domain
is set to the rotating domain, and the runner chamber is set to the counter-rotating wall,
indicating that it is stationary regarding the stationary domain. Both sides of the blade
are set to periodic boundary conditions, and the wall surface is used as a smooth no-slip
wall surface. The boundary conditions for the main parts are depicted in Figure 2. Gravity
is considered in the calculation and is used as the external force source term. The initial
value for the cavitation calculation is determined by performing a no-cavitation calculation
before the cavitation calculation. The simulation results are obtained after the mass and
momentum equations converge and the efficiency of the runner domain becomes stable.

2.5. Mesh Independence Verification

The calculation focuses on the energy characteristics of the runner domain and the
flow characteristics of the shroud clearance. The efficiency of the runner domain and the
minimum pressure coefficient of the clearance leakage vortex cores are used as evaluation
criteria for verifying mesh independence. Using the same calculation settings, six sets of
meshes were computed for the prototype and five sets of meshes for the model. The results
of different numbers of mesh cells are shown in Figure 3.

Compared to the results of the 4.2 million mesh cells and the 5.2 million mesh cells, the
relative error of the model efficiency is about 0.028%, and the relative error of the minimum
pressure coefficient of the clearance leakage vortex cores is about 0.37%. Compared to the
results of the 5.2 million mesh cells and the 6.2 million mesh cells, the relative error of
the prototype efficiency is about 0.014%, and the relative error of the minimum pressure
coefficient of the clearance leakage vortex cores is about 0.75%. The evaluation criteria
for mesh independence verification in the prototype and the model are not more than 1%.
It is evident that the mesh independence validation for the 4.2 million mesh cells in the
model and 5.2 million mesh cells in the prototype has been met. In addition, the significant
differences between the prototype and the model can be observed in the Section 3. The
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differences were obtained by comparing the energy characteristics of the runner domain,
clearance leakage characteristics, and clearance leakage vortex cavitation characteristics.
The calculation results in the Section 3 are obtained by using 5.2 million mesh cells in the
prototype and 4.2 million mesh cells in the model. Therefore, the final number of mesh cells
in the prototype is 5.2 million, while the number of mesh cells in the model is 4.2 million.
The number of mesh layers of shroud clearance is 20. The average Y+ value of the wall of
the prototype runner blade is about 100 and that of the model runner blade is about 30. The
meshes of the calculation domain, blade, and shroud surface are shown in Figure 4.
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3. Calculation Results
3.1. Analysis of Calculation Results
3.1.1. Energy Characteristics

As one of the main parameters of turbine performance, the cavitation coefficient has a
significant impact on both the cavitation characteristics and energy characteristics of the
unit. Figure 5 shows the relationship curves between the energy characteristics and the
cavitation coefficients (N*). The head coefficient (H*), power coefficient (P*), and efficiency
(η) of the runner domain in the prototype and the model have a similar variation pattern
when the cavitation coefficient decreases.
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When the cavitation coefficient (N*) decreases from 1.15 to 0.248, the head coefficient
(H*) of the prototype and the model increases by 5.07% and 2.04%, respectively, as illustrated
in Figure 5a. This shows that the energy characteristics of the runner domain, especially the
prototype runner domain, will be slightly improved with the reduction in the cavitation
coefficient in this range. When the cavitation coefficient (N*) continued to decline to
0.208, the water head coefficient (H*) began to decline rapidly. Compared to the cavitation
coefficient N* = 0.248, the head coefficient of the prototype and the model decreased by
2.02% and 3.97%, respectively. This indicates that when the cavitation coefficient (N*)
is below 0.248, the cavitation phenomenon will be detrimental to the working ability of
the runner, especially the model runner. The variant rule of power coefficient (P*) with
cavitation coefficient (N*) is similar to that of the head coefficient (H*), as shown in Figure 5b.
With the decrease in the cavitation coefficient, the power coefficients (P*) of the prototype
and the model first increase by 4.75% and 1.73%, respectively, and then decrease by 3.65%
and 5.03%, respectively, relative to their peak points. The relationship curves between
the efficiency and the cavitation coefficients can be seen in Figure 5c. Different from the
changes in the head coefficient (H*) and the power coefficient (P*), the efficiencies (η) of the
prototype and the model remain constant when the cavitation coefficient (N*) is greater
than 0.474, and then start to decline with the decrease in the cavitation coefficient (N*). The
efficiency drops sharply when the cavitation coefficient (N*) is below 0.248. The cavitation
coefficient when the efficiency of the runner domain decreases by 1% is defined as the
critical cavitation coefficient. The critical cavitation coefficient of the prototype and the
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model was estimated by interpolation to be 0.230 and 0.222, respectively. Although the
critical cavitation coefficient of the prototype is higher than that of the model, they are still
comparable. The critical cavitation coefficient calculated by the model can be considered as
a reference to the prototype.

Comparing the prototype and the model, the energy characteristics of the prototype
are higher than those of the model at the same cavitation coefficient. As the cavitation
coefficient increases, so does the difference. At the point where the energy characteristics
drop, the energy characteristics of the prototype are about 4.43%, 6.42%, and 1.19% higher
than those of the model, respectively.

3.1.2. Clearance Leakage Characteristics

Figure 6 shows the leakage flow and the leakage vortex in the region of the shroud
clearance, as well as the relationship curves between the clearance leakage flow rate
and cavitation coefficients (N*). The value of the clearance leakage flow rate (Qleak) is
normalized by the flow rate of the inlet (Qin). Both the prototype and the model exhibit a
gradual decrease in clearance leakage flow rate as the cavitation coefficient (N*) decreases.
The clearance leakage flow rate changes are small in both the prototype and the model when
the cavitation coefficient (N*) is in the range of 1.15 to 0.7. When the cavitation coefficient
(N*) decreases to 0.474, the clearance leakage flow rate of the prototype decreases by 1.66%
relative to when the cavitation coefficient (N*) is 0.7, while that of the model decreases by
0.33%. The decrease rate of the clearance leakage flow rate of the prototype is obviously
higher than that of the model, which is related to the cavitation state of the clearance
region. When the flow channel near the clearance is blocked by the clearance cavitation,
the clearance leakage flow rate will be reduced. The clearance leakage flow rate decreases
as the flow path becomes more blocked. When the cavitation coefficient (N*) decreases
further, the degree of cavitation near the clearance region becomes more severe, and the
clearance leakage flow rate also continues to decrease. The clearance leakage flow rates of
the prototype and model decrease quickly, with the cavitation coefficient (N*) decreasing
from 0.248 to 0.208, resulting in a decrease of 1.29% and 2.53%, respectively. During this
process, the energy characteristics of the prototype and the model also decrease rapidly.
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3.1.3. Cavitation Distribution near the Blade Tip

The tip clearance cavitation and clearance leakage vortex cavitation in the shroud
clearance region are shown in Figure 7. Reference [30] describes the formation reasons
for them.
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Figure 7. The tip clearance cavitation and clearance leakage vortex cavitation in the shroud
clearance region.

The cavitation distribution near the blade tip can be seen in Figure 8 by utilizing the
isosurface of vapor volume fraction (αv = 0.1). The degree of cavitations in the blade tip
region of both the prototype and the model becomes more intense with the decrease in the
cavitation coefficient (N*). Specifically, when cavitation occurs, the clearance leakage vortex
cavitation starting from the head of the blade occurs earlier than the tip clearance cavitation,
which is in the middle and the tail of the blade. With a decreased cavitation coefficient
(N*), the clearance leakage vortex cavitation diameter thickens and continues to extend
to the outlet side of the blade, while the tip clearance cavitation develops bidirectionally
towards the head and the tail of the blade. The interaction between tip clearance cavitation
and clearance leakage vortex cavitation occurs when the cavitation coefficient (N*) is 0.248.
The tail of the blade was completely covered by the cavitation region. As the cavitation
coefficient (N*) continues to decrease, the cavitation degree near the tip intensifies further,
resulting in a stronger blocking effect on the flow passage.
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Comparing the cavitation region near the blade tip of the prototype and the model,
it can be seen that when the cavitation coefficient (N*) is bigger than 0.248, the degree of
tip clearance cavitation and clearance leakage vortex cavitation of the prototype is more
serious than that of the model under the same cavitation coefficient. The clearance leakage
vortex cavitation of the prototype is further away from the suction surface of the blade.
When the cavitation coefficient (N*) is below 0.248, the degree of cavitation near the blade
tip of the model is more obvious and more serious than that of the prototype.
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3.1.4. Volume Change of the Runner Cavitation

As can be seen from Figure 8, the tip clearance cavitation and the clearance leakage
vortex cavitation can be seen more clearly than other cavitations in Figure 8a,b. As the
cavitation coefficient decreases, all the cavitations increase in intensity. Other cavitations
can also be seen in Figure 8c,d. In Figure 8d, it should be noted that other cavitations have
been more serious than tip clearance cavitation and clearance leakage vortex cavitation.
To quantitatively analyze the variation in clearance cavitation near the blade tip with the
cavitation coefficient, the flow field was divided into the flow field near the blade tip and
the other flow fields. According to the cavitation morphology near the blade tip when
the cavitation coefficient (N*) is 0.208, the position of the blade-spreading length with the
shroud facing inwards by 20% is divided into the flow field near the blade tip. The position
remains constant under different cavitation coefficients. The cavitation in the flow field
near the blade tip is called tip cavitation, and the cavitation in other flow fields is called
other cavitation. For ease of differentiation, the volume of the entire flow passage was
denoted as VRV, the total cavitation volume in the flow passage was denoted as Vcav-total,
the tip cavitation volume was denoted as Vcav-tip, and the other cavitation volumes were
denoted as Vcav-other.

Figure 9a,b show the variations of the ratios of the tip cavitation volume and other
cavitation volumes to the total cavitation volume in the runner domain under the different
cavitation coefficients, respectively. Figure 9c,d are the variations of the ratios of the tip
cavitation volume and other cavitation volumes to the total volume of the flow field under
the different cavitation coefficients, respectively. Combined with Figure 9a,b, it can be
seen that when the cavitation coefficient (N*) is bigger than 0.248, the maximum value of
the ratio of the tip cavitation volume to the total cavitation volume in the computational
domain is about 99% in the prototype, while it is about 98% in the model. With the decrease
in the cavitation coefficient (N*), the ratio of the tip cavitation volume to the total cavitation
volume is continuously decreasing, and the ratio of the other cavitation volumes to the total
cavitation volume is continuously increasing. When the cavitation coefficient (N*) is 0.208,
the ratio of the tip cavitation volume to the total cavitation volume in the computational
domain is about 49% in the prototype, while it is about 37% in the model. The indication
is that other cavitation in the runner domain is more serious than tip clearance cavitation
at the moment. Combining Figure 9c,d, it can be seen that the tip cavitation volume and
other cavitation volumes of the prototype and the model increase exponentially in the flow
passage with the decrease in the cavitation coefficient (N*). The ratio of the tip cavitation
volume to the flow field volume of the prototype is higher than that of the model when the
cavitation coefficient (N*) is greater than 0.248. The ratio of the tip cavitation volume to
the flow field volume in the prototype is lower than that in the model when the cavitation
factor (N*) is 0.208. The conclusions of cavitation morphology in the runner domain are in
agreement with this. In addition, it can be seen that when the cavitation coefficient (N*) is
below 0.248, the volumes of tip cavitation and other cavitation in the flow passage increase
sharply. The energy characteristics of the runner domain show a rapid decline trend at this
time, indicating that the change in cavitation volume has a great influence on the energy
characteristics of the runner domain.

3.1.5. Distribution of Pressure Coefficients on the Blade Surfaces

When the cavitation coefficient (N*) is 0.474, the cloud plots of the distribution of the
pressure coefficients (CP) on the suction surfaces of the prototype and model are shown
in Figure 10. The pressure coefficient is determined by using Formula (10), with the p
here representing the static pressure on the surface of the blade. It can be seen that the
distribution of pressure coefficients on the suction surface of the blade in the prototype and
model is similar. Due to the influence of the clearance leakage vortex, a strip of low-pressure
region similar to the trajectory of the clearance leakage vortex appears at the tip of the blade.
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The positions R* = 0.97, R* = 0.5, and R* = 0.1 of the blade span were selected to explore
the distribution of pressure coefficients on the blade surfaces under different cavitation
coefficients, as shown in Figure 11. Taking the device cavitation coefficient as an example,
it can be seen that the prototype and model have similar changes in pressure coefficient on
their blade surfaces under the same cavitation coefficient. The fluctuations in the pressure
coefficients at the positions R* = 0.97 and R* = 0.1 are stronger than those at the position
R* = 0.5 along the flow direction, which is mainly influenced by the shroud clearance flow
and hub clearance flow. At the position R* = 0.97, it can be seen that the pressure drop
occurs at the same chord length position for the prototype and the model. This indicates
that the initial point of the clearance leakage vortex cavitation along the chord length is
close to each other. However, the extent of the low-pressure region of the prototype is longer
than that of the model along the chord length, which means that the clearance leakage
vortex of the prototype has a greater influence on the suction surface of the blade. The
distribution of pressure coefficients on the pressure surface remains constant regardless of
the cavitation coefficient. The suction surface of the blade has a greater variation in pressure
coefficients, particularly at the tip and root positions. This is because the clearance flows of
the shroud and hub are greatly affected by the cavitation coefficient. At position R* = 0.97,
the local pressure on the suction surface of the blade increases as the cavitation coefficient
decreases. The local pressure increases will reduce the pressure difference between the
pressure surface and suction surface of the blade to a certain extent and thus reduce the
pressure load of the blade. Although the position of the pressure drop point on the blade
surface does not change much with the decrease in the cavitation coefficient, the range of
low-pressure regions across the chord length expands.
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3.1.6. Cavitation Characteristics of the Runner Chamber

The distribution cloud map of the vapor volume fraction of the shroud surface can
be seen in Figure 12. The cavitation characteristics of the runner chamber can be analyzed
using these cloud maps. The cavitation of the runner chamber in the prototype and the
model mainly occurs in the region from the middle of the blade to the exit edge of the blade.
With the decrease in the cavitation coefficient, the cavitation of the runner chamber in the
prototype occurs earlier than that in the model. When the cavitation coefficient is bigger
than the device cavitation coefficient, the maximum vapor volume fraction on the shroud
surface of the prototype and model is approximately 0. When the cavitation coefficient is
0.474, the maximum air volume fraction of the shroud surface of the prototype is about
0.32, while that of the model is about 0. It can be thought that the cavitation may occur
in the runner chamber of the prototype under the device cavitation coefficient, but not in
the runner chamber of the model. When the cavitation coefficient continued to decrease to
close to the critical cavitation coefficient, the runner chamber of the model began to cavitate.
when the cavitation coefficient is 0.208, the cavitation region on the runner chamber of the
model is larger than that of the prototype, which is caused by the more serious cavitation
degree at the tip of the model.
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4. Conclusions

As the change in cavitation coefficients, the rules of the clearance cavitation flow be-
tween the prototype and the model are similar, but there are large differences in the energy
characteristics and cavitation characteristics between the two. The specific characteristics
are as follows.

1. Under the cavitation conditions, the energy characteristics (head coefficient, power
coefficient, and efficiency) of the prototype are higher than those of the model. The
operating conditions where the energy characteristics drop rapidly are the same. In
addition, the critical cavitation coefficient of the prototype is close to that of the model.
To some extent, the critical cavitation coefficient calculated by the model has reference
significance for the prototype.

2. When the cavitation coefficient is larger than the critical cavitation coefficient, the
cavitation characteristics of the blade and the runner chamber in the prototype are
more serious than those in the model. When the cavitation coefficient is less than
the critical cavitation coefficient, the degree of cavitation in the runner domain of the
model is intensified. The cavitation characteristic of the runner chamber of the model
is more serious than that of the prototype.

3. With the decrease in the cavitation coefficient, the cavitation of the runner chamber
in the prototype occurs earlier than that in the model. The runner chamber in the
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prototype experiences cavitation at the device cavitation coefficient, while the runner
chamber in the model does not. When the cavitation coefficient is reduced to close
to the critical cavitation coefficient, the energy characteristics of the runner do not
change much, but the cavitation significantly intensifies in the prototype and model.
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Abstract: Speed governing control is significant in ensuring the stable operation of pumped storage
units. In this study, a state-space equation mathematical model of the pumped storage governing
system considering the complex hydraulic pipeline structure of the pumped storage plant is proposed
to describe the system’s dynamic behaviors under small disturbance conditions. Considering the
frequent operating condition transitions and the complicated nonlinear dynamic characteristics of
the pumped storage units, the fractional-order PID (FOPID) scheme that possesses a higher degree
of control freedom than the traditional PID scheme is discussed in detail. To optimize the control
parameters of the unit governor, an improved gravitational search algorithm (IGSA) that combines
the basic searching mechanisms of the gravitational search algorithm and chaotic search, elastic
sphere boundary treatment, and elite guidance strategy is developed. Comparative studies have
been carried out under frequency and load disturbance conditions. Simulation results indicate that
the control performance of FOPID is better than that of PID under diverse operating conditions and
the proposed IGSA has satisfactory parameter optimization capability.

Keywords: pumped storage unit; governing system; fractional-order PID; improved gravitational
search algorithm

1. Introduction

With the gradual increase in the proportion of new energy sources such as wind power
and solar energy in the electrical network [1,2], pumped storage is becoming more and
more important as an effective regulation power source [3]. As the core control system
of pumped storage units, the pumped storage governing system (PSGS) undertakes the
important tasks of manipulating the start-up and shutdown of the unit, the working
condition conversions, and the peak regulation and frequency regulation [4]. PSGS is
a nonlinear complex system, which may present complicated dynamic behavior during
operation. Therefore, the establishment of an accurate and effective simulation model [5]
as well as the optimization of governor control parameters [6] can achieve a better control
effect on the unit and ensure the stable operation of the unit.

With the development of pumped storage power plants, extensive studies have been
reported on the modeling and control of PSGS. A typical PSGS consists of a hydraulic
system, pump-turbine, generator, governor and electro-hydraulic servomechanism [7]. In
system modeling, the PSGS is similar to the conventional hydraulic turbine governing
system (HTGS) in turbine mode. Usually, time-domain models are utilized to simulate
the evolution of state variables during the transition process. The state-of-the-art methods
include the method of characteristics (MOC) [8,9], the finite difference method [8,10], and
the differential equation model [10], etc. Under small disturbance conditions, the system
model ignores the system nonlinearities and selects a rigid water hammer model for the
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pipes and six-parameter model for the pump-turbine [11]; hence, the PSGS model can be
described by linearized state space equations [12]. For the speed governor, PID controller is
the most commonly used for PSGS due to its structural simplicity and applicability. With
the in-depth study of PID control laws, PID-like control laws such as nonlinear PID [13] and
FOPID [14] are increasingly used. FOPID is widely used in various engineering fields [15],
e.g., the chemical industry [16], nuclear power [17], and aerospace [18]. Compared with
traditional PID control, FOPID control possesses two more adjustable parameters, i.e., the
differential order and the integral order. It allows the FOPID controller to have better
robustness and control performance than the PID controller, but at the same time increases
the difficulty of parameter optimization [19].

In pumped storage regulation systems, the governor is a very important component.
The system’s control performances are mainly decided by the tunable control parameters,
and the optimization of these parameters can prominently enhance the system stability
level. For the controller parameter optimization problem, the traditional rectification
methods include the orthogonal test approach [20] and the simplex approach [21]. Although
these methods are simple to operate, they are not accurate enough to obtain the optimal
parameters under complex operating circumstances. The meta-heuristic algorithms [22]
(MA) have achieved better results in optimizing the controller parameters of hydropower
units. MA include the Genetic Algorithm [23] (GA) based on Darwinian evolutionary
theory, the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm [24] (PSO) based on bird predation,
the Differential Evolution Algorithm [25] (DEA) that uses the differences between random
vectors to generate new vectors, the Gradient Descent Algorithm [26] (GDA) that uses
the gradient search algorithm to keep approaching the optimal result, the Pattern Search
Algorithm [27] (PSA) with axial exploration in the direction of feasible descent, and the
Simulated Annealing Algorithm [28] (SA) based on the annealing process of solids. The
Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) achieves close to the optimal result by the exact solution
of the sine–cosine function [29], and the Gravity Search Algorithm [30] (GSA) based on
gravity, etc. Unlike GA and PSO, which are based on biological phenomena, GSA is an
optimization method based on the laws of gravity and mass interaction in physics. GSA
has been verified to be more efficient than other optimization methods in optimizing the
controller parameters [31], but still suffers from localized and premature convergence
problems. However, almost all of the above research works have used the conventional
PID controller which ultimately leads to a sub-optimal response. The superiority of the
FOPID controllers are demonstrated in the results of the research work in this paper.

The accuracy and efficiency of optimization algorithms are crucial in solving engineer-
ing problems. In recent years, scholars have performed various research works in related
fields and proposed many effective improvement ideas, including boundary processing,
strategy improvement, algorithm fusion and parameter improvement. To improve the capa-
bility of GSA, Li et al. [32] proposed an improved gravitational search algorithm combining
PSO and GSA. Sarafrazi et al. [33] proposed fusing GSA with a physics-inspired Kepler
algorithm to speed up the algorithm’s search and improve accuracy. Zhang et al. [34] de-
signed and proposed a hybrid strategy based on Cauchy and Gaussian mutation to improve
the exploration of GSA. Yin et al. [35] incorporate a cross-search in the GSA to improve the
algorithm’s development capability. He et al. [36] introduced the concept of repulsive force
and proposed an improved gravitational search algorithm under the joint effect of repulsive
and gravitational forces. Tian et al. [37] combined the Water Cycle Algorithm (WCA) with
the GSA and use the concepts of watersheds and evapotranspiration to enhance the search
capability. Based on previous research, this paper proposes an improved GSA (IGSA) in
which the following four improvement strategies are incorporated into the GSA. Firstly, the
chaotic operator is added to increase the diversity of the population and the randomness of
the search; secondly, the adaptive gravitational decay factor is introduced to improve the
change rule of the gravitational constant; subsequently, the elastic sphere strategy is carried
out in the searching boundary treatment process; finally, the population of elite particles
are applied to accelerate the convergence rate of the algorithm.
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When using MA to optimize controller parameters, defining a proper objective func-
tion is crucial for the optimization of results. Usually, the input of the objective function
is the parameter to be optimized, and the output value is the fitness value. In this paper,
we select an objective function that comprehensively takes account of the rotational speed
error and the water pressure fluctuation during the transition process.

Most of the traditional models do not take into account the hydraulic structures of
the pumped storage power plant, such as the surge tanks, and cannot reflect the transient
processes of the crucial components. In order to improve the dynamic description ability
of the model, this paper establishes an accurate state-space model of the PSGS which
fully considers the hydraulic characteristics of the pipes, surge tanks and pump-turbine.
In order to obtain better control performance, the FOPID controller with higher control
degrees of freedom is chosen and compared to the conventional PID controller. In ad-
dition, the standard GSA algorithm was improved in this study to better optimize the
control parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the mathematical equa-
tions of the PSGS derived from the state-space equations are established. In Section 3,
the fractional order calculus and the structure of the FOPID controller are introduced.
Subsequently, Section 4 introduces the GSA algorithm and the proposed improvements.
Then, the simulation results are analyzed in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions of this study
are condensed in Section 6.

2. Mathematical Model

The hydroelectric power plant is an important component in the modern power
system that converts water energy into electricity. Pumped storage power plant is a special
kind of hydroelectric power plant, which uses water as an energy storage medium to
store and manage electrical energy through the mutual conversion of electrical energy and
potential energy.

The PSGS is composed of upstream and downstream reservoirs, penstock, surge tanks,
pump-turbine, generator and speed governor. Water flows from the upstream reservoir
through the diversion pipeline, upstream surge tank and penstock to the pump-turbine
inlet, the kinetic energy of the running water drives the runner of the pump-turbine to
rotate and generates mechanical energy, the shaft of the pump-turbine is connected to the
generator and drives the generator rotor to rotate synchronously. The speed governor
guarantees the system’s frequency stability by regulating the guide vane opening.

This paper divides the PSGS into five parts: hydraulic system, pump-turbine, generator
and load, speed governor, and hydraulic servomechanism, with combined modeling of the
PSGS based on mathematical models of each component.

2.1. Hydraulic Systems’ Modeling

A typical layout of a pumped storage plant with two surge tanks is shown in Figure 1.
In order to study the control strategy for the speed governor, this work divides the PSGS
into five parts: the hydraulic system, pump-turbine, generator and load, speed governor,
and hydraulic servomechanism.

As shown in Figure 1, the water level of the upstream reservoir in the pumped storage
power plant is Hu (in meters), the cross-sectional areas of the diversion tunnel, penstock and
downstream tailrace tunnel are A1,A2,A3,A4 (in square meters), the lengths are L1,L2,L3,L4
(in meters), the cross-sectional areas of the upstream and downstream surge tanks are
As1,As2, and the water levels are Hs1,Hs2. Finally, a downstream reservoir with a water
level of Hd can be seen on the far right of the Figure 1, where the reservoir levels Hu and
Hd are considered as constants.
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2.1.1. Overall Pipeline Modeling

In applied hydraulic transients [38], if the pipe length is less than 600–800 m, or the
governing system operates in small fluctuations conditions, the error of the rigid water
hammer model can meet the engineering requirements.

If head loss is considered, the rigid water strike transfer function can be obtained
as follows:

G(s) =
H(s)
Q(s)

= −
(

TwS + h f

)
(1)

where Tw is water inertia time constant; h f is the head loss of the tunnel.
As depicted in Figure 1, the overall pipeline is divided into three parts: the upstream

diversion tunnel, the penstock and the downstream tailwater tunnel. Using the rigid water
strike transfer function, the mathematical model of the dynamic relationship between these
three sections of the tunnel is given below.

1. Upstream diversion tunnel:

As displayed in Figure 1, the upstream diversion tunnel connects the upstream reser-
voir and the upstream surge tank. Since the upstream reservoir Hu is constant, the water
pressure deviation remains constant. The end of the diversion tunnel is connected to the
upstream surge tank, so the pressure deviation of the surge tank can be considered the
same as the pressure deviation of the diversion tunnel. The mathematical model of the
upstream diversion tunnel is derived from the rigid water strike Equation (1):

h1 = −
(

Tw1s + h f 1

)
q1 h1 = hs1 (2)

where:
Tw1—water inertia time constant of the diversion tunnel;
h f 1—relative head loss of the diversion tunnel;
h1,hs1—relative water pressure deviation of the diversion tunnel and the upstream

surge tank;
q1—the relative flow deviation of the diversion tunnel.

2. Penstock:

As presented in Figure 1, the penstock connects the upstream surge tank and pump-
turbine inlet, and the tailrace tunnel connects the pump-turbine outlet and downstream
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surge tank. The inertia of water flow is also considered in the penstock, and the mathemati-
cal model of the penstock is deduced as follows:





hs1 − h2 =
(

Tw2s + h f 2

)
qt

h3 − hs2 =
(

Tw3s + h f 3

)
qt

(3)

where:
Tw2,Tw3—water inertia time constant of the penstock and the tailrace tunnel;
h f 2,h f 3—relative head loss of the penstock and the tailrace tunnel;
hs2,h2,h3—relative water pressure deviation of the upstream surge tank, the penstock

and the tailrace tunnel;
qt—relative flow deviation of the pump-turbine.

3. Downstream tailwater tunnel

As displayed in Figure 1, the tailrace tunnel connects the downstream surge tank and
the downstream reservoir, the downstream reservoir Hd is constant and the water pressure
deviation is kept constant, the mathematical model of the downstream tailrace tunnel is
deduced as follows:

hs2 =
(

Tw4s + h f 4

)
q4 (4)

where
Tw4—water inertia time constant of the downstream tailrace tunnel;
h f 4—relative head loss of the downstream tailrace tunnel;
hs2—relative water pressure deviation of the downstream tailrace tunnel;
q4—relative flow deviation of the downstream tailrace tunnel.

2.1.2. Surge Tank Modeling

As shown in Figure 1, the upstream and downstream surge tanks are straight cylinder
surge tanks. The surge tank plays the role of reflecting water hammer waves and reducing
water hammer pressure. In omitting the surge tank inlet damping, the straight cylinder
surge tank can be described as:

∆H =
∫ ∆Qdt

As
(5)

where:
∆H—water level in the surge tank changes, and water level rises as positive;
∆Q—flow in and out of the surge tank, inflow is positive;
As—cross-sectional area of the surge tank.
Taking the relative value of Equation (5):

hs(s)
qs(s)

=
1

Tjs
(6)

where:
Tj—time constant of the surge tank;
hs—relative water pressure deviation;
qs—relative flow deviation.
Considering the flow continuity, the relationship between the flows in the upstream

and downstream surge tanks can be deduced as follows [38]:




q1 = qs1 + q2
q3 = qs2 + q4
q2 = qt = q3

(7)

where q2,q3,qs1,qs2, respectively, are the relative flow deviations of the penstock, the tailrace
tunnel, the upstream surge tank, and the downstream surge tank.
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2.2. Pump-Turbine Modeling

For the study of the mathematical model of the pump-turbine, a six-parameter lin-
ear model can be used to describe the dynamic characteristics of the hydraulic turbine
for small fluctuation problems, and the parameters of the pump-turbine are shown in
Appendix A, and near a stable operating point, the linear model of the hydraulic turbine
can be expressed as [11]: {

mt = exx + eyy + ehht
qt = eqxx + eqyy + eqhht

(8)

where:
mt—relative value of hydraulic turbine torque deviation;
ht—relative value of hydraulic turbine head deviation;
x—relative value of rotation speed deviation;
y—relative value of guide vane opening deviation;
The six transfer functions are ex = ∂Mt

∂x , ey = ∂Mt
∂y , eh = ∂Mt

∂ht
, eqx = ∂Q

∂x , eqy = ∂Q
∂y ,

eqh = ∂Q
∂ht

.

2.3. Generator Modeling

In the modeling of the governing system of a pumped storage power plant, the most
frequently used model for the synchronous generator is the first-order model. That is,
considering only the dynamic response process of rotor motion, and treating the generating
motor as a rotating rigid shaft, which is coaxial with the pump-turbine and connected by
a coupling, and the parameters of the generator are shown in Appendix B. The dynamic
model considering the load is expressed as [11]:

Ta
dx
dt

+
(
eg − ex

)
x = mt −mg0 (9)

where:
mg0—load torque;

eg =
∂mg
∂x —load self-regulation factor;

Ta—time constant of mechanical inertia of the generator, expressed as:

Ta =
GD2n2

r
3580Pr

where GD2 is the flywheel torque of the rotating part of the unit; nr is the rated speed of
the unit; Pr is the rated output of the unit.

The transition process of the pumped storage power plant governing system, the
change in mg0 is usually regarded as a load disturbance to the PSGS.

2.4. Modeling of Electro-Hydraulic Servomechanism

The electro–hydraulic servomechanism is the actuator of the governor. It receives
output signals from the controller and performs electro–hydraulic conversion and hydraulic
amplification of the electrical control signals. Eventually, the electrical signal is converted
into the displacement signal of the receiver. The electro–hydraulic servo mechanism is
usually simplified to a first-order inertia link, as stated in Equation (10) [39],

y
u
=

1
TyS + 1

(10)

where:
u—control signal output by the controller;
y—stroke of the servo motor;
Ty—servomotor response time.
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2.5. PSGS Model

Based on the separate mathematical models of each link of the governing system of the
pumped storage power plant established earlier, a block diagram of the transfer function
of the pumped storage power plant governing system can be obtained, as presented
in Figure 2:
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As shown in Figure 2, the physical state variables x, y, q1, hs1, qt, hs2, q4, ht that can
be measured, are chosen to describe the overall PSGS model in the form of the state space
equations, as displayed in Equation (11),





.
x = − en

Ta
x +

ey
Ta

y + eh
Ta

ht − 1
Ta

mg0
.
y = − 1

Ty
y + 1

Ty
u

.
q1 = − h f 1

Tw1
q1 − 1

Tw1
hs1

.
hs1 = 1

Tj1
q1 − 1

Tj1
qt

.
qt =

1
Tw2+Tw3

hs1 −
h f 2+h f 3
Tw2+Tw3

qt − 1
Tw2+Tw3

hs2 − 1
Tw2+Tw3

ht
.

hs2 = 1
Tj2

qt − 1
Tj2

q4
.

q4 = 1
Tw4

hs2 −
h f 4
Tw4

q4
.

ht =
eqxen
Taeqh

x +
(

eqy
Tyeqh
− eqxey

Taeqh

)
y + 1

(Tw2+Tw3)eqh
hs1 −

h f 2+h f 3
(Tw2+Tw3)eqh

qt

− 1
(Tw2+Tw3)eqh

hs2 −
(

1
(Tw2+Tw3)eqh

+
eheqx
Taeqh

)
ht − eqy

Tyeqh
u +

eqx
Taeqh

mg0

(11)

Based on the mathematical model of the penstock, the equation is discretized, and the
flow values obtained using adjacent discrete sampling times are used to calculate ∆q, then,
h2,h3 can be expressed as:

{
h3 = Tw3

qt−qt−1
Ts

+ hs2 + h f 3
h2 = h3 + ht

(12)
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3. Fractional PID Algorithm of the Speed Governor
3.1. Definition of Fractional Calculus

Fractional calculus [40] is a mathematical theory that studies the properties of calculus
and integral operators of arbitrary order, and it extends the order of calculus to the field
of fractions and even plurals. Fractional calculus is a generalization of differentiation and
integration of non-integer order, and its operation basic operation operator is
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(a, t is
the upper and lower bounds of the operation operator, α is the order of the calculus).

The calculus operation operator unifies the differentiation and integration, and a
variety of definitions of fractional calculus emerge from the theory of fractional cal-
culus, such as the Cauchy definition, the Gr

..
unwald − Letnikov(G − L) definition, the

Riemann− Liouville(R− L) and the Caputo definition etc.
In this paper, using the G− L definition, the calculus of order α for a certain continu-

ously derivable function f (t) is:
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f (t) = lim
h→0

1
hα

[ t−a
h ]

∑
j=0

(−1)j
(

α
j

)
f (t− jh) (13)

where
(

α
j

)
= α(α−1)(α−2)···(α−j+1)

j! = α!
j!(α−j)! .

[ t−α
h
]

is the largest integer smaller than the

real number t−α
h , and h is the calculation step.

3.2. FOPID Controller Structure

Compared with the traditional integer-order PID, FOPID controller introduces dif-
ferential order µ and integral order λ, which has two more degrees of freedom and can
achieve better control effects. The PID and FOPID structure diagrams are given in Figure 3.
The transfer function of the FOPID controller can be expressed as:

C(s) =
u(s)
e(s)

= Kp + Kis−λ + Kdsµ (14)
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Its time domain expression is:

u(t) = Kpe(t) + KiD−λe(t) + KdDµe(t) (15)

where e(t) is the error signal, u(t) is the controller output signal, Kp,Ki,Kd are the controller
gain parameters, λ, µ are the fractional calculus orders, and λ, µ ∈ [0, 2]. When λ = µ = 1,
the FOPID controller is transformed into the integer-order PID controller.
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4. Improved Chaotic Gravitational Search Algorithm
4.1. Standard Gravitational Search Algorithm

Inspired by the law of universal gravity, Rashedi et al. proposed a new swarm
intelligence optimization algorithm—the gravitational search algorithm (GSA) in 2009 [30].
The law of gravity is a law that explains the relationship between objects interacting with
each other. In the gravitational search algorithm, gravity is equivalent to an information
transfer tool that enables information sharing among individuals and optimal search by
the group under the effect of gravity.

Assuming that there are N particles, the position and velocity of the ith individual in the D-
dimensional space are denoted as Xi =

(
x1

i , · · · , xd
i , · · · , xD

i

)
and Vi =

(
v1

i , · · · , vd
i , · · · , vD

i

)
,

where xd
i and vd

i , respectively, denote the position and velocity components of individual i
in the d-dimensions, and the position denotes the solution of the problem. The position and
velocity are first initialized in the solution space and velocity space, the objective function
values of each individual are calculated and evaluated, the mass, gravitational force and
acceleration of each individual are calculated, and finally the velocity and position of the
individual are updated [41].

According to Newton’s gravitation theory, in the d dimensions, the gravitational force
of individual j on i is expressed as:

Fd
ij(t) = G(t)

Mi(t)×Mj(t)
Rij(t) + ε

(
xd

j (t)− xd
i (t)

)
(16)

where G(t), Rij(t), respectively, are the universal gravitational constants at the tth iteration
and the Euclidean distances of individuals i and j, with the following expressions:

G(t) = G0 × exp(− α× t
T
) Rij(t) =

∣∣∣∣Xi(t), Xj(t)
∣∣∣∣2 (17)

where G0, α and ε are constants, t is the current number of iterations and T is the maximum
number of iterations, i,jε{1, 2, · · · , N} and i 6= j.

In the d dimensions, the combined force on individual i is:

Fd
i (t) = ∑N

jεKbest, j 6=i randj × Fd
ij(t) (18)

where randj is a random variable obeying a uniform distribution between [0, 1], and Kbest is
the collection of the top k individuals with the optimal fitness value and maximum quality.

The updated velocity and position can be obtained as:

{
vd

i (t + 1) = randi ×Vd
i (t) + ad

i (t)
xd

i (t + 1) = xd
i (t) + vd

i (t + 1)
(19)

4.2. Improved Gravitational Search Algorithm (IGSA)

In order to improve the global search capability of GSA and avoid falling into a local
optimum, the following four improvement strategies are incorporated in this paper:

Chaos operator.
Chaos [42] is a seemingly random movement that cannot be repeated precisely that

occurs in nature. Chaotic motion is a complex state of motion unique to deterministic
nonlinear dynamical systems, it has characteristics such as class randomness, initial value
sensitivity, and ergodicity.

Chaos mapping is a mapping (evolutionary function) that exhibits some chaotic
behavior, some common chaos mappings include Logistic map, Sinusoidal map, Tent map,
Sine map and Bernoulli map.
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In this paper, we introduce the chaos operator to improve the GSA by choosing the
ergodic logistic mapping, namely:

rt+1 = urt × (1− rt) (20)

where control parameters u ∈ [0, 4], r ∈ (0, 1) and r0 /∈ [0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1], rt ∈ (0, 1) is the
number of chaos generated in the tth iteration.

In the position update phase, chaos sequences are introduced to improve the conver-
gence of the algorithm, while chaos perturbations can help individuals escape from their
current position when they fall into a local optimum. The steps are as follows:

(1) A d-dimensional random vector cd
1 ∈ [0, 1] is generated, and the control parameter

u = 4, that is a fully chaos state is reached by Equation (20): cd
i = 4cd

i−1 × (1 − cd
i−1),

(i = 1, 2, · · · , k), generating a chaos vector with k denoting the number of individuals;
(2) The generated chaos vector is added to the search space, at which point the speed

update equation in the improved algorithm is:

vd
i (t + 1)′ =

[
randi × vd

i (t) + ξ
(

cd
i − 0.5

)]
+ ad

i (t) (21)

where ξ is the factor that controls the range of chaos;
(3) Using the improved velocity update equation to calculate the position at the

next moment:
xd

i (t + 1)′ = xd
i (t) + vd

i (t + 1)′ (22)

Adaptive universal gravitational constant decay factor.
From the gravitational force calculation Equation (16), we can see that the universal

gravitational constant G(t) is positively related to the gravitational force value, and its
value plays an important role in the calculation of the gravitational force. When G(t) takes
a larger value, the search range of the algorithm is wider to avoid falling into the local
optimum, while when G(t) takes a smaller value, the algorithm can better converge to the
global optimum. From Equation (17), it can be seen that the universal gravitational constant
decay factor α in the standard GSA is taken as a constant, which limits the performance
of the algorithm. Therefore, an adaptive universal gravitational constant decay factor
is proposed:

α(t) = α0 + w× sinh(δ× (
t
T
− θ)) (23)

where α0 is the initial value of the gravitational decay factor, w and δ are scaling factors,
w ∈ [0, 1], δ > 1, θ is the shift factor, which is taken in this paper as α0 = 20, w = 1, δ = 100,
θ = 0.35.

As the number of iterations increases, the universal gravitational constant shows
a nonlinear decrease, then the improved algorithm has a large gravitational constant at
the beginning to enhance the search ability, and the algorithm reduces the gravitational
constant at the later stage to accelerate the convergence of the algorithm.

Elastic ball boundary treatment.
Boundary constraints are added when initializing individuals, but as the iteration

proceeds, there may be individuals that cross the boundary after the position update, and
for the individuals that cross the boundary, the elastic ball boundary is handled by:

{
xd

i (t) = Ub(d)− up, up = xd
i (t)−Ub(d), i f xd

i (t) > Ub(d)
xd

i (t) = Lb(d) + down, down = Lb(d)− xd
i (t), i f xd

i (t) < Lb(d)
(24)

It can be seen from Equation (24) that the elastic ball boundary treatment increases the
individual positions, enhances the search capability of the algorithm, and reduces the risk
of the algorithm falling into a local optimum.

Elite Guidance.
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The velocity update formula of GSA only considers the effect of acceleration, while the
velocity update in the particle swarm seeking algorithm takes into account the individual
memory and group information exchange, it is more convergent for particle seeking.
Therefore, the velocity update of IGSA combined with the chaos arithmetic and PSO
velocity update mechanism is obtained:

vd
i (t + 1) =

[
randi × vd

i (t) + ξ
(

cd
i − 0.5

)]
+ ad

i (t)

+c1 × rand×
(

Fd
best − xd

i (t)
)
+ c2 × rand×

(
Xd

best − xd
i (t)

) (25)

where c1, c2 are the adaptive learning factors that vary with the number of iterations, Fd
best

and Xd
best denote the individual optimal position and the global optimal position in the

d-dimensions, respectively.
Because the addition of the optimal position in the velocity update equation will

reduce the search capability of the algorithm, the adaptive learning factor is added to
balance the global search capability and local optimization capability of the algorithm. c1,
c2 update equations [43] are:

c1 = 1− exp(−30× (
t
T
)2) c2 = exp(−30× (

t
T
)2) (26)

Based on the above improvement strategies, a new improved gravitational search
algorithm (IGSA) is proposed in this paper with the following steps:

Step 1: Random initialization of the population and setting parameters. The setup
parameters include the population size N, the maximum number of iterations T, the
boundary of the position [Lb, Ub], the initial value of the universal gravitational force
G0 and the initial value of the gravitational decay factor α0. The population individual
positions are randomly initialized.

Step 2: It is determined whether the updated individual position is out of bounds.
The transgression uses the elastic ball boundary strategy of Equation (24) to assign a
new position.

Step 3: Calculate the fitness value of all individuals in the population, and determine
whether the fitness value is NaN (Not A Number) or not, if it is, then randomly initialize
the position of the individual and calculate the fitness value again, and repeat this step
until the fitness value is an output table value.

Step 4: Update global optimal position Xd
best and individual optimal position Fd

best, if
f zbest(t) < f zbest, then Xd

best= zbest(t), f zbest= f zbest(t).
Step 5: Calculating the individual mass Mi, the gravitational parameter G is calculated

according to Equations (17) and (23), the gravitational force Fd
i is calculated according to

Equations (16) and (18), finally calculating the acceleration ad
i .

Step 6: The adaptive learning factor is calculated according to Equations (26), and the
speed and position are updated according to Equations (25) and (19).

Step 7: The number of iterations t = t + 1, if t < T, go to step 2, otherwise end
the loop and obtain the optimal objective function value f zbest and the optimal position
vector Xd

best.
The algorithm flow chart of IGSA is indicated in Figure 4:
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4.3. Objective Function

Time multiplied by the integral of the absolute value of the error (ITAE) is often used
as an evaluation index for the performance of the speed regulation system of hydropower
units. The objective function proposed in this paper takes into account the rotational speed
error value and the water pressure deviation. The calculated ratio of ITAE to the number of
samples is taken as the first output, and the second output is the absolute value of water
pressure deviation minimum value during the transition process. By adjusting the weights
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of both during the parameter optimization process to ensure that the two output values are
approximately equal. The objective function can be presented as:

f = w1 ×
∫

t|e(t)|dt
N

+ w2 × |htmin| (27)

Its discrete expression is given by:

f = w1 ×
∑N

k=1 T(k)|xre f − x(k)|
N

+ w2 × |htmin| (28)

where w1, w2 are weighting factors, N is the number of samples, T indicates the time
sequence and htmin indicates the minimum value of water pressure deviation.

5. Simulation Results Analysis
5.1. Simulation Parameter Setting

In this section, the HTGS model proposed in Section 2.5 is simulated in the MATLAB
R2020b software environment, the simulation environment is under a 2.4 GHz inteli7 CPU
and 16G RAM. Tables 1 and 2 show the simulation parameters of HTGS and the transfer
coefficients of the pump-turbine, respectively. The values of the boundary on the FOPID
and PID tuning parameters are given in Table 3.

Table 1. HTGS simulation parameters [44].

Parameters Values

Water inertia time constant Tw1, Tw2, Tw3, Tw4 0.6, 0.5, 0.5, 0.6
Head loss of the tunnel h f 1, h f 2, h f 3, h f 4 0.0026, 0.003, 0.003, 0.0015
Time constant of the surge tan k Tj1, Tj2 10, 10

Time constant of mechanical inertia of the generator Ta 3.4
Load self− regulation factor eg 0.05
Servomotor response time Ty 0.2

Table 2. Transfer coefficients of water pump-turbine.

ex ey eh eqx eqy eqh

−0.45 1.0 1.5 0.0 1.0 0.5

Table 3. The values of the boundary on the FOPID and PID tuning parameters.

Kp Ki Kd λ µ

FOPID [0, 5] [0, 5] [0, 5] [0, 2] [0, 2]
PID [0, 5] [0, 5] [0, 5] - -

Based on the above unit parameters, the frequency disturbance and load disturbance
simulation tests are performed in this study.

5.2. Load Disturbance Scenario

According to the model established in this paper, under a 10% load disturbance, the
optimization performances of four parameter optimization algorithms (i.e., SA, GA, PSO
and IGSA) and the control effects of the PID and FOPID are compared, respectively.

5.2.1. Comparison of SA, GA, PSO and IGSA

The parameters of SA are set as follows: initial temperature Ts = 100, termination
temperature Te = 0.01, temperature decay factor α = 0.95, maximum number of iterations
T = 100, maximum number of iterations at temperature Tk Lk = 30.
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The parameters of GA are set as follows: population size N = 30, maximum number
of iterations T = 100, crossover probability Pc = 0.7, variance probability Pm = 0.01.

The parameters of PSO are set as follows: population size N = 30, maximum number
of iterations T = 100, learning factor c1 = c2 = 2, velocity weight w = 0.6.

The parameters of IGSA are set as follows: population size N = 30, maximum number
of iterations T = 100, G0 = 20, the gravitational constant decay factor parameter is set the
same as revealed in Section 4.2.

When the weight factor w1 = 0.05, w2 = 0.95, after 100 iterations, the convergence
curves of the fitness functions of SA, GA, PSO and IGSA are shown in Figure 5:
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According to the fitness convergence trend displayed in Figure 5, it can be seen that
among the four algorithms, the final fitness value of GA is the largest and that of IGSA
is the smallest. From the convergence curve, SA starts with the largest fitness value and
decreases the fastest, PSO decreases the fitness more slowly during the descent process,
and GA converges the slowest. Comparing the final fitness values, it can be seen that SA,
GA and PSO easily fall into the local optimum and have difficulty in jumping out of it,
while the final fitness value of IGSA is smaller. This shows that as the number of iterations
increases, the fitness value of IGSA has been decreasing. The chaos perturbations added in
the position update phase enables IGSA to jump out of the local optimum continuously,
which indicates that IGSA has better global exploration ability.

Table 4 shows the dynamic indicators for SA, GA, PSO and IGSA with optimal
control parameters:

Table 4. Dynamic indicators of SA, GA, PSO and IGSA optimal control parameters under load disturbance.

f Overshoot Stabilization Time |hmin|

SA 0.0509 -- 45.0 0.034
GA 0.1230 -- 60.6 0.036
PSO 0.0482 -- 40.1 0.033
IGSA 0.0452 -- 21.2 0.029

Figure 6 compares the relative values of rotation speed deviation x, guide vane opening
deviation y and hydraulic turbine head deviation ht variation curves under the optimal
control parameters of SA, GA, PSO and IGSA during load disturbance:
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Figure 6. Variation curves of n, y, ht of four algorithms under load disturbance.

Combining Table 4 and Figure 6, the dynamic indexes under the optimal control
parameters of IGSA are significantly better than the other three algorithms. In Table 4,
IGSA has the smallest objective function, stabilization time and absolute value of the
minimum value of water pressure deviation. It can also be seen in Figure 6 that the
unit speed deviation transition process optimized by the IGSA algorithm is significantly
improved compared to the other three algorithms. The speed increase process is smoother,
the stabilization time is shorter, and the absolute value of the minimum value of the
water pressure deviation is also the smallest, which achieves better control parameter
optimization. Overall, the transition process of x, y, ht under the optimal control parameters
of IGSA is obviously improved.

5.2.2. Comparison of PID and FOPID

In order to prove that FOPID control has a better control effect than PID control in
the parameter optimization of pumped storage speed regulation systems, tests select the
optimal control parameters for both controls. Figure 7 compares x, y and ht variation curves
of the model under the load disturbance of the two controllers:
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Table 5 shows the dynamic indicators for PID and FOPID with optimal control parameters:

Table 5. Dynamic indicators of PID and FOPID optimal control parameters under load disturbance.

f Overshoot Stabilization Time |hmin|

PID 0.0505 -- 40.2 0.0332
FOPID 0.0452 -- 21.2 0.0290

In Figure 7, it is obvious that the dynamic performance of the FOPID controller is
significantly better than that of the PID controller during load disturbance. From the
data presented in Table 5, it can be concluded that the values of the objective function,
stabilization time and absolute value of the minimum value of water pressure deviation
under the FOPID control are reduced by 0.0053, 19 and 0.0042, respectively, which verifies
the superiority of the FOPID control.

5.3. Frequency Disturbance Scenario

Under a 5% frequency disturbance, this section compares four different parameter
optimization algorithms of SA, GA, PSO and IGSA and the control effects of the two
controllers PID and FOPID.

5.3.1. Comparison of SA, GA, PSO and IGSA

The SA, GA, PSO and IGSA parameters are set the same as in Section 5.2.1. When the
weight factor w1 = 0.115, w2 = 0.885, after 100 iterations, the convergence curves of the
fitness functions of SA, GA, PSO and IGSA are displayed in Figure 8:
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Figure 8. Convergence curves of the fitness functions under frequency disturbance.

According to the fitness convergence trend displayed in Figure 8, in the 5% frequency
disturbance, SA starts with the largest fitness value and the fitness value falls into the local
optimum after two decreases, PSO falls into the local optimum after about seven iterations,
and GA has the largest fitness value after the continuous optimization search. Comparing
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the final fitness values of the four algorithms, it is observed that SA, GA and PSO easily
fall into the local optimum and have difficulty jumping out of it. The proposed IGSA has a
wider search range and better search capability, and the optimal fitness value decreases
continuously during the iterative process. It proves that the IGSA has better applicability
and explorability.

Table 6 shows the dynamic indicators for SA, GA, PSO and IGSA with optimal
control parameters:

Table 6. Dynamic indicators of SA, GA, PSO and IGSA optimal control parameters under frequency
disturbance.

f Overshoot Stabilization Time |hmin|

SA 0.0587 23.26% 44.85 0.0180
GA 0.1667 42.22% 67.70 0.0213
PSO 0.0319 10.14% 32.10 0.0140
IGSA 0.0254 2.28% 17.05 0.0084

Figure 9 compares x, y and ht variation curves under the optimal control parameters
of SA, GA, PSO and IGSA during frequency disturbance:
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Combining Table 6 and Figure 9, the dynamic indexes under the optimal control
parameters of IGSA are significantly better than the other three algorithms. In Table 6,
the values of the objective function, overshoot, stabilization time and absolute value of
the minimum value of water pressure deviation of IGSA are lower than the other three
algorithms. From Figure 9, the speed deviation transition process of the unit optimized
by the IGSA algorithm is significantly improved compared to the other three algorithms.
The speed increase process is smoother and reaches stability faster, the speed overshoot is
almost nothing, and the absolute value of the minimum value of the hydraulic pressure
deviation is also the smallest, which achieves a better optimization of the control parameters.
In conclusion, the transition process of x, y, ht under the optimal control parameters of
IGSA is obviously improved.

5.3.2. Comparison of PID and FOPID

Figure 10 compares x, y and ht variation curves of the model under the frequency
disturbance of the two controllers:
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Table 7 shows the dynamic indicators for PID and FOPID with optimal control parameters:

Table 7. Dynamic indicators of PID and FOPID optimal control parameters under frequency disturbance.

f Overshoot Stabilization Time |hmin|

PID 0.0452 45.98% 30.75 0.0339
FOPID 0.0254 2.28% 17.05 0.0084

It is evident from Figure 10 that the FOPID controller achieves better results in PSGS
control at frequency disturbance. By analyzing the results of each parameter in Table 6,
it is found that the values of the objective function, overshoot, stabilization time and
absolute value of the minimum value of water pressure deviation are reduced by 0.0198,
43.7%, 13.7 and 0.0255, respectively. Combined with Table 7 and Figure 10, it is found that
under frequency disturbance, the adjustment quality improvement under FOPID control is
more obvious.

5.4. Results Analysis

Through the frequency disturbance and load disturbance tests on the model, com-
paring the four algorithms of SA, GA, PSO and IGSA, it is proved that the optimization
results of IGSA are better than those of SA, GA and PSO, and IGSA has better search ability,
while the FOPID parameters optimized by IGSA can make the pumped storage regulation
system have better dynamic performance; comparing the control effects of both FOPID and
PID controllers, it can be seen that the dynamic performance obtained through the action
of the FOPID controller is better than that of the PID controller.

6. Conclusions

This paper establishes a simulation model of a pumped storage speed regulation
system with double surge tanks and compares the control effects of two controllers PID
and FOPID. The IGSA is proposed to optimize the governor parameters. By comparing
the convergence curves of the fitness function under load disturbance and frequency
disturbance, it is verified that the IGSA proposed in this paper has better search capability
than SA, GA and PSO, and it can address the algorithm precociousness and the local
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optimum trapping problem. In addition, under load disturbance and frequency disturbance,
comparing the control effects under two different controllers PID and FOPID, it is found
that FOPID has better comprehensive control performances.

In summary, the main contribution of this paper lies in the following two aspects:
(1). A new PSGS state-space equation model which fully considers the hydraulic char-

acteristics of the pipes, surge tanks and pump-turbine and the eletromechanical behaviors
of the generator and hydraulic servomechanism is proposed.

(2). An improved GSA optimizer combining the basic searching mechanisms of the
gravitational search algorithm and chaotic search, elastic sphere boundary treatment, and
elite guidance strategy is developed for the control parameter optimization of the FOPID
scheme. Through comparative case studies under load disturbance and frequency distur-
bance, it is proved that the proposed IGSA shows superiority over parameter optimizers
on governor parameter optimization.

Future work will also focus on comparing simulation results with experimental results.
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Nomenclature

PSGS:
Tw water inertia time constant
h f head loss of the tunnel

Tw1, Tw2, Tw3, Tw4
water inertia time constant of diversion tunnel, penstock,
tailrace tunnel and downstream tailrace tunnel

hs relative water pressure deviation

hs1, hs2
relative water pressure deviation of upstream surge tank
and downstream tailrace tunnel

h1, h2, h3
relative water pressure deviation of the diversion tunnel, penstock,
tailrace tunnel

h f 1, h f 2, h f 3, h f 4
relative head loss of diversion tunnel, penstock, tailrace tunnel
and downstream tailrace tunnel

qs relative flow deviation

q1, q2, q3, q4, qs1, qs2

relative flow deviation of diversion tunnel, penstock, tailrace tunnel,
downstream tailrace tunnel, upstream surge tank
and downstream surge tank

∆H water level in the surge tank changes
∆Q flow in and out of surge tank
As cross-sectional area of surge tank
Tj time constant of surge tank
Tj1, Tj2 time constant of upstream surge tank and downstream surge tank
mt relative value of hydraulic turbine torque deviation
ht relative value of hydraulic turbine head deviation
qt, qt−1 relative flow deviation of the pump-turbine at moments t and t− 1
x, y relative value of rotate speed deviation and guide vane opening deviation
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y (servo mechanism) stroke of the servo motor

ex, ey, eh
partial derivatives of the torque with respect to head, guide vane
and turbine speed

eqx, eqy, eqh
partial derivatives of the flow with respect to head, guide vane
and turbine speed

Ta time constant of mechanical inertia of the generator
mg0 load torque
eg load self-regulation factor
en synthetic self-regulation coefficient
GD2 flywheel torque of rotating part of the unit
nr rated speed of the unit
Pr rated output of the unit
u control signal output by the controller
Ty servomotor response time
FOPID:
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operation basic operation operator of fractional calculus
a, t upper and lower bounds of the operation operator
α order of the calculus
h calculation step[ t−α

h
]

the largest integer smaller than the real number t−α
h

Kp proportional adjustment coefficient
Ki integral adjustment coefficient
Kd differential adjustment coefficient
e(t) error signal
u(t) controller output signal
λ, µ integral order and differential order
s the Laplace operator
IGSA:
xd

i , vd
i the position and velocity components of individual i in the d-dimensions

Fd
ij(t) gravitational force of individual j on i

G(t), Rij(t)
the universal gravitational constants at the tth iteration and the Euclidean
distances of individuals i and j

G0, α, ε gravitational constant
t, T current number of iterations and the maximum number of iterations
randj a random variable obeying a uniform distribution between [0, 1]

Kbest
the collection of the top k individuals with the optimal fitness value
and maximum quality

ad
i (t) the acceleration of individual i in the d-dimensions

rt the number of chaos generated in the tth iteration
u chaos control parameters
cd

1 a d-dimensional random vector
ξ factor that controls the range of chaos
α0 initial value of the gravitational decay factor
w, δ scaling factors
θ shift factor

Ub(d), Lb(d)
the upper and lower boundaries of the positions of the individuals
in d-dimension

c1, c2 adaptive learning factors

Fd
best, Xd

best
individual optimal position and the global optimal position
in the d-dimensions

f fitness value
w1,w2 weighting factors
N, T the number of samples and time sequence
htmin the minimum value of water pressure deviation
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Appendix A

Table A1. The parameters of the pump-turbine.

Parameters Values

Rated rotation speed 500 r/min
Power frequency 50 Hz
Maximum head 565 m

Rated head 540 m
Minimum head 526 m
Rated discharge 62.09 m3/s

100% GVO 20.47◦

Rated Power output 300 MW

Appendix B

Table A2. The parameters of the generator.

Parameters Values

Rated capacity (generator) 334 MVA
Rated power (generator) 300 MW

Rated capacity (electric motor) 338 MVA
Rated power (electric motor) 325 MW

Rated voltage 15.75 kV
Power factor (generator) 0.9

Power factor (electric motor) 0.975
Rated rotation speed 500 rpm

Number of rotor magnetic poles 12 (Pole logarithm 6)
Rated frequency 50 Hz
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Abstract: The operating efficiency of high-head pump turbines is closely related to the internal
hydraulic losses within the system. Conventional methods for calculating hydraulic losses based
on pressure differences often lack detailed information on their distribution and specific sources.
Additionally, the presence of splitter blades further complicates the hydraulic loss characteristics,
necessitating further study. In this study, Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulations
were employed to analyze the performance of a pump turbine with splitter blades at three different
head conditions and a guide vane opening (GVO) of 10◦. The numerical simulations were validated
by experimental tests using laser doppler velocimetry (LDV). Quantitative analysis of flow compo-
nents and hydraulic losses was conducted using entropy production theory in combination with an
examination of flow field distributions to identify the origins and features of hydraulic losses. The
results indicate that higher heads are associated with lower growth rates of total hydraulic losses. In
particular, the significant velocity gradients at the trailing edge of the splitter blades contribute to
higher hydraulic losses. Furthermore, the hydraulic losses in the runner (RN) region are predomi-
nantly influenced by velocity gradients and not by vortices, with the flow conditions in the RN region
impacting the hydraulic losses in the draft tube (DT).

Keywords: energy loss; pump turbine with splitter blades; entropy production; laser doppler
velocimetry; helicity

1. Introduction

As the global demand for electricity continues to rise, the share of renewable energy
power plants in power grids is growing rapidly. To cope with fluctuations in the power
system caused by the disruption of renewable energy sources such as photovoltaics, hy-
droelectric power plants of different capacities are playing a crucial role in power grids [1].
Among these, pumped storage power plants, with their significant regulation capabilities,
have become an important part of the grid regulation system [2]. As one of the central
elements of pumped storage power plants, the pump turbine is of considerable research
importance.

The performance of pump turbines in turbine mode is somewhat limited due to
the need to operate in both directions. To optimize the performance of pump turbines,
extensive hydraulic design studies have been conducted. Researchers typically employ
numerical simulation methods [3–7] and model tests [8–12] as approaches for research on
hydraulic machines. The hydraulic characteristics of pump turbines in turbine mode have
been extensively investigated. Deng et al. [13] analyzed the vortex motion patterns and
pressure pulsation characteristics of pump turbines in vaneless space in turbine mode using
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numerical simulations and experiments. Lai et al. [14,15] conducted experimental studies
on the flow characteristics in the DT of a pump turbine in turbine mode and determined
the connection between velocity distribution and vortex rope motion in the DT. While most
researchers have focused on flow characteristics, hydraulic loss remains the key factor
affecting turbine efficiency.

When studying hydraulic losses, the pressure difference method is typically used
first. However, this method does not provide a specific distribution of hydraulic losses.
Therefore, researchers have proposed various alternative methods to study hydraulic
losses, such as the entropy production method and the local hydraulic loss method. The
entropy production method, derived from thermodynamics, has been improved and widely
employed in hydraulic loss studies.

In the initial decade of this century, scholars primarily focused on fundamental theo-
retical research. They engaged in theoretical derivations and modeling analyses to address
core issues, utilizing entropy production theory to explore topics such as laminar and
turbulent flow, the viscous layer of turbulent wall flows, and more [16]. Subsequently, an
increasing number of researchers started employing entropy production theory as a crucial
framework for investigating process mechanisms and fluid flow states in specific types of
hydraulic machinery. This application aimed at optimizing performance, understanding
energy dissipation in flows, and studying flow characteristics [16]. Yan et al. [17] utilized
the entropy production method to investigate the hydraulic losses of a pump turbine in
the S characteristic zone and found that the vortex flow in the guide vane (GV) zone and
the DT contributed significantly to the hydraulic losses. Li et al. [18] applied the entropy
production method to examine the hydraulic losses of a pump turbine in the hump region
and concluded that rotating stall in this region was a major source of hydraulic losses.
Therefore, the entropy production method is well suited for studying hydraulic losses in
pump turbines. The local hydraulic loss method, established by Qin et al. [19], was specif-
ically applied to the study of hydraulic losses in pump turbines. Currently, the entropy
production method is more widely used due to its superior accuracy. Although entropy
production methods have been widely used in the study of energy losses in pump turbines,
research on pump turbines with splitter blades has not been conducted.

As a means of validating and supplementing numerical simulations, non-contact
measurement methods are widely used in hydromechanics. Two main techniques com-
monly used in hydraulic machines are particle image velocimetry (PIV) and LDV. PIV is
well suited for studying the evolution of flow structures [20,21], while LDV offers higher
accuracy in local velocity measurements [22,23]. When the velocity of a point needs to be
measured in pump turbines, the LDV technique has become the preferred experimental
approach due to its superior accuracy.

This paper investigates the mechanism of hydraulic losses in pump turbines operating
in turbine mode at different heads. Numerical simulations are performed and validated by
LDV tests. The study utilizes the entropy production method to analyze hydraulic losses
and explores the relationship between losses and heads in conjunction with flow field
analysis. The findings contribute to a better understanding of the hydraulic performance of
pump turbines and provide insights into improving efficiency and operation.

2. Theory of the Simulation
2.1. Turbulence Model and Entropy Production Theory

In the numerical simulations, Navier–Stokes equations based on Reynolds time aver-
aging were used, and the SST k-ω turbulence model was used [24–28].

The entropy production rate (EPR) of the time-averaged Reynolds flow includes the
direct entropy rate caused by the time-averaged velocity and the indirect entropy rate
caused by the pulsation velocity; the EPR is shown in Equation (1). The EPR caused by
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direct dissipation (EPDD) is shown in Equation (2), and the EPR caused by turbulence
dissipation (EPTD) is calculated using Equation (3).
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D′ denote EPR, EPDD, and EPTD, respectively, in m–3·K–1; u1, u2,

and u3 denote the time-averaged velocity components in m/s; u′1, u′2, and u′3 denote
the pulsating velocity components in m/s; T indicates temperature in Kelvin; µeff is the
effective dynamic viscosity of fluid in Pa·s; β is an empirical constant, approximated as
0.09; k denotes the turbulent kinetic energy in m2/s2; and ω denotes the turbulent vortex
frequency in s–1.

The EPR caused by wall shear stress (EPWS) is calculated using Equation (4):

.
S
′′
W =

→
τ ·→v

T
(4)

where
.
S
′′
W denotes EPWS, W·m−2·K−1;

→
τ w and

→
v w indicate the shear stress and velocity

near the wall, respectively.
The TEP (sum of the integrals for each entropy production rate) can be obtained by

integrating
.
S
′′′
D ,

.
S
′′′
D′ and

.
S
′′

W , respectively, over the computational domain with subsequent
summation.

Spro,D =
∫

V

.
S
′′′
DdV (5)

Spro,D′ =
∫

V

.
S
′′′
D′dV (6)

Spro,W =
∫

A

→
τ w ·

→
v w

T
dA (7)

Spro = Spro,D + Spro,D′ + Spro,W (8)

where Spro denotes the TEP.

2.2. Calculation Domain and Mesh Generation

The pump turbine model is derived from real units in high-head pumped storage
power plants and is created using Unigraphics NX software to achieve high-precision
modeling across the entire computational domain based on design blueprints. The pump
turbine model used in the numerical simulation is shown in Figure 1, and the geometric
parameters of the pump turbine are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Calculation domain of pump-turbine.

Table 1. Geometric parameters of pump-turbine.

Domain Parameter Variable/Unit Value

RN
Blades Zb 5

Splitters Zs 5
GV Guide vanes ZG 16

Spiral casing (SC) Wrap angle Φ/(◦) 360
Stay Vane (SV) Stay vanes ZS 16

The full flow channel of the pump turbine was meshed using ICEM-CFD. The final
grid information is shown in Table 2. The full computational domain grid is shown in
Figure 2. The cell growth ratio was set to 1.2 at all the wall boundaries.

Table 2. Pump turbine grid information.

Domain Grid Type Number of Grid Cells y+

RN Hexahedral 3,011,474 <15
GV Tetrahedral 2,988,878 <20
SV Hexahedral 1,699,875 <30
DT Hexahedral 1,665,874 <30
SC Hexahedral 1,856,253 <50

Total / 11,222,354 /
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Figure 2. Grid scheme of the pump turbine.

2.3. Grid Independence Verification

Seven grids were formed, and the numbers of grid cells were about 2,130,000, 3,150,000,
4,210,000, 6,380,000, 8,390,000, 9,560,000, and 11,220,000, respectively. A sensitivity analysis
of the key parameters of the external characteristics of the unit, namely, efficiency and
torque, was carried out, as shown in Figure 3. It was found that an increase in the number
of grid cells could significantly improve the accuracy of the key parameters. The efficiency
and torque values remain stable after a grid number greater than 8 million. To further
determine the influence of the grid on the calculations, an independence analysis of the
grids was performed.
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To confirm grid independence in this study, the Richardson extrapolation method was
utilized [29–32]. Moreover, the grid convergence index (GCI) was employed to quantita-
tively assess the convergence of the computational results. The GCI can be calculated using
the following formula:

GCI21 =
FSe21

a

rζ
21 − 1

(9)

e21
a =

∣∣∣∣
ϕ1 − ϕ2

ϕ1

∣∣∣∣ (10)

r21 = 3
√

G1/G2 (11)

ζ =
1

ln(r21)
|ln|ε32/ε21|+ q(ζ)| (12)

q(ζ) = ln(
rζ

21 − s

rζ
32 − s

) (13)

s = 1 · sgn(ε32/ε21) (14)

where FS is the safety factor, typically 1.25; ea is the relative error of the two sets of grid
numerical value ϕ1 and ϕ2; G1 is the grid number of G1; r is grid refinement factor; ζ is
the convergence accuracy; ε32 and ε21 are the difference between the two sets of numerical
values of the grid.

Three groups of grid plans were selected, namely, G1: 11,220,000, G2: 8,390,000, and
G3: 3,150,000, which were involved in the verification of grid accuracy with flow rate and
efficiency. The GCIs of flow and efficiency involved in the grid independence verification
were less than 3.0% when the grid number was 11,220,000, indicating that the grid number
of G1 met the requirements of computational accuracy. Grid independence verification
information is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Grid independence verification.

Parameters ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 FS ζ GCI

Q 381.75 381.25 378.35 1.2 10.78 1.55%
Efficiency 87.3 87.2 86.9 1.2 3.89 1.35%

2.4. Boundary Conditions and Case Information

ANSYS-Fluent software (Ansys, Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) was used for the numer-
ical simulation, and the pressure boundary was used for both the inlet and outlet of the
computational domain. The inlet boundary pressure is specified using a head value, while
the outlet boundary pressure is set to 0. The rotating component moves using the Moving
reference frame, and the rotational speed is set to a test value. The SIMPLEC algorithm
is used to solve the flow fields, the second order upwind format is used to discretize the
convective terms and diffusive terms, the wall condition is set to no-slip wall, and the root
mean square of the residuals is set to 10–5 [28]. During the simulation, the interface between
the rotating domain and the static domain is dealt with by means of the frozen rotor. This
method is usually used for steady calculations, which reduce computational requirements
by assuming that the flow field does not change significantly during one rotor revolution.
The characteristic operating points during the actual operation of the power plant were
selected for the study. The case information is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Simulation case selection (all data in the table is from test data are used as boundary
conditions for simulation).

Case H (m) GVO (◦) n (rev/min) Q (m3/s) N (MW) η (%) ∆h (m)

Case 1 580 10 500 36.6 180.2 86.69 77.20
Case 2 600 10 500 38.4 198.9 88.10 71.40
Case 3 640 10 500 41.3 233.9 90.30 62.08

3. Experimental Test and Validation
3.1. Test Rig

The model pump turbine was tested on a general hydraulic–mechanical test rig, as
shown in Figure 4, and the external characteristics of the unit and the velocity distribution
in the DT were obtained. The test bench parameters are shown in Table 5.
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Figure 4. General test rig of reaction turbine.

Table 5. Test rig parameters.

Parameters Value

Maximum test flow rate (m3/s) 1.5
Maximum test head (m) 150

Maximum test speed (r/min) 2500
Model RN diameter (mm) 250–500

Dynamometer maximum power (kW) 500
Rated power of pump motor (kW) 2 × 850

DT pressure (kPa) –85 to +250
Uncertainty of efficiency measurements ≤±0.25%

Model type Reaction turbine

The structure of the LDV system is shown in Figure 5a, the parameters are shown in
Table 6, and the test site is shown in Figure 5b.
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Table 6. Parameters of LDV test system.

Parameters Value

Speed range –150–1000 m/s
Measurement error 0.1%
Sample frequency 400–800 MHZ

Maximum processing frequency 175 MHz
Minimum processing frequency 300 Hz

Bits 8

3.2. Computational Validation

In order to facilitate the comparison of the velocity distribution in the DT obtained from
the numerical simulation and the experiment, the velocity in the DT must be dimensionless.

Cu =
Vu

nD1
(15)

Cm =
Vm

nD1
(16)

where Cu denotes the tangential velocity coefficient; Cm denotes the axial velocity coefficient;
Vu and Vm denote the velocity obtained by the test or numerical simulation, respectively,
in m/s; n is the rotational speed in rev/min; and D1 is the RN inlet diameter of the pump
turbine in m.

The head HM of the model test is determined from Equation (17):

HM = (
nM
n

)
2
(

DM
D1

)
2
H (17)

where H is the head; HM is the model test head, m; nM is the rotational speed of model
pump-turbine, rev/min; DM is the RN inlet diameter of model pump-turbine, m.

The external characteristics and velocity distribution of the DT of Case 1 were com-
pared, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Comparison between numerical simulation and experimental results: (a) efficiency; (b) ve-
locity distribution of DT (CuSim and CmSim denote the velocity coefficient obtained in CFD, and CuLDV

and CmLDV denote the velocity coefficient obtained in LDV).

As seen in Figure 6a, the efficiency values obtained from the three cases were very close
to the efficiency values obtained from experimental testing, indicating that the simulated
external characteristics were accurate. As seen in Figure 6b, the distribution of the simulated
axial velocity coefficient and tangential velocity coefficient in the draft tube exhibited the
same trend and almost identical values as the experimental results, indicating that the
simulated internal flow within the unit was accurate.

4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Total Energy Loss

In order to accurately calculate the energy loss in the pump turbine under charac-
teristic heads, the entropy production method was utilized; it mainly consists of three
terms, namely, EPDD, EPTD, and EPWS. In addition, to describe the TEP increment ratio
quantitatively compared to Case 1, the growth ratio (γ) is defined as

γ =
γn − γ1

γ1
(n = 2, 3) (18)

where γ1, γ2, and γ3 represent the TEP values in Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Figure 7 illustrates the entropy production values and growth rates for different

entropy terms under three operating conditions. The TEP gradually decreased from Case 1
to Case 3, indicating lower total energy losses at higher heads, consistent with the data in
Table 4. Among the three entropy terms, EPTD was the dominant factor, followed by EPWS
and EPDD. Specifically, the EPTD accounted for over 98% in all three cases (Figure 7a).
Under the turbine condition with the high head, the flow rate of the unit was large, resulting
in a large velocity gradient inside the unit, and the EPDD term was closely related to the
velocity gradient, which led to a significant increase in the EPDD term in Cases 2 and 3.
The efficiency of the unit was higher under the condition of a high water head, indicating
that the flow regime of a high head is better. Since the EPTD of the simplified calculation
was controlled by the turbulent kinetic energy, the EPTD terms of Cases 2 and 3 were
significantly reduced. The large flow in the unit under the high head led to the increase
of the velocity in the near-wall region. Since the EPWS item was affected by the near-wall
velocity, the EPWS growth rate of Case 2 and Case 3 was significant. Additionally, the
negative growth rates of –3.03% and –9.42% for Cases 2 and 3, respectively, compared to
the EPTD in Case 1, indicated a decrease in intra-unit turbulence intensity with increasing
flow rates (Figure 7b).
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Figure 7. Entropy production of different entropy terms in three cases and the growth rate relative to
case 1: (a) Entropy production; (b) growth rate.

Figure 8 depicts the TEP of the five components for the three cases and their growth
rates compared to Case 1. Among the five components, the DT contributed the most to the
TEP, followed by the RN, GV, SV, and SC. It was observed that the energy losses increased
significantly along the flow direction (Figure 8a). The SC, SV, and GV components were
mainly affected by inlet boundary conditions since they are inlet components of the unit.
Consequently, the growth rates of the SC, SV, and GV components were more pronounced
in Case 2 and Case 3 than the TEP growth rate in Case 1. Furthermore, the TEP growth rate
of the impeller in Case 3 was significantly lower than that in Case 2 (–15.74% vs. –6.46%).
This indicates that the RN’s efficiency zone is at a higher head (Figure 8b).
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Figure 8. TEP of different unit components for three investigated cases, and the growth rate relative
to Case 1: (a) TEP; (b) growth rate.

4.2. Analysis of Flow Characteristics in Inlet Components

In turbine mode, the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of the pump
turbine served as the primary driving force for the water flow, with energy losses occurring
during energy conversion. The improved flow patterns in the inlet components (SC, SV,
GV) contributed to lower energy losses in these components, accounting for 5.2%, 6.2%,
and 8.3% in the three cases, respectively (Figure 8a).

To facilitate the comparison of the pressure distribution of the inlet part of the pump
turbine in three cases (Figure 9), the dimensionless pressure coefficient Cp can be written as

Cp =
p− p0

ρgH
(19)
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where p0 means the average static pressure at the inlet of the SC, pa.
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pressure gradually decreased, resulting in a more evenly distributed Cp value. This indicates
that the number of SV and GV was set correctly, effectively balancing the water pressure
created by high heads. The presence of a distinct high Cp region at the leading edge of SV
and GV indicated a higher static pressure in this region. Compared to Case 1, the region
with low Cp values (dark blue) near the interface between GV and RN was larger in Case 3,
indicating a faster pressure drop in the inlet component under high head conditions.

Figure 10 illustrates the streamline distribution on the horizontal surface of the inlet
components. In all three cases, the streamlines in the inflow part were smooth, without sig-
nificant vortex formation, which was related to the proper GV angle and proper boundary
conditions. Additionally, the velocity gradually increased along the flow direction, with
the most pronounced increase occurring after the GV, as the water flow section through the
GV area decreased. Since the GVO remained the same at 10◦ in all three cases, there was no
significant difference in the streamline patterns. However, comparing Case 1 to Case 3, the
velocity at the outlet of GV was higher in Case 3 due to the elevated flow rate under high
head conditions.
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Figure 11 shows the EPR distribution on the horizontal plane of the inlet components,
specifically EPDD and EPTD. In all three cases, a distinct region of high EPR was observed
at the trailing edge of the GV, corresponding to a significant velocity gradient within this
area. Additionally, the energy loss at the SV trailing edge was smaller than that at the GV
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trailing edge, while the EPR value was lowest in the SC region, which agreed with the TEP
distribution of the three inlet components (Figure 8a). It is noteworthy that the increase in
EPR values was most pronounced in Case 3 when compared to Case 1, indicating that the
higher flow rate led to larger energy losses within the inlet components and consequently
to a higher TEP growth rate for the inlet components in Case 3 (Figure 8b).
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4.3. Analysis of the Flow Characteristics in RN

The RN is the key component responsible for energy conversion in a water pump
turbine, and its internal flow characteristics have a direct impact on energy conversion
efficiency. The pressure difference on both sides of the blade is the main driving force for
RN rotation, which will greatly affect the flow state inside the unit. Figure 12 displays
the Cp value distribution at different span-wise surfaces of RN in the three cases. Here,
span represents the dimensionless distance from hub to shroud, indicating the position of
the blade-to-blade surface. For example, span = 0 indicates the blade-to-blade surface at
the hub, and span = 1 indicates the blade-to-blade surface at the shroud. It can be clearly
seen that the pressure inside the RN gradually decreased from the inlet to the outlet. At
span = 0.05, the Cp value of the pressure side (PS) of the rotor blade was much higher than
that of the suction side (SS), indicating that the pressure difference between the PS side and
the SS side of the rotor blade drives the impeller to rotate. Moreover, the pressure difference
on both sides of the blades was greater than that of the splitters, indicating that the ability
of the splitter to drive the rotation of the impeller is weaker than that of the blades. At
span = 0.5 and 0.95, the Cp distribution in the RN was consistent with that at span = 0.05,
indicating that the pressure distribution of different spans is basically the same. Under the
three different cases, the distribution of Cp inside the RN was basically the same, indicating
that the design of the impeller of the unit is reasonable, and the pressure distribution inside
the RN is basically unchanged within the operating range of the characteristic head.
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In order to allow for a clearer comparison of the impeller flow characteristics in
the three cases, Figure 13 intentionally shows the relative velocity streamlines at various
deployed surfaces within the RN domain. In Case 1, where span = 0.05, the speed decreased
continuously during water flow from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the blade. At
this point, the energy of the water was gradually converted into the rotational mechanical
energy of the blade. At this point, the velocity on the PS of the rotor blade was much higher
than on the SS, suggesting that the water flow on the PS side was the main driving force for
the rotation of the RN. Simultaneously, the alternating distribution of blades and splitters
also influenced the flow pattern, making the flow pattern inside the impeller asymmetric.
Compared to the velocity on the PS side of the blades, the velocity on the PS side of the
splitters was higher, while the velocity on the SS side of the splitter was lower. Starting
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from the energy conversion of rotating machinery, the distribution of pressure and flow
velocity at the inlet and outlet sections of the impeller was relatively uniform. However,
considering that the geometric length of the splitter along the flow direction was shorter
than that of the blades, the force bearing area of the splitter was smaller, and the velocity
gradient nearby was larger. Compared to the case with span = 0.05 in Case 1, the velocity
on the PS of the splitters at span = 0.5 was slightly lower, and the velocity at the RN outlet
was also slightly lower. At the same time, the relative velocity streamlines between the
blades were smoother at span = 0.5, indicating a better flow pattern at the center line of the
blade profile. Furthermore, at span = 0.95, the relative velocity flow direction on the SS side
of the leading edge of the splitters deviated from the center line of the blade profile, and
there was noticeable low-speed recirculation on the SS side of the trailing edge of the long
blades. Comparing the three different cases, it was noticeable that in Case 3, the velocity
difference between the two sides of the RN was smaller, with a lower velocity on the PS
side and a higher velocity on the SS side. Additionally, the relative velocity streamlines
between the blades in Case 3 were smoother and aligned better with the center line of the
blade profile. This indicated that Case 3 had the best flow pattern, followed by Case 2, and
Case 1 had the worst performance.

To investigate the relationship between vortices and energy loss within the RN, abso-
lute helicity, defined as the absolute value of the dot product between the velocity vector
and vorticity vector, was used to characterize the degree of vortex spiralization. Energy loss
is represented by EPR. Figures 14 and 15 show the distribution of absolute helicity and EPR
at different unfolded surfaces of the RN domain. For span = 0.05 in Case 1, the leading edge
of the splitter on the SS exhibited high helicity and high EPR, indicating significant vortex
spiraling and energy loss in this area. At span = 0.5 in Case 1, there was high EPR and
high-velocity flow at the trailing edge of the splitter, but no appreciable helicity, suggesting
that the energy loss in this region was mainly due to the large velocity gradient and not the
presence of vortices. In Case 1, the helicity distribution inside the impeller at span = 0.95
presented obvious asymmetry, and the leading edge of the splitter had obvious high helicity
and energy loss, indicating that the high-speed flow off the centerline existed at the leading
edge of the splitter. Significant helicity leads to significant energy loss. At the same time,
compared with span = 0.5, the flow direction of the relative velocity near the leading edge
of the SS side splitter at span = 0.95 deviated more from the centerline of the blade profile,
resulting in higher helicity and EPR, thus exacerbating the impeller internal flow state
asymmetry. Comparing the three cases, it was observed that the RN domain in Case 3 had
the smoothest streamlines, the lowest helicity, and the lowest EPR. This contributed to the
lowest TEP within the RN in Case 3. Consequently, as the head increased, the flow pattern
within the RN domain improved, resulting in a reduction in overall helicity and EPR and
ultimately a reduction in TEP within the RN (Figure 8).
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In the process of flowing from the leading edge of the RN to the trailing edge, the
water flow gradually transitioned from the state of rotating around the axis to the state
of axial outflow. The swirling degree is closely related to the operating efficiency of the
unit and the flow state in the RN. In order to quantitatively describe the degree of swirl
in the RN under three characteristic water heads, the swirl number (Sw) is calculated as
follows [33]:

Sw =

∫ R
0 UaUtr2dr

R
∫ R

0 U2
a rdr

(20)
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where Ua is the axial velocity, Ut is tangential velocity, and R is the hydraulic radius,
representing the impeller radius.

Figure 16 represents the Sw values on different horizontal planes of RN in the three
cases. According to the physical structure of the RN, it could be divided into three regions:
R1 is the region where the water flows in tangentially, R2 is the transition region, and R3
is the region where the water flows out axially. It can be clearly seen that the Sw value in
the R1 domain was much greater than 1.0, indicating that the tangential velocity of the
water flow was much greater than the axial velocity. Moreover, the Sw value dropped
sharply along the axial direction, which showed that the kinetic energy of the water flow
was quickly converted into the rotational mechanical energy of RN, which was also related
to the greater pressure difference between the two sides of the blade in the R1 domain. In
the R2 domain, the Sw value was less than 1.0, indicating that the main flow direction of
the water flow was axial. At the same time, the Sw value decreased slowly along the axial
direction, and it could be seen that the energy transferred by the water flow to RN was
reduced. In the R3 domain, the Sw value was maintained at a low level, far below 1.0, and
the velocity circulation still existed in the outlet domain. Comparing the three cases, it
could be seen that on the same level, the Sw value of case 1 was the highest, followed by
case 2, and that of case 3 was the least. Especially in the R3 domain, the average Sw values
of the three cases were 0.23, 0.22, and 0.19, respectively. It could be seen that the velocity
circulation of the water flow in Case 3 was the smallest, which was also the performance of
Case 3 with less energy loss.
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Figure 16. Swirl number on different horizontal planes of RN in three cases.

4.4. Analysis of the Flow Characteristics in DT

Based on the calculation results of the entropy production in Figure 7, it was observed
that the TEP in the DT was larger than that in the RN domain. This was partly due to the
presence of significant turbulence at the RN outlet and the larger integration volume of
EPR in the DT. Since EPTD was the main contributor to the TEP in the system and was
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calculated indirectly from the turbulent kinetic energy, analyzing the level of turbulence in
the DT could help identify the source of the energy loss. By examining the streamlines in
the DT domain, as shown in Figure 17, it could be seen that there was significant tangential
velocity at the inlet of the DT and that the velocity near the wall was much higher than that
in the central region of the DT. Additionally, the overall flow velocity decreased from the
inlet to the outlet of the DT. Figures 18–20 represent the distribution of TKE, spiralization,
and EPR on the vertical plane of the DT, respectively. In Case 1, there was significant
spiralization near the wall in the inlet region of the DT, consistent with the tangential flow
distribution. Moreover, the inlet region of the DT exhibited high TKE and EPR values,
and their distributions closely matched, indicating that the high level of turbulence in the
inlet region resulted in significant energy loss. Moreover, regions of high EPR in the DT
exhibited relatively low spiralization, suggesting that the increase in TKE was caused by
the velocity gradient rather than the presence of vortices. Comparing the three different
cases, it is clear that Case 3 had significantly lower TKE and EPR values compared to Case
1 and Case 2, indicating that the improved flow properties in the RN domain reduced the
turbulence level and energy loss in the DT.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the hydraulic loss mechanism of a high-head pump turbine with splitter
blades was studied using three-dimensional visualization techniques. The numerical
simulation was verified by an experimental LDV test, and the velocity coefficients at
the section of the draft tube were in good agreement. Using entropy generation theory
combined with the flow field distribution, the hydraulic loss and internal flow state changes
of the unit under three characteristic heads, such as velocity, pressure, helicity, and EPR,
were compared to explore the root causes and characteristics of the hydraulic loss. The
following main conclusions were drawn:

(1) Among the three terms of entropy production, EPTD dominates, accounting for over
98% of the TEP. Within the five flow components, RN and DT play a dominant role,
and TEP increases significantly along the flow direction. In all three cases, the growth
rate of TEP decreases with increasing head, suggesting that the high-efficiency region
of the turbine is at high-head operating conditions.

(2) In the inlet components, the presence of a large velocity gradient at the trailing edge
of the GV leads to a significant EPR. Furthermore, under high head conditions, the
higher flow rate increases the velocity in the GV area, increasing the velocity gradient
at the trailing edge and causing more energy loss. The average energy loss growth
rate of inlet components in case 2 and case 3 are 14.87% and 42.69%, respectively.

(3) In the RN domain, at spans of 0.05 and 0.95, the high spiralization and high EPR are
observed at the leading edge of the splitter on SS where the flow direction deviates
from the center line of the blade profile. This deviation, together with the high flow
velocity, leads to significant spiraling and significant energy losses. At span = 0.5, the
high EPR and high flow velocity are observed at the trailing edge of the splitter, with
no appreciable spiralization occurring. This indicates that the energy loss in this region
is mainly due to the large velocity gradient and not to the presence of vortices. In the
RN domain, the Sw value continues to decrease along the axial direction, indicating
that the water kinetic energy is continuously converted into the rotational mechanical
energy of the RN. Especially in the R3 domain, the average Sw values of the three
cases are 0.23, 0.22, and 0.19, respectively.

(4) In Case 1, the region close to the wall in the inflow section of the DT exhibits a high
tangential velocity, which leads to significant spiralization. Additionally, the central
region of the inflow section with large velocity gradients generates higher TKE and
EPR. Case 3 shows significantly lower TKE and EPR values compared to Case 1,
indicating that the improved flow properties in the RN domain reduce turbulence
and energy losses in the DT.
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Abstract: Pump turbines operate under various off-design conditions, resulting in complex internal
flow patterns. This study employs Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) numerical methods
to investigate the flow characteristics of a prototype pump turbine with a single draft tube pier in
turbine mode, and then, the flow characteristics inside the draft tube are discussed with emphasis.
Asymmetry between the pier-divided draft tube passage flows is inevitable due to the elbow section’s
curvature. Most of the fluid flows out of one passage, while vortex motion dominates the interior of
the other one, resulting in completely different pressure fluctuation characteristics for the two flow
passages. The large-flow passage is mainly characterized by the wide band in the frequency domain,
corresponding to the recirculation zone, while some of the measured points in the low-discharge
passage exhibit frequency splitting under kinematic progression. Further analysis demonstrates a
low-frequency peak corresponding to the complementary shape between the vortex rope and the
recirculation zone. This work elucidates the effects of the pier on the flow behavior and pressure
fluctuation characteristics inside the draft tube and fills the research gap on piers in the field of
pump turbines.

Keywords: pump turbine; single pier; vortex rope; pressure fluctuation; numerical simulation

1. Introduction

With the development of new energy, pumped storage power stations play an impor-
tant role in peak shaving and valley filling of the power grid, which can make up for the
instability of wind and solar power stations [1]. In some offshore pumped storage power
stations, it can also solve important problems such as seawater desalination and power
supply on isolated islands [2,3].

Compared with typical Francis or Kaplan turbines, pump turbines need to operate
under a wider range of off-design conditions in turbine mode, while also being able to
switch to pump mode frequently. For this purpose, the internal flow characteristics of pump
turbines under different conditions have been extensively studied by means of experiments
or numerical simulations. Many studies have confirmed that the region in which strong
pressure fluctuations are likely to occur in pump turbines is the vaneless space [4]. When
the operating condition of a pump turbine changes, it may enter the “S-region”, in which
the pressure fluctuations in the vaneless space rise sharply, which can affect structural
components, and this poses a threat to the safe operation of the unit when serious [5]. A
detailed PIV model test study elaborated that the S-region characteristic of pump turbines
is caused by the blocking of a sub-synchronous stall cell in the guide vane flow passage.
The numerical study by Zhu et al. [6] indicated that the intense pressure fluctuation is
related to the non-uniform distribution of vortex structures in the vaneless space. The
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simulation results by Hu et al. [7] found triangular or quadrilateral flow patterns in the
upper crown cavity, which is an important reason for the low-frequency components in
this region. Asomani et al. [8] reviewed the influence of design parameters on the internal
flow characteristics of pump turbines, and the main influence of geometric parameters is
the RSI characteristics of different units. Fu et al. [9] considered the clearance flow between
the hub and the shroud, and studied the pressure fluctuation and shafting mechanical
characteristics during startup. It was found that the influence of the clearance dominated
the axial thrust much more than the influence of the runner blades. Yang et al. investigated
the transient characteristics of the internal flow of pump turbines during start-up and
shutdown by numerical simulation [10], and further studied the influence of flow-induced
vibration on the structural stress characteristics of non-rotating components [11].

The flow pattern in the draft tube is also an important research focus on pump
turbines. Compared with Francis and Kaplan turbines, pump turbines are influenced
by the S-region characteristic, and the pressure fluctuation characteristics are affected by
both the rotor–stator interaction and the draft tube vortex rope under some conditions [12].
Kim et al. [13] studied the internal flow in the draft tube of a pump turbine under partial
flow rate conditions. By comparing the swirling number and the shape of the vortex rope,
it is indicated that the vortex rope phenomenon is more obvious at medium flow rates,
but at lower flow rates the swirling intensity is stronger. Tridon et al. [14] obtained an
analytical expression for the radial velocity based on the formula of a conical diffuser and
the superposition of three Batchelor vortices. The study by Lin et al. [15] showed that the
draft tube vortex rope is also significantly affected by leakage flow and the blade vortex.
Pang et al. studied the influence of the cavitation number on the draft tube vortex rope [16].
Numerical simulation revealed that, under different cavitation numbers, the vortex rope
presents a spiral shape or a torch-like shape, and the torch-like vortex rope under a lower
cavitation number has a higher swirling intensity and a lower dominant frequency.

In the above studies, most of the draft tubes are single-channel ones without a pier.
The pier can increase the pressure recovery coefficient of the diffuser section [17], thereby
improving the overall efficiency of the hydraulic turbine. Since the design of piers aims
at improving the power generation efficiency, the current research on piers mainly fo-
cuses on Francis [18,19], Kaplan [20,21], and a small number of bulb turbines [22,23],
with little attention paid to pump turbines. A well-known study was carried out by
Tridon et al. [24,25]. Through LDV tests, they observed that, at a flow rate coefficient of 0.38,
secondary flow caused a main vortex and a vertical vortex in the left flow passage of the
draft tube, and the flow imbalance between the two passages was an important reason for
the unexpected efficiency decrease at low flow rates after the replacement of the impeller
with a high-efficiency one. DUPRAT [26] performed large eddy simulation (LES) and also
found similar back-flow. Li et al. numerically studied a Francis turbine with a pier in the
draft tube [27]. Their results showed that, at low flow rates, the discharge in the draft tube
was concentrated in the flow passage on the inside of the pier, while the outer flow passage
was dominated by the vortex. As the flow rate increased, the flow in the outer passage
also gradually increased. Wang et al. [28] performed numerical simulation on a Francis
turbine unit and believed that the draft tube pier can restrain the development of a vortex
and reduce pressure fluctuations. In an early study, Paik et al. [29] simulated a draft tube
with two piers, in which the vortex rope broke up and transported to three flow passages.
Pasche et al. [30] carried out an asymptotic analysis on a Francis turbine with a pier in the
draft tube and proposed that the synchronous pressure wave inside the draft tube results
from the combined effects of the vortex rope and wall disturbances.

In this study, we performed unsteady numerical simulation on a pump turbine with
a single pier in turbine mode. After examining the flow in the guide vane and runner
passages, we focused on analyzing the flow patterns and spectral characteristics inside the
draft tube under two typical loads. In simple terms, the draft tube pier has some influence
on the evolution process of the vortex rope, which has not been considered in previous
studies in the field of pump turbines. The influence of the rotor–stator interaction the
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and draft tube vortex rope on the pressure fluctuation characteristics was preliminarily
investigated, filling the research gap on the stability of pump turbines in the presence of
a pier.

2. Research Object and Numerical Method

The physical model constructed for this paper used a prototype pump turbine with
the specific parameters shown in Table 1. According to the definition of the specific speed
in Equation (1), the specific speed of the pump turbine was ns = 228.

ns =
n
√

P
H5/4 (1)

where n is the rated speed, P is the rated power, and H is the rated head.

Table 1. Basic parameters of the unit.

Parameter Unit Value

Runner inlet diameter (D) m 5.22
Rotational speed (n) r/min 200

Rated power (P) MW 139
Rated flow (Q) m3/s 148.8

Number of blades (Zb) / 7
Number of stay vanes (Zs) / 20

Number of guide vanes (Zg) / 20
Rated head (H) m 105.8

The overall 3D model is shown in Figure 1. In order to highlight this research’s focus,
we separately adopted structured grids in the runner and draft tube parts, as shown in
Figures 2 and 3. The Y+ values at the blade surface were less than 300. Since the local
Reynolds number was about 108, the encryption of the surface mesh was reasonable for
the calculation requirements of the SST k-ω model. The total number of mesh nodes was
2.6 million, and the number of mesh nodes per component is shown in Table 2. Based on
the grid independence verification performed in the authors’ previous study [7], this grid
density is sufficient to resolve the internal flow patterns within the runner and draft tube.
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Table 2. Number of mesh nodes in partial fluid domain.

Fluid Domain Spiral Case Stay Vane Guide Vane Runner Draft Tube

Number of Nodes
(×104) 13.2 36.2 26.5 156 26.6
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Numerical simulations were carried out in ANSYS CFX using the Reynolds aver-
aged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations [31] for the internal flow characteristics of the
pump turbine.

∂ρ

∂t
+
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∂xj

(
ρuj
)
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(
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)
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∂xi
+

∂
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(
µ

∂ui
∂t
− ρu′iu

′
j

)
+ SM (3)

where ρ is water density, p is the pressure, and u is the flow velocity. The range of indicators
for i and j is (1, 2, 3), µ is the dynamic viscosity, SM is the external momentum source
term, and τij = ρu′iu

′
j are the Reynolds stresses. The SST k-ω model was used to solve the

Reynolds stresses.
Boundary conditions: A pressure inlet and a pressure outlet were employed, since

there are large reservoirs upstream and downstream of the pump turbine, specifying
pressures is closer to the real case than giving flow rates. In the present case, the inlet
pressure was 1.058 MPa and the outlet pressure was atmospheric. No-slip boundary
conditions were used on all stationary walls. The rotating and stationary regions were
modeled with a frozen rotor boundary and transient rotor–stator boundary for steady and
unsteady simulations, respectively. For the unsteady simulations, the results from the
steady simulations were used as the initial conditions. Within each runner rotation cycle,
360 time steps were calculated, giving a time step size of 8.33 × 10−4 s, and 70 rotation
cycles were computed in total. Reference [32] presents extensive sensitivity tests on the grid
and time step size for a pump turbine similar to that in the present study. It demonstrates
that a time step equivalent to 3◦ of runner rotation per step can capture the flow features of
the main working points, while 1.8◦ per step resolves the finer details under low-flow-rate
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conditions. Therefore, the selection in this work of 1◦ runner rotation per time step is
good enough.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Field Test Results of Pressure Fluctuation

In previous work, we conducted field tests at the studied power plant and obtained
pressure data from several measurement points. In turbine mode, we tested the pressure
fluctuations at the elbow of the draft tube under various unit loads. The frequency domain
results are shown in Figure 4. It can be observed that, at around 50% load, distinct low-
frequency components emerged at the draft tube elbow, which were absent at lower or
higher loads. We separately examined the operating points at 50% and 100% loads, whose
signals and spectrum are shown in Figure 5. The pressure coefficient, Cp, here is specified
as Equation (4) [33]. The p − p indicates the removal of the DC component from the
original pressure signal. For the convenience of comparison, all frequency values below
are expressed as the ratio of frequency to rated rotation frequency, that is, f /fn, where
fn = 20.94 Hz.

Cp =
p− p
ρgH

(4)
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(b) 100% load 

Figure 5. Pressure signal and spectrum of the draft tube elbow section under 100% and 50% loads. 

3.2. Internal Flow Characteristic of Ring and Runner 

Figure 4. Pressure signal spectrum of the draft tube elbow section under different loads. Red means
a higher amplitude.

At 50% load, the dominant frequency of pressure fluctuation at the draft tube elbow
was 0.23fn, with remarkably high amplitude. Based on our engineering experience, such a
dominant frequency generally originates from the vortex rope in the draft tube. However,
for the power plant, most pressure sensors are used to monitor the DC component, i.e.,
the instantaneous mean pressure, and due to the long pressure measuring lines and low
sampling rates, the high-frequency components are limited. Therefore, after summarizing
the preliminary field test results, more high-frequency contents (including rotor–stator
interaction, RSI) still need to be analyzed using the CFD simulation results, especially the
working point at 50% load.
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(b) 100% load 

Figure 5. Pressure signal and spectrum of the draft tube elbow section under 100% and 50% loads. 

3.2. Internal Flow Characteristic of Ring and Runner 

Figure 5. Pressure signal and spectrum of the draft tube elbow section under 100% and 50% loads.

3.2. Internal Flow Characteristic of Ring and Runner

The internal flow characteristics excluding the draft tube should be shown first.
Figure 6 shows the pressure distribution on the cross section of spanwise = 0.5 in the guide
vane region under 100% and 50% loads. It is evident that the pressure near the outer edge
of the guide vane is higher than that near the inner edge, indicating certain pressure loss
around the guide vanes. As the load decreases, the pressure near the outer edge increases
markedly, leading to a larger pressure difference between the outer and inner edges. This
implies an increase in hydraulic loss in the guide vane region at partial load.
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Figures 7 and 8 show the streamline distributions in the isometric view and top view of
the runner, respectively. At 100% load, the streamlines align well with the runner geometry,
whereas at 50% load, the flow becomes turbulent to some extent. Flow separation vortices
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appear on the suction side near the leading edge of three blades, and an undeveloped
vortex occurs on one blade. Since there are seven blades in total, it can be said that vortices
exist in half of the flow passages, and the vortices locate at the mid-span of the blade’s
leading edge.

1 
 

  

(a) 100% (b) 50% 
 

Figure 7. The three-dimensional streamline distribution of the runner.
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Figure 8. Streamline distribution in the middle section of the runner.

3.3. Internal Flow Characteristic of Draft Tube

Since the draft tube in this study has a single pier, we define the flow passages on
both sides of the pier as Passage A and Passage B, as shown in Figure 9. It is evident
that Passages A and B exhibited significantly different flow characteristics, i.e., asymmetry.
At 100% load, the flow in Passage A and Passage B aligned better with the geometry of
the draft tube, while the flow in Passage B was somewhat turbulent. At 50% load, the
flow velocity near the outer wall at the inlet of the draft tube was high, with an obvious
swirling motion, resulting in an uneven flow distribution between Passages A and B, and
the flow characteristics became more complex. Judging from the flow streamline density,
the majority of flow was concentrated on the left side of Passage A, while a large vortex
formed on the right side of Passage A near the pier. In Passage B, low-speed spiral motion
dominated. Near the outlet of the draft tube where the pier disappeared, the spiral flow in
Passage B from the bottom mixed with the high-speed region in Passage A.

The difference in streamline density between the two passages means a difference in
the flow rate. It intuitively comes from the geometry: as the center-symmetric vortex flow
turns from vertical to horizontal inside the draft tube elbow, the curvature means shorter
effective lengths near the top of the draft tube elbow and longer effective lengths near the
bottom. Based on the direction of rotation, the top fluid mainly flows from Passage A to
Passage B, which means fluid obstructed by the prematurely encountered pier accumulates
in Passage A. The bottom fluid mainly flows from Passage B to Passage A, entering the
pier later and allowing more fluid transfer across passages. The combined result is visibly
greater discharge in Passage A over Passage B. The abstract diagram is shown in Figure 10.
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There is obviously more fluid on the side of Passage A (dashed blue line) than on the side
of Passage B (solid blue line).
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Figure 10. Schematic diagram of flow asymmetry caused by draft tube elbow bending.

In Figure 11, two cross sections S1-A and S2-B are selected along the flow direction
to observe the flow characteristics inside the vertical plane. The surface streamlines are
shown in Figure 12. At 100% load, only a small back-flow area appeared on the outer side
of the elbow in the draft tube, with a relatively low vortex intensity. Even though spiral
motion existed in Passage B to some extent, the back-flow area was small. At 50% load,
the vortex area at the elbow increased, distributing closer to the center of the flow cross
section. Passages A and B exhibited significant differences: a large vortex formed near
the pier in Passage A, while a large vortex appeared near the outlet of the draft tube in
Passage B. Judging from the streamline distribution, the presence of the pier has such an
effect: splitting the high-speed swirling flow at the inlet of the draft tube into two parts,
one recirculating and dissipating in Passage A, while most of the angular momentum is
stored in the slower outflow in Passage B, then mixing and dissipating after the pier ends.
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To some extent, this design reduces the likelihood of intense pressure fluctuation at specific
frequencies, but the resulting changes in pressure distribudtion characteristics need further
examination.
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cess. At 100% load, the two passages had relatively symmetric pressure distributions. Alt-
hough there was a high-pressure zone near Passage B at section S2, both passages main-
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S4. With the generation of the vortex rope at 50% load, the pressure distribution at section 

Figure 12. The streamline distribution of the draft tube at S1-A and S2-B.

Intuitively, the flow asymmetry would lead to differences in the pressure distributions
between the two passages, with the load likely also impacting these differences. How-
ever, unexpectedly, the results for the average pressure distributions at S1-A and S2-B
shown in Figure 13 did not exhibit quite significant discrepancies, except for the larger
high-pressure zone on the outer side of the draft tube elbow at 50% load. This may be
an advantage conferred by the presence of the pier—despite the apparent differences
in flow characteristics between the two passages, strong pressure differentials are not
induced, which is important for improving the hydraulic efficiency and fatigue life of
structural components.

To observe this further, we chose several sections along the mainstream direction
to check the process of pressure differential change. Their pressure contour maps are
displayed in Figure 14, which allows us to further see how the pier played a role in
this process. At 100% load, the two passages had relatively symmetric pressure distri-
butions. Although there was a high-pressure zone near Passage B at section S2, both
passages maintained a similar concentric circular pressure distribution when entering
sections S3 and S4. With the generation of the vortex rope at 50% load, the pressure distri-
bution at section S2 showed an evident low-pressure zone at the inlet of Passage A and
a high-pressure zone at the inlet of Passage B. However, this difference was mitigated
suddenly when entering section S3, at the cost of Passage B losing the concentric circular
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pressure distribution. Judging from the results, Passage B reduced the global pressure
differential with Passage A through localized pressure adjustments.
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Figure 14. Pressure distribution of the draft tube at different main flow cross sections.

From the distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in Figure 15, it can be seen that under
50% load, the flow inside the draft tube was unstable, the velocity fluctuation increased,
and the turbulent kinetic energy increased and presented an uneven distribution. Overall,
the turbulent kinetic energy decreased significantly after entering the passage on both sides
of the pier. Additionally, at the S4 section in the middle of the pier, the turbulent kinetic
energy in channel A was significantly higher than that in channel B. The occurrence of these
results is understandable in light of the preceding analysis. At 50% load, a vortex rope
developed in the draft tube. Regions approaching red in the color contours denote areas
significantly influenced by the vortex rope. Such high-turbulence fluids divide—one part
entering Passage A, another entering Passage B. However, lower mainstream velocities
in Passage B afford ample time for turbulence dissipation. Thus, by cross section S4,
these fluids demonstrated drastically lower turbulence than in Passage A. Fundamentally,
dissipation constitutes energy loss, eventually manifesting pressure decreases. This further
validates the rapid pressure differential reduction between Passages A and B—Passage B
experienced immense dissipation around cross section S3.
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3.4. Spectral Characteristics of Draft Tube Pressure Fluctuation

Figure 16 shows the distribution of monitoring points in the draft tube. Points dt1 to
dt3 were at different heights in the draft tube; dt5, dt7, and dt9 were in Passage A of the
draft tube; and dt4, dt6, and dt8 were in Passage B of the draft tube.
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Figure 16. The distribution of monitoring points in the draft tube.

Figure 17 shows the pressure fluctuation spectra of monitoring points in the draft
tube at 100% load. The results indicate that at 100% load, no draft tube vortex rope
was generated. The monitoring points were mainly affected by rotor–stator interaction,
exhibiting frequencies like 7fn, 14fn, and 21fn. The amplitude of rotor–stator interaction
frequency decreased as the distance from the runner increased. However, near the pier
in Passage B, dt8 showed a low-frequency vortex frequency of 0.1fn, and near the pier in
Passage A, dt9 also exhibited 0.2fn. Looking back at Figure 12a,b again, the reason for the
discrepancy in the dominant frequencies of the two low-frequency components can be
identified. The streamlines in Passage A are relatively smoother with less backflow, while
Passage B has an adverse pressure gradient, and the streamlines bend twice. In the front
section of the pier, the same pressure fluctuation may occur twice, resulting in a higher
dominant frequency compared to Passage A.

Figure 18 shows the pressure fluctuation spectra of monitoring points in the draft
tube at 50% load. At all monitoring points, 21fn lot its dominance, 7fn and 14fn al-
most disappeared. Instead, low-frequency peaks emerged. At most points, the low-
frequency component centered at 0.2fn had a relatively prominent peak, but some mon-
itoring points still exhibited slight differences. The dt5 point had more low-frequency
components with a wider frequency band, corresponding to the large back-flow area on
the pier side of Passage A and the confluence point where the mainstream and recircu-
lation flow merged. It is imaginable that complex vortex characteristics are generated
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there. Point dt8 was exceptionally different, with a very low amplitude at 0.2fn, while
0.13fn and 0.4fn appeared as compensation, though the peaks of these two frequencies
remained insignificant. From Figure 14b, two local minimums can be observed in the pres-
sure distribution on the cross section S4 of the passage, indicating that the 0.2fn vortex in
Passage B is split into 0.13fn and 0.4fn vortices at the middle of the pier, and the amplitudes
are low because the energy is shared. This phenomenon is highly likely due to kinematic
progression caused by flow evolution—it is also essentially due to the position of the pier,
which is important for improving the understanding of flow inside draft tubes with a pier.
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Figure 18. Cont.
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Figure 18. Pressure fluctuation spectrum of the draft tube under 50% load.

3.5. Discussion
3.5.1. Evolution Process of Vortex Rope

As a supplement, the morphology of the draft tube vortex rope can be observed to
discuss the cause of 0.2fn under 50% load. The vortex rope edge is represented by the
iso-surface of velocity λ2 = 0 as illustrated in Figure 19. The rotation period of the runner
T = 1/fn = 0.3s, and it can be seen that the draft tube vortex rope exhibited a periodic
evolution pattern over five rotation periods of the runner. At 0T, vortex ropes existed
at both the inlet and elbow of the draft tube. Afterward, the vortex rope volume at the
inlet decreased, while the one at the elbow increased. Until 2/3T, the inlet vortex rope
disappeared. Then, the elbow vortex rope split into two parts, one moving toward the inlet,
the other moving toward the pier. The part moving toward the pier gradually dissipated
when approaching the pier, and completely disappeared at 5/3T. The part moving toward
the inlet became shorter and thicker during 5/3T to 13/3T, with reducing volume, until
a new vortex rope was generated at the elbow again at 5T, similar to the structure at 0T.
This fully demonstrates that the 0.2fn frequency component originated from the periodic
generation, movement, and decay of the draft tube vortex rope.

3.5.2. Complementary Shape of Vortex Rope and Recirculation Zone

Figure 20 shows the recirculation zone corresponding to the draft tube vortex ropes
and the flow lines inside the runner at different moments, which can be used to observe the
influence of the vortex rope evolution. It is evident that the vortex rope and recirculation
zone exhibited a complementary morphology in their distributions: At 0T and 2/3T, the
large vortex rope volume at the elbow caused a flow blockage there, resulting in extensive
recirculation in the center region of the draft tube’s straight cone section. Meanwhile,
vortex motion also occurred in the center region inside the runner. As the main vortex rope
body moved toward the inlet, the recirculation zone decreased, and the flow inside the
runner also gradually improved, especially at 10/3T when the recirculation zone almost
disappeared. Afterward, the recirculation zone emerged again at the elbow and started the
next cycle.
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Figure 18. Pressure fluctuation spectrum of the draft tube under 50% load. 
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Figure 19. The vortex rope changes in the draft tube. T = 1/fn = 0.3 s.
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3.5.3. Effect on the Runner

We also evaluated the influence of vortex rope evolution on the upstream runner
through spectral analysis. In the rotating coordinate system, two typical pressure fluctua-
tion monitoring points were selected inside the runner, as shown in Figure 21: rn1 located
near the inlet of the runner, and rn3 located near the outlet of the runner. From the pressure
fluctuation spectra in Figure 22, it can be seen that the runner inlet was dominated by
the rotor–stator interaction with a main frequency of 20fn, while the runner outlet was
dominated by the draft tube vortex rope frequency of 0.8fn, which presents a considerably
large amplitude. This indicates that, within one evolution cycle of the draft tube vortex
rope, the interior of the runner experienced four pressure pulsations induced by the draft
tube vortex rope. It is intricately linked to the alternate impingement on the runner outlet
by the vortex rope and the recirculation zone in the cone section.
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u f orced = ωr (6)
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u f ree =
c
r

(7)

where c is a constant. Then, for a vortex tube with a revolution angular velocity of ω0, the
relative velocity vr and the convected velocity vc are described in Equations (8) and (9),
respectively. Additionally, the distance L between any fluid particle and the origin O is
given by Equation (10):

vr =

{
(ωrsin θ, ωrcos θ) r ≤ r0( c

r sin θ, c
r cos θ

)
r > r0

(8)

vc = (ω0Rsin α, ω0Rcos α) (9)

L = (Rcos α + rsin θ, Rcos α + rcos θ) (10)

here c = ωr2
0. According to Helmholtz’s theorems, vortex tubes demonstrate conservativity.

In the present analysis, this manifests as the integral conservation of velocity moments
inside the control volume, as given in Equation (11):

r′∫

r=0

2π∫

θ=0

(νr + νc) · Ldθdr = const. (11)
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After simplification, we obtain Equation (12) as follows:

r′3 ·ω + 6R2 ·ω0 = const. (12)

where r′ is the upper limit of the control volume’s radius. In theoretical analysis, this value
is infinite, but in actual fluid flows, we can still select an appropriate upper limit based on
the situation, representing the maximum dominant range of the vortex tube in complex
flow fields. Meanwhile, the mainstream velocity, namely the flow velocity along the vortex
tube’s extending direction, will also affect r′ through the continuity equation. This may
hold significance for more in-depth analyses, but Equation (12) alone can already offer us
a clear explanation for the occurrence of splitting at 0.2fn in Passage B—the vortex tube
experiences twisting under the influence of both mainstream and geometric potential, with
its twisting frequency and fluid vortex frequency demonstrating opposite variation trends.

3.5.5. Comparability and Limitation of Experimental and Numerical Simulations

From researchers’ expectations, greater alignment of numerical results with experi-
ments is preferred. This consistency is more likely to occur in model tests predicting pump
turbines’ overall energy characteristics, while for more delicate, local traits like pressure
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fluctuation in a prototype test, the situation is much worse. Fully comprehensive prototype
data comparable to numerical simulations are rarely attainable. The authors provide two
examples here. First, the power plant involved used ~10m long measuring pipes, severely
attenuating high-frequency components in pressure fluctuation signals. In Figure 5, absence
of rotor–stator interaction (RSI) at the draft tube elbow seems fallacious when consider-
ing common knowledge or contrasting with numerical results (Figure 17). This reflects
one limitation of prototype testing—the majority of power plants were constructed sans
considerations for intricate measurement requisites.

As a second example, the said plant (and numerous others) adopted annular pipelines
or aggregated chambers for pressure extraction, necessitating multiple boreholes per cross
section. For instance, tapping at 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦ orientations of a draft tube cross-
section to get four boreholes, then connecting them and entering the same sensor for an
“average” value. Aside from hampering pulsation measurement accuracy, such schemes
inherently disturb the internal flow. Thus, consistently evaluating the relative accuracy
between testing and simulation proves difficult—perhaps the CAD modeling, turbulence
model, and boundary conditions of numerical simulation will have an impact on the
accuracy, but there are also many unexpected factors in the test. Nonetheless, clearly
capturing fluid phenomena bears significance for the current work, at least underscoring
the necessity of future model tests with pier inclusion.

The only stronger consistency manifests in the draft tube vortex rope frequency. The
test showed 0.23 fn at 50% load versus 0.2 fn in simulations. This minor numeric deviation
matters less as the author’s past study [35] demonstrates test variability in this frequency.
The extremes of spectrum amplitude signify the absolute dominance of the vortex rope
near a 50% load. The field tests relayed data more akin to Figure 18c’s simulation at dt3,
where the vortex rope’s second harmonic appeared in both.

Thus, the simulations essentially expand upon the field test data presently. Long-term
prototype pump turbine research requires optimization from the design stage—improving
test accuracy for enhanced comparability against simulations.

4. Conclusions

This paper uses numerical simulation methods to study the internal flow characteris-
tics of a pump turbine with a single pier in the draft tube. The results are as follows:

(1) The asymmetry of the flow is preordained. At 100% load, the flow in Passage A
and Passage B on both sides of the pier was relatively consistent with the geometric
contour of the draft tube. At 50% load, Passage A had a larger flow rate and generated
a large area of vortex near the pier. Passage B mainly exhibited a low-speed spiral
motion, mixed with the high-speed area of Passage A, and formed a large-scale vortex
at the outlet of the draft tube. The existence of the pier made Passage B reduce the
global pressure difference with Passage A through localized pressure adjustments and
also reduced the turbulent kinetic energy of the fluid, especially in the front section of
Passage B.

(2) Through the analysis of pressure fluctuation, it was found that, at 50% load, the
rotor–stator interaction component that dominated at 100% load basically disappeared,
and the more pronounced component was the low frequency (0.2fn), which is the
evolution period of the process of the generation, movement, and decay of the vortex
rope. At the monitoring point in the middle of the pier, the main frequency split into
0.13fn and 0.4fn, which may be due to the kinematic precession originated from the
evolution of vortex rope.

(3) The distribution of the vortex rope in the draft tube and the recirculation zone showed
a complementary shape. The frequency of the vortex rope had a significant impact on
the pressure fluctuation of the runner, and the point near trailing edge of the runner
blade showed a high-amplitude vortex rope frequency of 0.8fn.

Prospection: The pier exerts conspicuous benefits on turbine mode—vortex rope frag-
mentation, draft tube diffuser pressure balance, etc. This underscores the meaningfulness
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of reconsidering pier design in subsequent pump-turbine model tests, encompassing the
pier effects on pump mode.
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Abstract: In practical operation, pump turbines typically operate far from their designed working
points, which has a significant impact on the stability of the unit’s operation. In this paper, we
conducted a field test to investigate the stability characteristics of prototype pump turbines at
different working points. By adjusting the given power of the generator in a stepwise manner to
control its working point, we obtained the statistical and spectral characteristics of pressure signals
and acceleration signals. In turbine mode, the result shows that, at low, medium, and high power,
the variation in pressure fluctuation characteristics is influenced by three different factors, while
vibration generally reaches its maximum value at approximately 50 MW. In pump mode, variations
in pressure were observed among different measurement points in the low-frequency range, and the
characteristics of vibration acceleration were influenced by both the rotor–stator interaction (RSI)
and the structural modal frequencies. We emphasized that the high-frequency bands have influences
on the unit comparable in magnitude to those of the rotor–stator interaction, which has rarely been
mentioned in previous studies. Through detailed testing and analysis of the unit’s actual operation,
we can gain a better understanding of its behavior and performance in the turbine and pump modes,
and these results hold significant importance for ensuring the stability and reliability of the unit.

Keywords: pump turbine; field test; pressure fluctuation; acceleration; stability characteristics;
rotor–stator interaction

1. Introduction

With the gradual depletion of fossil fuel reserves and increasing environmental con-
cerns associated with their use, the development of renewable energy has been rapidly
advancing. Renewable energy accounted for 47.3% of China’s total installed power capacity
in 2022, among which wind and solar energy have seen continuous growth, accounting for
8.8% and 4.9% of total installed power capacity, respectively [1]. However, the inherent
drawback of wind and solar energy lies in their short-term output instability, which can
present challenges to grid stability [2]. Studies have shown that, when the combined share
of wind and solar energy (also called Renewable Energy Penetration Level) exceeds 10% on
the grid, without additional control measures, their short-term fluctuations can significantly
impact grid security [3–5]. To address the issue of unstable output from renewable energy
sources, pumped-storage hydropower plants play a crucial role as a relatively mature
energy storage solution. The pump turbine is the key component of pumped-storage
hydropower, and its operation principle is simple. During periods of excess electricity
generation, water is pumped from a lower reservoir to an upper reservoir. During periods
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of electricity shortage, the stored water in the upper reservoir is released through turbines
to generate electricity. This meets the usage needs of both the energy storage and power
generation directions.

Due to the remote control center’s overall dispatch of the power grid, pumped-storage
power stations often play a role in peak shaving and valley filling, leading pump tur-
bines with frequent start–stop operations and wide operating ranges to encounter greater
challenges in terms of stability compared to large-scale Francis units that maintain steady
operation [6]. The frequent changes in working points can lead to severe hydraulic insta-
bility, such as pressure fluctuation and increasing vibrations [7,8], cavitation in the draft
tube [9], and vortex-induced vibration due to multiphase flow [10,11], especially when
the unit operates at low flow rates in turbine mode [12], referred to as an S-shaped char-
acteristic. Many studies have been dedicated to analyzing the internal flow pattern and
pressure fluctuation associated with the S-shaped characteristic [13,14]. In one study, model
tests and numerical simulations were conducted on a model pump turbine [15], and some
low-frequency components were found in the vaneless space, which may not originate from
specific vortex structures [16], but rather from the combined effects of the rotating stall,
circumferential propagation of fluid blockage, and vortex rope [17]. In terms of improving
the stability of pump turbines, researchers have attempted jet injection in the vaneless
space [18], but a more reliable approach is the use of misaligned guide vanes (MGVs),
which can change the characteristics of the turbine brake and reverse pump regions in
the four-quadrant performance curves of the pump turbine [19]. In recent years, research
on splitter blades has become increasingly popular. This design alternates long and short
blades within the runner, resulting in significant differences in pressure fluctuation charac-
teristics compared to previously used pump turbines [20–22], and greatly improving the
stability of the unit. In pump mode, the risk of extending the operating range will rise due
to the hump characteristic [23,24], so the working points of most pump turbines in pump
mode are completely fixed.

Most of the studies mentioned above have focused on comparing experimental data
from model tests with numerical simulations. However, the flow characteristics of proto-
type units in engineering practice are often different from those of model units, especially
in low-flow conditions [25]. Unlike laboratory experiments that employ visualization
techniques such as PIV, field tests of prototypes typically involve the installation of high-
stability sensors within the unit, such as pressure sensors, vibration sensors, acoustic
sensors, strain gauges, etc. [26,27]. Through indirect analysis, these sensors enable the
investigation of potential flow phenomena occurring inside the turbine unit. Currently,
there is a limited amount of detailed field research on pump turbines [28–30]. Zhang et al.
identified the cause of strong vibrations in a pumped-storage hydropower plant as rotor–
stator interaction (RSI) by analyzing the pressure fluctuation at critical locations within
the unit [31]. They proposed increasing the stay vaneless space as an improvement and
verified the effectiveness of this measure through a model test. Hu et al. conducted a field
test [30] and obtained pressure fluctuations at three key measurement points for subsequent
frequency domain analysis. They identified high-frequency noise, possibly caused by the
RSI, as well as low-frequency components in the draft tube, but these frequencies are not
limited to typical blade-passing frequencies or draft tube vortex rope frequencies, and
occur with greater randomness. Therefore, these phenomena are often difficult to capture,
even with sufficiently refined grids, simulation duration, and short time steps in numerical
simulation works. In fact, numerical simulations excel in capturing prominently periodic
vortex structures [32] and may not be able discern whether there are any components in
the signal-related generator electromagnetics.

In this study, we conducted a field test on a prototype pump turbine in Huadian, Jilin,
China. Multiple pressure sensors were installed at the end of the pressure measurement
pipeline, while accelerometers were installed at key points in structural components. This
allowed for the assessment of differences in signal statistical indicators and spectral char-
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acteristics of the unit at different operating conditions, thus providing insights into the
operating performance and stability of the pump turbine.

2. Experimental Methods and Data Acquisition
2.1. Experimental Design of Working Points

Typical parameters of the pump turbine are shown in Table 1. We conducted field tests
on the pumped-storage hydropower unit under various working points to obtain pressure
and vibration acceleration data. The turbine operating conditions are all power points, but
at intervals of 10 MW, including typical power ranges representing low-load operating
conditions (10–40 MW), medium-load operating conditions (70–90 MW), and near-full-load
operating conditions (100–130 MW). The pump operating conditions also include zero-flow
operating conditions and normal pumping operating conditions. All working points are
listed in Table 2.

Table 1. Typical pump turbine parameters.

Geometric parameters

Volute inlet diameter ~4200 mm

Runner inlet diameter (D1) ~5200 mm

Runner outlet diameter (D2) ~4100 mm

Turbine mode

Specific speed (ns) 228

Rated head 105.8 m

Rated output power 150 MW

Rated speed 200 rpm

Rated discharge 148.7 m3/s

Pump mode

Design head 126.7 m

Maximum discharge 138 m3/s

Maximum input power 157.95 MW

Table 2. Tested working points.

Turbine mode

low load (10–40 MW)

medium load (70–90 MW)

full load (100–130 MW)

Pump mode
zero-flow

normal pumping

2.2. Experimental Equipment and Installation

To measure pressure, and potential pressure fluctuation, high-performance pressure
sensors were installed at the end of the existing pressure measurement pipelines on the
unit; the correspondence between the physical meaning of the signal and the serial number
is shown in Figure 1. Meanwhile, we installed IEPE accelerometers near the upper, lower,
and water guide bearings of the unit. The sensors were as close to the bearings as possible,
but were inevitably placed on the bracket and head cover, as shown in Figure 2. All of these
sensors were connected to their respective data acquisition units, and all of the acquisition
units were time-aligned.
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2.3. Data Acquisition Configuration

A continuous sampling method was utilized to acquire the vibration and pressure
pulsation signals from the sensors installed on the pump turbine unit. The data was
acquired with a high-speed A/D conversion system and stored directly on the computer
for subsequent analysis. A sampling frequency of 4096 Hz was selected to ensure the
frequency range analyzed (below 1600 Hz) was much higher than the frequencies of
potential hydraulic instability phenomena, thus avoiding significant spectral leakage.

After 1 min of steady operation in each working point, we continuously collected data
for at least 30 s. Since the unit rated speed is 3.33 Hz, we can achieve a frequency resolution
of 0.01 times the rotational frequency when analyzing within the frequency domain. Since
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all signals were continuously collected over a long duration, there is no comparison of
results from multiple measurements. However, prior to finalizing the signal samples to be
used for spectrum analysis, we examined the coherence between different signal segments
under the same working point to ensure that the unit is truly in a steady state of operation.
Poor coherence results can also occur, especially in pump mode, which will be explained
later in the text.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Turbine Mode
3.1.1. Pressure Fluctuation in Turbine Mode

In turbine mode, the amplitude of pressure fluctuation tends to decrease, and stability
improves as the unit operates closer to its designed working point. The variation in pressure
signal with output power is shown in Figure 3, and the signal spectra of all measured
points at four representative working points are shown in Figure 4. The characteristics of
pressure fluctuation show three stages of gradual rise in output power.
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Figure 4. Pressure signal spectra under typical power conditions: (a) low load; (b) medium load;
(c) near-full load; (d) full load.

(1) Under low-load (10 MW–40 MW) conditions, significant pressure fluctuation
was observed in the volute, with a 95% confidence peak-to-peak value of approximately
20 m, accounting for 20% of the unit’s head. Frequency spectrum analysis revealed that
the intense pressure fluctuation was primarily dominated by low-frequency components
(<0.5 fn) with unstable peak values and pronounced nonlinearity. The data from the slave
computer for the governor also identified the phenomena of unstable output and difficulty
in maintaining output power stability, as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 also shows that
the governor data changes throughout the test, where the power rises in steps. These
observations may be attributed to the presence of flow blockages near the guide vanes,
due to the rotating stall when the unit operates at lower flow rates and smaller guide vane
openings [33].

(2) Under medium-load (70 MW–90 MW) conditions, pronounced pressure fluctuation
was observed in the elbow section of the draft tube, with a 95% confidence peak-to-peak
value exceeding 10 m, accounting for 10% of the unit’s head. It should be noted that the
pressure fluctuation conditions in the draft tube were unfavorable across all operating
conditions, with a 0–2 fn frequency band indicating the presence of intense broadband noise
within the draft tube. In the process of checking the signal, we found that the coherence of
this low-frequency band is poor; that is, when different signal fragments are selected, the
relative relationship between the amplitudes of each frequency point in the low-frequency
band is different. This may be related to the strong randomness of flow at the elbow of
the draft tube. However, in the medium-load range, a distinct main peak emerged in this
frequency band, around 0.23 fn, which slightly decreased as the power increased, exhibiting
an increasing-then-decreasing trend in amplitude, as shown in Figure 6. This phenomenon
can be attributed to the vortex rope in the draft tube. As the flow rate increases, the vorticity
of the fluid near the outer wall of the draft tube gradually decreases, resulting in reduced
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rotating speed of the vortex rope inside the draft tube. Nevertheless, this component was
not prominent in working points below 60 MW or above 110 MW, due to insufficient flow
conditions for vortex rope generation and the presence of stronger pressure fluctuation from
other sources [17], thereby demonstrating that the contribution of vortex-rope-induced
pressure fluctuation is secondary.
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(3) Under near-full-load (100 MW–130 MW) conditions, an enhanced pressure fluc-
tuation was observed behind the upper crown cavity sealing. The dominant frequency
primarily occurred in the low-frequency range (<1 Hz) and exhibited unstable behavior,
with significant nonlinearity. That is, even if we choose different time signal pieces at the
same working point, the low-frequency band is not the same. This can be attributed to the
interaction between the newly generated frequencies caused by the flow passing through
the labyrinth seal and the frequency of the vortex rope, which corresponds to the results of
a simple study the authors previously conducted [34]. This phenomenon briefly emerged
under near-full-load conditions, disappearing after 150 MW. Concurrently, the frequency
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distribution of draft tube pressure fluctuation became more concentrated as full load was
attained, exhibiting a frequency band centered at 1.3 fn.

Overall, the characteristics of pressure fluctuation in turbine mode showed some
similarities with those reported in reference [35]. However, under near-full-load conditions,
the reference identified pressure modes corresponding to rotor–stator interaction (RSI),
which were not distinctly observed in this study. One possible reason for this discrepancy
is the attenuating effect of the pressure measurement pipelines. Nevertheless, information
from the vibration signals can serve as a supplement at higher frequencies.

3.1.2. Vibration Acceleration in Turbine Mode

On the one hand, in terms of measurement location, the closer a measurement point
is to the runner, the higher the vibration intensity, whatever the direction of the vibration.
That is, the vibration in the upper bracket is the smallest, followed by the lower bracket,
and the vibration in the head cover is the strongest. On the other hand, in terms of working
points, lower unit output power corresponds to higher vibration levels in general. The
vibration in the upper bracket is the highest at the no-load point, decreases as the power
increases, and then increases again under a near-full load, but with a slight absolute value
change. Vibrations in the lower bracket and head cover are generally higher at low power,
with the maximum peak-to-peak value observed around 50 MW, reaching up to 50 m/s2 at
head cover. Subsequently, the vibration intensity rapidly decreases and reaches a minimum
value at 100 MW, with a slight increase during the load ramp-up process, from 100 MW to
150 MW. All of these characteristics can be found summarized in Figure 7. We selected two
key measurement points for detailed discussion.
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Low bracket Y direction (LBY): Owing to the pronounced amplitude fluctuations
exhibited by the vibration sensor installed in the low bracket in the Y direction, this
measurement location was selected as a representative case with which to perform an
in-depth analysis on the spectral composition (Figure 8):
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(1) Compared to other output power levels, the spectrum at 50 MW shows a prominent
peak, located at the 140 fn frequency band, which is the main reason for the higher vibration
near the lower guide bearing. Considering that the unit has 7 blades and 20 movable guide
vanes, this frequency band is likely caused by pressure waves resulting from the interaction
between the rotating and stationary components. With 7 × 20 = 140 being the simplest
calculation, each blade excites the stationary component 20 times within one cycle, and the
excitations of the seven blades are completely out of asynchronous. The phase of causes for
these excitations is completely different, so resonance does not occur, leading to a relatively
smaller amplitude and less stable frequency, eventually forming a frequency band near
140 fn.

(2) In most working points, there are distinct components at 21 fn, 36 fn, 48 fn, and
63 fn. Among these components, 21 fn and 63 fn are pressure modal rotation frequencies
caused by the rotor–stator interaction (RSI). According to the formula from [36]:

ν = kZb − mZs (1)

For a 7/20 unit, the first, second, and third modal frequencies in the vaneless space are
21 fn, 42 fn, and 63 fn, respectively, as shown in Table 3. However, the sources of the 36 fn
and 48 fn components remain unclear, and these two frequencies are also widely present in
other measurement points.

Table 3. Theoretical values of pressure modal rotation.

k m v Mode Shape

3 1 1 1 ND
6 2 2 2 ND
9 3 3 3 ND

(3) By comparing the variations in the 140 fn frequency band and those in the 21 fn
band (and its sub-harmonics) under different loads, a shift in their dominance can be
observed. The 140 fn band reached its maximum at 50 MW and rapidly decayed as power
increased further. In contrast, the 21 fn peaked at 70 MW, bottomed out at 100 MW, and
rebounded thereafter. Despite the 21 fn band having the highest amplitude, the 140 fn
band contributed more to the signal power, due to its broad frequency distribution. Hence,
the peak vibration at 50 MW was dominated by the 140 fn band, and the rapid decline
from 50 to 100 MW also resulted from its attenuation. Above 100 MW, with the near-
disappearance of the 140 fn band, vibrations were governed by the 21 fn band, exhibiting
a mildly rising trend. In summary, contrary to previous studies, we emphasized the
significance of high-frequency bands, which posed a greater threat to the unit compared to
rotor–stator interaction under low-load conditions.

Head cover Z direction (HCZ): In practical operation, the plant staff perceived sig-
nificant vibrations when working near the head cover. As evident from the vertical axis
of Figure 7, compared to other locations, the peak-to-peak value of vibration near the
head cover was extremely pronounced, with the average close to 40 m/s2. Therefore, the
Z-direction vibration in the head cover was selected for additional analysis (Figure 9):

(1) Aside from the 140 fn frequency band, the main frequency component of the
vibration is concentrated at 21 fn, with a small presence of 42 fn and 14 fn components. The
36 fn and 48 fn components are not obvious.
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(2) At 50 MW, the 140 fn frequency band also exhibits higher vibration intensity,
representing the working point with the strongest vibration. As the power continues to
increase, both the 140 fn and 21 fn bands decrease, resulting in reduced vibration and
reaching a minimum vibration level at 100 MW. At a near-full load, the 21 fn band increases
again, but due to the near-disappearance of the 140 fn band, the peak-to-peak value of the
vibration does not increase significantly. Due to the simpler frequency components of the
head cover vibration, we can more easily draw a conclusion: in turbine mode, vibration
is influenced by the 140 fn frequency band as simple excitation, and by the 21 fn band as
pressure modal rotation, with a dominance in the 140 fn band over the 21 fn one.

(3) Compared to the LBY, the 21 fn (and its sub-harmonic) component at HCZ was
significantly increased, being three times that of the LBY. This substantial growth in the 21 fn
band also accounted for the higher vibration intensity observed in the HCZ. Meanwhile,
the high-frequency band peak corresponding to 140 fn became less pronounced, overall
resembling high-frequency random noise. However, the dominant relationships between
the frequency components did not change.

3.2. Pump Mode
3.2.1. Pressure Fluctuation in Pump Mode

A comparison was made between zero-flow pumping and normal pumping. In the
low-frequency range, the stability of pressure fluctuation is relatively worse after opening
the guide vanes. After the guide vanes are opened, the 1fn component becomes more
prominent, while higher amplitudes occur at 0.19 fn in the volute inlet, 0.09 fn in the volute
end, and 0.37 fn in the draft tube inlet, as well as a frequency band near 1.3 fn in the elbow
section of the draft tube and a noticeable 0.5 fn in the draft tube outlet. Inside the area
behind the labyrinth seal at the upper crown cavity, a frequency component of 0.3 fn is
observed, while the pressure fluctuation spectrum does not show significant changes in
vaneless space, although this is somewhat against common sense, as shown in Figure 10.
Due to the excessive length of the pressure measurement pipeline, the high-frequency
components of the pressure fluctuation were not captured by the pressure sensors, but we
can analyze vibration signals as a supplement to high-frequency information.

3.2.2. Vibration Acceleration in Pump Mode

In the normal pumping stage after the guide vanes were opened, the vibration in
the unit significantly increased, and the vibration amplification near the water guide
bearing was the most obvious. The peak-to-peak value of Y direction vibration at the head
cover increased from 1.3 m/s2 to 14.36 m/s2, representing a 1004% increase, as shown in
Figure 11. From the frequency spectrum analysis, the vibration at the upper bracket is
mainly attributed to the 90 fn frequency component. Considering that the generator has
15 pole pairs, and this frequency does not appear at other locations, we attribute it to the
generator. In addition, at all measurement points, the dominant frequency is 21 fn, which
is the modal rotation frequency caused by the RSI.

At the lower bracket, the frequencies of 36 fn, 48 fn, 60 fn, and 72 fn are also noticeable,
but there are no clues regarding the causes of these frequencies. During normal pumping
operation, the amplitudes of these frequencies weaken, with a slight increase at 20 fn,
which is the blade-passing frequency (BPF). For the vibration at the head cover, the 21 fn
component during zero-flow pumping is significantly higher than that during normal
pumping, but the high-frequency band components during normal pumping are higher
compared to during the zero-flow pumping condition, as shown in Figure 12. Ultimately,
the peak-to-peak value of vibration during normal pumping is stronger, indicating that the
main factors enhancing the vibration near the water guide bearing are the high-frequency
band components, rather than the 21 fn component. These high-frequency band com-
ponents exhibit a continuous frequency band with several peaks, presenting a typical
frequency response function (FRF) shape, especially in the HCX and HCY as two different
directions to show a completely different shape, suggesting that the head cover is subjected
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to broad-frequency excitations that partially excite the natural frequencies of the structural
components. Through the above analysis, it can be observed that the studied pump turbine
experiences intense vibrations in the head cover, influenced by both the pressure mode
generated by the RSI and the structural mode derived from the natural frequencies of the
structural components. Each of these factors dominates under different working points of
the unit.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, a field measurement was conducted to investigate the stability character-
istics of a pump turbine at multiple working points. Pressure sensors and accelerometers
were installed to capture information in both the low-frequency and high-frequency ranges.
The main research findings are summarized as follows.

In turbine mode, the pressure fluctuation stability of the unit presents three stages as
the output power increases from 0 to 150 MW. At low, medium, and high loads, the main
components of the pressure fluctuation come from the flow in the volute, the vortex rope
of the draft tube, and the clearance flow in the crown cavity. The vibration in the unit is
primarily affected by the RSI, leading to frequencies of pressure modal rotation (21 fn) and
a simple pressure wave (140 fn). The 140 fn component induces a frequency band with
higher power, and dominates at low loads. Most measurement points exhibit the highest
vibration intensity at 50 MW and the lowest at 100 MW. This indicates that the design point
(150 MW) is not the optimal solution in terms of operational stability, although it may have
higher hydraulic efficiency.

In pump mode, the stability of normal pumping is worse than that of zero-flow
pumping. The pressure fluctuation in the pressure measurement points exhibits distinct
characteristics in the low-frequency range. The frequency spectrum shows the coexistence
of the 21 fn band and continuous frequency bands with several peaks, which means that
vibration characteristics are mainly affected by the pressure modal rotation caused by the
RSI and the structural modal frequencies.

These experimental results will be further compared with the flow field results of CFD
simulation and structural modal tests in future work to gain a better understanding of the
specific causes and processes behind these frequencies.
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Abstract: A double-volute centrifugal pump is a very important pump type; the internal flow
field of a centrifugal pump will change drastically during the transition process of power failure,
which will affect the safety and stability of the pump’s operation. In this paper, the CFD numerical
simulation method is used, and the UDF procedure is developed to realize the continuous update of
the impeller speed at each time step. The working parameters, such as the torque and flow rate at
the instantaneous moment, are obtained through the sequential iteration of each small step, and a
numerical simulation of the power-off transient is carried out on a double-volute centrifugal pump;
additionally, the changes in the external characteristic parameters and the internal flow field of the
centrifugal pump are analyzed in detail. The results show that the double-volute centrifugal pump
experienced four different modes after power failure, namely pump mode, braking mode, turbine
mode, and runaway mode, and the absolute values of the runaway speed and runaway flow rate
are 1.465 times and 1.21 times the initial values, respectively. Through the analysis of the flow field
in different regions, the change processes of the generation, development, and disappearance of
the vortex at each position of the centrifugal pump are obtained, and the change and development
processes of the internal velocity gradient of the centrifugal pump are obtained. In addition, it is
found that the high-speed area located in the second volute runner is larger than that of the first
volute runner because the second volute runner is shorter and narrower than the first volute runner.

Keywords: double-volute centrifugal pump; power-off transition process; internal flow field charac-
teristics; external characteristic parameters

1. Introduction

A double-volute centrifugal pump is a very important pump type, which uses a
splitter to divide the traditional single volute runner into two volute runners, so it has
better hydraulic efficiency and head, it can better balance the radial force on the impeller,
and it can effectively suppress pressure pulsation [1,2]. Li Q et al. [3] investigated the
entropy generation of single and double-volute molten salt pumps, and they discovered
that the double-volute molten salt pump experiences a less radial hydraulic force. In general,
the double-volute scheme reduces energy loss and ensures better structural stability. Shim
H S et al. [4,5] numerically calculated the hydraulic efficiency and radial force of double-
volute centrifugal pumps with different volute geometries and found that a reasonable
double-volute structure can effectively reduce the radial force on the impeller. Khalifa A E
et al. [6] found that there is a relationship between pressure fluctuation and vibration in a
double-volute centrifugal pump and found an effective way to reduce the vibration in the
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double-volute pump. Xiao R et al. [7] found that adding a reasonable splitter structure in
a single-volute double-suction pump can make the double-volute double-suction pump
maintain its original hydraulic performance and reduce the radial force of the impeller.
Yang J et al. [8] calculated and analyzed the transient flow during the start-up process of
the double-volute centrifugal pump and found that the pressure fluctuation on the outside
of the splitter was relatively stable relative to the inside of the splitter. Yang M et al. [9]
numerically simulated the pressure pulsation characteristics and radial force of the impeller
of the double-volute centrifugal pump and found that there was obvious pressure pulsation
in the double-volute pump.

In the process of power failure and during the shutdown and start-up of the pump,
the internal flow field will change drastically, which will affect the safety and stability of
the pump’s operation. At present, some progress has been made in the internal transient
flow of centrifugal pumps under transient operating conditions. In the 1980s, Tsukamoto
et al. [10,11] systematically studied the transient transition process of a small volute cen-
trifugal pump during the rapid start-up and shutdown process, and they found that
because of the existence of pulsating pressure, the dimensionless head coefficient was
much higher than the calculated value under a quasi-steady state. Chalghoum I et al. [12]
theorized transient flow during centrifugal pump start-up. The effects of the start-up time,
impeller diameter, number of blades, and blade height on pressurization were analyzed.
The numerical results show that the pressure increment is inversely proportional to the
start-up time. Tanaka T et al. [13] conducted experiments and CFD studies on the transient
characteristics of centrifugal pumps during rapid start-up, and the results showed that the
transient characteristics in the experiment were greater than the quasi-steady state change
at the beginning of the transient period and then gradually approached the quasi-steady
state change. Zhou D et al. [14] revealed variations in parameters such as the speed, flow,
torque, and pressure at the measuring point with time through the numerical simulation of
the axial flow pump device model during runaway caused from power failure. Wang W
et al. [15] analyzed the unsteady internal flow characteristics and time-frequency character-
istics of pressure fluctuation of a pump turbine in turbine mode (PAT) during power failure,
and the results showed that the flow field between the blades was extremely unstable under
braking conditions, and the main frequency of volute pressure fluctuation was related to
the rotation speed, which was mainly caused by dynamic and static interaction. Wang
W [16] et al. studied the pressure pulsation characteristics of a mixed-flow pump under
turbine and runaway modes on an open test bench and analyzed the frequency domain
characteristics of pressure pulsation based on FFT (Fourier Frequency Transform), and
they found that in order to avoid pressure pulsation under runaway mode, the mixed-flow
pump is best operated under small flow conditions such as those in a hydraulic turbine.
Feng J et al. [17] simulated the power-off process of the centrifugal pump, and the results
showed that the characteristic curves and runaway parameters of the pump predicted
by the numerical simulation were in good agreement with the experimental results. The
transient process after power failure mainly goes through four working modes: pump,
brake, turbine, and runaway. Dong W et al. [18] studied the internal flow characteristics of
centrifugal pumps under two linear start-up schemes, 0.1 s and 0.3 s, and found that the
vorticity distribution of the 0.3 s start-up scheme was more regular, and the slender high-
vorticity region was only distributed near the blade side. Zhang Y L et al. [19] established a
closed-loop pipeline system including a centrifugal pump to achieve self-coupling solving,
which revealed the transient characteristics of the centrifugal pump during shutdown and
provided a good reference for the transient behavior of other impeller machinery.

When the pump unit is shut down due to sudden power failure or maloperation, it
will eventually enter runaway mode, and when the pump unit is running in runaway mode,
some parts of the pump unit may be damaged due to the mass imbalance of the rotating
body and the hydraulic instability inside the unit [20]. More and more scholars have begun
to conduct experiments and numerical simulation studies on the runaway mode of the
pump unit [21,22]. Kan K et al. [23] analyzed in detail the flow characteristics and energy
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loss of the internal flow field during the runaway process of an axial flow pump unit.
Wang G [24] et al. conducted an experimental study on the hydraulic characteristics of the
inertial tank after the failure of the pump power and analyzed the influence of structural
parameters, including CPD and the transition section, on the hydraulic characteristics of the
inertial tank. Yang F et al. [25] conducted runaway characteristic tests on multiple groups
of pump systems, and the measurement results showed that the runaway speed of the unit
was different under different blade angles and increased with the increase in blade angles.

The accidental shutdown of a pumping station unit caused by power failure is a huge
threat to the safe operation of the pumping station. Due to safety, financial, or technical
constraints, some pump transient processes cannot be evaluated experimentally. In order
to ensure the safe and stable operation of a pump unit in daily life, it is necessary to study
the transient flow of the centrifugal pump after power failure. In this paper, the power-off
transition process of the double-volute centrifugal pump is simulated by introducing the
UDF procedure, and the transient change process of the external characteristics and internal
flow field of the double-volute centrifugal pump are analyzed and revealed. This study
provides a certain theoretical basis for the safe operation of a pumping station.

2. Numerical Methodology
2.1. Three-Dimensional Modeling of Centrifugal Pump

The centrifugal pump model is mainly composed of the intake pipe, impeller, double
volute, and outlet diffusion section, as shown in Figure 1. The design parameters of the
double-volute centrifugal pump are shown in Table 1. The specific speed used in this study
is defined as follows:

ns =
3.65Nd

√
Qd

H0.75
d

(1)

where ns, Nd, Qd, and Hd denote the specific speed, design rotational speed, design flow
rate, and design head, respectively.
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional model of double-volute centrifugal pump.

Table 1. Main parameters of centrifugal pump.

Parameter Name Numerical Value

Design flow rate, Qd (m3/s) 0.321
Design head, Hd (m) 40.3

Design rotational speed, Nd (r/min) 1480
Specific speed, ns 191.3

Impeller inlet diameter, D1 (mm) 283.7
Impeller outlet diameter, D2 (mm) 399.8

Number of impeller blades, Z1 6
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2.2. Mesh Generation

In order to obtain more accurate numerical simulation results, this paper performs
hexahedral structured meshing of each part of the double-volute centrifugal pump and
encrypts the local mesh of key parts such as the double-volute tongue and the watershed
around the runner blades. A schematic view of the grid of the individual components
is shown in Figure 2, and the grid around an impeller blade is shown in Figure 3. Grid
independence verification based on head and efficiency parameters is shown in Figure 4.
When the number of grids is greater than 8.2 million, the efficiency value and head value
tend to be stable. Therefore, the total number of calculated grid cells in the fluid area of
the entire centrifugal pump is 8202648, and the number of grid cells for each component is
listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Number of grid cells for each component.

Component Name Intake Pipe Impeller Double
Volute Outlet Pipe

Number of grid cells 921,713 3,571,714 3,563,816 145,405

2.3. Setting of Boundary Conditions

In this paper, the transient calculation and analysis of the power-off transition process
of a centrifugal pump are carried out based on CFD numerical simulation, and the SST k-ω
turbulence model is selected. Compared to the k-ε model, the SST k-ω model can better deal
with the transport of turbulent shear stress in the reverse pressure gradient and separation
boundary layer. The centrifugal pump unit has a strong reverse pressure gradient, flow
separation, reflux, and other abnormal flow phenomena during the shutdown process, so
the SST k-ω model is used to calculate the subsequent transition process [26,27].

The inlet is adopted as the pressure inlet boundary condition, and the outlet is adopted
as the pressure outlet boundary condition. The impeller is defined as a dynamic grid area.
SIMPLEC is used for the pressure and velocity coupling algorithm; the pressure term in
the calculation process adopts the second-order format, and the turbulent kinetic energy
term and convection term are both in the second-order upwind style. The time step of
the transient simulation is set to 4.5 × 10−4 s, which represents the time it takes for the
impeller to rotate by 4 degrees. The number of iterations during each time step is set to 20,
considering the influence of gravity, and the user-defined function (UDF) is used to calculate
and control the angular speed of the impeller area during the entire shutdown process.

During power failure, the impeller speed and torque are determined by the angular
momentum balance equation [28] represented by Equation (2):

Mt −Mg = J
dω

dt
(2)

where Mt is the resultant torque acting on the impeller, N·m; Mg is the drag torque, N·m;
J is the moment of inertia of the impeller of the centrifugal pump, kg·m2; and ω is the
angular velocity, rad/s.

When the centrifugal pump is suddenly powered off, the drag torque is quickly
reduced to zero, Mg = 0, that is, the rotation angular velocity of the impeller at any time is
shown in Equation (3):

ωi+1 = ωi +
Mi

t
J
× ∆t (3)
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where ∆t is the time step of the simulation calculation, and the angular velocity ωi and
torque Mi

t at the ith moment can be obtained to iteratively calculate the speed of the next
moment so as to realize the continuous update of the impeller speed at each time step. The
sequential iteration of each small step is carried out to obtain working parameters such as
the torque and flow rate at the instantaneous moment so as to realize the whole process
calculation of the power-off transient.

2.4. Validation of Numerical Methods

In order to verify the accuracy of the numerical simulations, tests were carried out on
a high-precision test bench, and the characteristic parameters of the pumps were obtained;
the test bench is shown in Figure 5. The test process and methods strictly followed the
international standard IEC 60193 [29]. By changing the speed of the pump to adjust the
flow rate, the test data under multiple sets of pump conditions with different flow rates
were measured, and Figure 6 shows the comparison of the simulation and experimental
characteristic parameters, including the head (H), efficiency (η), and power (P). From the
graph, it can be observed that the calculated value deviates from the experimental value.
Under the condition of a small flow rate, the calculated values of the head, power, and
efficiency are lower than the experimental values. Under the condition of a large flow rate,
the calculated values of the head and power are higher than the experimental values, and
the efficiency is lower than the experimental value. The errors are all within 5%, and they
could have been caused by subtle geometric differences between the simulated model and
the physical test model, including gaps that were overlooked during the simulation. In
general, the results of the numerical calculations are basically consistent with the testing
data, so the method of numerically simulating the transient power-off process of the
centrifugal pump is reliable.
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3. Results
3.1. Variation of External Characteristics

In order to more intuitively and clearly observe the variation in each external charac-
teristic parameter of a centrifugal pump with time, the three values of torque, flow rate,
and speed are dimensionless. Three relative values are introduced, which are the relative
value of torque (Mrel), the relative value of the flow rate (Qrel), and the relative value of
speed (Nrel), where the subscripts t and 0 represent the instantaneous value and the initial
value, respectively, as shown in Equation (4):

Mrel = Mt/M0
Qrel = Qt/Q0
Nrel = Nt/N0

(4)

As shown in Figure 7, the centrifugal pump has experienced four working modes,
namely pump, brake, turbine, and runaway, during the power failure process. Under
the pump mode (t = 0.212 s), the centrifugal pump is in the steady-state operation state
under the design working condition during the 0–0.1 s period. The accident power failure
occurs at 0.1 s, the parameters decrease rapidly, the relative value of the speed decreases
by about 45%, the torque decreases to about 23.6% of the initial value, and the flow rate
drops to 0 at t = 0.212 s. Then, it enters the braking mode, and the braking time is about
0.148 s (t = 0.212–0.36 s), the reverse flow rate begins to appear in the centrifugal pump and
increases, the torque reaches the trough at t = 0.237 s, and then it begins to rise gradually.
Under the action of reverse flow, the speed decreases faster than that of the pump under the
action of reverse flow, and the speed drops to 0 at t = 0.36 s. As the direction of the rotation
of the impeller changes, the centrifugal pump enters the turbine mode (t = 0.36–0.886 s),
and the torque reaches its peak at t = 0.42 s, at which time Mrel = 1.02. Due to the influence
of its own inertia, the flow rate decreases with the increase in speed after t = 0.531 s, and
the speed, Nrel , gradually increases from 0 and then decreases slightly, finally reaching
runaway speed. At t = 0.732 s, the reverse speed reaches the maximum value, and then
because the centrifugal pump has experienced a small fluctuation from the turbine working
condition to the hydraulic turbine dynamic condition and then to the hydraulic turbine
working mode, the torque has a small fluctuation in a short time near 0. When the torque is
stable at about 0 fluctuations, it enters a stable runaway mode (t > 0.886 s). At this time, the
torque, flow rate, and rotational speed tend to be stable values. The absolute value of the
speed is 1.465 times of the design rotational speed, and the absolute value of the flow rate
is 1.21 times of the design flow rate, that is, the runaway speed is −2168.2 r/min, and the
runaway flow rate is −0.38841 m3/s.
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3.2. Evolution of Internal Flow
3.2.1. Flow State of Intake Pipe

In this section, the flow field inside the inlet pipe is studied by analyzing the streamline
and velocity distribution of the intake pipe, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Streamline and velocity distributions in intake pipe at various times.

It is known from Figure 8a that when the flow rate of the centrifugal pump is 0, the
streamline in the inlet pipe is relatively stable as a whole. But the streamline in the intake
pipe and the inlet area of the impeller begins to rotate, indicating that the flow state in the
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inlet pipe is about to be unstable. When the speed of the impeller drops to 0, combined
with Figure 8b, the straight cone pipe section close to the impeller begins to appear as an
unstable vortex. The high flow velocity area is mainly concentrated in the wall surface of
the straight cone pipe section. When the impeller reverses and enters the turbine mode,
the swirl movement inside the intake pipe gradually increases. As shown in Figure 8c,
the vortex of the straight cone section moves towards the elbow section and creates a new
vortex in the straight cone section, and the high flow velocity area also moves towards
the wall of the elbow section. Then, the maximum reverse flow is reached. As shown in
Figure 8d, the original large vortex developed into several small vortices and began to move
towards the diffusion pipe section, and the flow velocity of the pipe wall decreased. As
shown in Figure 8e, with the continuous increase in the reversal speed, the previous small
vortices gradually moved outward and, at the same time, produced new vortices in the
straight cone pipe section. The high-speed area at the straight cone pipe wall reappeared.
As shown in Figure 8f, in the stable runaway mode, there was a large range of vortices
on the inside of the straight cone pipe section and the elbow pipe section, and some large
vortices moved to the inlet of the intake pipe.

3.2.2. Flow State of Double Volute and Outlet

In order to better understand the content of this section, Figure 9 marks the locations
of the tongue, the splitter, the first volute runner, and the second volute runner.
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Figure 10 illustrates the velocity and streamline distribution in the double-volute and
outlet diffusion section at various times. As can be seen in Figure 10a, when the flow rate of
the centrifugal pump is 0, the centrifugal pump enters the braking mode. The flow regime
of the double-volute area and the outlet diffusion section is very complex and disordered, a
large number of vortices are located in the outlet diffusion section, and the vortex in the
double-volute area is mainly located at the tongue and the tail end of the splitter. Due to the
influence of dynamic and static interference, the high-speed area is mainly located at the
beginning of the tongue and the splitter, and the speed at the tongue is higher. When the
impeller speed drops to 0, it begins to enter the turbine mode; as seen in Figure 10b,c, the
flow regime of the double volute area and the outlet diffusion section becomes relatively
stable, the vortex disappears, and the high-speed area appears in a small area at the tail
of the impeller blade. Because the second volute runner is shorter and narrower than the
first volute runner, the area of the high-speed area located in the second volute runner
is 30–50% larger than the first volute runner. This is when the maximum value of the
reverse flow rate is reached. As shown in Figure 10d, the high-speed area develops from a
block-like distribution to a continuous band-like distribution. As shown in Figure 10e,f, the
high-speed area develops into a discontinuous band-like distribution divided by blades as
the reversal speed increases until it reaches the runaway speed.
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3.2.3. Flow State of Impeller

The impeller is the most important component of the centrifugal pump, and the
direction of the impeller will change during the transient process of stopping the pump. In
order to facilitate the description of the suction surface and pressure surface of the impeller
and the inlet and outlet of the impeller during the transition process, the initial pump
working conditions are taken as the reference. That is, the interface between the impeller
and the intake pipe is defined as the impeller inlet, the interface between the impeller and
the volute is defined as the impeller outlet, the convex surface of the blade is the pressure
surface, and the concave surface of the blade is the suction surface. Figure 11 shows the
velocity and streamline distribution of the central section of the impeller at various times.
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As can be seen in Figure 11a, the speed and flow rate of the centrifugal pump continue
to decrease after power failure. When the flow rate of the centrifugal pump is 0, the
streamline in the impeller area is relatively stable, and the speed gradient is not obvious.
But there is a small high-speed area near the tongue due to the influence of dynamic and
static interference, and there is a small low-speed area at the entrance of the impeller, which
may be the place where the vortex of the inlet pipe is generated. When the speed of the
impeller drops to 0, as seen in Figure 11b, the flow regime in the impeller area changes
drastically. It can clearly be seen that there is a large number of vortices at the tail of
the impeller suction surface, and the velocity gradient in the impeller area has a drastic
difference. There are both high-speed and low-speed areas; the high-speed area is mainly
concentrated in the front end of the impeller pressure surface, and the low-speed area is
located in the small area of the rear end of the impeller pressure surface and the center of
the vortex at the tail of the impeller suction surface. When the impeller begins to reverse
into the turbine mode. As shown in Figure 11c, the vortex begins to move towards the front
end of the impeller suction surface, the velocity gradient at the front end of the impeller
pressure surface decreases significantly, and the low-speed area also moves with the vortex
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towards the impeller inlet. When the maximum value of reverse flow is reached. As
shown in Figure 11d, the vortex in the runner area gradually disappears due to the gradual
decrease in the impact of the water flow on the blades. The internal flow regime gradually
stabilizes, the velocity gradient is no longer obvious, and only a small low-speed area is
located in the runner inlet area. As shown in Figure 11e, with the continuous increase in
the reverse speed, the streamline is no longer smooth, and there is a tendency to rotate but
no new vortex is formed. The high-speed area reappears, which is located in a leafless zone
near the middle of the impeller pressure surface. As shown in Figure 11f, the internal flow
regime does not change significantly in the stable runaway mode, and the high-speed area
begins to move towards the tail of the impeller suction surface.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the numerical simulation of the power-off transient of the centrifugal
pump is carried out by using the CFD numerical simulation and the UDF procedure that
introduces the torque balance equation to control the speed of the centrifugal pump. The
changes in the external characteristic parameters and internal flow field of the centrifugal
pump are analyzed in detail, and the following conclusions are drawn:

(1) After the double-volute centrifugal pump is powered off, it experienced four different
modes, namely pump mode, braking mode, turbine mode, and runaway mode. The
impeller torque, flow rate, and speed of the centrifugal pump underwent drastic
changes after power failure and finally became stable under runaway mode. The
absolute values of the runaway speed and the runaway flow rate are 1.465 times and
1.21 times the initial values, respectively.

(2) Due to the huge change in the direction of speed and flow rate in the process of power
failure, the flow regime inside the whole centrifugal pump became very complicated,
and a large number of unstable flows of secondary flow, reflux, and flow separation
were produced in the flow runner. Through the analysis of the flow field in the intake
pipe area, the impeller area, the double-volute area, and the outlet diffusion section,
we can see the change process of the generation, development, and disappearance of
the vortex at each position of the centrifugal pump. We can also see the change and
development process of the internal speed gradient of the centrifugal pump.

(3) For the double-volute centrifugal pump, not only the dynamic and static interference
of the tongue, but also the dynamic and static interference at the splitter will cause
certain changes in the internal flow regime of the centrifugal pump. Because the
second volute runner is shorter and narrower than the first volute runner, the high-
speed area located in the second volute runner will be larger than that of the first
volute runner.
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